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Preface to ”UAV or Drones for Remote Sensing
Applications in GPS/GNSS Enabled and GPS/GNSS
Denied Environments”

Dear Colleagues,

The design of novel UAV systems and the use of UAV platforms integrated with robotic sensing

and imaging techniques, as well as the development of processing workflows and the capacity of

ultra-high temporal and spatial resolution data have enabled a rapid uptake of UAVs and drones

across several industries and application domains.

The scope of this book provides a forum for high-quality peer-reviewed papers that

broaden awareness and understanding of single and multiple UAV developments for remote

sensing applications, and associated developments in sensor technology, data processing and

communications, and UAV system design and sensing capabilities in GPS enabled and more broadly

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) enabled and GPS /GNSS denied environments.

Contributions include:

UAV-based photogrammetry, laser scanning, multispectral imaging, hyperspectral imaging, and

thermal imaging;

UAV sensor applications, spatial ecology, pest detection, reef, forestry, volcanology, precision

agriculture wildlife species tracking, search and rescue, target tracking, the monitoring of the

atmosphere, chemical, biological, and natural disaster phenomena, fire prevention, flood prevention,

volcanic monitoring, pollution monitoring, microclimates, and land use;

Wildlife and target detection and recognition from UAV imagery using deep learning and

machine learning techniques;

UAV-based change detection;

Sense and avoid;

UAV navigation in cluttered environments;

Single and multiple UAVs or swarms in GPS /GNSS denied environments;

On-board decision making;

Real-time georeferencing for UAV-based imaging;

Radiometric and spectral calibration of UAV-based sensors;

UAV onboard data storage, transmission, and retrieval;

Collaborative strategies and architectures to control multiple UAVs and sensor networks for the

purpose of remote sensing.

Felipe Gonzalez Toro, Antonios Tsourdos

Editors
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Scalable Distributed State Estimation in UTM Context
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Abstract: This article proposes a novel approach to the Distributed State Estimation (DSE) problem for
a set of co-operating UAVs equipped with heterogeneous on board sensors capable of exploiting certain
characteristics typical of the UAS Traffic Management (UTM) context, such as high traffic density and
the presence of limited range, Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication devices. The proposed algorithm is
based on a scalable decentralized Kalman Filter derived from the Internodal Transformation Theory
enhanced on the basis of the Consensus Theory. The general benefit of the proposed algorithm
consists of, on the one hand, reducing the estimation problem to smaller local sub-problems, through a
self-organization process of the local estimating nodes in response to the time varying communication
topology; and on the other hand, of exploiting measures carried out nearby in order to improve the
accuracy of the local estimates. In the UTM context, this enables each vehicle to estimate both its own
position and velocity, as well as those of the neighboring vehicles, using both on board measurements
and information transmitted by neighboring vehicles. A numerical simulation in a simplified UTM
scenario is presented, in order to illustrate the salient aspects of the proposed algorithm.

Keywords: UAS traffic management; multiple UAV navigation; navigation in GPS/GNSS-denied
environments; distributed state estimation; consensus theory

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) have experienced a widespread
diffusion both in military and civilian applications. Their diffusion is destined to grow even further,
since they are capable of operating close to the ground and overcoming obstacles in all sorts of
hazardous conditions forbidden to traditionally manned vehicles. sUAS offer new opportunities in
different operational scenarios including public safety, search and rescue, disaster relief, infrastructure
monitoring, precision farming and delivery of goods [1]. Most sUAV operations would take place in
low-altitude, densely occupied airspace, over densely populated areas typical of urban scenarios.

The foreseen large-scale sUAV operations are not currently possible without drastically reducing
safety levels of low-altitude airspace and a global need for new concepts and enabling technologies is
clearly identified in the aeronautical community. These needs find influential formulations in NASA’s
UAS traffic management [2] (UTM) and the European Commission’s U-space visions [3]. All the
paradigms proposed so far assume a range of capabilities at an increasing level of autonomy, including
Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) operations, interactive planning, de-conflict operations with
geo-fencing, collision and obstacle avoidance. A common element to these capabilities is the necessity
to estimate the position and velocity of each vehicle.

sUAV navigation is typically based on the integration of low-cost Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) receivers and commercial-grade Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)-based

Sensors 2020, 20, 2682; doi:10.3390/s20092682 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors1
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inertial and magnetic sensors [4,5]. In nominal conditions, these navigation systems can provide an
accuracy of approximately 5–10 m [6], good enough to implement, many autonomous functionalities.
In urban environments, this accuracy can be hindered by the presence of obstacles, or greater accuracy
may be required in order to perform special operations.

This article deals with sUAV position and velocity estimation within the UTM context. If, on the
one hand, the peculiar characteristics of a UTM scenario can be seen as a source of open issues to be
faced with, if appropriately interpreted, on the other hand, it is possible to derive benefits compared
to traditional estimation methods in terms of accuracy, availability and continuity. In fact, the high
density of traffic, the presence of numerous and heterogeneous on-board sensors (in addition to
GNSS and inertial and magnetic sensors, low-cost vision-based systems [7,8] and micro radars [9] are
becoming increasingly widespread), the presence of vehicle-to-vehicle communication channels are all
opportunities to be exploited.

The basic idea is simple and intuitive in nature. The presence of numerous on-board sensors provides
a great deal of information on the state of each vehicle. The measurements of certain sensors, such as
vision-based systems or radars, contain information not only regarding the vehicle hosting the sensors,
but also related to other vehicles (e.g., relative distance). The exchange of information between neighboring
vehicles can allow them to improve the estimates of their position and velocity. A typical condition that
can benefit from this situation is the navigation of vehicles in an GNSS-denied zone, where position and
velocity can be estimated thanks to relative position sensors with other vehicles flying nearby.

The idea is currently being widely investigated. In [10–12], a multiple vehicle configuration is
proposed to improve navigation (and attitude estimation) performance of a chief vehicle exploiting
differential GPS using information deriving from a formation of flying deputy vehicles. In [13–15],
a GPS-denied condition is specifically addressed in similar multi-vehicle configurations. These works
consider a fixed number of vehicles flying in formation. A peculiar feature of the UTM scenario
is the non-preordained motion of the vehicles, free to fly in the airspace and the absence of
hierarchical relationships between the vehicles, which must all have access to the same minimum
navigation performance.

The objective of the article is to describe a novel methodology applicable to the navigation of a
sUAS fleet, which exploits the typical features of the UTM system in order to improve performance
with respect to traditional methods. Therefore, the fundamental assumptions characterizing the
considered scenario include the absence of a Central Processing Unit (CPU) for information elaboration
or distribution (decentralization), or of a vehicle that is hierarchically distinct from the others.
Moreover, only locally relevant computation is required to take place in each local processing unit,
allowing the number of nodes to grow arbitrarily, without exceeding local computational resources
(scalability). Thus, the starting point is to translate the basic idea of multi-sensor multi-vehicle
exploitation into formal terms, with an algorithm preserving optimality characteristic typical of many
common State Estimators.

The Kalman Filter (KF) represents the cornerstone for optimal state estimation. In its classical
implementation [16], it has an intrinsically-centralized structure, in which the CPU samples the
measurements and performs the estimation process. Although possibly optimal, when applied to
Large-Scale Multi-Sensor Systems, it does not provide a solution compliant with the previously
discussed assumptions. The main Centralized Kalman Filter limitations are the high computational
load overcharging the CPU when the size of the system increases and the high communication
complexity when the spatial distribution of the system expands.

In order to guarantee the Kalman Filter adequate scalability and decentralization characteristics,
many decentralized algorithms [17–24] have been proposed, based on multiple local Kalman Filters,
one in each local processing unit. In order to take processing and communication limits into account,
the local Kalman Filters must involve the computation and communication only of local quantities of
dimension nl � n, where n is the dimension of the global system.
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Much of the existing studies [25–28] focus on large sensor network monitoring low-dimensional
systems, and they mainly address the problem of how efficiently the available information is distributed.
These solutions address scalability mainly looking to the dimension of the measurement signals, and not
of the state of the system itself.

In other works [29,30], a reduced order Kalman Filters models have been proposed to specifically
address the computation burden that arises from increasing the order of the global system. This research
and other similar works address the issue of scalability in particular for fully connected or almost
fully connected topologies. The algorithms based on this type of topology require long distance
communication that reduces some of the benefits of decentralized architectures.

In order to address the problem over arbitrary communication networks, data fusion algorithms
based on the Consensus Theory [31] are widely discussed in the literature. At the basis of
consensus-based methodologies, there is the concept of covariance intersection [32], which represents
a preliminary solution to the problem of merging the local estimates, so as to obtain a more accurate
global estimate. All consensus-based methodologies can be interpreted as a generalization of the
covariance intersection fusion rule. Consensus-based methodologies are iterative in nature. At the first
iteration step, they conceptually correspond to the covariance intersection rule. When the number
of iteration steps go to infinity, under certain conditions, they tend towards the centralized solution.
This is a highly desirable characteristic.

A first form of Consensus-based algorithm for linear systems is the Consensus on Information (CI),
discussed in [33]. The methodology derives from a decentralized estimation algorithm with stability
properties guaranteed under collective observability and network-strong connectivity (thus ensuring a
relaxation of the condition of full connectivity). Although these stability characteristics are guaranteed,
even for only one single consensus step (in this case, the rule corresponds to the covariance intersection),
the results obtained applying algorithms of this family do not tend towards a centralized solution for a
number of consensus steps that tend towards infinity.

A different approach of Consensus-based estimation for linear systems is named Consensus on
Measurements (CM). This method is discussed, among others, in [34,35], and differs from the CI for the
quantities on which the consensus procedure is carried out. Unlike CI, Consensus on Measurements
tends towards the equivalent centralized solution as the number of consensus steps goes to infinity,
but does not guarantee stability unless the number of consensus step is sufficiently high.

In [36], a hybrid consensus approach is described, defined by the author as the Hybrid Consensus
on Measurement and on Information (HCMCI), based both on CM and CI. The scope of the proposed
approach is to combine their complementary benefits avoiding their main drawbacks. The HCMCI
algorithm, which, among other things, extends the consensus-based solution to the non-linear case
using an Extended Kalman Filter approach, appears to be a promising methodology for dealing with
the problem of the distribution of information in systems of a more general topology.

Consensus-based methods address the issue of decentralization of the estimate by reducing the
complexity of the communication system even in the case of systems that are not fully connected.
However, these algorithms do not address the problem of scalability: in all the aforementioned methods,
each local model has a cardinality equal to that of the global system. These solutions, therefore, do not
address the problem of scalability as the size of the system grows.

Furthermore, a common element of consensus-based approaches is the stability criterion of the
solution related to the system topology. Strong connectivity is a required condition. Without going
into formalisms, this translates into the assumption that each vehicle is connected to the others at least
through an indirect route, passing through the other vehicles. If the stability conditions, specifically
relating to the system topology, continue to be verified in subsets, the proposed algorithms can be used
locally. The topology of a system such as a fleet of sUAVs free to fly in space is highly variable over
time. Therefore, it would be advantageous to have an appropriate clustering mechanism that consists
of locally stable estimation systems formed of only a properly selected global state subset.

3
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The methodology proposed in this article combines the results achieved for scalable decentralized
systems obtained by the Internodal Transformation Theory methodology [29], with the advantages
guaranteed by the use of consensus-based techniques [31]. The goal is to inherit the scalability
properties from the former, the ability to distribute information within the strongly connected sub
graphs from the latter, and to obtain, from the combined use of the two approaches, a self-clustering
property, through which the local elements that form the global system self-aggregate, in order to form
sub-systems in which the solution is stable.

2. Materials and Methods

This section introduces the fundamental notions for the definition of a decentralized estimation
algorithm. Subsequently, it introduces the basic concepts of both the Internodal Transformation Theory
and the Consensus Theory necessary for the proposed algorithm formulation. Finally, it defines the
algorithm in its generic formulation identifying a possible application to the problem of estimating
position and velocity for a sUAV fleet.

2.1. Problem Formulation

This article addresses Scalable Distributed State Estimation (SDSE) over a network consisting of
nodes representing free-flying vehicles. Each vehicle has its own on-board sensors that can locally
process sensor data and exchange data with other vehicles. The problem can be expressed as follows.

Let us consider a set of N flying vehicles. Communication topology between vehicles at any
time k can be defined in terms of a directed graph G = {V,A}, where V = {V1, . . .VN} is the set
of vehicles (nodes of the graph) and A is the set of pair describing a communication link from Vi
to V j (arcs): vehicle i can receive data from vehicle j if

(
Vi,V j

)
∈ A. For each vehicle i, let be

Ai =
{
V j ∈ V :

(
Vi,V j

)
∈ A

}
the set of its neighbors.

Let x ∈ Rn be the global system state. State x is global in that it includes the information to describe
the behavior of each vehicle.

Let us consider a non-linear dynamic model of the system in the state space form and discrete
time domain:

xk = f(xk−1) +ωk−1 (1)

where f is the non-linear state transition function and ωk ∈ Rn is the process noise. For each vehicle i,
let us consider a set of non-linear measurements zi

k ∈ Rm given by:

zi
k = hi(xk) + ν

i
k Vi ∈ V (2)

where hi is the local observation model and νi ∈ Rm is the measurement noise. Let us assume that the
process and measurement noise ω and νi are mutually uncorrelated zero-mean noise with covariance
Ωk−1 = E

[
ωk−1ωk−1

T
]
> 0 and Ri

k = E
[
νi

kν
i
k

T
]
> 0.

The objective of a state estimation problem is to have, at each time k an estimation of the global

system state x̂k based on measurement zk =
[
z1T

k , . . . , zNT
k

]T
.

An SDSE problem introduces the concepts of Distribution and Scalability:

• In a Distributed State Estimation, each node has a locally-processed estimation of the global
system state x̂i

k based only on the local measurements zi
k and date received form the adjacent

vehicles j, such thatV j ∈ Ai

• In a Scalable State Estimation, a model distribution logic reduces the size of local estimation
problems allowing each node to estimate only a subset of the global state.

4
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2.2. The Basis of Decentralization

To address the problem, a fundamental result relating to the centralized problem can be briefly
recalled. First, let us consider the overall system given the state dynamics (1) and the overall
measurement model:

zk = h(xk) + νk (3)

where νk =
[
ν1T

k , . . . ,νNT
k

]T
.

The estimation of the state x at time k, given information up to and including time (k−m) and the
corresponding variance P are given by:

x̂k|k−m = E[ xk
∣∣∣z1, . . . zk−m ] (4)

Pk|k−m = E
[(

xk − x̂k|k−m
)T (

xk − x̂k|k−m
)
|z1, . . . zk−m

]
(5)

being, in a recursive formulation, the most relevant cases those for m = k−1 and m = k.
The information filter, equivalent to the traditional Covariance Kalman Filter, provides a recursive

estimation x̂k|k for the state x at time k given the information z1, . . . zk up to time k. The information
matrix Q and information state vector q can be defined [37] as the inverse of covariance matrix and as
the product of the inverse of the covariance matrix and the state estimate, respectively:

Qk|k−m = P−1
k|k−m (6)

qk|k−m = Qk|k−mx̂k|k−m (7)

In terms of information space variables, the Extended Information Kalman Filter can be written in
the following form [29], given without derivation:

prediction

x̂k|k−1 = f
(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
(8)

Qk|k−1 =



∂f

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)

∂xk
Q−1

k−1|k−1

∂f
(
x̂k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

T

+ Ωk−1




−1

(9)

qk|k−1 = Qk|k−1 x̂k|k−1 (10)

correction

qk|k = qk|k−1 + ik (11)

Qk|k = Qk|k−1 + Ik (12)

where

Ik =
∂h

(
x̂k|k−1

)

∂xk

T

(Rk)
−1
∂h

(
x̂k|k−1

)

∂xk
(13)

ik =
∂h

(
x̂k|k−1

)

∂xk

T

(Rk)
−1


ck +

∂h
(
x̂k|k−1

)

∂xk
x̂k|k−1


 (14)

ck = zk − h
(
x̂k|k−1

)
(15)

The Global Information Filter applies to a fully centralized fusion architecture composed of a
central processing unit directly connected to all sensing devices. One of the major advantages of the
information filter formulation is its capability to be easily decentralized into a network of communicating
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nodes. In a decentralized fusion architecture, the system consists of different processing nodes able
to perform the estimation of the global state on the basis of local observation and possible shared
observations coming from other nodes. Let us first consider the case of a network of fully connected
nodes N, which supposes that each vehicle is connected to all the other vehicles. Let us assume that
each local node has a state model identical to the centralized model (1), i.e., each node performs a
global state estimation x̂i ∈ Rn. Local information matrix and information state vectors can be defined
in each node i:

Qi
k|k−m =

(
Pi

k|k−m

)−1
(16)

qi
k|k−m = Qi

k|k−mx̂i
k|k−m (17)

The estimation algorithm for node i with information being communicated to it from other (N-1)
nodes can be expressed in the following step analogous to the centralized case:

prediction

x̂i
k|k−1 = f

(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)
(18)

Qi
k|k−1 =



∂f

(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

(
Qi

k−1|k−1

) −1
∂f

(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

T

+ Ωi
k−1




−1

(19)

qi
k|k−1 = Qi

k|k−1 x̂i
k|k−1 (20)

correction

qi
k|k = qi

k|k−1 +
N∑

j=1

i j
k (21)

Qi
k|k = Qi

k|k−1 +
N∑

j=1

I j
k (22)

where

I j
k =

∂h j
(
x̂ j

k|k−1

)

∂xk

T
(
R j

k

)−1 ∂h j
(
x̂ j

k|k−1

)

∂xk
(23)

i j
k =

∂h j
(
x̂ j

k|k−1

)

∂xk

T
(
R j

k

)−1


c

j
k +

∂h j
(
x̂ j

k|k−1

)

∂xk
x̂ j

k|k−1


 (24)

c j
k = z j

k − h j
(
x̂ j

k|k−1

)
(25)

In the correction step expressed it can be assumed that each node begins with a common initial
information state (e.g., qi

0 = 0 Qi
0 = 0 ∀ i). The summations in Equations (21) and (22) are feasible

because of the full connectivity of the system. Under these conditions, each local estimate is identical
to the centralized system defined by the Equations (8)–(15).

The case of a fully connected system does not guarantee any real advantages with respect to
the centralized case, both in terms of computational burden and of communication requirements.
Nevertheless, it represents a starting point for the definition of any decentralized estimation algorithm
based on a Kalman Filter.

6
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2.3. Scalability

Let us first deal with the problem of scalability. In order to obtain the desired scalable solution,
let us introduce the model distribution concepts as defined in [29]. Let us consider a local state for the
node i related to the global state at time instant k by:

xi
k = Ti

kxk (26)

where Ti
k is a linear nodal transformation matrix that select states or linear combinations of states

from the global state vector. Using the Internodal Transformation Theory, it is possible to obtain a
formulation in which each node performs the same estimation as the centralized formulation for a
subset of the global state, while minimizing communication between nodes.

In order to derive a scalable solution, the inverse operation to model reduction is required.
Generally speaking, Ti

k is rectangular and its ordinary inverse is not defined. Hence, the use of the

generalized pseudo-inverse
(
Ti

k

)+
is required. The pseudo-inverse provides the solution to the problem

of reconstructing the global state xk starting from the local state xi
k in node i, minimizing ‖ xi

k − Ti
kxk ‖:

xk =
(
Ti

k

)+
xi

k (27)

The geometrical interpretation of the reconstructed global state is a vector containing an unscaled
relevant state and a zero in place of any irrelevant state to node i.

Let us introduce the concepts of information contribution at node i due to current observation
from node j, defined as ii| j

k , and the associated local information matrix Ii| j
k .

Error covariance at node i based on local observation from node j can be defined as:

Pi| j
k|k =

(
Ii| j

k

)+
(28)

and the corresponding local estimate at node i based only on local observation from node j can be
obtained from:

x̂i| j
k|k = Pi| j

k|kii| j
k (29)

It is possible to rewrite [29] the distributed formulation of Equations (18)–(25) in an equivalent
scalable form in which each node propagates only locally relevant states and exchanges only relevant
information with any other node:

Prediction

x̂i
k|k−1 = Ti

kf
((

Ti
k−1

)+
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)
(30)

Q̃
i
k−1|k−1 = Ti

k

{(
Ti

k−1

)+
Qi

k−1|k−1

(
Ti

k−1

)}(
Ti

k

)+
(31)

Qi
k|k−1 =



∂f

(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

(
Q̃

i
k−1|k−1

)
−1

∂f
(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

T

+ Ωi
k−1




−1

(32)

qi
k|k−1 = Qi

k|k−1x̂i
k|k−1 (33)

Correction

qi
k|k = qi

k|k−1 +
N∑

j=1

ii| j
k (34)

Qi
k|k = Qi

k|k−1 +
N∑

j=1

Ii| j
k (35)

7
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In the correction phase (34), (35), it is assumed that each node i receives from the other nodes the
local information

(
ii| j
k , Ii| j

k

)
. Each node is able to calculate the information contributions locally starting

from local measures without relying on information communicated by the other nodes in a completely
analogous way to what was done in Equations (23)–(25):

ii|i
k =

∂hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk

T
(
Ri

k

)−1

c

i
k +

∂hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk
x̂i

k|k−1


 (36)

Ii|i
k =

∂h
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk

T
(
Ri

k

)−1 ∂h
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk
(37)

It is therefore necessary to look for transformations that locally carry out the following transformations
in each node.

I j| j
k → Ii| j

k ∀ j , i (38)

i j| j
k → ii| j

k ∀ j , i (39)

It is possible to show [29] that the Information Space Intermodal Transformation map can be
schematized as in Figure 1, where:

V ji
k = Ti

k

(
T j

k

)+
(40)

T ji
k = Ii| j

k V ji
k

(
I j|i

k

)+
(41)
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The information parameter in node Vi given only node V j observation z j
k can thus be been

derived in each node starting from quantities, calculated locally as follows

Ii| j
k =

[
Ti

k

[
T j

k
T
(

I j| j
k

)
T j

k

]+
Ti

k
T
]+

= F j→i
I

(
I j

k

)
(42)

ii| j
k = T ji

k i j| j
k = F j→i

i

(
i j| j
k

)
(43)

In order to carry out the transformations (42) and (43), each node j must therefore communicate
the information to node i:

(
T j

k, I j| j
k , i j| j

k

)
.
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The solution identified, as highlighted by Equations (34) and (35), formally still applies to a fully
connected system. The process of minimizing communication between nodes is highly dependent
on the choice of the matrices Ti

k of the model distributions. On the other hand, no hypothesis has
been made so far about the criteria to be used to select these matrices. The effect of minimizing
communications is evident by observing that T ji

k = Ti j
k = 0 if two nodes do not share any common

state. Therefore, the exchange of any information is not necessary between two nodes not sharing
any common state. It is possible to extend this consideration to two or more sub-graphs that are
individually strongly connected yet which are not connected to each other. By choosing a local state for
each node that includes only the states of nodes belonging to its strongly connected subgraph, the need
for communication between unconnected sub graphs is avoided. The selected algorithm then performs
a sort of clustering of the estimation process selecting groups of nodes that require exchanging data
(see Figure 2).
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2.4. Consensus Based Information Distribution

The algorithm discussed in the previous paragraph does not completely solve the problem of the
information distribution: two nodes that share part of the local state must exchange information directly.
In this way, the algorithm autonomously manages the formation and disintegration of connected
sub-graphs, but a fully connectivity is required in each sub-graph. To overcome this problem, it is
possible to use the Consensus Theory.

Let us consider a strongly connected subgraph G̃ =
{
Ṽ, Ã

}
⊆ G included in the global graph.

The summation of generic terms χi distributed between its nodes:

X =
∑

i∈Ã
χi (44)

can be obtained with a consensus averaging iterative process [38]:

∀ Vi ∈ Ã χ
(0)
i = χi

9
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f or ` = 1, . . . , L χ
(`+1)
i =

∑

j∈Ã
µi jχ

(`)
j (45)

X = Ñχ(L)i (46)

where Ñ is the number of nodes of the strongly connected sub-graph.
With a proper choice of the µi j, in fact the solution converges to the average vector

lim
`→∞

χ
(`)
i =

1

Ñ

∑

j∈Ai

χ j ∀Vi ∈ Ã (47)

A possible choice of terms µi j is to select them as local-degree weights:

µi j =
1

max
{
d(i), d( j)

} ,
(
Vi,V j

)
∈ A (48)

µi j = 0,
(
Vi,V j

)
< A (49)

µii = 1−
∑

j∈Ai

µi j (50)

where d(i) is the degree of the nodeVi.

2.5. Algorithm Description

By applying to the Scalable Distributed algorithm defined by Equations (30)–(35), a consensus
procedure to asymptotically obtain the summations in Equations (34) and (35), and adding a consensus
procedure on a priori information pair to reproduce a Hybrid Consensus on Measurement and on
Information (HCMCI) formulation [36], the following algorithm can be obtained:

UpdateTi
k

Local prediction

x̂i
k|k−1 = Ti

kf
((

Ti
k−1

)+
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)
(51)

Q̃
i
k−1|k−1 = Ti

k

{(
Ti

k−1

)+
Qi

k−1|k−1

(
Ti

k−1

)}(
Ti

k

)+
(52)

Qi
k|k−1 =



∂f

(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

(
Q̃

i
k−1|k−1

)
−1

∂f
(
x̂i

k−1|k−1

)

∂xk

T

+ Ωi
k−1




−1

(53)

qi
k|k−1 = Qi

k|k−1 x̂i
k|k−1 (54)

Consensus (oninformation) ∀ i

Initialization

Qi
k|k−1

(0) = Qi
k|k−1 qi

k|k−1
(0) = qi

k|k−1 (55)

f or ` = 0, 1, . . . .L

∀ V j ∈ Ai receive Q j
k|k−1

(`), q j
k|k−1

(`)

Qi
k|k−1

(`+1) =
∑

j∈Ai

µi j Ti
k

{(
T j

k

)+
Q j

k|k−1
(`)

(
T j

k

)}(
Ti

k

)+
(56)
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qi
k|k−1

(`+1) =
∑

j∈Ai

µi j Ti
k

(
T j

k

)+
q j

k|k−1
(`) (57)

Localmeasure ∀ i

Samplezi
k

ci
k = zi

k − hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)
(58)

Ii|i
k =

∂hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk

T
(
Ri

k

)−1 ∂hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk
(59)

ii|i
k =

∂hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk

T
(
Ri

k

)−1

c

i
k +

∂hi
(
x̂i

k|k−1

)

∂xk
x̂i

k|k−1


 (60)

Consensus (onmeasurement) ∀ i

Initialization

Ii
k
(0) = Ii

k i j
k
(0) = i j

k (61)

f or ` = 0, 1, . . . .L

∀ V j ∈ Ai receive I j| j
k

(`), i j| j
k

(`)

Ii|i
k

(`+1) =
∑

j∈Ai

µi j F j→i
I

(
I j| j

k
(`)

)
(62)

ii|i
k

(`+1) =
∑

j∈Ai

µi j F j→i
i

(
i j| j
k

(`)
)

(63)

Correction ∀ i

Qi
k|k = Qi

k|k−1 + NiIi|i
k

(L) (64)

qi
k|k = qi

k|k−1 + Niii|i
k

(L) (65)

x̂i
k|k =

(
Qi

k|k
)−1

qi
k|k (66)

The logical building process of the Scalable DSE Algorithm is shown in Figure 3, together with
the relationships with the algorithms from which it is derived.

The algorithm applies to a set of cooperating nodes (vehicle), in the sense that each node
actively communicates information to neighboring nodes. The clustering property of the algorithm
causes each node to estimate an automatically selected subset of the global state, based on the
communication topology.

The mode selection update step can be approached in various ways. A simple way is based on a
consensus procedure carried out on a local defined adjacency matrix initialized, in each node, as if the
node were an isolated node.

ai
hh

(0) = 1 i f h = i ; otherwise ai
hk
(0) = 0 (67)

f or ` = 1, . . . L Ai(`+1) =
∑

j∈Ai

µi jAi(`) (68)

where Ai is a locally known adjacence matrix of elements ai
hk. It is easy to verify that, for a proper

number of consensus steps, the diagonal of each local adjacency matrix contains information on the
nodes belonging to the same strongly connected sub graph (cluster).
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The equations in which the nodal transformation matrices explicitly appear, Equations (51), (52),
(56), (57), (62), (63), perform the mode distribution operations. From an implementation perspective
these equations, apparently onerous from a computational point of view, in the case of our interest,
in which the matrices T j

k make a simple selection of the states, are therefore reduced to rows and

columns reordering and deletion operators. The topology of the system, and then the matrices T j
k varies

with time. When node is added to a cluster, Equations (51) and (52) include the initialization to null
information pairs for the corresponding states. When a node is excluded from a cluster, Equations (51)
and (52) correspond to the elimination of the corresponding rows and columns.
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As far as the stability of the solution is concerned, the algorithm is equivalent to the algorithm
described by Equations (30)–(35) for L→∞ . On the other hand, the results achieved in the field of
internodal transformations guarantee the equivalence of the local estimation and centralized state
estimation limited to local retained states.

Stability can also be interpreted in a second way. During its evolution over time the system
can be divided in clusters each strongly connected. Such clusters, as mentioned, varies over time
through the disaggregation of a cluster or the fusion of two clusters. In each time interval in which a
strongly connected cluster exists, the algorithm it is locally equivalent to an EFK algorithm, based on
HCMCI consensus. Therefore, it is possible to consider locally the stability conditions applicable to
that algorithm. These stability condition can be demonstrated in the linear time invariant form [36].

In the particular case that the following assumption are satisfied:

• The system is collectively observable;
• The network is strongly connected (i.e., any node is reachable from any other node through a

directed path).

then, it is guaranteed that the estimation error is asymptotical bounded in mean square i.e.,
lim

k→∞
supE

{
‖ x̂i

k|k − xi
k ‖ 2

}
< ∞. The HCMCI formulation ensures convergence to the centralized EKF in

each strongly connected cluster.

2.6. sUAV Positon Estimation

Let us consider a set of N co-operative flying vehiclesV = {V1, . . .VN} free to move in a defined
airspace of volume V. A vehicleVI can be located by means of its position ri =

(
xI, yI, zI

)
in an inertial

reference system I. Its attitude is defined in terms of Euler’s angles Θi of a body reference frame B,
with respect to inertial reference frame I.

In the proposed filter architecture, the chosen system dynamic model is a purely kinematic
model not affected by any kind of model uncertainties. The state model equations forVI assumes the
following form:

ri = vi (69)

vi = Mi
BI

(
Θi

)
fi
B + Gi

I (70)

where vector vi is the velocity vector in inertial reference system I; vector fi
B is the specific force (force

per unit mass) vector expressed in body frame B; Gi
I is the specific gravity force vector expressed in the

inertial reference frame I and Mi
BI represents the rotation matrix from B to I.

We assume each that vehicle is equipped with a sensor suite including three type of sensors:

• Inertial Measurement Unit sensors (3-axes gyros, accelerometers and magnetometers);
• Absolute position and velocity (e.g., GPS);
• Relative position (e.g., visual based sensors, radar, radio frequency of time of flight).

Using these three types of sensors, each vehicle can locally generate the set of measurement
included in one or more of the following equations:

yi
acc = fi

B (71)

yi
ahrs = Θi (72)

yi
gnss =

[
ri, vi

]
(73)

yi
rel =

{(
Ri j,ψi j, Φi j

)
, V j ∈ F i

}
(74)

More specifically, Equation (71) represent the specific force vector measured by accelerometers.
Furthermore, it can be assumed that each vehicle has a local AHRS (Attitude and Heading reference
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system) capable of estimating attitude angles, expressed in Equation (72), by properly filtering the
measurements coming from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors.

Equation (73) represents GNSS measures of inertial position and velocity. Finally, Equation (74)
is representative of the relative position measurement. It is constituted by a triple including relative
distance R, elevation Φ and azimuth ψ of all vehicles included into to Field of View F i of the vehicle
Vi. In this formulation, asynchronous measurements can occur both due to the different sampling
times of the sensors, and for in and out Field of View transitions.

In order to complete the kinematic model, the following equations are added to the system: (69)
and (70), to have an autonomous system capable to filter inertial sensors biases [39]:

f
i
B = 0 (75)

Θ
i
= 0 (76)

Equations (75) and (76) are not restricting, due to the high update rates typical of the
inertial measurements.

The state ξi of vehicleVi is described by:

ξi =
[
riT, viT, fi

B
T, ΘiT

]T
(77)

The overall state ξ of system is

ξ =
[
ξ1T, ξ2T, . . . , ξNT

]T
(78)

Finally, it can be assumed that each vehicle is equipped with a bi-directional communication
device whose range defines the connection graph, according to the rule that a vehicleV j belong to
neighborAi of vehicleVi if its relative distance is less than the communication range.

3. Results

In order to highlight the most peculiar aspects of the proposed algorithm, which are those related
to the decentralization, scalability and self-clustering of the local states in the nodes, the results
are reported for a specific simplified, though sufficiently representative, scenario. The fundamental
parameters, characteristic of the scenario, are summarized in Table 1. In order to facilitate the readability
of the results, Equations (69), (70) are reduced to the two-dimensional case, i.e., two translational
degrees of freedom and one angular degree of freedom. The measurements are asynchronous and
obtained at different frequencies. The parameter Communication frequency in this context takes on the
meaning of frequency of the consensus operation. The execution time of an entire consensus operation,
consisting three Consensus steps (L = 3), is neglected.

Table 1. Scenario description.

Simulation
Parameter Value

Number of Vehicles 5
GNSS coverage 50%
GNSS frequency 1 Hz

Radar Range 500 m
Radar frequency 1 Hz
IMU frequency 10 Hz

Communication Range 600 m
Communication frequency 1 Hz
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Figure 4 shows the position of the fleet, consisting of five vehicles, in four different time instants.
The blue circles around each vehicle indicate the range of the relative position sensors; the red lines
connecting two vehicles highlight the presence of an active communication link. The points in red
indicate the absence of the GNSS signal, the position covered by the signal is reported in green.
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The coverage of the GNSS signal is distributed randomly with the only constraint of guaranteeing
a ratio between GNSS denied areas and areas covered by the service equal to 50%. Even if it represents
a simplified model, this distribution is representative of an urban canyon scenario.

The simulation shows a single cluster at time instant t = 5 s.; two clusters at time t = 10 s (Vehicle 4
remains separate from the others); three clusters at t = 25 s (Vehicles 4 and 2 separated from the others);
once again, a unique strongly connected system at the time instant t = 30 s.

Table 2 summarizes, at the time instants shown in Figure 4, the states propagated from each
vehicle. Within each cluster, collective observability is guaranteed by the presence of at least one
vehicle with GNSS available [40].

Table 2. Model Distribution (estimated vehicle) for each vehicle.

t = 5 s t = 10 s t = 25 s t = 30 s

vehicle 1 1 2 3 41 5 1 2 3 5 1 3 5 1 2 3 4 5
vehicle 2 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 5 2 1 2 3 4 5
vehicle 3 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 5 1 3 5 1 2 3 4 5
vehicle 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 5 4 1 2 3 4 5
vehicle 5 1 2 3 4 5 4 1 3 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 in bold active GNSS.
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Figures 5–7 show the estimates made locally by Vehicle 1. The EKF reference (black line) is
obviously reported only in the case of self-estimation. It corresponds to the estimate made by the
vehicle using only its own on-board sensors. In cross-estimation, whenever a vehicle is not in the same
cluster of the estimating vehicle, the curve representing the estimate is interrupted and then resumed
as soon as that vehicle returns to the cluster.
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Three fundamental behaviors can be observed:

• The self-clustering mechanism is evident. Vehicle 2 is disconnected from the estimate around
t = 20 s (Figure 6). Vehicle 4 shows two estimation black out windows (Figure 7) around t = 6 sec
and around t = 21 s. In both cases, the estimate is correctly recovered when the vehicle rejoins the
cluster of the estimating vehicle. When this happens, the transient is adequately managed in the
average process of Equations (56) and (57), in which the contribution of each vehicle is weighed
with its own covariance matrix.

• The self-estimation of Vehicle 1 is more accurate than the traditional centralized EKF estimate.
Vehicle 1 periodically loses the GNSS signal. This leads to a widespread degradation of the
estimate. It is particularly evident around t = 20 s, in which the GNSS denied persists for a longer
interval. In the decentralized solution, the observability of the cluster 1-3-5 is guaranteed by the
GNSS signal received by Vehicle 3 (see Figure 4c).

• The estimation process is generally good, with the exception of the intervals of time when some
vehicles do not share the same cluster. However, this situation represents the case in which
these vehicles cannot communicate with the node making the estimate. In this case, the vehicles
cannot share their data to improve their estimates This condition is obviously not a limitation of
the algorithm.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the estimates made by the other vehicle. For illustrative
purposes only, estimates for Vehicle 4 are reported in Figures 8–10.
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4. Conclusions

The article discussed a solution to the problem of Distributed State Estimation (DSE) in the
framework of Kalman Filter-based algorithms. The proposed solution draws from the theoretical
results derived from two different methodologies both related to the Kalman Filter theory: Internodal
Transformation Theory and Consensus Theory.

From the former, the algorithm inherits the scalability property, that is the ability to decompose
the global problem into different reduced order problems on a local level. From the latter, it inherits
the ability to efficiently distribute information among local sensing and computational nodes.

A novel property, deriving from the fusion of the two methodologies, is the self-clustering
property of the nodes which aggregate themselves in local estimation sub problems in response to the
variation of the communication topology. The aggregation process is performed by each node through
the information dynamically transmitted by its neighboring nodes, and is achieved by reaching an
agreement resulting from a Consensus-based process.

The proposed algorithm makes it possible to obtain more accurate estimates than those obtainable
individually from each node that uses only local measurements. Furthermore, the scalability property
reduces the computational burden in each node by means of reducing the size of the local problems,
while decentralization improves the communication efficiency, allowing each vehicle to exchange
information only to the nearest vehicle.

The algorithm has a general validity, but assumes a specific meaning if applied to set of co-operating
sUAVs equipped with heterogeneous on-board sensors and limited range communication devices.
In this perspective, the algorithm is proposed as a formalization of an intuitive concept in which
vehicles flying nearby other co-operative vehicles share its own on-board measurement to enable a
better estimate of each vehicle.

A particularly significant condition is, for example, that in which a vehicle flying in a GNSS-denied
zone can use the measurements of its position transmitted from another vehicle (i.e., from a micro
radar or from a vision-based system) to correct the estimate regarding its own position. This scenario
represents, among others, typical operational conditions of a fleet of sUAVs in a UTM context, in which
registered vehicles can perform free flight operations in a potentially highly density airspace in
urban environment. The application of the algorithm to a problem that involves the presence of
non-collaborating elements, such as intruders, may be subject to future works.

The numerical examples shown have no ambitions of a complete numerical validation, but want
to represent a clear example of the benefits that the proposed algorithm can guarantee.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, methodology, investigation, formal analysis, creation of models,
data curation and validation M.C., E.D., I.N. and M.M. Software development, writing, M.C. All authors have
read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Abstract: An automatic landing of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a non-trivial task requiring
a solution of a variety of technical and computational problems. The most important is the precise
determination of altitude, especially at the final stage of approaching to the earth. With current
altimeters, the magnitude of measurement errors at the final phase of the descent may be unacceptably
high for constructing an algorithm for controlling the landing manoeuvre. Therefore, it is desirable
to have an additional sensor, which makes possible to estimate the height above the surface of the
runway. It is possible to estimate all linear and angular UAV velocities simultaneously with the
help of so-called optical flow (OF), determined by the sequence of images recorded by an onboard
camera, however in pixel scale. To transform them into the real metrical values it is necessary to
know the current flight altitude and the camera angular position values. The critical feature of the
OF is its susceptibility to the camera resolution and the shift rate of the observed scene. During
the descent phase of flight, these parameters change at least one hundred times together with the
altitude. Therefore, for reliable application of the OF one needs to coordinate the shooting parameters
with the current altitude. However, in case of the altimeter fault presence, the altitude is also still
to be estimated with the aid of the OF, so one needs to have another tool for the camera control.
One of the possible and straightforward ways is the camera resolution change by pixels averaging
in computer part which performed in coordination with theoretically estimated and measured OF
velocity. The article presents results of such algorithms testing from real video sequences obtained in
flights with different approaches to the runway with simultaneous recording of telemetry and video
data.

Keywords: UAV; landing; optical flow; video navigation; Kalman filter

1. Introduction

Today the development of optoelectronic devices and data transmission systems allows to use
them in remote control systems of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). In case of remote control which
is carried out by an operator the characteristics of the optical devices and the transmitted image
must correspond to the capabilities of human vision. However, in case of the UAV autonomous
flight, the optical systems and the onboard computer must work together solving the problems of
identifying the observed objects with their coordinates. It means that requirements to characteristics of
optoelectronic devices are different from remote flight control case. The UAV control system which
includes an optoelectronic system (OES) and an onboard computer determines the movement of
the onboard video camera and identifies the objects observed in the field of view of the camera [1].
There are several approaches to the usage of OES [2]. The first one is to detect and to track the
movement of specific local areas (reference points) on the image by analogy with human vision [3,4].
With this approach, it is easy to transform the recorded images into metric values for the control system.
Some examples of this approach to UAV navigation are as follows:

Sensors 2019, 19, 1351; doi:10.3390/s19061351 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors21
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• the tracking of singular points and development of the algorithm based on determining of their
angular coordinates and establishing of correspondence of their images in preliminary uploaded
template map based on RANSAC methodology described in [5];

• conjugation of the rectilinear objects segments such as walls of buildings and roads are in [6];
• fitting of characteristic curvilinear elements [7];
• matching of textured and coloured areas [8,9];
• matching of epipolar lines, such as runways, at landing [10].

One possible reference to this approach is sparse OF. An example of this approach to the UAV
landing in case of the smoke occlusions basing on the natural terrain landmarks is given in [11].
The second approach is based on non-metric analysis and is built by analogy with a vision of insects
or birds [12]. Nowadays an approach that uses information containing in the vector field of the
image motion (in other words in the optical flow (OF)) is developing. OF is well known to engineers
developing cameras for shooting from moving carriers where unreduced OF leads to the resolution
degradation and needs reduction either optomechanically [13,14] or electronically [15]. At the same
time in the UAV application area, the OF contains the information about the carrier’s velocities and
thereby may serve as an additional sensor for the UAV navigation.

OF is the projection of the camera’s motion onto the focal plane. OF generates the nonuniform
field of image shifts velocities which is known as dense optical flow. In case of tracking the displacement
of some reference points on the underlying surface, it is common to use the sparse optical flow term.
The methodology of the OF computation had been developed long ago, mainly for estimation of
quality for various optomechanical image shift compensation systems performance [16]. Nowadays
there are various examples of the OF usage in UAV applications such as:

• in landing at the unknown hazardous environment with the choice of the landing place [17];
• in experimental landing with the aid of special landing pads [18];
• vision based and mapping for landing with the aid of model predictive control [19];
• in landing manoeuvring of the UAV [20,21];
• in tracking tasks of linear objects such as communication lines and pipelines on the terrain [22];
• even in usual manoeuvring [23];
• slope estimation for autonomous landing [24];
• in distance estimation with application to the UAV landing with the aid of the mono camera [25].

Our research team is working on video navigation as an additional navigation tool for UAV of
aeroplane type. We consider OF as an additional tool for estimation of the UAV velocity in the absence
of specific regions on the earth surface which can serve as beacons for estimation of the UAV position.
The specific feature of the OF is that it gives information about velocities only but not on position.
Therefore, the bias of the position estimates which inevitably exists at the beginning of the flight path
can only increase without additional intermediate corrections. Correct filtering algorithm can reduce
this bias but cannot eradicate it. It means that it is essential to evaluate the specific noises related
to the OF estimation, so in our experiments, we perform flights where qualified pilot performs the
series of approaches to the runway, during which one can carefully record the video sequences and
corresponding telemetry data. These data serve as a source of information about specific OF noises.
Filtering method fuses the data at UAV altitude estimation during landing.

In the existing literature, the OF usage at landing generally relates to the copter type UAV [11].
Here it is possible to coordinate velocity of descent with the observable video sequence. There are a
series of works demonstrating successful approaches to the copter control based on the divergence
observation. Here the divergence of the OF field serves as a measure of the approach velocity to the
earth surface. Almost all articles were presenting the successful application of the OF relate to micro
air vehicles (MAV), where OF used with supplemental range meter. For example, in [26] authors
consider a Vertical-Take-OFF-and-Landing UAV (VTOL UAV) with an Inertial Measurement Unit
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(IMU) equipped with suitable filtering algorithms providing reliable estimates of the UAV pose and
rotational velocities. Moreover, this UAV equipped with an optoelectronic camera serving as an
additional passive sensor whose output is enriching in-flight information. These authors also assume
that the UAV control system has an image processing capability to identify a target and to compute OF
over the full image basing on well-known Horn and Schunck approach [27].

In [28] a nonlinear controller is presented for a VTOL UAV that exploits a measurement of
the average OF to enable hovering and landing onto a moving platform such as the deck of a
seagoing vessel.

In a detailed review of copter type UAV’s [11] video control presents a variety of approaches to
the usage of natural landmarks and the OF approaches. The principal differences between UAVs of a
copter type and even MAV and standard sized UAVs lay in their sizes and velocities. When small-sized
UAV is approaching the obstacles with low velocity, the latter can be controlled by the OF signal, since
the divergence of the OF field serves as a measure of approaching speed [29–32]. On the contrary, the
standard sized UAVs are landing onto the runway and approaching to the earth by standard glissade
during which the altitude changes from hundreds of meters to zero and velocity reduces from dozens
of meters per second to meters per second and finally to zero. Simultaneously the rate of the image
motion changes on the same orders which lead to the resolution degradation, so the detection of
the natural landmarks like in [11] becomes impossible. An application of the OF techniques which
determine the image velocity via analysis of the evolution of local image areas needs the coordination
of the resolution level of OES with the current speed. The measure of such coordination is obtainable
by comparison of measured and theoretically calculated OF velocities.

Even if there are communications related to successful usage of the OF with the aid of two
vertically displaced cameras [33,34], more careful analysis shows that with real images and flights the
bias between the estimated and real values of the OF achieves unacceptable values [35].

That is why the approach developed for MAV do not apply to the aeroplane landing where the
descent velocity cannot be arbitrary controlled. Moreover, the OES resolution when approaching to
the earth changes about a hundred times from the start of a glissade. By this reason, the standard OF
evaluation does not work accurately if the OES resolution does not reduce in coordination with the
UAV altitude. A changing of the camera focal length is somewhat tricky since it needs an additional
controlled optomechanical system. Meanwhile, the resolution can be changed by averaging pixels
in coordination with estimated OF velocity obtained from the video sequence and its comparison
with the value calculated theoretically from exact OF formulas based on current altitude estimation.
The principal aim of this article is to demonstrate this approach via real video sequences obtained in
real flights. There are two ways to use video navigation in autonomous UAV flights. The first one
is a detection of the terrain objects with known coordinates, a definition of their aspect angles and
finally, a determining the current UAV coordinates. We demonstrated this approach in [5]. However, if
such objects are absent in the field of view, one can determine the current velocity and coordinates
by filtering, and the OF is a good way for that. So the combination of direct measurements and OF
provides the continuous tracking of the UAV trajectory. This way is convenient in so-called cruise part
of the flight, where the altitude and velocity remain almost constant. The landing is the different issue,
since the altitude changes on few orders as well as the scale of the picture, therefore, small details
become apparent and affect the accuracy of the determining of the OF [36]. That is why at landing
phase one needs to adapt the camera resolution and the frame rate following the current altitude.
Creation of such cameras is a separate problem, though one can change the resolution by averaging
the image signal. In this article, we show how to create such averaging algorithm, which together with
filtering based estimation guarantees the reliable evaluation of the altitude at the descent from the
altitude of 300 m to 5 m.

The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we present the theory of the OF computation.
In Section 3, we give the algorithm of the UAV motion estimation with the aid of the OF and Kalman
filtering. Section 4 gives the results of the OF obtained during the real UAV flight at the landing
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phase and presents the approach to the resolution adaptation from current altitude estimation. In
Section 5 we give the algorithms of the averaging scale switching based on the comparison of exact OF
values (theoretically calculated) and their estimates with the aid of Lucas-Kanade (L–K) algorithm [37].
It shows that the difference between estimated and calculated OF values may serve as a sensor for the
control of averaging. The results of numerical tests showing the reliable tracking of the altitude up to
the 5m provided. Section 6 is conclusions where we discuss the results.

2. OF Computation: Theory

Since the end of the 70s, many mentions of the OF formulas appeared in the literature, see for
example [38]. However, these formulas usually relate to the case of fixed camera position and cannot
take into account possible inclination of the line of sight which occurs either during the plane turn
(azimuth and roll angles) or during the landing-descent (pitch angle). Meanwhile, the case of a camera
with a stabilised line of sight is much more complicated. As an example, the copter needs some
inclination angle in order to create propulsion in the flight direction. Hence the pitch angle correction
is necessary as it presented in the example in [39]. In recent years navigation by computation of the
camera path and the distance to obstacles with the aid of field of image motion velocities (i.e., OF)
became highly demanded particularly in the area of relatively small and even micro UAV. Video
sequences captured by onboard camera give the possibility of the onboard OF calculation with the aid
of relatively simple algorithms like Lucas-Kanade [37] and even more sophisticated ones using higher
order terrain illuminance approximations [40–42].

Theory of the OF computation in general flight conditions is in [43–45]. On that basis, the
specialised software IMODEL (version 8.2.o, proprietary) developed and various scenarios of the OF
usage in the UAV navigation presented. The IMODEL permits to analyse both the direct and inverse
problems of the OF computation. The direct problem is the calculation of the image motion at any point
of the field of view for the general orientation of the line of sight. The inverse one is the estimation of
the OF field for given modelled moving landscape registered by the camera virtually. Moreover, in
the implementation stage, the calculus precision problem arises. On one side the higher level filtering
algorithm described in [45] and the exact parameters for it affect the resulting precision of the estimated
parameters of UAV position. On the other side, the precision achieved is the consequence of the chosen
low-level method to determine OF.

An example of the software application is the evaluation of the altitude estimation algorithm
with the aid of two vertically displaced cameras [33,35] which shows the presence of bias in the
altitude estimation.

A general approach to the OF computation is based on the pinhole camera geometrical model
assuming the flight over a flat surface [39,43,44] (see Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. The picture shows the projection of the image plane onto the earth surface. The orientation of
the line of sight is changing by rotation at point G.

Figure 2. Image motion velocities. CCD is the charge coupled devices matrix in the focal plane.
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We use the camera coordinate system (ξ, η,−F), where (ξ, η) are the pixel coordinates,
ξ corresponds to the direction of flight, η is perpendicular to ξ, and F is the lens focal length, and the
third coordinate directs to the principal camera point. As it follows from the general theory [16,45] the
OF velocities (Vξ , Vη) equal to




Vξ

Vη


 =




∂ξ

∂t

∂η

∂t




∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x=x(ξ,η,Λ(t));y=y(ξ,η,Λ(t))

, (1)

where dependence on Λ(t) includes the current attitude of the vehicle and orientation of the
line of sight. For in-flight computations, one needs to use more extended formula including
Wx, Wy, WH , ωp, ωr, ωy which is the following matrix equation:




Vξ

Vη


 = D1(ξ, η, Λ(t))




Wx
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+ D2(ξ, η, Λ(t))




ωp

ωr

ωy




, (2)

where (Wx, Wy)T are the velocities components of the UAV in the plane parallel to the earth surface,
(ωp, ωr, ωy)T are the rotation velocities relative to the line of sight, and WH is the vertical velocity
component of the UAV. Exact formulas may found in [39]. By using the estimations of the left-hand
side (LHS) of (2) either via Lucas-Kanade (L–K) [37] algorithm or any other, one gets the additional
sensor for the UAV velocities estimation. The principal difficulties are the implicit dependence on Λ(t)
including the line of sight orientation, given by angles (p, r, y) conditionally called the pitch, roll, yaw,
and the current altitude H.

Therefore, the observation algorithm requires estimation of all mentioned above parameters by
Kalman filtering via observation of their derivatives from (2).

The system (2) contains observable variables in the LHS and a set of six variables to be estimated
in the right-hand side (RHS). For a sufficiently large field of view, one can evaluate velocities in a
vast amount of pixels, while the values are the same for any point. It gives the possibility to solve the
issue for example via least square method since the observation model is linear in velocities, and it is
possible to estimate unobservable variables via Kalman filtering [45].

Remark 1. In our approach, we use OF just as an additional sensor to estimate the altitude only. The reason
is that in these experiments we use the data obtained with the aid of a series of landing approaches made by a
qualified pilot of the light aeroplane. Other parameters such as velocity and orientation angles can be obtained
from inertial navigation system (INS) with sufficient accuracy, so we use their nominal values with small
corrections made with the aid of Kalman filter (see below (5), (6)). The current value of the altitude is necessary
for estimation via OF. In the real flight of the UAV all possible navigation sensors must be used in the fusion
with the OF. Here we just test the ability of the OF solely, therefore the real approaches to the runway have been
performed by a pilot of a light aeroplane with recording of the video images synchronized with telemetry data
from INS and satellite navigation system (SNS).

3. Estimation of the UAV Motion by the OF and the Kalman Filtering

The model of UAV motion described below. It includes the UAV dynamic model and generic
measurements model which based on the OF estimation of the UAV attitude velocities.
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3.1. The UAV Linear Velocity Estimation

The UAV velocity vector V = col(Vx, Vy, Vz) by coordinates x, y, z :

V(tk+1) = V(tk) + a(tk)∆t + W(tk), (3)

where tk is the current time, tk = t0 + k∆t,
a(tk) = col(ax, ay, az) — the vector of accelerations coming from INS (inertial navigation system),
W(tk) — is the vector of the current perturbations in UAV motion.
We assume that the components of the perturbation vector are white noises with variances
(σ2

x , σ2
y , σ2

z ).
Velocity measurements using OF have the following general form:

mV(tk) = V(tk) + WV(tk), (4)

where WV(tk) — are uncorrelated white noises with variances (σ2
Vx

, σ2
Vy

, σ2
Vz
).

Consider relations (3) and (4) for the velocity along x axis:

Vx(tk+1) = Vx(tk) + ax(tk)∆t + Wx(tk),

mVx (tk) = Vx(tk) + WVx (tk).

Velocity along x axis estimation on the k + 1 step:

V̂x(tk+1) = Kx(tk+1)mVx (tk+1) + (1− Kx(tk+1))Ṽx(tk+1),

Ṽx(tk+1) = V̂x(tk) + ax(tk)∆t.

Kalman filter gives the estimation of V̂x:

V̂x(tk+1) = Kx(tk+1)mVx (tk+1) + (1− Kx(tk+1))(V̂x(tk) + ax(tk)∆t),

Kx(tk+1) =
P̂VxVx (tk) + σ2

x

P̂VxVx (tk) + σ2
x + σ2

Vx

,

P̂VxVx (tk+1) =
σ2

Vx
(P̂VxVx (tk) + σ2

x)

P̂VxVx (tk) + σ2
x + σ2

Vx

.

(5)

The formulae for V̂y and V̂z are analogous.

Remark 2. Kalman filter coefficients have been derived from empirically registered standard deviations of noise
processes. They assumed to be constant during the whole duration of landing. Only the scale rate changes, but
after application of the least squares method for estimation of velocities in the RHS of (1) for the large number
of observations the remaining noise in observation of the LHS of (1) could be assumed constant for various
averaging scales.

3.2. The UAV Angles and Angular Velocities Estimation

UAV angular position estimation is given by three angles θ(tk), ϕ(tk), γ(tk) that are (pitch,
roll and yaw, respectively), angular velocities ωp(tk), ωr(tk), ωy(tk) and angular accelerations
ap(tk), ar(tk), ay(tk).
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Pitch angle and pitch angular velocity dynamics described by the following relations:

θ(tk+1) = θ(tk) + ωp(tk)∆t + ap(tk)
∆t2

2
,

ωp(tk+1) = ωp(tk) + ap(tk)∆t + Wp(tk).

where Wp(tk) — is the white noise with variance σ2
p .

The pitch angular velocity measurement using the OF has the following form:

mp(tk) = ωp(tk) + Wωp(tk),

where Wωp(tk) — is the noise in the angular velocity measurements using OF, which is the white noise
with variance σ2

ωp .
Similarly to the linear velocity estimation we get the pitch angle θ(tk) and pitch angular velocity

ωp(tk) estimations:

θ̂(tk+1) = θ̂(tk) + ω̂p(tk)∆t + ap(tk)
∆t2

2

ω̂p(tk+1) = Kp(tk+1)mp(tk+1) + (1− Kp(tk+1))(ω̂p(tk) + ap(tk)∆t),

Kp(tk+1) =
P̂ωpωp(tk) + σ2

p

P̂ωpωp(tk) + σ2
p + σ2

ωp

,

P̂ωpωp(tk+1) =
σ2

ωp(P̂ωpωp(tk) + σ2
p)

P̂ωpωp(tk) + σ2
p + σ2

ωp

.

(6)

The formulae for ϕ̂, γ̂ and ω̂r, ω̂y are analogous.

3.3. Joint Estimation of the UAV Attitude

Jointly (5) and (6) give the estimation V̂ of the attitude parameters vector, namely:

V = col(Vx, Vy, Vz, ωp, ωr, ωy).

This vector measured via OF for each pixel in each frame, which gives according to (2) the
overdetermined system of linear equation for V entries.

Since all noises are uncorrelated the covariance matrix P for V is diagonal with entries (5), (6).
Integration of velocities V gives the estimation of the UAV position which used for estimation of

matrices D1, D2 in (2).

3.4. Discussion of the Algorithm

Many uncertainties remain in the algorithm described above. They may be evaluated only in the
real flight with real data. The principal uncertainty is the noise level in formulas (2) and its dependence
on the altitude of flight. Experiments show that when approaching to the earth, the tiny details become
very important and corrupt the OF estimation. In order to suppress these details, one needs to change
resolution but to keep velocity estimation to be correct. In the real flight by averaging the pixel samples
one can change resolution, but it is necessary to do it in coordination with the current altitude. Our
experiments show that it is possible to change the resolution by comparison of the L–K OF estimation
and theoretically calculated OF velocity through the current estimation of the altitude. That is a
heuristic approach, and only experiments with real data may show either is it appropriate or not. The
difference between two ways of the OF calculation is that L–K does not use the data from INS and even
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the estimation of the altitude obtained on previous steps with the aid of Kalman filtering. On the other
hand, the OF calculation from theoretical model uses the current UAV attitude estimation. In the next
section, we demonstrate an approach to the development of such an algorithm to control the scaling.

4. OF Estimation in the Real Flight

4.1. Examples of the OF Estimation in Approaching to the Earth

In our experiments, we used standard HERO 5 camera (GoPro Inc., San Mateo, CA, USA) and did
not change its parameters during the flight. Since the aim of our research is the analysis of possible
applications of video navigation in UAV, the camera is at the nose part of the light aeroplane. This
aeroplane performed the series of approaches to the runway with accurate recording of the images
and telemetric data. During the descent, the resolution of the camera sharpens, and it captures more
and more tiny details which prevent good estimation of the image movement. Thereby, the estimation
of the OF, which behaves more or less regularly at relatively high altitude, becomes absolutely chaotic
when it approaches the earth surface. It is possible to observe this effect in the sequence of frames
where the image motion velocities calculation done L–K estimates (see Figure 3), where the image
is in almost natural scale with averaging 2× 2. It is necessary to coordinate the camera resolution
with the current altitude of flight to avoid this effect. Another effect is the increasing image velocity
and therefore the additional blurring of the image, which needs the coordinated increasing of the
frame rate. Of course, all such features usually do not present in standard cameras and their usage in
navigation demands the developments of special observation tools. However, some issues may solve
by onboard image processing. It means the artificial change of the resolution by averaging. The effect
of the averaging is in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3. Optical flow estimated at landing with averaging 2× 2 at the altitudes 195 m (right), 50 m
(centre), and 20 m (left).

Figure 4. Optical flow estimated at landing with averaging 8× 8 at the altitudes 195 m (right), 50 m
(centre), and 20 m (left).
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One can see the estimation of the OF becomes more and more regular with increasing the
averaging scale, especially at low altitudes though it is impossible to use the high averaging scale for
all altitudes of flight. At low altitudes, the blurring due to the image shift really needs the increasing
of the frame rate. At high altitudes, where the averaging leads to the decreasing of the resolution, one
cannot get a good quality of the OF estimation.

4.2. Switching of Scaling by Means of the Altitude Estimation

Another difficulty with the use of the OF is the change of scale and thereby the image shift rate
caused by the change of UAV velocity and the flight altitude. Just as an example one can see the
estimate of the OF based on Lucas-Kanade [37] algorithm obtained during the real flight at landing
from 300 m to the runway (see Figures 5 and 6). As a result, the estimate of altitude, based on the OF
estimated by the image of natural scale works more or less satisfactory up to the height 150 m and
gives absolutely wrong values after (see Figure 7). Therefore, one needs to manipulate the zoom of the
camera (change of focal length) in order to coordinate it with the characteristics of the OF. Meanwhile,
one can use another approach, and to change the OES resolution by pixels averaging. The averaging of
pixels made the OF calculation somewhat regular even at low altitudes (see Figure 8) with averaging
by 16× 16 at the altitude ≈30 m. One can compare it with Figure 6 It provides the reliable work of the
algorithm up to the height of approximately 5–10 m (see Figures 9 and 10).

Figure 5. Optical flow estimated by Lucas-Kanade algorithm at the beginning of glissade, height ≈
200 m, level of averaging 2× 2. One can observe a rather regular nature of the optical flow which
permits to estimate the flight parameters of the unmanned aerial vehicle with more or less high accuracy.
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Figure 6. Optical flow estimated by Lucas-Kanade algorithm at the end of glissade, height ≈ 30 m,
level of averaging 2× 2. One can observe the very chaotic nature of the optical flow which prevents
the estimation of the flight parameters.

Figure 7. Estimated altitude with the aid of images registered by optoelectronic system without
averaging in comparison with the real one given by inertial navigation system with satellite
measurements. One can see that estimation on the basis of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm without
averaging does not work in the entire range of the altitudes less than 300 m.

In recent work [46], we realised the idea of the scaling control using the current estimation of the
altitude. Generally, it is difficult to evaluate the effect of this approach since the estimate of altitude
without the use of other sensors is based just on the OF estimation which depends on the altitude itself.
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Figure 8. Optical flow estimated by Lucas-Kanade algorithm at the end of glissade, height ≈ 30 m,
level of averaging 16× 16. By comparing with Figure 6 one can observe much more regular behaviour
of the optical flow which gives a better estimation of the flight parameters.

Figure 9. Estimated altitude in comparison with the real one obtained with a various level of resolution
with averaging from 1× 1 to 8× 8. One can see that only the averaging 8× 8 gives the acceptable
accuracy of the altitude estimation in the range from 300 m to 50 m. Scale 1, 2, 4, 8 estimated altitude
obtained by optical flow and Kalman filtering with different level of averaging, namely from 1 to 8.
Base is the program motion. INS is the altitude from the inertial navigation system.
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Figure 10. Estimated altitude in comparison with the real one obtained with a various level of resolution
with averaging from 16× 16 to 30× 30. One can see that the averaging greater than 16× 16 gives the
acceptable accuracy of the altitude estimation in the range from 50 m to 5 m. Scale 16, 24, 30 estimated
altitude obtained by optical flow and Kalman filtering with different level of averaging, namely from
16 to 30. Base is the program motion. INS is the altitude from the inertial navigation system.

The series of experiments based on the real data shows that it is possible to adapt the level of the
averaging in order to expand the range of altitude estimation by the OF.

4.3. Test of the Algorithm Based on the Scale Switching via Current Altitude Estimation

As follows from the above consideration one needs to change the resolution of OES in coordination
with the height of flight, and of course, the observed image is to be taken into account. Generally it is a
nontrivial problem which needs consideration shortly, however now one can suggest the empirical
algorithm for the averaging scale changing, based on the data which we have at hands. This empirical
algorithm works using current height estimation as described in Table 1 [46].

Table 1. Change of the averaging level as a function of the height estimate.

Height Scale Height of Switch

300–50 m 4× 4 150 m
150–80 m 8× 8 80 m
80–50 m 16× 16 50 m
50–5 m 24× 24 5 m

One can see that the switching of scale improves the altitude estimation and permits to extend the
algorithm operating range (see Figure 11).

Therefore, the possible solution of the OF usage is the changing of the averaging level during the
descent. However, what kind of measurements could serve as a sensor for such switching of averaging?
In the previous work [46], we examined the switching utilising the altitude estimation. However,
at low altitudes all measurements and estimates become unreliable, so we tried to compare the OF
velocities computed by L–K algorithm with the OF velocities calculated with the exact formulas and
current estimation of the altitude. The parameters of the scaling change algorithm are in Table 1 [46].
The corresponding result of the altitude estimation is in Figure 11. One can observe satisfactory work
of the OF in the altitude estimation. However, it is not a clean experiment since the estimation is
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done using the knowledge of the current altitude which is necessary to transform the OF data into
real velocities.

Figure 11. Estimated altitude in comparison with the real one obtained with the aid of averaging
algorithm parameters described in Table 1. Estimated is the altitude obtained by optical flow and
Kalman filtering. Base is the program motion. INS is the altitude from the inertial navigation system.
SNS is the altitude from the satellite navigation system.

5. Scale Switching by the Comparison of Calculated and Estimated OF

5.1. Comparison of Calculated and Estimated OF

Here we use another sensor for the scaling switching that is the difference between the estimated
and the calculated OF velocities.

The results of experiments related to the comparison of exact and L–K estimated velocities are
in Figures 12 and 13. One can observe that the OF becomes useless when close to the earth, though the
coordinated increasing of scaling level enlarges the range of reliable measurements.

Remark 3. In all these pictures and below velocity is measured in F ∗ 10−3units/s, where F is the lens focal
length in meters.

In Figures 12 and 13, the exact OF value calculated using (1) with known values of the current flight
parameters obtained from INS and corrected with the aid of Kalman filtering. The L–K parameters
estimated on from the current video sequence registered by the onboard camera.
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Figure 12. Optical flow velocities via Lucas-Kanade (bold) in comparison with exact values (dots)
calculated for different level of scaling: left– 4× 4, right–8× 8.

Figure 13. Optical flow velocities via Lucas-Kanade (bold) in comparison with exact values (dots)
calculated for different level of scaling: left–16× 16, right–30× 30.

5.2. OF Estimation as a Sensor for Scaling Switch

As specified in the Introduction, we used the series of video sequences captured during the series
of descents, where we estimated the OF velocities with the aid of L–K algorithm and compared it with
theoretical values corresponding to the current aeroplane altitude. It is evident that the difference
increases in approaching to the earth surface, meanwhile the OF permits to evaluate velocity at 25–30 m
of height, though the difference becomes unacceptable below. It means that the noise in the velocities
estimation via OF exposed to considerable perturbations which corrected by filtering utilising the
dynamical model. The usage of Kalman filter based on the UAV dynamical model, observations
of the OF, and the control accelerations permit to estimate the altitude in the range from 30–5 m.
The picture in Figure 14 shows how to coordinate the scaling with the chosen threshold, which is equal
to 0.2 unit/s, starting from averaging 4 × 4 at the beginning of glissade and increasing up to 30 ×30
when the aeroplane is close to the earth, approximately at the height of 5 m. Red vertical lines show the
switch of scaling based on the difference of estimated and calculated OF velocities. Figure 15 shows the
altitude estimate based only on the OF and filtering. Of course, it is just an experiment demonstrating
the ability of the OF in such a complicated situation. In reality, it must combine with other altimeters,
but if they fail to work accurately due to some reasons, the OF could serve as a reserved one.
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Figure 14. The difference (error) of the optical flow velocities via Lucas-Kanade and exact values,
calculated at different altitudes from 300 m to 0 m. Vertical red lines show moments of switching of the
averaging levels, that are: 4× 4, 8× 8, 16× 16, and 30× 30 from right to left.

Figure 15. The altitude estimation via optical flow with switching averaging scale. The estimation
of the altitude is made on the basis of standard Kalman filtering by fusion of data from the control
system and the optical flow measurements. Of course, at low altitudes, less than 25–30 m, the OF
measurements are corrupted by very high noise, but the usage of dynamical model and data from
control system permit estimate reliably the altitude up to 5 m. Estimated is the altitude obtained by
OF and Kalman filtering. Base is the program motion. INS is the altitude from the inertial navigation
system. SNS is the altitude from the satellite navigation system.

Finally, the comparison of the altitude descent curves can be carried out. The program trajectory
is the reference to the other ones. The results of the altitude tracking error are in Table 2. The rightmost
column represents overall statistics for the new scale switching algorithm. The scale switch occurs
when OF velocity error raises above level 0.2 in Figure 14. Conducted trial shows that the altitude
estimate through the video sequence is quantitatively comparable with two other ones.
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Table 2. Sample statistics of the altitude tracking error to the program trajectory.

INS SNS Video

Mean, m 17.40 17.43 23.32
Median, m 19.39 19.75 23.85

Minimum, m −3.36 −4.41 −1.32
Maximum, m 30.04 31.78 46.87

Standard deviation 9.33 10.02 11.60
Standard error 0.12 0.13 0.15
Final error, m 4.42 −1.21 −0.15

Remark 4. In these experiments, the estimation with the aid of L–K algorithm done by standard software
and needs the frames from the video sequence and the current scale size in pixels for calculation of the OF
velocities. The OF exact value was calculated with the aid of (2) with values of flight parameters obtained from
INS corrected by Kalman filter (5),(6). One can observe that the difference of exact and estimated OF velocities
gives threshold points which are different in comparison with Table 1.

6. Conclusions

In summary, the article presents the investigation of the OF usage as a sensor at the UAV landing.
In general, it needs the adaptation of shooting parameters to the current altitude and velocity of
flight that leads to the necessity of changing the camera characteristics such as virtual resolution and
the frame rate. However, one can resolve the problem by using image processing such as change
the resolution by controllable scaling. By using the difference of the OF velocity estimated by L–K
algorithm and calculated via exact formulas and filtered by Kalman estimate as a sensor of the scale
switching, it becomes possible to achieve the reliable altitude estimation up to 5 m. It shows how to
provide the data fusion of the OF and filtering in the complicated problem of the UAV landing.
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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with high mobility can perform various roles such
as delivering goods, collecting information, recording videos and more. However, there are many
elements in the city that disturb the flight of the UAVs, such as various obstacles and urban canyons
which can cause a multi-path effect of GPS signals, which degrades the accuracy of GPS-based
localization. In order to empower the safety of the UAVs flying in urban areas, UAVs should be
guided to a safe area even in a GPS-denied or network-disconnected environment. Also, UAVs must
be able to avoid obstacles while landing in an urban area. For this purpose, we present the UAV
detour system for operating UAV in an urban area. The UAV detour system includes a highly reliable
laser guidance system to guide the UAVs to a point where they can land, and optical flow magnitude
map to avoid obstacles for a safe landing.

Keywords: UAV; laser guidance; emergency landing; particle filter; optical flow

1. Introduction

The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has a wide operating radius and can be equipped with
diverse sensing and actuation devices [1]. Through these advantages, UAVs can perform various
roles and missions. Recently, a variety of studies have been carried out to apply UAV to real life,
such as collecting vehicle traffic information [2,3], surveillance systems for cities [4–6], constructing
network infrastructure [7,8], and delivering products [9]. In particular, many companies are investing
in the field of delivery systems using UAV. Amazon Prime Air patented a UAV delivery system [10];
DHL tested its parcel copter in Germany; and various delivery companies such as UPS, USPS, Swiss
Post, SF Express and Ali Baba started researches related to UAV delivery system. These delivery
systems often deliver small items ordered by people, so UAVs often operate in densely populated
cities. This is possible because UAV can move freely in three dimensions, so it can deliver goods to
destinations in high-rise buildings or apartments.

However, the city has many elements that interfere with the UAVs’ flight. Buildings make it
difficult to obtain a line of control (LOC) for UAV control and degrade the accuracy of GPS-based
positioning. There are studies that the use of UAV is difficult due to the low stability of GPS in
urban areas [11,12]. Without GPS, the autonomous waypoint flight of the UAV is not possible. Also,
if wind drift occurs, UAV will not be able to calibrate its position. UAV can hardly plan its flight
for missions when GPS service is degraded. In addition, RF interference and multi-path effects can
interfere with the flight of UAV in the urban area [13]. In this case, the signal for manipulating the UAV
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is disturbed, so that the operator cannot maneuver the UAV remotely. UAVs that are thus disturbed
during their flight are more likely to cause accidents in urban areas. Therefore, we need a flight and
landing guidance system for public safety against UAVs that lose connection and position (and even
malfunctioned UAVs).

For these purposes, we propose the UAV detour system that satisfies the following conditions.

• UAV should be allowed to continue its mission in situations where GPS is not available or the
network is disconnected;

• The system that guides the UAVs’ flight should be able to overcome multi-path fading and
interference that may occur in urban areas;

• When the UAV is landing, the UAV must be able to land safely while avoiding obstacles.

The UAV detour system that satisfies the aforementioned conditions has two subsystems. The first
is the flight guidance system, and the second is the safe landing system. The flight guidance system
can guide UAV to desired landing points using laser devices that are free of multi-path effects and
other interference common in radio waves. When a UAV with flight guidance system detects a laser,
the UAV moves in the direction of the incoming laser. Also, the flight guidance system is based on a
particle filter. The other system, safe landing system provides obstacle avoidance for UAV. The safe
landing system was developed based on our previous work [14]. In addition, it has been improved for
the use of optical flow magnitude maps, which make it more stable on a low-power computing board
in UAV than in previous work. When the UAV is flying or landing, the UAV can extract the optical
flow from the images taken by the mounted camera. The safe landing system analyzes the optical flow
magnitude map to identify obstacles and maneuver the UAV away from obstacles. Overall, the safe
landing system allows UAV to safely land without collisions even when GPS or network assistance is
unstable. The UAV detour system was installed on a real UAV and tested in an actual environment to
see if it could steer UAV and land it safely in urban area [15–17].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and background
theory. Detailed explanation of the UAV detour system is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the detailed implementation of the UAV detour system, and Section 5 presents the experiments and
evaluation of the proposed system. Section 6 describes the limitations of UAV detour system and plans
to improve it. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Related Work

There have been a number of previous studies related to the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
detour system. Descriptions of related techniques are described below.

2.1.1. Laser Guidance Systems

Lasers have the advantage of being able to distinguish easily from other light sources. Focusing on
the advantages of lasers, there have been studies to use lasers in the guidance of UAV.

Vadim et al. proposed a system for delivering GPS-based flight information to the UAVs via a
laser [18]. The information transmitted through the laser includes both flight path and landing location
information. However, the authors did not implement the system on real UAVs. The system proposed
by Shaqura et al. aims to detect the laser point by applying image processing on images taken by the
camera mounted on the UAV. The laser guides UAV to landing point [19]. However, since these works
provide flight information based on the UAVs’ GPS, it is difficult to expect successful operation in an
environment where the GPS signal is degraded due to the environment.

In an emergency situation, there was an attempt to guide a UAV based on a laser without relying
on GPS. The system proposed by Jang et al. used a laser to hold the current position of UAVs in case of
deteriorated GPS signal [20]. This paper assumes that the UAVs are flying in an electric wave-shaded
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region, preventing the drift of the UAVs and holding the position through a number of photo-resistors.
The system presented in this paper does not guide over long-distance, but shows that flight stability
can be improved by using laser even in the environment without GPS.

Most of the proposed laser guidance systems were GPS dependent or had a short guidance range.
However, our proposed flight guidance system was designed to take advantage of the long-range of
lasers, assuming flight in a GPS-denied environment. The proposed system can reliably recognize
the laser and determine the flight direction through the particle filter, which has been modified to be
suitable for the real UAV flight. Particle filter had proven to be useful in state estimation problems
such as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) of robot research area [21]. In addition,
Hightower et al. implemented a multi-sensor localization system based on particle filter and presented
performance comparison showing that it is practical to run a particle filter on handheld devices [22].
Research on particle filters has continued over the last few decades and has been applied to address
non-Gaussian distributions in various fields.

2.1.2. Obstacle Avoidance Studies

In order for a UAV to fly or land in an urban area, the UAVs must be able to avoid obstacles.
There have been studies to implement obstacle avoidance based on optical flow. Lorenzo et al.
proposed an optical flow-based landing system [23]. However, the system proved its performance
only by simulation. Souhila et al. applied obstacle avoidance based on optical flow to robots [24].
The algorithm proposed in this study determines that there is an obstacle if an optical flow value
imbalance is detected while the robot is moving. Similarly, Yoo et al. applied an algorithm to the UAV
navigation system to avoid obstacles based on the imbalance of optical flow values [25]. However,
these studies had limited movement because they could only maneuver the robot or UAV in the left
and right directions. Our proposed safe landing system can avoid the obstacles in all directions based
on optical flow, and can effectively cope with the complex environment and various obstacles in the
urban area. Miller et al. estimated reliable altitude using the difference between the optical flow
velocity and calculated via exact formulas [26]. Estimation of altitude is tested from video sequences
obtained in flights, but altitude is not calculated during the actual flight. Herisse et al. presented a
nonlinear controller for the vertical landing of a VTOL UAV using the measurement of average optical
flow with the IMU data [27]. Since VTOL is assumed to be equipped with a camera and IMU, there is
a difference between our research in the case of using only cameras.

In addition, there have been studies to avoid obstacles with various techniques. Mori et al.
showed a technique for determining obstacles, using the SURF [28]. In the paper, the authors proposed
a system that determines obstacles when a large image difference is detected by comparing each
image frame by frame. The author-proposed system used the phenomenon in which objects nearer
to the camera become larger as the camera moves towards the objects. Hrabar et al. used stereo
vision to identify obstacles [29]. The authors created a 3D map of the surrounding terrain using the
images shown around them. This assisted UAVs to avoid obstacles. Ferrick et al. used LIDAR [30].
LIDAR utilizes laser to estimate the distance to nearby objects in real-time and detect the approaching
object. In addition, as shown in Kendoul’s survey paper [31], there are various techniques that allow
UAVs to avoid obstacles through autopilot in the event of GPS or communication failures.

2.1.3. Autonomous UAV Landing Systems

There have also been studies that use image processing for autonomous landing. In order for
the UAV to recognize the landing point, several studies have proposed to use landing markers at
landing points.

Bi et al. proposed a system for calculating the relative position of a UAV with a marker and landing
a UAV toward the marker’s position [32]. Lange et al. proposed a system that controls the speed of the
UAVs by estimating the relative altitude and position of the marker [33]. Venugopalan et al. placed a
landing marker on the autonomous marine vehicle to land the UAVs on it [34].
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Using the marker makes it easy for the UAVs to identify the landing point and allows more precise
landing. In order to land the UAV in an area where the markers are not ready, some of the studies have
used optical flow to identify the landing area. Cesetti et al. proposed a system for identifying safe
landing sites using optical flow [35]. In this paper, the depth map of the ground is drawn using optical
flow and feature matching. Then, Cesetti et al. analyzed the flatness of the depth map to determine
the safe landing area. Similar to [35], Edenbak et al. proposed a system for identifying safe landing
points [36]. This system identifies the structure of the ground via optical flow.

Our proposed UAV detour system does not require any special markers to land, and automatically
determine the flat ground that can be landed. In addition, the proposed system includes the flight
guidance system that can guide UAVs to landing points even over long distances. The proposed system
was modified to be suitable for real UAV and proved its performance through actual experiments.

2.2. Background

This section briefly introduces the particle filter, the core theory of our proposed flight guidance
system, and the optical flow method used in the safe landing systems.

2.2.1. Particle Filter Theory

The sequential Monte Carlo method, also known as particle filtering or bootstrap filtering, is a
technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian filter by Monte Carlo simulations. The key idea
is to represent the required posterior density function by a set of random samples with associated
weights and to compute estimates based on these samples and weights. As the number of samples
becomes very large, this Monte Carlo characterization becomes an equivalent representation to the
usual functional description of the posterior pdf [37].

2.2.2. Optical Flow Method

Optical flow is defined as the pattern of apparent motion of objects in a visual scene caused by
the relative motion between an observer and a scene. In addition, Lucas–Kanade algorithm is one
of the simple optical flow techniques which can provide an estimate of the movement of interesting
features in successive images of a scene. Lucas–Kanade algorithm bases on two assumptions that
two images between frames are separated by a small time increment and movement of objects is not
significant. Moreover that the spatially adjacent pixels tend to belong in same object and have identical
movements, constant brightness [38].

3. Methods

3.1. System Overview

As shown in Figure 1, the UAV detour system has two major subsystems. One of the subsystems is
the flight guidance system, that uses the laser to maneuver the UAV in the desired direction. The flight
guidance system detects the laser with a light sensor mounted on the UAV. However, the laser that is
detected by the light sensor is not linear. To reliably detect the laser and determine the direction the
UAV will fly, the flight guidance system uses particle filter theory to estimate the direction based on
the direction the light is coming from.
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Figure 1. Overview of the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) detour system.

The other subsystem is the safe landing system that can identify obstacles on the landing area
with an optical flow magnitude map. The safe landing system obtains images through a camera
mounted on the UAV. By analyzing the image, optical flow information can be obtained. The safe
landing system analyzes the magnitude of the obtained optical flow to determine the obstacles below
the UAV. When the UAV determines that there are obstacles at the landing area, the UAV lands with
avoiding obstacles. After operations of subsystems, the maneuver commands of the UAV generated
from the two subsystems are transferred to the UAV controller so that the UAV detour system can be
applied to the movement of the actual UAV.

3.2. Flight Guidance System for UAV

In order to increase the accuracy of flight direction through laser detection, a modified particle
filter was used in the flight guidance system. A variety of adjustments have been applied to the
modified particle filter, considering that it operates on a UAV.

3.2.1. Particle Filter Based Flight Guidance

In the flight guidance system, when the measured brightness value exceeds the threshold at
multiple sensors, the sensor with the brightest light (laser) is identified and finally controls the next
flight direction of the UAV. If the UAV detects the incoming laser, UAV computes the bearing angle of
the laser and moves at a given constant speed to the detected direction. However, moving the UAV and
detecting the direction of the laser during moving cannot be linearly described, we used particle filter
to improve the accuracy of laser identification. The particle filter recursively estimates the sequence
of system states (approximated direction to the source of the light) from the sensor measurements.
Filtering via sequential importance sampling (SIS) consists of recursive propagation of importance
weights wi

k and support points li
k as each measurement is received sequentially [37].

Figure 2 shows a brief overview of the particle-applied flight guidance system. The blue circles
represent the weight of each particle. As shown in Figure 2a, the particles are uniformly distributed
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in all directions. Then, as shown in Figure 2b, the weight of the particle in the direction in which
the laser is detected is getting larger. As can be seen in Figure 2c, more particles are placed where
there is a larger weight value. At this time, the flight guidance system prepare for situations in which
the direction of the light changes by placing a small number of particles on the sensors in different
directions. Finally, the UAV can fly to the direction of the most particles.

(a) Initial phase. (b) Detecting phase. (c) Resampling and moving phase.

Figure 2. Examples of particle-applied flight guidance algorithm.

To guide the UAV exactly in the intended direction, they must maintain information about the
direction along which the laser will guide. So, the target direction can be described by the state vector
lk as follows:

lk = [xk, yk, θk]
T,

where k is the discrete-time, T denote transpose, xk and yk denote Cartesian coordinates at time = k
which can be calculated from the bearing angle θk pointing to the laser light source.

In order to successfully guide the UAV using laser light, the operator must continually irradiate
the laser in one direction unless an exceptional situation occurs. It can be expected that the previous
state values will be changed slightly. Thus, the state transition equation for the flight guidance system
can be written as

l(k+1) = Fklk+vk,

where vk is the white Gaussian process noise and Fk is the state transition matrix can be written as

Fk =




cos(π/2−(θk+vk))
xk

0 0

0 sin(π/2−(θk+vk))
yk

0

0 0 θk+vk
θk


 .

Based on this matrix, we update the current state’s bearing angle θk by adding the process noise
vk to the current value and then calculate the next state’s coordinates x(k+1) and y(k+1). On the one
hand, the measurement equation can also be defined as

zk = h(lk)+ek,

where zk is the measurement and ek is the white Gaussian measurement noise. The nonlinear
measurement function h(lk) can be denoted as

h(lk) = θk = tan−1 yk
xk

,
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when sensors detect the light incidence, they convert the direction of the light into polar coordinates in
two dimension. Therefore, we define h(lk) as a part of measurement equations with formulas changing
Cartesian coordinates into polar coordinates and assume that the radius is always 1 when transforming
the coordinate system. Note that the flight guidance system was developed to maneuver UAV in two
dimensions but it can be extended to maneuver UAV in three dimensions for UAV flight on building
rooftops or in complex terrain.

3.2.2. Resampling Method of Particle Filter

There are numerous versions of the resampling method in the field of a particle filter. Thus, it is
important to choose an efficient method because each resampling method has different complexity
depending on the operational algorithm. Considering the simplicity of implementation and the
efficiency of the algorithm, systematic resampling was applied to the flight guidance system [37].
The most serious problem is that some particles with large weights are inevitably selected during the
resampling and sample impoverishment occurs as the diversity of the sample decreases. As mentioned
earlier, the flight guidance system must accurately estimate the direction that the UAV should travel.
Therefore, under the assumption that the incoming direction of light is constant, it may be helpful to
have less sample diversity. However, if the direction of the light guiding the UAV is suddenly changed,
the exact direction cannot be estimated due to the effect of the sample impoverishment which becomes
too severe. To solve sample impoverishment, the flight guidance system maintains a minimum level of
sample diversity and combines the sample dispersion process with the resampling method. The sample
dispersion allows a given portion of the total number of samples to be redistributed evenly over the
entire state space. In the resampling algorithm, to determine how severe the weight degeneracy is
before conducting the resampling process, it estimates an effective sample size N̂eff as follows

N̂eff =
1

∑Ns
i=1(w

i
k)

2
,

where wi
k is the normalized weight, Ns is the number of particles. After a certain number of recursion

steps, all but one particle have negligible normalized weights, which is called weight degeneracy.
As the degeneracy phenomenon becomes more severe, the N̂eff value approaches zero. Therefore, if N̂eff
is smaller than the predefined threshold NT (e.g., NT = Ns/2), the resampling process is executed to
mitigate the degeneracy phenomenon. Here, lowering the NT value solves the weight degeneracy
problem, but the resampling process is frequently performed, resulting in system performance
problems. On the contrary, if the value of NT is higher than Ns/2, the opposite situation occurs
and it can be regarded as a trade-off relationship. In addition, after setting all weight values to 1/Ns

during the resampling process, the sample dispersion is executed to avoid the problem of sample
impoverishment. In the flight guidance system, only 10% of the total number of samples are uniformly
dispersed across the state space by selecting the bearing angle θk of each state vector within the range
of direction values in which light can be irradiated.

3.2.3. Delay Reduction Analysis through Sample Dispersion Modeling

The sample dispersion method was applied to the particle filter of the flight guidance system so
that the UAV can respond to incoming laser in various directions. Figure 3a shows simulation result
of particle filter with sample dispersion. Assuming that the incident angle of the laser light varies
suddenly about 180 degrees, the particle filter using the sample dispersion accurately estimated the
value close to the measurement almost twice as fast as the particle filter without the sample dispersion.
Figure 3b shows root mean square error (RMSE) performance of our simulation result. A large error
values are shown due to a sudden change of the incident angle, but a particle filter with sample
dispersion minimizes error about twice as fast as the general particle filter.
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(a) Simulation result. (b) Comparison of RMSE performance.

Figure 3. Performance of particle filter with sample dispersion.

3.2.4. Optimal Number of Particles through Modeling

Determining the statistically efficient number of samples is very important in the particle filter,
as it is possible to estimate the expected value more accurately as the number of particles increases,
but at the same time the computational complexity also increases. So we simulated the number
of particles suitable for calculating the direction of the UAV flight and the results are shown in
Table 1. Through this simulation, we can obtain the error between the constant measurements and the
estimations from the particle filters with a different number of particles. When the number of particles
is 500 or greater, the error with the measurements is less than 1 degree.

Table 1. Comparison of root mean square error (RMSE) performance depending on the number
of particles.

Number of Particles 100 500 2000 10,000

RMSE (rad) 0.047 0.011 0.004 0.002
RMSE (degree) 2.712 0.609 0.204 0.129

In the flight guidance system, the direction of flight can be accurately calculated even with a
small number of particles. In addition, considering that UAVs run the proposed system based on
single-board computer with a low processing capacity using Lithium-ion batteries, the number of
particles suitable for the flight guidance system is 500.

3.3. Safe Landing System for UAV

In order to allow the UAV to make a safe landing, the safe landing system was able to identify
obstacles based on the optical flow and avoid the obstacles.

3.3.1. Optical Flow Based Obstacle Avoidance

When a UAV with a downward facing camera descends, the image sequences captured from the
camera produce optical flow that spreads out from a point called focus of expansion (FOE). By locating
FOE and analyzing the patterns of the optical flow, optical flow magnitude module calculates optical
flow magnitude to estimate the heading of the UAV and the structure of the environment beneath the
UAV. Figure 4 illustrates an optical flow map processed from a descending UAV with downward facing
camera on a flat surface. Figure 5 illustrates the operation of calculating optical flow. The magnitude
of the optical flow can be formulated with the following equation:

|−→OFx,y| ≈ α|−→v | tan θ. (1)
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(a) Example of an optical flow observed in
descending UAV.

(b) Example of an optical flow magnitude in field
with obstacles.

Figure 4. Examples of optical flow magnitude map.

Figure 5. Optical flow of a descending UAV.

In Equation (1),
−→
OFx,y is the optical flow value at (x, y), −→v is the descending speed of the UAV,

θ is the angle that between the camera to FOE and camera to point (x, y), and α is the scale factor of
the camera. Since θ is greater for the points farther away from FOE, the magnitude of the optical flow
for points farther away from FOE is greater than for the points closer to FOE. Furthermore, points with
the same distance from FOE will have the same optical flow magnitude.

By analyzing the optical flow magnitude map, the optical flow magnitude module estimates the
structure of the ground. If the surface beneath is flat, the optical flow magnitude observed around the
FOE is balanced. For surfaces where obstacle exists, the magnitude of optical flow shows deformation
at the location where obstacle exist as shown in Figure 4b. Locations where the altitude is higher
than the rest, the angular acceleration of θ becomes greater than other locations that lie on the same
distance from FOE in the image. The increased angular acceleration of θ results in greater optical flow
magnitude and the optical flow magnitude map shows the unbalanced magnitude of optical flows
around FOE.
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3.3.2. Optical Flow Modeling

The safe landing system system identifies obstacles through the optical flow. However, if the
magnitude of optical flow is small, it is difficult for the UAV to detect the obstacle. Because the UAV
fly at high altitudes, the variation in optical flow is very small. Therefore, we have confirmed through
modeling that the magnitude of optical flow measured in the UAV is large enough to detect obstacles
prior to experiments using real UAVs.

To model the optical flow, we assume that the UAV is equipped with a camera with a 2 × θmax

viewing angle, as shown in Figure 5. When we look at the point at the camera to calculate the optical
flow at the angle of θ1, the coordinates OF(x,y) shown can be expressed by the following equation:

OF(x,y) = h× tan(θ1). (2)

The magnitude of optical flow(
−→
OFx,y) can be obtained by calculating the point at which the OF(x,y)

point is observed at the image pointing to the camera after the UAV descend to the d altitude, and the
equation is as follows:

−→
OFx,y =

h× tan(θ1)

(h− d)× tan(θmax)
− h× tan(θ1)

h× tan(θmax)

=
d× tan(θ1)

(h− d)× tan(θmax)
.

(3)

If an obstacle with a height of g exists, the magnitude of the optical flow measured at the UAV
increases by the height of the obstacle. For example, if there is an obstacle to the right of the camera
image, the magnitude of optical flow difference is calculated as follows:

Σ‖−→WL‖ − Σ‖−→WR‖ =
d× tan(θ1)

(h− d)× tan(θmax)
− d× tan(θ1)

(h− g− d)× tan(θmax)
. (4)

Σ‖−→W‖ indicates the magnitude of optical flow in either the left or right region of the camera
image. In order to verify the magnitude of optical flow, we set up a simulated flight environment
similar to the real UAV experiment. When the UAV equipped with a camera with an angle of view of
90° (θmax = 45°) is flying, the angle for determining the optical flow(θ1) is set to 30°. When there is an
obstacle with a height of 1 m (g = 1), the UAV measures the optical flow while lowering the altitude by
1 m (d = 1). Figure 6 shows how the magnitude of the optical flow(

−→
OFx,y) is measured when the UAV

is at an altitude of 10 m to 20 m.
As a result of the modeling, when the UAV is flying at a height of 10 m, the magnitude of optical

flow is 1.50 times higher than that of the flat surface when the obstacle is present. Also, when the height
of the UAV was 20 m, the magnitude of optical flow showed a difference of 1.18 times. These results
show that the obstacle can be identified through the magnitude of optical flow at the height at which
the UAV is normally flying.
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Figure 6. Magnitude of optical flow modeling.

4. System Implementation

This section details the algorithms of subsystems and implementation techniques applied to the
actual UAV. As shown in Figure 7, UAV detour system consists of two major subsystems.

Figure 7. Overall systems and modules.

4.1. Flight Guidance System

4.1.1. Laser Detector

The laser detector identifies the incoming direction of the laser through light sensors. The laser
detector consists of 12 light sensors arranged in a circular shape, which identifies the incoming direction
of the laser. By assigning 30 degrees to each sensor, 12 sensors can cover 360 degrees in all directions.
If the higher brightness is measured above a certain threshold than the initial brightness, the light
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sensor determines that the laser light has been received. In addition, when laser light is detected,
the middle value of the range assigned to each sensor is returned.

Furthermore, as the distance increases, the area where light enters becomes larger, so that adjacent
sensors can detect light at the same time. Also, the sensors can be affected by the momentary reflection
or scattering of other light. In this case, the angular range of each sensor is added up and then the
middle value is returned. Then, the laser detector transmits the bearing angle of incoming laser to the
guiding direction estimator that returns the direction where the UAV is guided.

4.1.2. Guiding Direction Estimator

The guiding direction estimator operates the particle filtering based on the measurement value
received from the laser detector to approximate the direction in which the UAV will be guided. The full
algorithm of guiding direction estimator is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Guiding direction estimator.

Initialization
1: discrete-time k = 0
2: for i = 1, i++, i == Ns (Ns = number of particles) do
3: Initialize_state_vector li

0
4: end for
5: while measurment zk = true do

Weight update
6: for i = 1, i++, i == Ns do
7: li

k ∼ p(lk|li
k-1)

8: w̃i
k ∼ w̃i

k-1 p(zk|li
k)

9: end for
Normalize

10: for i = 1, i++, i == Ns do
11: wi

k = w̃i
k�∑Ns

i=1 w̃i
k

12: end for
Resampling based on effective sample size

13: N̂eff = 1�∑Ns
i=1(w

i
k)

2

14: if then N̂eff < NT
15: Resampling (li

k)
16: Sample dispersion θi

k = θi
k + u[−π

2 , π
2 ]

17: end if
Flight direction estimation

18: Sk = ∑Ns
i=1 wi

kli
k

19: Operate_flight_controller← Get_direction(Sn)
20: k = k + 1
21: end while

The Algorithm 1, guiding direction estimator, works in the following steps. First, in the
initialization phase, the system initializes the bearing angle θk to have different values throughout the
entire state space to evenly distribute each particle in all directions. Then, the system checks to see if it
has received the measurement from the laser detector because it will start the estimation process with
a particle filter after the laser light is detected. Second, the flight guidance system draws the samples
from the transitional prior p(lk|li

k-1), because we have chosen the proposal distribution q(lk|li
k-1, zk)

as the transitional prior. Third, the selection of the proposal distribution can simplify the weight
update equation and update the weight using the likelihood p(zk|lk). Fourth, in the normalization
step, the weight of each sample (w̃i

k) is divided by the total sum to make the sum of the normalized
weights ∑ wi

k to be 1. Fifth, the system calculates the effective sample size N̂eff and determines that
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the weight degeneracy problem becomes severe when N̂eff is less than the threshold NT. In this case,
the system performs the resampling process and applies the sample dispersion method described in
Section 3.2.2 to quickly respond to drastic changes in measurements. Finally, the guiding direction
estimator obtains an estimated bearing angle (Sk) and transmits the direction calculated from the
estimated bearing angle to the flight controller. Then, the flight controller maneuvers the UAV based
on the direction.

4.2. Safe Landing System

This subsection describes the optical flow that is the basis of our obstacle avoidance and describes
the two modules installed in the safe landing system, the optical flow magnitude map generator and
obstacle analyzer.

4.2.1. Optical Flow Magnitude Map Generator

Optical flow magnitude map generator calculates optical flows between frames from the images
obtained by the camera. In this process, we considered the situation that the optical flows should
be computed on low-power computing boards mounted on UAV. As computing the optical flow for
all pixels and drawing a magnitude map [39] has a large load to run on the low-power computing
board, it is inappropriate for real-time operation. Therefore, the Lucas–Kanade algorithm [38] could be
considered, which sets up a pixel window for each pixel in one frame and finds a match to this window
in the next frame for specific pixels extracted with some standards. However, the Lucas–Kanade
algorithm has the challenge that it cannot calculate large movement.

Therefore, the optical flow magnitude map generator used the iterative Lucas–Kanade method
with pyramids [40], which can supplement this disadvantage. The specific pixels used for the iterative
Lucas–Kanade determined by goodFeaturesToTrack function on openCV [41], which detects the strong
corner on the image which is easy to trace its movement. Thus, using the benefit of calculating only
for certain pixels, not for the entire pixels, the load for computing board can be reduced and does not
cause performance degradation on operating.

4.2.2. Obstacle Analyzer

An obstacle analyzer determines the existence of obstacles, and two criteria can be considered.
One is the magnitude of optical flow and the second is the feature point, both are from optical flow
magnitude map generator. In Section 3.3.2, we modeled magnitude of optical flow. It shows that if an
obstacle exists, it has a larger magnitude than the normal, and the closer it is, the larger it becomes.
Also, the feature points extracted form goodFeaturesToTrack function are extracted mainly on the
obstacles, because obstacles not only have a visual difference in color or pattern against landing point,
but also the difference in height against the landing point. In addition, the image in which the obstacle
exists creates more feature points than the flat image. Therefore, the greater the number of feature
points and the larger the optical flow magnitude, the higher the probability that the obstacle actually
exists. In our system, we used the metric to multiply the optical flow by the feature point and use it to
identify obstacles. Using this metric, the location of the obstacle can be determined depends on where
it is located in the image obtained through the camera. The image is divided into m × m arrays of
segments, creating a total of m2 segments per image. The value of m can be freely selected according
to the experimental situation, such as 3, 5, and 7. In evaluation, m is set to 3 and the image is divided
into 3 × 3, nine segments. As the obstacles that UAVs face in urban canyons would be large in size
(e.g., trees and buildings), setting m to 3 is considered to be sufficient to identify the location of the
obstacle and avoid it. The value of the metric is derived significantly from the segmented screen
where the obstacle is located, and the UAV recognizes that the location obstacle exists, and then flies to
the opposite direction.

Algorithm 2 presents the algorithm of obstacle analyzer. When the frames come in through the
camera, the obstacle analyzer uses the extracted feature points and calculated magnitude of optical
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flows from the optical flow magnitude map generator. First, the obstacle analyzer divides the location
of feature points in several directions according to the coordinates of the feature points. The directions
can be multiple directions, and in Algorithm 2, the directions are set to eight directions. Second, the
obstacle analyzer adds the magnitude of optical flow at the feature point to the direction, and repeats
this process on every point. By this method, the optical flow for a particular direction becomes
proportional to the magnitude and the number of feature points, and if the value is greater than the
empirical static threshold value OT, it is determined that an obstacle exists in a particular direction.

Algorithm 2 Obstacle analyzer.

1: while optical_ f low_exists == true do
2: for i = 0, i++, i < number_o f _directions do
3: if location_o f _ f eature_point(x, y) == DIRECTION(i) then
4: optical_ f low_DIRECTION(i) += magnitude_optical_ f low(x, y)
5: end if
6: if optical_ f low_DIRECTION(i) > OT & Variance > VT then
7: exist_o f _obstacle_DIRECTION(i) = true
8: end if
9: end for

10: end while

During the process, the magnitude of optical flow in the segmented screen can be measured
evenly large when the camera is facing the ground without obstacle after avoiding it. The first reason
for this case is because the strong corners that affect the goodFeaturesToTrack function are even on
every obstacle-free ground, and the second is because of the tendency that the magnitude of optical
flow measured at each segment screen can be similar on the flat ground. For these reasons, if only the
magnitude of optical flow is used, unintentional situations where the obstacle analyzer misunderstands
a flat ground as an obstacle can occur. In order to prevent this case, the obstacle analyzer additionally
utilized another metric, the variance of optical flow magnitude values measured at each segment
screen. When analyzing the optical flow map in an obstacle environment, the difference between
the optical flow magnitude values measured on the segment screen with obstacles and the segment
screen without obstacles is huge. Therefore, in the obstacle environment, the variance of optical
flow magnitude values increases. Thus, the obstacle analyzer only performs detection of obstacle
in situations that variance of optical flow magnitude is greater than the empirical threshold value
VT. Both OT and VT should be adapted to the actual environments, and automatically calibrating the
threshold value is left for future work, as mentioned in Section 6.

5. Experiments and Demonstrations

5.1. Experimental Setup

The implementation of the proposed system is based on our previous work [42,43]. For flight
guidance system, twelve Cadmium Sulfide (CDS) light sensors were attached to the UAV in different
directions. Also, a camera for the safe landing system was mounted on the UAV. Figure 8 shows
a prototype of the UAV for proposed system. We adopted DJI’s F550 ARF KIT for the frame and
HardKernel’s ODROID XU4 for the processing unit. The processing unit is connected to the light
sensors, a camera, and a communication interface. In experiments, the camera was ODROID USB-CAM
720P, which has 720 p resolution, 30 fps with color scale, and θmax was measured experimentally at
about 21◦.
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Figure 8. Prototype implementation of the system.

5.2. Flight Guidance System Demonstration

Prior to the guidance experiment, we confirmed that the light sensor can detect the laser in various
environments. We measured the brightness of the light under a sunny, cloudy, night, and indoor
with fluorescent light while the light sensor and the lasers were 15 m and 30 m away. For this
experiment, we used a commercial laser. Table 2 shows the average of the measured brightness
values. This experiment shows that laser can be distinguished under any environments. Even in the
sunny, the brightest environment of all environments, the laser detector was able to identify the laser.
Through this experiment, we were able to determine the threshold value to discriminate the laser.
We also set the number of particles to 500, as mentioned in Section 3.2.4, and set the threshold (NT) for
the sample dispersion to 250, which is half the number of particles.

Table 2. Measurement of light intensity in various environments.

Distance (15 m) Distance (30 m)

Without Laser (lx) Laser Projected (lx) Without Laser (lx) Laser Projected (lx)

Sunny 10,820.45 30,306.2 11781.6 20,264.17
Cloudy 7031.69 31,509.4 7250.12 15,792
Night 2.31 32,870.2 2.82 14,827.4

Indoor (flourescent light) 202.59 41,238.2 133.4 24,834

We used the UAV shown in Figure 8 to confirm that the flight guidance system is working properly.
As shown in Figure 9a, the laser was aimed at the UAV in the autonomous flight. In addition, as shown
in Figure 9b, we confirmed that the UAV was flying in the guided direction. The demonstration video
can be seen on the following link [15].
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(a) Detect laser from light sensor attached to UAV. (b) The UAV fly in the direction guided by the laser.

Figure 9. Laser guidance demonstration.

In an additional experiment, we measured the time lag from the moment the laser was emitted
toward the UAV to estimate the coordinates to move along that direction. In particular, the time lag
includes resampling and direction estimation as well as updating the state and weight of each particle.
We also calculated the RMSE of the difference between the first estimated flight direction and the
constant measurements right after the initialization phase, and Table 3 shows the results depending on
the number of particles. In Table 3, the average time lag of the currently implemented system with
500 particles was 91.7 milliseconds. The impact of this result is expected to be negligible when the
UAV with a loss of GPS signal is hovering in place. Furthermore, as the number of particles decreased,
the time lag was reduced, while the accuracy of the flight direction was significantly compromised.
On the contrary, as the number of particles increased, the accuracy was improved, but the time was
delayed too much. As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, it is very important to select and implement the
optimal number of particles for each system.

Table 3. Comparison of performance depending on the number of particles in real experiment.

Number of Particles 100 500 2000 10,000

Average time lag (ms) 27.2 91.7 397.1 1642.4
RMSE (rad) 0.0568 0.0239 0.0118 0.0047

5.3. Safe Landing System Demonstration

The safe landing system proved its performance through UAV landing experiments. In this
experiment, when the UAV was lowering its altitude for landing, an optical flow magnitude map was
generated from the image taken by the downward-facing camera. At this time, we confirmed whether
the safe landing system can detect obstacles based on the optical flow magnitude map and whether
the UAV can move in the direction of avoiding obstacles.

Figure 10 represents the optical flow magnitude map of the image viewed by the camera facing
downward of the UAV. In Figure 10a, the green dot represents the feature point, and the green line
represents the optical flow calculated at the feature point. As the goodFeaturesToTrack function detects
the strong corner and tends to detect from obstacles that are visually different from the floor and
higher in height, Figure 10 shows the feature points mainly presented on the obstacle. As shown in
Figure 10a, the left side of the tree is the highest obstacle, and the UAV obtains the highest optical
flow magnitude values from the tree on the left side. As shown in Figure 10b, the OpenCV on the
UAV recognized that the nearest obstacle was on the left. In this experiment, the safe landing system
successfully maneuvered the UAV to avoid obstacles. Also, the frame rate was 31.1 FPS which is about
five times faster than the previous work [14], 5.9 FPS which calculates the optical flow for all pixels.
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(a) Optical flow of a surface with an obstacle. (b) Operation of obstacle avoidance.

Figure 10. Optical flow magnitude map of obstacle avoidance.

The variance measured during the experiment also shows that the UAV was able to recognize
obstacles successfully. Figure 11 shows the variance of the optical flow magnitude in each segmented
screen during the experiment. During obstacle avoidance, obstacles are detected in the left segmented
screen, resulting in high optical flow magnitude in the left segmented screen. Therefore, the variance
value of segmented screens was high until 10 s when the UAV was avoiding the obstacles. After the
UAV completely avoided the obstacle, the sharp increase in variance at 10 s is shown in Figure 11.
This is a temporary phenomenon that occurs while creating a new feature point on the ground because
there are no more obstacles. After creating the feature points of the ground, the variance of the optical
flow magnitude was measured low because the optical flow magnitude is evenly measured on each
segmented screen. The full demonstration can be seen in the following link [16].

Figure 11. Variance of optical flow magnitude.

5.4. UAV Detour System Demonstration

Finally, we demonstrated the UAV detour system that consists of the flight guidance system and
safe landing system. In this demonstration, the operator used a laser to guide the UAV to the landing
point where the operator stood. The UAV’s flight guidance system identified the laser, guided the UAV
to the landing point, and then proceeded to land. Since the operator was standing at the landing point
of the UAV, the safe landing system recognized the operator as an obstacle, then automatically avoided
the operator and landed safely at that point. The demonstration video of the UAV detour system can
be seen on the following link [17].
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6. Future Work

The flight guidance system can detect laser, but cannot identify malicious lasers that are intended
to interfere with UAV movement. To solve this problem, as future work, we will develop a paring
system so that only certified lasers can take control of the UAV. We plan to improve the system through
a bandpass filter so that the sensor can identify lasers with a specific wavelength. If the data bit is
transmitted through a laser, an encryption technique can be applied to the laser. This improvement
will allow the UAV to identify the laser containing the certified data bit and move in that direction.
Also, in an environment where a line of sight (LoS) is not secured, it is difficult to guide UAV with a
laser. To cope with this environment, we are developing a system that guides UAV with extra media
that can be used even if LoS is not secured (e.g., ultrasound). In addition, The flight guidance system
requires the operator to operate the laser. To solve this inconvenience, we will develop an improved
landing point system that identifies UAVs through image processing and automatically aims the laser.
Overall, we will improve the flight guidance system to suit the delivery system in an urban area.

The safe landing system will be extended to automatically avoid obstacles that UAVs can
encounter during the entire process of takeoff, flying, and landing to perform their mission in an
urban area. In addition, the values we set as the threshold (e.g., OT, VT) should be set in response
to various circumstances. We are setting it as a future goal to make automatic calibration through
machine learning.

7. Conclusions

UAVs can perform various missions. Some of UAVs performing missions are capturing video
or collecting information over an extensive area, and some UAVs perform missions in urban areas
such as delivery UAVs. However, in urban areas, buildings weaken the GPS signal, and there are
many obstacles that disturb the UAVs’ flight. Therefore, UAV flying in urban area requires additional
systems to fly in the absence of GPS or to avoid obstacles. This paper proposes the UAV detour system
considering UAVs performing missions in urban areas. The UAV detour system allows the UAV
to fly and land in situations where GPS or networks are disconnected. The flight guidance system,
which is one of the subsystems of the UAV detour system, maneuvers the UAV by using a laser that
is not disturbed by various radio waves or signal interference. Another subsystem, the safe landing
system, identifies obstacles based on optical flow, allowing the UAV to avoid obstacles when landing.
Finally, the proposed subsystems were tested on a prototype UAV. The performance of subsystems
were verified by successfully performing flight guidance and obstacle avoidance landing.
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Abstract: Small unmanned aerial systems (UASs) now have advanced waypoint-based navigation
capabilities, which enable them to collect surveillance, wildlife ecology and air quality data in new
ways. The ability to remotely sense and find a set of targets and descend and hover close to each
target for an action is desirable in many applications, including inspection, search and rescue and
spot spraying in agriculture. This paper proposes a robust framework for vision-based ground target
finding and action using the high-level decision-making approach of Observe, Orient, Decide and
Act (OODA). The proposed framework was implemented as a modular software system using the
robotic operating system (ROS). The framework can be effectively deployed in different applications
where single or multiple target detection and action is needed. The accuracy and precision of
camera-based target position estimation from a low-cost UAS is not adequate for the task due to errors
and uncertainties in low-cost sensors, sensor drift and target detection errors. External disturbances
such as wind also pose further challenges. The implemented framework was tested using two
different test cases. Overall, the results show that the proposed framework is robust to localization
and target detection errors and able to perform the task.

Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle; unmanned aerial system; vision-based navigation; search and
rescue; vision and action; OODA; inspection; target detection; remote sensing

1. Introduction

Small, unmanned aerial systems (UASs) now have advanced waypoint-based navigation
capabilities, which enable them to collect surveillance [1], wildlife ecology [2] and air quality data [3]
in new ways. One capability that is not available in most off-the-shelf UASs is the ability for a higher
level of onboard decision-making for vision and action.

The ability to remotely sense and find a set of targets, and descend and hover close to each target
is desirable in many applications, including spot spraying in agriculture (such as pesticide spraying for
brown planthopper (BPH) [4] and spear thistle weed [5]), inspection and search and rescue operations
in a larger area with limited human resources, or in difficult terrain, such as searching for survivors or
an aviation black box.

Figure 1 is an illustrative example of a search scenario for survivors. The task can be divided into
multiple steps. Initially, the UAS searches for ground targets at search height hs (1). If target/s are
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found, the UAS picks a target, based on a criterion such as first detected target and changes its original
path and moves toward the target and descends (2). The UAS then hovers above the target closely
(hh = 0.5–2.5) to inspect the target (3). After inspection, the UAS climbs slightly (<2 m) and reaches
height hc and moves laterally to the next target (4). After reaching the next target, the UAS descends (5)
and inspects that target (3). The UAS repeats steps 3, 4 and 5 with each target.
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The numbers 1–5 indicate the steps performed in the mission. Steps 3–5 are repeated for each target.

Very accurate target detection is needed to perform this task. However, target detection algorithms
have a certain degree of uncertainty in real outdoor environments. Typical single frequency GPS
receivers have an accuracy of 5–6 m [6,7]. Another challenge is that a greater localization accuracy
needed to act on targets. In this paper, our aim is to develop and demonstrate a framework for
autonomous vision-based ground target finding and action using a multirotor UAS that is robust to the
(i) errors and uncertainties in the localization of the UAS; (ii) errors and uncertainties in localization of
the target; (iii) target detection errors and; (iv) the effects of external disturbances such as wind.

The framework uses the high-level decision-making approach of observe, orient, decide and act
(OODA) [8–10] and a series of techniques to perform the necessary navigation and control and target
tracking. The proposed framework was implemented as a modular software system and demonstrated
in two different test cases.

The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows: (1) An onboard framework for finding
and acting on multiple ground targets which is robust to errors in localization of the UAS, localization of
the targets and target detection, and external disturbances; (2) A computationally efficient voting-based
scheme to avoid false detections in vision-assisted navigation or target tracking using UASs.

2. Related Work

The development of the multiple target detection and action framework is closely related to
previous work on vision-based landing, target detection, target tracking, infrastructure inspection
and OODA.

The vision-based landing task of UASs is a well-explored area of research. In this task, the UAS
guides and descends towards a detected landing pad using vision. Mostly, a single, known target is
used to detect the landing area such as a landing pad, and the accuracy of a few meters from the landing
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pad is usually acceptable. Specialized patterns, such as “H”, are common to improve detection [4–6]
or control the UAS [11]. Techniques such as Image-Based Visual Servoing (IBVS) and the relative
distance-based approaches [7] are common. However, these techniques have limitations for multiple
targets when the targets have unknown shapes and sizes or are similar.

Zarudzki et al. [12] explored multiple target tracking using an IBVS scheme and different colors
for the targets to separate them. However, the IBVS schemes are limited when all or a subset of the
targets are visually similar.

Many researchers have explored the tracking of a moving target [8–11]. For example,
Greatwood et al. [13] used the relative location of an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) to track
it. However, relative location-based approaches are limited for multiple similar targets. In another
study, Vanegas et al. [14] demonstrated finding a UGV and tracking it in GPS-denied and cluttered
environments using a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) formulation and known
obstacle position to correct the UAS pose. However, such knowledge is not available in our work.
Tracking of a user-selected object was also demonstrated by Cheng et al. [14]. The authors used a UAS
fixed with a gimbaled camera and a Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF)-based visual tracking scheme
to track the selected object. All of these works are limited to a single known target.

Vision-based or assisted navigation of UASs is also a well-studied area of research [15–17].
Stefas et al. [18] studied the navigation of a UAS inside an apple orchard. Missions following water
channels [19] and roads [20] have also been explored. Other inspection tasks using UASs are power
line inspection [21,22] and railway track inspection [23]. In these studies, a common approach is to
follow the continuous image feature lines present in the observed structures. However, this research
investigates the problem of finding and acting on multiple discrete targets.

In other works for railway semaphore inspection [24] and pole inspection [25], visual control
techniques have been explored to fly the UAS around a pole-like structure. However, finding and
approaching the target is not considered in these studies.

Vision-based ground target finding and action systems have been studied for a
single target [5,26,27]. Multiple ground target finding and action capability have also been
demonstrated [28,29]. However, those works did not consider the uncertainties in target detection.

Most previous studies used a control system approach to control the UAS. Another possible
approach is a cognitive model-based approach of OODA [30,31]. For example, Karim and Heinze [32]
implemented and compared two distinct autonomous UAS controllers. They found OODA is more
intuitive and extensible than the control system approach and allows asynchronous processing of
information between stages. The work of Karim and Heinze was limited to a simple mission of
choosing an alternative waypoint. Priorities in developing a framework include design intuitiveness,
extendability, and scalabilities. In our framework, the OODA approach is used to control the UAS.

UASs have been explored for search and rescue (SAR) missions in other related work [33–35].
Hoai and Phuong [36] studied anomaly color detection algorithms on UAS images for SAR work.
Niedzielski et al. [37] conducted SAR field experiments to guide ground searchers in finding a lost
person. In these studies, the focus was limited to identifying the targets from UAS images, and the
computation was primarily performed at an offboard computation infrastructure. Some researchers
have also documented that the communication delay between the UAS and the offboard computation
infrastructure is a severe limitation. However, our focus is to develop an autonomous system that can
perform onboard detection in real time and closely approach the detected target to perform a close
inspection for more informed decision-making.

The assessment of autonomy level is an important aspect to compare and evaluate the performance
of the system presented in this paper. Several models have been proposed to assess the autonomy
level of the systems, including autonomy level evaluation [38] formulated by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), the Autonomous Control Levels (ACL) method [39] proposed
by the U.S. military, and the Autonomy Levels for Unmanned Systems (ALFUS) framework [40]
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)—each model has its drawbacks [41].
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The autonomy level evaluation formulated by NASA is used in this research as it is simple and easy to
use for comparison of unmanned systems platforms, regardless of their operating environment.

In summary, the task of vision-based multiple ground target finding and action involves solving
problems in detection, tracking, navigation, and action on a set of discrete ground targets where visual
uniqueness of the targets cannot always be guaranteed, and targets may also move out of the camera’s
field of view (FOV).

3. Framework

The main contribution of this paper is a navigation framework. This framework was developed
and implemented as a modular software system. The current implementation of the framework has six
modules: main module, image capture module, a target detection module, mapping module, autopilot
driver module and external sensor module. Figure 2 describes the software system architecture.
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The image capture module (Section 3.1), target detection module (Section 3.2), mapping module
(Section 3.3), and the main module (Section 3.5) were developed in C++, and Mavros [42] is used as
the autopilot driver module. It is available as a ROS [43] package. The main module performs the
orient and decide functions of the OODA loop. The following subsections describe each module.

3.1. Image Capture Module

The image capture module captures images from the attached camera sensor and sends the captured
images and image metadata, such as timestamp and resolution, to the target detection module.

3.2. Target Detection Module

The target detection module (Figure 3) detects targets and extracts interesting features of the target,
such as the center and size, and passes the information to the mapping module. In a ground target
finding and action mission, the UAS flies through different sets of altitudes depending on which step
(Figure 1) the UAS performs. A static target detection algorithm may not perform well for all altitudes.
Therefore, the target detection module receives the UAS pose information from the main module and
adjusts the detection method according to the altitude of the UAS for more accurate detection.
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Figure 3. Target detection module.

The target detection module performs two different functions: filtering and target detection.
The filtering function rejects unsuitable images from the processing pipeline and helps to reduce some
processing cycles of the onboard computer. The target detection error increases with the rotation rate
of the UAS. Therefore, the criterion given in Equation (1) is used to discard the images.

∃n ∈ Z+,
∣∣∣φn −φn−1|> α∨|θn − θn−1| > α∨

∣∣∣ψn −ψn−1
∣∣∣> α (1)

Here,φn, θn and ψn are the roll, pitch and yaw angles of the UAS in the nth frame, and α is the
threshold value determined experimentally. UAS images might also be susceptible to motion blur
depending on the camera and UAS speed. Therefore, the filtering function can be implemented to
include automatic blur detection algorithms described in [44] to filter those images, which is beneficial
when more complex target detection algorithms are used. However, our current implementation did
not use these methods, considering the processing overhead.

3.3. Mapping Module

The mapping module creates an internal map of all detected targets. The map helps to track the
targets when they go outside the FOV. The map is also used to compensate for the effects of localization
errors due to GPS noise and drift. Figure 4 shows an image (Figure 4a) and the corresponding internal
map (Figure 4b) in a graphical illustration. In Figure 4a, the fourth target T4 is outside the FOV.
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The mapping module creates an internal map through the following steps:
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3.3.1. Estimate Target Position

The estimate target position step estimates the 3D position of the target in the inertial frame from
the outputs of the target detection module. Our previous paper [27] describes the detailed steps of
the method.

3.3.2. Track Targets

The track targets step matches the target between each image frame. The estimated position
of each target may vary throughout the mission due to inaccuracies and sensor drift. However,
the variation between adjacent frames is small; therefore, targets are matched using the Euclidean
distance between the estimated target positions in adjacent frames.

Target Ti,n and target T j,n−1 are the same target if:

∃n, i, j ∈ Z+,
√
(x̂i,n − x̂ j,n−1)

2 + (ŷi,n − ŷ j,n−1)
2 < d (2)

where Ti,n is the ith detected target from the nth frame, (x̂i,n, ŷi,n) is the position estimation of the ith
detected target from the nth image frame, and d is the gating distance.

The filtering stage keeps d within a reasonable limit.

3.3.3. Build Internal Map of Adjacent Targets

When the UAS descends towards a selected target for an action, other targets go out of the camera
FOV. However, the target selected for the action can be visible most of the time. An internal map of
the targets is built using weighted graph representation to use this property. This map also tracks the
locations of the targets already registered, but is undetected in specific frames (false negatives).

The target Ti,m and the target T j,n are adjacent if:

∃ m, n, i, j ∈ Z+,m = n∧ i , j (3)

Figure 5 shows an example of an internal map using four targets. Nodes T1–T4 represent the
targets, and the weights d1–d6 represent the distance between them.
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3.3.4. Remove Duplicates

Due to the errors in estimating the target’s position, duplicate nodes (targets) are introduced in
the internal mapping step. This step removes these duplicate nodes and their vertices from the map.
The node Ti and its vertices are removed if:

∃n, i, j ∈ Z+,
√
(x̂i,m − x̂ j,n)

2 + (ŷi,m − ŷ j,n)
2 < d (4)
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3.3.5. Update Position

Due to detection errors in the target detection module, an already registered target may not be
detected in adjacent frames, or the target may go outside the camera FOV when the UAS is flying at a
lower altitude. In this case, the positions of the previously registered but not visible (not detected/out
of FOV) targets are updated in this step by considering one of the visible targets as a base target.
The updated location of the other target is given by:

∃ n, i, j, k ∈ Z+, i , k

x̂i,n = x̂k,n + Dx̂k, j (5)

ŷi,n = ŷk,n + Dŷk, j (6)

Here the kth target is a base target.Dx̂k, j, Dŷk, j are the distance between the kth and ith targets
along the x and y axis, respectively. Here the distances are estimated using the jth frame.

3.3.6. Remove False Targets

Very accurate target detection is needed for reliable navigation of the UAS because false positives
and false negatives may change the UAS’s path and make the entire operation inefficient. All target
detection algorithms have a certain degree of uncertainty unless the target is very simple. The degree of
uncertainty may increase with the distance between the target and the UAS. In an outdoor environment,
other factors such as fog, time of day, and lighting changes may also increase this uncertainty.

It is found that false positives are usually not persistent across all images. A weighted voting
scheme is used to reject false positives. In this scheme, each target Ti holds votes Vi. If the target Ti is
detected in a frame, it casts wd number of votes:

∃n, i, j ∈ Z+, Vi ← Vi + wd (7)

where wd can be a simple constant value or modeled as a complex function of other parameters such as
distance, weather, time of day and illumination conditions, which determine the certainty of detection.
For example, detection at a lower altitude may be assigned more votes than detection from a higher
altitude. The optimal function of wd is specific to each particular application.

If the target Ti is not detected in a frame but its location is inside the FOV, it casts −wn number of
votes (Equation (8)). The value of wn can also be determined similar to wd:

∃ i, wn ∈ Z+, Vi ← Vi −wn (8)

The target Ti is removed if:
∃ i ∈ Z+, Vi < G (9)

The value of the G is experimentally determined.

3.4. External Sensors Module

The external sensor module allows the connection of sensors such as sonar directly to the onboard
computer for additional state estimation information. In our implementation, only an ultrasonic
module is used as an external sensor to compensate for altitude measurement errors induced by strong
gusts in barometric height measurement used in typical low cost autopilots.

3.5. Main Module

A finite state machine (FSM) model is used to implement the main module of the system. Figure 6
shows the finite state machine. The state of the system is controlled by following an OODA loop. Here,
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a state represents the current belief of the system. According to the observations received from other
modules, the system orients and transitions to the next suitable state.
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If a target or targets are observed in the search state, the system is updated to the move to target
state. In the re-estimate target position state, the UAS moves laterally towards the target and updates
the target position. In the descend state, the UAS descends by a predefined amount of height. In the
adjust state, the UAS aligns its x, y position above the target by the proportional controller defined by
Equations (10) and (11). This controller also assists the UAS to maintain its hovering position against
external disturbances such as wind.

xn = xc + (Uo − u)K/Ru (10)

yn = yc + (Vo − v)K/Rv (11)

In these equations, (xn, yn) is the output position of the controller, (xc, yc) is the current UAS
position and (Uo, Vo) is the optical center of the camera sensor in pixels. (u, v) is the center of the
target in pixels, K is proportional gain, and Ru and Rv are the horizontal and vertical resolutions of
the image.

In the climb state, the UAS increases its height by a small amount (<2 m) and transitions into the
confirm target state. The confirm target state confirms the availability of the target. If the availability of
the target is not confirmed, it will be removed from the internal map, considering it as a false positive.
Actions such as inspection or spraying are performed in the action state. After completing the action,
target Ti is selected as the next target if:

∃ i, j, l ∈ Z+,(Di = min
j={1...l}

D j)∧Vi > H (12)

where Di is the distance to the target Ti and Vi is the number of votes held by the target Ti. H is the
minimum number of votes that qualify the target as a valid target for a visit. If there is no target to
satisfy the criterion (12), the UAS lands at a predefined position.

3.6. Autopilot Driver Module

The autopilot driver module acts as an intermediary between the autopilot firmware and the
onboard computer system. This module provides data such as autopilot state, inbuilt sensor data and
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battery state to the main module. Commands from the main module are also translated into autopilot
specific control commands.

4. Experiments

4.1. Hardware System

A quadrotor UAS was developed to conduct outdoor field experiments using a Pixhawk 2
open source autopilot and a DJI F450 frame. The Pixhawk consists of accelerometers, gyroscopes,
barometer sensors and other devices on a single board. Figure 7 shows the hardware system used
in the experiments. The hardware system architecture shows the components integrated into the
UAS and their interconnection, with images of important components. The Raspberry Pi3 onboard
computer, camera and sonar are attached under the UAS.
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Figure 7. Hardware system used in the experiments.

The implemented framework was fully executed in the onboard Raspberry Pi3 computer. A
ground control RC transmitter was used only to trigger the system.

4.2. Field Experiments

As mentioned already, our focus is to develop and demonstrate a framework for vision-based
multiple ground target finding and action using a multirotor UAS that is robust to the (i) errors
and uncertainties in localization of the UAS; (ii) errors and uncertainties in localization of the target;
(iii) target detection errors; and (iv) effects of external disturbances such as wind. In this paper, we have
validated our framework using two different test cases: (1) Finding and inspection of various type of
objects scattered on the ground in search and rescue after a plane crash. (2) Finding and inspection of
multiple red color ground objects.

Figure 8 shows the scenario used for both test cases. The UAS has to take off to the search height
hs (e.g., 40 m) and fly from the waypoint A to the waypoint B and search for targets. If any target/s are
detected, the UAS picks a target and changes its flight path, descends and hovers above each target
autonomously, as shown in Figure 1, steps 3, 4 and 5. Six targets were scattered randomly. The search
boundary was 50 m × 50 m. The test was repeated multiple times, and the exact positions of the targets
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were randomly changed for different tests. However, a minimum separation distance of 4 m was kept
between the targets, and the visibility of all targets in the FOV of the camera at search height hs (40 m)
was maintained. Arbitrary shapes in different colors indicates the targets in Figure 8.Sensors 2020, 20, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 18 
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The experiments presented here used several parameters related to the framework and the
hardware system used in the experiments. Table 1 lists these parameter values.

Table 1. Parameters used in the experiments.

Paramete Value

Search height (hs) 40 m

Threshold rotation rate (α) 0.8 deg/s

Gating distance (d) 2 m

Camera frame rate 10 Hz

Camera resolution 640 × 480

Proportional gain (K) 2

Votes for a detection (wd) 1

Votes for a non-detection (wn) −1

Removal cut-off (G) −2

Valid target cut-off (H) 5

Parameters camera resolution and frame rate describe the camera used. Other parameters,
such as threshold rotation rate, gating distance, proportional gain, votes for a detection, votes for a
non-detection, removal cut-off and valid target cut-off are related to the framework and determined
using simulation and trial-and-error experiments.

These framework-related parameters have impact on the performance of the framework.
For example, the gating distance d was set to 2 m in our experiments. Setting a larger value
may label two different targets as the same target while setting a smaller value may label the same
target in adjacent frames as different targets. The valid target cut-off H was set as 5. Therefore, if a
target holds less than five votes, it will not be considered as a possible candidate for a visit or inspection.
Hence, a target that appeared in less than five images will be ignored by the UAS. Reducing this value
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may increase the chance of false targets to become a valid target. Similar effects are possible with the
value for removal cut-off G. These values can be adjusted depending on the accuracy of the target
detection method used. For an example, a lower value of valid target cut-off H is adequate for more
accurate target detection algorithm.

4.2.1. Test Case 1: Finding and Inspection of Objects Scattered on the Ground in Search and Rescue
after a Plane Crash

In this test case, a scenario was formulated to represent objects scattered in a search and rescue
mission after a plane crash. The unmanned aerial system (UAS) must autonomously find these targets
and conduct a close inspection at a low altitude. This capability is very useful in search and rescue
operations in a larger area with limited human resources or in difficult terrains, such as searching for
survivors or a plane’s black box. Figure 9a shows objects scattered at the experimental site from the
ground view. Figure 9b shows the test site and targets from a UAS image. Images from Malaysia
Airlines flight MH17 crash site [45–47] were used as references. Multiple objects such as clothing to
represent people, and suitcases and backpacks were used as targets. In this test case, the targets have
different shapes, colors and sizes, and the possibility of false detection is relatively high because of the
generalized target detection algorithm.
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Figure 9. (a) Objects scattered at the experimental site in the test scenario; (b) Top view of the
experimental site, and target objects from a UAS image.

In order to detect various types of objects present in a vegetated area, the target detection algorithm
illustrated in Figure 10 was implemented in the target detection function of the target detection module
(see Figure 3).
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In the first step, the image is saturated for the background color (e.g., green). In the second
step, the resulting binary image is negated. In the third step, first level contours are detected. Next,
the approximate size a (area on the ground) of each contour is calculated using Equation (13).

a = m00
z2

f 2 (13)

Here m00 is the 0th moment, z is the altitude of the UAS, and f is the focal length of the camera.
In a binary image, 0th moment m00 is defined by:

m00 =
∑u=w

u=0

∑v=h

v=0
J(u, v) (14)

where w and h are the width and height of the blob, respectively. J(u, v) is the value of the pixel
at (u, v).

In the next step, the targets were selected based on size. Very small and large targets were omitted.
The size of targets must be configured according to the specific application. The primary step of
the detection algorithm is color saturation for the background, such as green vegetation. A simple
detection algorithm was selected in order to show the capability of the framework in the presence of a
high number of false positives.

Test case 1 was repeated five times. Table 2 summarizes the results. The UAS visited all six targets
in three of the five flight tests. One target was missed in two tests because the number of votes acquired
by the target was less than the minimum number of votes H to qualify to visit the target. An analysis of
experimental data also showed that in three tests, the system (main module) did not activate the action
state and considered one of the targets as a false detection. A detailed investigation revealed that this
was due to detection failure at low altitude (2–4 m). A possible reason might be the auto adjustment
settings of the Raspberry Pi camera used.

Table 2. Summary of results from flight tests.

Test No. Number of Targets Number of Targets Visited Number of Targets Not Inspected (Action Failure)

1 6 6 1
2 6 5 0
3 6 5 0
4 6 6 1
5 6 6 1

Figure 11 shows the selected images from test 5.
Figure 12 shows the results from test 5. In Figure 12a, the UAS searches for the targets while

flying from waypoint A to B. At point C, the first target is recognized, and the finite state machine state
changes to move to target state. The UAS moves towards the first target designated T1 (step 2, Figure 1)
and performs an inspection (hovering above the target for 3 s). Next, the UAS climbs to the cruising
height hc (4 m) and moves to the next nearest adjacent target T5. The process repeats until the UAS has
visited all six identified targets.
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Figure 12. Results from flight test 5: (a,b) 3D view of the flight trajectory in full and zoomed view of the
visiting targets and action part; (c) Top view of the flight trajectory and scatter plot of estimated target
positions in the full mission of flight test 5. (+) indicates false targets. (x) indicates the estimated position
of the target when the UAS was performing the inspection (hovering above the target). Waypoint B is
omitted to increase the clarity of the plots.

However, in this test, the action state is not activated for target T6. The target detection module
failed to detect target T6 in the confirm state of the finite state machine. T6 was considered a false
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target, and the UAS moved to the next target T2. This shows the autonomous re-planning ability of the
system without getting stuck with target T6.

Figure 12c illustrates the top view of the flight trajectory and the scatter plot of the estimated
target positions throughout the full mission. The plot shows several false targets. Moreover, ideally,
the position of true targets T1–T6 must appear as points. However, they appear like a cloud due to
the variation in the estimates because of the localization errors. The highest variation calculated as
the furthest distance between two estimates is 5 m in T2. In total, 117 different possible targets were
detected throughout the mission, but only six of them—the actual targets—were visited by the UAS.
Therefore, the developed framework can overcome localization errors and target detection errors in
target finding and action tasks.

4.2.2. Test Case 2: Finding and Inspection of Multiple Red Color Ground Objects

In this test case, the UAS must fly according to the same scenario described in Figure 8 and find
multiple red color ground objects and approach them and conduct a close inspection at a low altitude.
Six similar red color circles with 0.2 m radius were used as targets. For this test case, only the target
detection function of the target detection module was modified. Instead of the detection algorithm
described in Figure 10, a simple red color detection algorithm was implemented. Similar targets
were used in order to demonstrate that the framework’s capability, even in the absence of additional
information such as unique color and shape for tracking and control. Figure 13 shows the test site
and targets from a UAS image. Figure 14 shows the selected images from one of the tests. Test case
repeated five times as before. UAS has visited and inspected all six targets in all five tests. A link to
the video of the test is given at the end of the paper. Due to the similarity to the test case 1 results, a
detailed discussion of the results is avoided.
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The test case 2 was conducted under heavy rain cloud. However, all the tests were successful is
implicates the robustness of the framework to such conditions as well.

5. Discussion

To our knowledge, no previous work has attempted multiple ground target finding and action
using UAS. Related work on vision-based landing provides some insights. However, the techniques
used in those studies are mostly limited to a single target and are only demonstrated at low altitudes
(<5 m) where the effects of detection and localization errors have minimal impact. One possible
technique for multiple target finding and action is to estimate the targets’ positions from the image
and guide the UAS towards each target. However, this technique requires a more precise and
accurate localization of the target as well as the UAS and a 100% accurate target detection. Given
the dynamic nature of the task and the outdoor environment, a 100% accurate target detection is
nearly impossible [34,48]. For an example, we observed a large number of false detections when
sudden lighting changes occurred due to the movement of rainy clouds. Moreover, image-based target
positioning had errors due to factors such as lens distortion, imaging sensor resolution, GPS accuracy,
barometric altimeter resolution and target height [49]. GPS sensors used in typical, low-cost UASs are
also subject to drift [27]. This study has developed a framework to address these challenges with less
computational requirements and validated the framework using two different test cases with different
implementations of the target detection module. The navigation framework proposed in this paper
can address these challenges independent from detection algorithm thus a reasonable accuracy from
detection algorithms is adequate to perform the task.

When we consider one potential application of the framework such as search and rescue, in earlier
works [33–37], UAS was limited in its use as only as a monitoring device. The framework proposed in
this research further extends the capabilities of UASs to more active participation, such as conducting
a detailed closer inspection or delivering emergency kits. In other studies on railway semaphore
inspection [23] and pole inspection [24], the UAS was manually positioned at a workable distance, and
researchers did not address the part of finding and approaching the target for inspection. The framework
proposed in this research may be used in conjunction with those techniques to increase autonomy. This
framework has opened the whole new avenue of research where UASs can be used for close inspection
of ground targets for more informed decision-making or can be used to perform an action on the target.

The system presented in this paper uses a higher level decision-making approach OODA for
control and has no operator involvement from the mission start to end, and can automatically re-plan
the task in the absence of identified targets or if new targets appear. This ability meets level 4 autonomy,
according to the autonomy level evaluation method of NASA [38]. However, the framework’s lack of
the capability to avoid obstacles means it cannot perceive the environment widely as required by level
4 autonomy. This requirement needs to be addressed in the future to achieve a fully compatible level
4 autonomy.

The proposed framework has limitations. The voting-based scheme employed to remove false
detections assumes that false detections are not always persistent. However, this might not be true for
all target detection methods. Techniques used for target tracking assume errors and drift in sensors
are gradual over time, which might fail when abrupt changes occur. The framework also assumes
the targets are located in reasonably flat terrain. Although this assumption may be appropriate for
agricultural land, further research is needed to address targets located in hilly or sloping terrain.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a framework for autonomous, multiple ground target-finding and action
using a low-cost, multirotor unmanned aerial system. The framework can be effectively used in a variety
of UAS applications with suitable detection algorithms in fully and supervised autonomous missions
such as inspection, search and rescue and spot spraying in agriculture. Uncertainties and errors
introduced by the onboard sensors and external disturbances such as wind pose significant challenges
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in real outdoor environments. A framework was proposed using the high-level decision-making
approach of OODA, a series of techniques, and a modular software system to address these challenges.

Two different test cases were formulated to search and inspect multiple ground objects scattered
on the ground. Each test case was repeated multiple times to show that the framework can overcome
the errors and uncertainties and perform the task successfully. The detection algorithm is simple
compared to the state-of-the-art algorithm used in precision agriculture or search and rescue work.
There are two reasons for the simple algorithm: one is to demonstrate the capability of the framework
with a high number of false detections, and the other one is the limited computation capacity of the
Raspberry Pi used in our UAS.

Ongoing work focuses on integrating a sprayer system to a suitable UAS platform, identifying
a test site, and obtaining approvals to test the system in paddy fields for brown planthopper
control application.

A video of the flight tests can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVmHo_uUkfU.
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Abstract: The performance achievable by using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for a large variety
of civil and military applications, as well as the extent of applicable mission scenarios, can significantly
benefit from the exploitation of formations of vehicles able to fly in a coordinated manner (swarms).
In this respect, visual cameras represent a key instrument to enable coordination by giving each UAV
the capability to visually monitor the other members of the formation. Hence, a related technological
challenge is the development of robust solutions to detect and track cooperative targets through
a sequence of frames. In this framework, this paper proposes an innovative approach to carry out this
task based on deep learning. Specifically, the You Only Look Once (YOLO) object detection system is
integrated within an original processing architecture in which the machine-vision algorithms are aided
by navigation hints available thanks to the cooperative nature of the formation. An experimental flight
test campaign, involving formations of two multirotor UAVs, is conducted to collect a database of
images suitable to assess the performance of the proposed approach. Results demonstrate high-level
accuracy, and robustness against challenging conditions in terms of illumination, background and
target-range variability.

Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicles; UAV swarms; visual detection; visual tracking; machine vision;
deep learning; YOLO

1. Introduction

Nowadays, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) represent a reliable and affordable tool
suitable for many applications, such as intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) [1],
aerial photography [2], infrastructure monitoring [3], search and rescue [4], and precision agriculture [5].
Indeed, the exponential growth in the use of these vehicles has been driven, in recent years,
by the miniaturization and cost reduction of electronic components (e.g., microprocessors, sensors,
batteries and wireless communication units) which have supported the development of small and
micro UAVs [6]. However, while these systems have demonstrated notable advantages being
cheap, flexible and easy to deploy, they still have limitations in practical scenarios due to their
lower payload capacity, shorter endurance and operational range. These aspects have led to the
concept of UAV swarms, i.e., formations of UAVs able to fly in a coordinated manner to provide
increased mission performance, reliability, robustness and scalability while ensuring a reduced mission
cost [7,8]. For instance, the coordinated flight of multiple UAVs can allow faster area coverage [9,10],
improve navigation performance under nominal GNSS coverage [11,12], or enable safe flight in
GNSS-challenging areas [13,14].

Clearly, some key challenges must be addressed to unleash the full potential of UAV swarms,
thus achieving performance improvement, with respect to missions carried out by standalone UAVs.
These challenges may include, but are not limited to, cooperative guidance/control, communication,
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navigation and situational awareness. In view of guidance and control issues, UAV swarms can
act as either centralized or decentralized networks depending on whether the main processing and
decision-making functions are concentrated on a single node of the network or distributed among all
the nodes [15,16]. Communication issues are also important, and different solutions may be exploited
to ensure adequate UAV-UAV datalink, such as Wi-Fi, Ultra/Very High Frequency, LTE, Satcom or
based on airborne transponder [17,18], where the choice of the most convenient strategy depends on
factors like application scenario, cost budgets and types of UAV involved (e.g., small vs. large UAVs).
Finally, regarding navigation and situational awareness, collaborative and relative sensing issues may
arise. Collaborative sensing is the problem of exploiting onboard sensors and processing resources in
a cooperative way to obtain specific goals, like object detection and tracking, surveillance and data
collection [19]. Instead, relative sensing is aimed at getting information about the relative and absolute
state of multiple UAVs, and it can have critical importance to enable safe control of the formation or to
improve navigation performance when the formation operates in complex environments [20,21].

This paper focuses its attention on relative sensing aspects. Indeed, in some mission scenarios,
it may be extremely important that each UAV is able to detect and track the other members of the swarm
obtaining information such as relative distance and bearing (Line-of-Sight, LOS). Considering the
cooperative nature of the formation, this task can be carried out using various solutions based on
acoustic sensors, Radio-Frequency ranging, LIDAR and visual cameras [22–25]. In this respect,
despite their limited applicability in absence of adequate illumination, visual cameras are extremely
versatile sensors, being low-cost, lightweight and able to provide highly-accurate LOS estimates.
Clearly, this latter aspect is achieved if image processing algorithms, able to determine the target
position in the image plane with pixel-level accuracy, are developed. This goal involves complex
technical challenges. Some of the most important are listed below:

- Sun illumination. Indeed, wide portions of the field-of-view (FOV) may be saturated if the Sun
direction is quasi-frontal with respect to the camera. Also, the object appearance (e.g., color and
intensity) can change as a function of the Sun direction.

- Local background. Detection and tracking algorithms may suffer from sudden variations of the
local background, e.g., caused by continuous passages of the target above/below the horizon.

- Target scale. Depending on the mission scenario, the target distance can vary from tens to hundreds
of meters. Consequently, the image processing algorithms must be able to deal with significant
variations of the size of FOV region occupied by the target.

In this framework, artificial intelligence has recently produced a breakthrough in the computer
vision field, especially due to the advancements of deep learning techniques [26,27]. Hence, this paper
aims to analyze the potential of such approaches for airborne visual detection and tracking of cooperative
UAVs. Specifically, an original image processing architecture is developed, which exploits the You Only
Look Once (YOLO) object detection system [28] as main processing block. A peculiar characteristic of
this method is that machine-vision algorithms are aided by navigation data (e.g., own-ship attitude
and target distance) some of which are available thanks to the cooperative nature of the formation
(e.g., exchanged through a communication link). Validation and performance assessment of the
proposed algorithmic architecture are carried out using a database of images collected by means of an
experimental campaign carried out using formations of two multirotor UAVs, which are indicated in
the following as tracker (the one with the camera on board) and target.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the art
regarding techniques for airborne visual detection and tracking of flying vehicles, and it highlights the
contribution of this work. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed image processing architecture.
Section 4 presents the experimental setups and the flight-test data collected for training the deep
neural network, and for testing of the overall detection and tracking architecture. Section 5 details the
achieved results based on ad-hoc defined performance metrics. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusions,
while also discussing lessons learnt and providing indications about future work.
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2. Related Work

In the applications of interest to this work, the tracker and the target are both flying vehicles.
Thus, extremely fast variations of the target appearance may occur in the image plane. This aspect
must be considered in the design of image processing algorithms for airborne detection and tracking
of a moving target. An overview of state-of-the-art approaches from the open literature is provided in
the following. The main classification criterion is related to the fact that the target UAV can be either
cooperative or non-cooperative.

The issues of visual detection and tracking of non-cooperative target UAVs are mainly treated in
the frame of Sense and Avoid (SAA) [29–33] and counter-drone applications [34,35]. In SAA scenarios,
the main requirement is to maximize the declaration range (i.e., the range at which a firm track of
the target is generated) to satisfy safety margins regarding the time needed to perform an avoidance
maneuver [29]. Consequently, most research efforts are addressed to very long-range scenarios,
where a target occupies only very few pixels in the image plane. The detection task may be carried out
exploiting different approaches. Image processing architectures based on the morphological filtering
operator are mainly proposed [30,31]. However, intruders may also be detected by computing the
difference between two subsequent images (corrected thanks to an homography estimation based on
corner features extracted under the horizon) [32]. More recently, the deep learning concept has also
been applied to this task by training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and combining this
detector with a Bottom-Hat morphological filter [33]. A known issue for standalone optical detection
systems is the average number of false detections. This problem is typically addressed by filtering
architectures (e.g., Extended Kalman Filters or Particle Filters) designed to generate target tracks
from multiple subsequent detections. Recently, the Deep Learning concept has also been applied for
counter-drone applications, i.e., to detect intruder, non-cooperative UAVs using one or multiple visual
cameras fixed on ground [34,35].

With regards to visual detection and tracking of cooperative UAVs, the interval of relative distances
can vary significantly during operation. Hence, the target can either occupy a few pixels or a wide
portion of the image plane. While this is certainly a challenge if the range variations occur fast enough,
on the other side it gives the possibility to exploits a wider range of image processing approaches,
which can be mainly classified into direct- and feature-based methods. Direct-based methods exploit
pixel-wise estimation of the local gradient of the image intensity to treat the detection process as the
problem to estimate the transformation (registration) which aligns two frames in the best way, i.e.,
based on a purposely defined error metric function [36]. Instead, feature-based methods exploit the
extraction of salient features and the use of proper descriptors to recognize the portion of the image
containing the target [37]. Techniques adopting the machine-learning or deep-learning concepts can
also be put under this category since, the trained network can be interpreted as a detector and classifier
of features [38]. With specific attention to approaches exploited to detect UAVs with airborne cameras
the following works can be mentioned. A trained cascade classifier designed for detection and distance
estimation of a small quadrotor UAV can be found in [37]. Experimental tests, both outdoor and indoor,
show satisfactory performance and demonstrate real-time operation but the method is designed to
deal only with relatively-short distances (i.e., below 25 m). The vision-based architecture presented
in [39] is designed to detect and track multiple target UAVs using a camera on board a custom,
delta-wing, small UAV. First, the background motion is estimated using a perspective transformation
model. Then, corner features are extracted from the background-less image and moving objects
are detected using optical flow. Though the method is designed to be robust against false alarms,
it suffers missed detections for targets below the horizon. A motion-compensation-based approach for
airborne detection of UAVs is presented in [40]. Specifically, the main idea is that the detection process
should exploit both appearance and motion cues. This is done by combining deep learning (based
on a CNN) with an original motion compensation method, both applied over a sequence of frames
(namely a spatio-temporal cube). This approach shows better performance than methods based only
on either machine learning or motion compensation, but it is better tailored to detect flying vehicles
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at long range (e.g., for collision avoidance purposes). An object detection and tracking approach
which integrates a salient object detector within the Kalman filtering framework is proposed in [41].
Though, it shows better tracking performance than state-of-the-art methods, the authors highlight
limitations in dealing with detection of flying targets when placed against a cluttered background.
Finally, a recent deep learning based approach, proposed for visual detection and tracking of a drogue
object at short range, in the frame of UAV aerial refueling, can be found in [42]. Though some of the
abovementioned methods exploit the knowledge of the target, they do not take full advantage of the
cooperative nature of the formation. This can be done installing on board artificial markers, such as
active Light Emission Diodes (LEDs) [43] and passive retro reflectors [44] or exploiting color-based
information if the target has a highly-distinguishable color signature [45,46]. Some limits can be
highlighted for these solutions. Specifically, the use of active LEDs involves an increase in the power
and weight requirements for the target UAV; passive markers are visible only at relatively-short
distances; color-based methods can be negatively affected by illumination conditions which may cause
a variation in the color signature. To cope with these issues, machine-vision algorithms could be
aided using absolute and relative navigation data, as proposed in [47,48], where the image processing
function is based on the combination of template matching and morphological filtering concepts.

The visual detection and tracking approach presented in this work recalls this idea, but navigation
data available on board the tracker UAV and cooperative navigation information received from the
target UAV are used to aid an original image processing architecture which relies on the deep-learning
concept. Specifically, the use of a deep-learning approach is motivated by the need to improve
performance (i.e., minimize missed detections without increasing false alarms) when the background
is extremely cluttered (e.g., below the horizon) with respect to other machine vision approaches.
The innovative points are related to both detection and tracking and are conceived to improve LOS
estimation accuracy and ensure adequate robustness against the challenges caused by Sun illumination,
local background and target scale. The former aspect, which is extremely important in cooperative
applications, is entrusted to an original technique to refine the location of the bounding box which
identifies the estimated target position with respect to the one detected by a state-of-the-art DL-based
object detector (i.e., YOLO in this work). Regarding the robustness aspect, the use of navigation data
not only enables the proposed approach to deal with an extremely wide interval of target-tracker
distances, but, as in [47,48], it also allows reducing the occurrence of false alarms and the computational
effort thanks to the possibility to focus the target search process over a limited portion of the image
plane both during detection and tracking.

3. Detection and Tracking Architecture

The proposed architecture is composed of two processing blocks, namely a detector and a tracker,
whose goal is to estimate the position of the target UAV on the focal plane of the camera installed on
board of the tracker UAV. In the following, the region of the image plane occupied by the target is
defined as a rectangular bounding box (BB), from which the unit vector representing the target LOS in
the Camera Reference Frame (CRF) can be derived as the direction corresponding to the geometric
center of the BB. A state diagram describing this architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. State diagram of the proposed architecture. Two cases are possible for the state of the system,
namely target detected (1) or not detected (0). This relatively simple architecture is justified by the
cooperative nature of the assumed multi-UAV system.

The state of the system can be 0 or 1 depending on whether the target position on the image
plane at the previous frame is available or not. In the former case, the target identification process
is entrusted to the detector which cannot use visual information from the previous frame. As soon
as a detection is confirmed, the state becomes 1 and the identification process is entrusted to the
tracker, which exploits the knowledge of the target position on the image plane at the previous frame.
Clearly, if the tracker fails at detecting the target (missed detection) or if the target is outside the camera
FOV, the state of the system returns to 0 and the identification process must be re-initialized by the
detector. In the following, the algorithms implemented within the detector and tracking blocks are
described in detail. Both these algorithms take advantage of navigation data (e.g., own-ship attitude
and relative positioning) to obtain a reliable prediction of the target position on the image plane at the
current frame.

3.1. DL-Based Detector

In case of first frame acquisition, or if no information about the target position in the image plane
is available from the previous frame, the target search is carried out by the detector block, which
exploits the algorithmic strategy whose main steps, inputs and output are highlighted in Figure 2.
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The input parameters are listed within a black (dashed) rectangular box. The processing blocks are
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First, the Target UAV prediction block is used to generate a tentative solution for the target UAV
projection on the image plane. Then, the main processing block (BB detection) uses this prediction to
identify a limited portion of the image plane within which the search for the BB containing the target is
carried out exploiting the YOLO object detection system [28]. The BB produced in output by the BB
detection block is finally used by the BB refinement block to obtain a more accurate estimate of target
UAV LOS. Detailed information about each of these functions is provided in the following sub-sections.

3.1.1. Target UAV Prediction

This processing step takes advantage of absolute navigation data of the tracker UAV, as well as of
target-tracker relative navigation data to predict the projection of the target UAV in the image plane.
The relative navigation data are available thanks to the cooperative nature of the proposed visual
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architecture. Indeed, if a reliable communication link is used to transmit absolute navigation data from
the target to the tracker, their relative position vector in the Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) reference
frame (ρe) and, consequently, their relative distance (ρ) can be estimated. Specifically, this relative
positioning information can be obtained with different strategies.

- Computing the difference between the two position vectors in ECEF (Pe,tracker and Pe,target for the
tracker and target, respectively), obtained using either the GNSS position fix or, more in general,
the positioning solution available to the onboard autopilot.

- Exploiting Differential GNSS (DGNSS) and Carrier-Phase DGNSS (CDGNSS) algorithms.

The choice of the method, which clearly has an impact on the accuracy level of the relative position
estimate, depends on the quality of local GNSS coverage for the two vehicles as well as on the type of
exchanged data (since differential and carrier-phase differential algorithms require pseudo-range and
carrier-phase measurements). Regarding the results presented in this paper, the former approach is
exploited to obtain the target-tracker range and relative position vector.

Independently of the adopted solution for relative positioning, the estimated value of ρe allows
obtaining a prediction of the target-tracker relative position vector in CRF (ρc) using Equation (1):

ρ
c
= R

bc

(
R

nb
R

en
ρ

e
+ tcb

)
(1)

where Ren is the rotation matrix from ECEF to the local North-East-Down reference frame (NED),
Rnb is the rotation matrix from NED to the Body Reference Frame (BRF) of the tracker UAV, while
Rbc and tcb are the rotation matrix from BRF to CRF and the camera-to-body relative position vector
expressed in BRF, respectively. Ren and Rnb can be obtained using the onboard navigation data of the
tracker UAV. Specifically, the former depends on the position in ECEF of the tracker UAV, while the
latter is an attitude rotation matrix which is also typically parametrized by a 321 sequence of Euler
angles (i.e., heading, pitch and roll). Finally, Rbc and tbc depend on the camera mounting geometry,
and they can be computed by carrying out an ad-hoc extrinsic calibration procedure either off-line [49]
or on-line [50]. After computing ρc, the horizontal (upr) and vertical (vpr) pixel coordinates of the target
projection on the image plane can be derived using the intrinsic calibration parameters, i.e., focal length,
principal point, skew coefficient and distortion (radial and tangential) coefficients, typically computed
carrying out an off-line calibration procedure [51].

3.1.2. Bounding Box Detection

Recently, the problem of using Deep Learning algorithms to address computer vision applications
has been deeply investigated [52]. In this framework, several object detection systems based on Deep
Learning have been developed, such as the Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [53], Faster R-CNN [54],
RefineDet [55], RFBNet [56] and YOLO [28,57,58]. A detailed overview of object detection systems
using Deep Learning including comparisons in terms of accuracy and efficiency can be found in [59,60].

Within the proposed architecture, the target detection task is entrusted to a state-of-the-art object
detector, i.e., the YOLO v2 neural network [57]. This DL-based network is obtained using the MATLAB
Deep Learning Toolbox [61] (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) starting from a pre-trained
CNN, i.e., ResNet-50 [62]. Given a dataset of RGB images taken with the target UAV at different
distances relative to the tracker, the training dataset is obtained by randomly cropping each of these
images around the target position. Specifically, the cropped image region used for training is a square
of 150-by-150 pixels.

By taking advantage of the predicted target projection obtained at the previous processing
step, it is possible to restrain the portion of the image plane to which the trained detector must be
applied. Clearly, the shape and the size of the search area should be set considering the uncertainty
characterizing each term contributing to the application of Equation (1), i.e., the positions of both the
two UAVs, and the attitude of the tracker. Focusing on the uncertainty in the attitude parameters, it is
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important to highlight that the heading, pitch and roll estimates do not have the same accuracy level.
Specifically, due to the possibility to exploit gravity direction, considering performance of low-cost
IMUs on board of small UAVs, the uncertainties in the roll and pitch estimates provided by the onboard
autopilot are typically bounded at the degree-level [63], while the error in the heading estimate can
be significantly larger (up to several degrees) [64]. For this reason, the target search can be limited
to a horizontal stripe in the image plane. Of course, the size of the stripe, in general, must account
for UAV attitude dynamics, camera frame rate and synchronization uncertainties. In this framework,
recent results from our previous work show that if the size of the stripe (vmax) is at least 100 pixels,
it is possible to minimize the possibility to accidently remove the target from the analyzed search
area [48]. Considering that the YOLO v2 network requires an input RGB image at least as large as
the training data, vmax is here set to 150 pixels. So, the defined horizontal stripe can be subdivided
into squared regions (search windows) having the same size as the training datasets (150 × 150 pixels),
as shown in Figure 3. The reference point used to define each search window is the upper-left corner.
The horizontal separation (du) between two consecutive search windows, i.e., the distance between two
consecutive reference points, is a setting parameter for the user. Clearly, the maximum allowable value
of du is 150 pixels, since it avoids losing FOV coverage. This value allows minimizing the number
of search windows (Nw), and consequently, the algorithm’s computational effort. However, it can be
convenient to slightly reduce du, thus having a partial overlap between consecutive search windows.
Although this solution causes a slight increase in the computational effort (due to the increase in Nw),
it also limits the risk that the target is cut by the border of two consecutive search windows as shown,
for instance, in Figure 4a. If this occurs, the YOLO v2 detector cannot find “good-quality” BBs, i.e.,
characterized by large overlap with the target actual position, thus compromising the probability of
correct detection. So, a value lower than 150 pixels can be set to du to ensure that at least one search
window fully contains the target UAV, as shown, for instance, in Figure 4b where du is 100 pixels.
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it can be convenient to slightly reduce du, thus having a partial overlap between consecutive search 
windows. Although this solution causes a slight increase in the computational effort (due to the 
increase in Nw), it also limits the risk that the target is cut by the border of two consecutive search 
windows as shown , for instance, in Figure 4a. If this occurs, the YOLO v2 detector cannot find “good-
quality” BBs, i.e., characterized by large overlap with the target actual position, thus compromising 
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Once the target search area is defined, the YOLO v2 detector is applied to each search window 
independently. This operation produces a large set of BBs representing candidate image regions 
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Once the target search area is defined, the YOLO v2 detector is applied to each search window
independently. This operation produces a large set of BBs representing candidate image regions
potentially containing the target according to a specific level of confidence (S), i.e., the score measuring
the accuracy of the BB. Specifically, the score encodes both the probability that the class of the target
object appears in the box and how well the predicted box fits the object [28]. At this point, if the
maximum value of S (Smax) is higher than a detection threshold (τdet), to be assigned by the user,
the detection process is deemed successful (i.e., the state of the system becomes 1 according to the
diagram in Figure 1) and the corresponding BB is sent to the BB refinement block.

3.1.3. Bounding Box Refinement

The reasoning behind the introduction of this processing block is that, despite the BB selected
at the previous stage may indeed contain the target, there may be a horizontal and/or vertical offset
between the center of this BB (from which the target LOS can be estimated knowing the intrinsic
calibration parameters of the camera) and the actual center of the target. Such situations tend to
degrade the angular accuracy in the estimated target LOS which is extremely important in several tasks
involving cooperative UAVs, e.g., to enable highly-accurate cooperative navigation solutions [11].

This phenomenon can also be interpreted as a relatively-poor overlap between the estimated BB
and a reference BB (i.e. the one representing the ground truth). The quality of this overlap can be
measured using the Intersection over Union (IOU) as performance metric. An example is shown in
Figure 5, where the IOU between the detected and reference BB is 0.538.
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Figure 5. Example of best YOLO detection. IoU = 0.538. The reference BB, obtained using a supervised
approach, is approximately centered at the geometric center of the target. The detected BB is the output
of the DL-based detector.

In this case, the estimated position of the target UAV (i.e., the center of the detected BB) is
characterized by an offset of about 5 pixels, in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This does
not allow taking full advantage of the camera angular resolution, since the errors in the azimuth and
elevation angles (see Section 5.1 for details on the estimation of these angles) corresponding to the
target LOS in CRF, i.e., 0.21◦ and 0.26◦, respectively are quite larger than the camera IFOV (0.05◦).
Hence, an approach based on standard machine vision tools is applied to update the BB, whose main
steps are highlighted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Main steps of the image processing approach to refine the detected BB. An image crop is
obtained from the detected bounding box. The gradient operator is applied within this image portion
and the gradient image is then binarized. Finally, the centroid of the set of pixels highlighted in the
binarized image is computed and a refined BB is centered around this point.

The input can be either the detected BB or an enlarged image portion, i.e., centered at the BB
center but with height and width increased by a factor c (e.g., between 1.5 and 2). This latter option is
useful to avoid the risk that the target is not fully contained in the analyzed area due to the limited
overlap of the BB.

An example of application of this procedure is provided by Figure 7. First, the local intensity
gradient is computed using the Sobel operator. The resulting gradient image, in which the target is
highlighted with respect to the background, is then binarized. Finally, the centroid of the resulting
binary image is computed. By centering the refined BB at this point, as shown in Figure 8, it is possible
to increase the IoU up to 0.747, and the angular errors in the azimuth and elevation angles obtained
from the target position on the image plane become 6·10−4◦ and 0.05◦, respectively. Considering that
the reference BB, i.e., the ground truth (which is obtained manually by a human operator), has an
inherent sub-pixel level uncertainty, the very low value obtained for the azimuth error (6·10−4◦) implies
that the refinement process can achieve sub-pixel accuracy (in the horizontal direction only in this case).
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3.2. DL-Based Tracker 

If a detection is confirmed (according to the thresholding criterion presented in section 3.1.2), 
the process of searching for the target projection on the image plane of a new frame, is entrusted to a 
DL-based tracker function. The proposed algorithmic strategy is composed of the same processing
blocks presented and described for the DL-based detector. However, consistent differences are
relevant to the Target UAV prediction and the BB detection blocks, mainly due to the possibility to
exploit the prior information about the target projection on the image plane available at the previous
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Figure 8. Result of the BB refinement algorithm. The IoU of the refined BB is 0.747.

3.2. DL-Based Tracker

If a detection is confirmed (according to the thresholding criterion presented in Section 3.1.2),
the process of searching for the target projection on the image plane of a new frame, is entrusted to
a DL-based tracker function. The proposed algorithmic strategy is composed of the same processing
blocks presented and described for the DL-based detector. However, consistent differences are relevant
to the Target UAV prediction and the BB detection blocks, mainly due to the possibility to exploit the
prior information about the target projection on the image plane available at the previous frame.
Specifically, if ρc,los(k-1) is the unit vector representing the LOS of the target UAV in CRF estimated at

the k-1th frame, the predicted LOS at the current (kth) frame (ρc,los(k)) can be computed as follows:
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where R
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k−1 and R
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k are the attitude rotation matrixes for the tracker UAV computed by its onboard
navigation system. This relation produces highly accurate predictions of the LOS of the target UAV at
the current frame provided that the target-tracker relative dynamics is smooth while the frame rate is
adequately high, so that the variation of the relative unit vector in NED between two successive frames
is negligible. In general, when dealing with particularly aggressive relative dynamics, a more accurate
prediction can be obtained by using the velocities of the two UAVs estimated by the corresponding
onboard navigation systems.

The result of Equation (2) can then be used to estimate upr and vpr using the intrinsic calibration
parameters of the camera. Hence, the YOLO v2 object detector can be applied to a single search
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window centered at the predicted target projection on the image plane. The horizontal and vertical
sizes of this search window, i.e., du,tr and dv,tr, respectively, can be set by the user considering that their
minimum value is 150 pixels (as the minimum size for the input of the YOLO v2 detector is defined by
the size of the training dataset). The selection of larger values for du,tr and dv,tr can be convenient when
dealing with fast relative dynamics relatively to the frame rate and, especially, if the target UAV is
flying at close range with respect to the tracker (thus occupying large portions of the FOV).

Clearly, this solution allows significantly reducing the number of computations with respect to the
DL-based detector. Some examples of search area definition during the tracking process for flight tests
characterized by different target, camera (detector and optics) and frame rate are shown in Figure 9.
These examples are relative to extreme cases, i.e., the target-tracker relative dynamics is particularly
aggressive relatively to the frame rate, thus causing a larger prediction error. The frames depicted in
Figure 9a,b are acquired using a 752 × 480-pixel detector at 1 fps. Due to the small size of the target
(far range scenario), du,tr and dv,tr are set to 150 pixels. Instead, the frames depicted in Figure 9c,d are
acquired using a 1600 × 1200-pixel detector at 7 fps. Due to the large size of the target (close range
scenario), du,tr and dv,tr are set to 300 pixels. Finally, it is possible to notice that if the prediction is too
close to the borders of the image plane, the search window cannot be centered at that position, as in
Figure 9a, but rather it must be adjusted to the size of the detector.
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Figure 9. Examples of prediction of the target UAV projection on the image plane (highlighted by a 
red dot) carried out by the DL-based tracker. The search area is drawn as a red square. The target 
UAV is enclosed in a black box. (a)-(b) Far range scenario (target range ≈116 m); du,tr = dv,tr = 150 pixels; 
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Figure 9. Examples of prediction of the target UAV projection on the image plane (highlighted by a red
dot) carried out by the DL-based tracker. The search area is drawn as a red square. The target UAV
is enclosed in a black box. (a,b) Far range scenario (target range ≈ 116 m); du,tr = dv,tr = 150 pixels;
prediction error ≈ 45 pixels. (c,d) Close range scenario (target range ≈ 20 m); du,tr = dv,tr = 300 pixels;
prediction error ≈ 20 pixels.

Once the YOLO v2 object detector is applied to the defined search window, as for the DL-based
detector, the BB characterized by the maximum score is selected. The confirmation of this detection is
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again carried out applying a thresholding criterion but a different threshold (τtr) with respect to the
detection phase can be used. Clearly, also in this case, the confirmed BB is sent to the BB refinement
block before estimating the target LOS and proceeding to the next frame.

4. Flight Test Campaign

A campaign of flight tests involving formations of two UAVs has been recently conducted to
build a database of images suitable for training the deep neural network composing the YOLO v2
object detector exploited within the proposed visual-based architecture, as well as for assessing its
performance for detection and tracking of cooperative UAVs. The database can be divided in two parts
(A and B) obtained using different rotorcraft UAVs equipped with different cameras.

For Database A, the role of the tracker UAV is played by the PelicanTM quadcopter depicted in
Figure 10a. This UAV, produced by Ascending Technologies (http://www.asctec.de), is equipped with an
autopilot characterized by a 1000 Hz update rate in the inertial guidance system, an onboard computer
(AscTec MastermindTM) featuring an Intel i7 processor, a GNSS receiver and a low-cost IMU unit
based on MEMS sensors. This vehicle is customized by the installation of an additional GNSS receiver
(LEA-6T produced by UbloxTM) and antenna to enable the acquisition of raw GNSS measurements
(e.g., pseudoranges) not accessible from the AscTec autopilot, while a miniaturized CMOS camera
(mvBlueFOX-MLC-200wc produced by Matrix VisionTM) with 752-by-480 pixel resolution is mounted
on the top of the Pelican structure in frontal looking configuration for detection and tracking purposes.
The camera is equipped with a 6.5-mm focal length optics, with a resulting IFOV of about 0.05◦ Both
these auxiliary sensors are connected to the AscTec Mastermind via a USB link. The role of the target is
played by a X8+ octocopter produced by 3D RoboticsTM (https://3dr.com/) depicted in Figure 10b. As in
the case of the Pelican, the X8+ is customized by the installation of an auxiliary GNSS system, which is
connected via USB to an embedded CPU (i.e., the Odroid XU4TM) for data acquisition and storage.Sensors 2019, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 25 
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Figure 10. UAVs exploited for the flight test campaign. (a) Tracker UAV for database A: customized
Pelican by Ascending Technologies. (b) Target UAV for database A: customized X8+ by 3D Robotics.
(c) Target and tracker UAV for database B: customized M100 by DJI.

For Database B, the roles of tracker and target are played by two customized versions of the DJI
M100TM quadrotor depicted in Figure 10c. They are both equipped with an onboard computer (Intel
NUCTM with i7 CPU) and an additional GNSS single frequency receiver (uBlox LEA-M8TTM) with raw
measurements capabilities and an auxiliary GNSS antenna. The tracker vehicle is also equipped with
an off-the-shelf CMOS camera for vision-based detection and tracking purposes (Flea FL3-U3-20E4C-C
produced by FLRITM) characterized by 1600-by-1200 resolution in pixels and maximum frame rate of
59 fps. The camera is equipped with an 8-mm focal length optics, with a resulting IFOV of about 0.03◦.
Again, the auxiliary visual and GNSS sensors are connected to the Intel NUC via USB.

This flight test campaign is conducted using the approach of data acquisition for off-line processing.
Specifically, an ad-hoc developed acquisition software is used to save all the sensor data with an
accurate time-tag based on the CPU clock. This time-tag is associated with GNSS measurements,
which include the GPS time, with very small latency. This solution has a key role to enable the use of
a cooperative approach since it allows accurately synchronizing all data acquired on each flying vehicle.
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Clearly, with regards to a real-time implementation of the proposed approach, a V2V
communication link shall be foreseen to enable the exchange of navigation information required to
estimate the target-tracker relative range and line of sight in ECEF or NED. However, the amount of
this information (e.g., GNSS data) is limited to a few Kbits per second. Hence, this constraint can be
easily met by standard V2V communication systems [65].

4.1. Database A

This database is composed of images collected during three Flight Tests (FT), that are indicated
as FT1-A, FT2-A and FT3-A in the following discussion. The adopted testing strategy is aimed at
assessing the capability of the proposed vision-based architecture to detect and track a cooperative
vehicle flying at relatively-far range, i.e., when it occupies only a limited portion of the FOV. Indeed,
the target-tracker relative distance which is computed as the difference between the synchronized
GNSS position fixes provided by the receivers on board of the two vehicles, varies from a minimum of
53 m (the target occupies a rectangular region of about 15 × 10 pixels) to a maximum of 153 m (the
target occupies very few pixels). Moreover, during each FT, a series of 360◦ turns is commanded to the
tracker UAV to verify whether the proposed architecture can autonomously recognize when the target
falls outside the FOV and to redetect it once the rotation is ended. Due to this testing strategy, the total
number of collected images (N) can be divided in frames either containing (NIN) or not containing
the target (NOUT). The acquisition software executed on board of the tracker UAV is designed so
that the image acquisition is triggered by the reception of a GNSS package. This solution allows
getting corresponding visual and positioning data with a negligible latency and an update rate of
1 Hz. Due to this choice, the capability of the camera to acquire and save images at higher frame
rates (e.g., around 20–30 Hz) is not exploited. However, this solution allows testing the proposed
vision-based architecture against more complex conditions for tracking since the target position in the
FOV experiences a much faster dynamic. Main information about the FTs are synthetized in Table 1,
where this latter phenomenon is quantitatively measured by the mean and standard deviation of the
target displacement between consecutive frames (∆u and ∆v for the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively), which is of the order of tens of pixels.

Table 1. Statistics of the FTs for database A.

FT N NIN NOUT
ρ (m) ∆u/∆v (pixel)

Mean Std Mean Std

1 398 376 22 84.2 17.1 38/24 59/26
2 361 319 42 105.9 19.5 30/26 50/26
3 381 323 58 120.2 19.5 33/21 42/21

During all these flights, the local background (with respect to the position of the tracker in the
FOV) is characterized by a significant variability in terms of color and clutter level due to the presence
of mountains and vegetation.

Even when the target is above the horizon, the background conditions can be challenging when
the target UAV is hindered by clouds or if most of the FOV is saturated due to sudden variation of the
Sun illumination conditions. A small set of images with a zoom on the target is collected in Figure 11
to provide examples of the above-mentioned challenges to the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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Figure 11. Example of images from FT3-A. The target (i.e., the X8+ octocopter) occupies a few pixels 
as highlighted by the zoom on the right side of each figure. (a–b). Target below the horizon. (c-d) 
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Figure 11. Example of images from FT3-A. The target (i.e., the X8+ octocopter) occupies a few pixels as
highlighted by the zoom on the right side of each figure. (a,b). Target below the horizon. (c,d) Target
above the horizon hindered by clouds.
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4.2. Database B

This database is composed of images collected during two FTs, that will be indicated as FT1-B and
FT2-B in the following. The former FT allows assessing the performance of the proposed vision-based
architecture in a wider interval of ranges, i.e., from a minimum of 25 m to a maximum of 300 m.
The capability to image the target UAV at longer distance with respect to the Database A is due to
the better resolution of the camera on board of the tracker UAV (the IFOV is 0.03◦ instead of 0.05◦).
Instead, FT2-B is a coordinated flight at close range, i.e., the two UAVs move in the same direction
while keeping the target-tracker distance in a short range of variation (from 17 m and 23 m).

A different data acquisition software is executed on board of the tracker UAV for these FTs,
which allows collecting images with an update rate of 7 Hz. It is developed in Robot Operating
System (ROS) and it includes a custom ROS node coded in C++ to process GNSS receiver data and
to get an accurate time tag based on GPS time and the CPU clock. Due to the higher frame rate,
the frame-to-frame displacement on the image plane is smoother than for Database A. Like in the
previous subsection, some statistics to summarize the content of this database are collected in Table 2.
A small set of images from the two FTs with a zoom on the target is collected in Figure 12 to provide
examples of the target appearance.

Table 2. Statistics of the FTs for database B.

FT N NIN NOUT
ρ (m) ∆u/∆v (pixel)

Mean Std Mean Std

1 1330 1275 75 168.9 86.5 4/2 9/4
2 735 735 0 20.5 1.7 4/7 6/9
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5. Results

The YOLO v2 object detector is trained using a sub-set of 650 images selected from FT1-A and
FT2-A. As anticipated in Section 3.1.2, these images are randomly cropped around the target with
150-by-150-pixel windows and labelled by a human operator to obtain the ground truth (supervised
approach). The resulting neural network is first used within the BB detection block to test the performance
of the proposed architecture on FT3-A. Then, the generalizing capabilities of the network are evaluated
by testing the proposed architecture with images obtained during FT1-B and FT2-B which are different
in terms of target UAV, camera installed on board the tracker and interval of target-tracker relative
distance. Also, these flights are carried out on a different flight field and in a different period of the year.

Before entering the details of the achieved results, it is necessary to provide a concise definition of
the performance parameters which are adopted within the next sub-sections. Specifically, the detection
and tracking performance is analyzed in terms of four performance parameters.

- Percentage of Correct Detections (CD), i.e., the ratio between the number of frames in which the
target is correctly declared to be either inside the image plane (less than 10-pixel error both
horizontally and vertically) or outside the image plane and the total number of frames.

- Percentage of Wrong Detections (WD), i.e., the ratio between the number of frames in which the
target is correctly declared to be inside the image plane but the error is larger than 10 pixels either
horizontally or vertically, and the total number of frames.
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- Percentage of Missed Detections (MD), i.e., the ratio between the number of frames in which the
target is wrongly declared to be outside the image plane (it is not detected even if it is present in
the image) and the total number of frames.

- Percentage of False Alarms (FA), i.e., the ratio between the number of frames in which the target is
wrongly declared to be inside the image plane (it is detected even if it is not present in the image)
and the total number of frames.

5.1. Detector Performance on FT3-A

A detailed analysis of the performance of the first step of the proposed visual-based architecture is
carried out. Specifically, the DL-based detector is applied to each image acquired during FT3-A and the
previously-defined performance metric are evaluated as a function of τdet, i.e., the minimum value of the
maximum score among the search windows (Smax) for which the detected BB is confirmed. These results
are collected in Figure 13a. To highlight the advantages gained by exploiting the navigation data of
both the tracker and the target to limit the search area, the performance metrics are also evaluated
applying the DL-based detector without the Target UAV prediction block. In this case the YOLO v2 object
detector is applied to a set of squared search windows composed of 150 × 150 pixels defined to cover
the entire image plane. These results are collected in Figure 13b. As explained in Section 3.1.2, du is set
to 100 pixels to obtain a partial overlap between consecutive windows. Clearly, a similar parameter
can be defined in the vertical direction for the full-image analysis which is also set to 100 pixels.Sensors 2019, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 25 
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Figure 13. DL-based detector performance as a function of τdet. FT3-A composed of 381 frames.
(a) Target UAV prediction enabled (du = 100 pixels, Nw = 7 search windows). (b) Target UAV prediction
disabled (du = dv = 100 pixels, Nw = 28 search windows).

By enabling the Target UAV prediction block, the average computational time gets 75% lower than
for the full-image analysis. Besides this expected advantage in terms of computational efficiency due
to the reduced number of search windows, the results above show that the use of target and tracker
navigation data allows improving the detector performance for any considered metric and for any
value of τdet. Clearly, the most critical advantage is given by the significant reduction in FA, i.e., 53% on
average in the τdet-interval (0.10, 0.60). This phenomenon can be intuitively explained considering that
the possibility that the YOLO v2 object detector provides a BB with a relatively-high score (containing
something with the same appearance of the target UAV, like a bush on ground or a bird in the sky)
increases if the target search is carried out in the full image plane, and especially if a large portion of
the scene is below the horizon.

Thus, focusing on the performance level achieved by the full DL-based detector, as depicted in
Figure 13a, some interesting considerations can be made:
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- WD is always 0% (except for a couple of wrong detections occurring if τdet is set below 0.20),
which implies that, when the target is inside the FOV, it is always detected, and its LOS is
estimated with a relatively-high accuracy level.

- CD and MD reach an asymptotic value (15.2% and 84.8%, respectively) when τdet gets larger than
0.70. This occurs since the selection of large values of τdet prevents false alarms for the 58 images
(see NOUT in Table 1) where the target is outside the FOV (or is not visible).

- The best performance in term of CD (95.5%) is obtained setting τdet to 0.40. However, this choice
leads to a residual FA of 2.1%. As τdet increases, FA goes to 0% but MD also increases to the
detriment of the number of correct detections. In general, the trade-off in the choice of τdet,
i.e., the problem of finding the best compromise between CD, FA and MD, depends on the
mission task. For instance, cooperative UAVs can be used to improve navigation performance
in GNSS-challenging areas [13]. In this case it is more important to limit the occurrence of false
alarms, thus choosing larger values of τdet.

Another interesting analysis regards the effectiveness of the BB refinement block described in
Section 3.1.3 aiming at improving the accuracy achieved in the estimation of the target projection on
the image plane, and consequently, on the corresponding LOS. This accuracy is evaluated as the error
between the true and estimated azimuth (Az) and elevation (El) angles which can be obtained from the
true and estimated target LOS, respectively. The relations between the target LOS in CRF (ρc,los) and
the two angles are given by Equations (3) and (4):

Az = tan−1
(
ρx

ρz

)
(3)

El = tan−1
(
−ρy

ρz
cos(Az)

)
(4)

where ρx, ρy and ρz are the components of ρc,los in CRF. A statistical analysis of the azimuth and
elevation accuracy achieved either enabling the BB refinement block or not, and setting τdet to 0.40, is
presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Statistical analysis of the accuracy in the estimated target LOS. DL-based detector applied on
the images (381) from FT3-A (τdet = 0.40).

BB Refinement Enabled BB Refinement Not Enabled

Az Error (◦) El Error (◦) Az Error (◦) El Error (◦)
Mean −0.046 0.057 −0.049 0.063

Std 0.023 0.016 0.046 0.051
Rms 0.051 0.059 0.067 0.081

The introduction of the BB refinement block determines an improvement in all the statistical
parameters both for the azimuth and elevation angles. In particular, the uncertainty (std) is reduced
of around 50% in Az, and 68% in El, and a slight reduction is also observed in the mean error.
Even including this systematic error, the rms value shows that the use of the BB refinement block
allows achieving an accuracy of the order of the camera IFOV (0.05◦) in both Az and El. Further error
reduction is hindered by the uncertainty of the supervised approach used to mark the ground truth,
especially at far target-tracker range, when the target is extremely small and blurred on the image
plane. Finally, a comparison is presented in Table 4 between the best detection performance achieved
on this FT using the proposed DL-based approach (τdet = 0.40) against a state-of-the-art technique
based on standard machine vision tools (i.e., template matching and morphological filtering) proposed
by the authors in [48].
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Table 4. Comparison between the detector proposed in this paper (DL-based) and a state-of-the-art
approach [48], based on template matching and morphological filtering. FT3-A (381 images).

Detector CD MD FA +WD

DL-based 95.5% 2.4% 2.1%
[48] 78% 18% 4%

5.2. Detector and Tracker Performance on FT3-A

The performance achieved by the full visual-based architecture proposed for detection and
tracking of cooperative UAVs is now evaluated, considering the effects determined by the choice of the
two main setting parameters, i.e., τdet and τtr. Based on the results presented in the previous section in
Figure 13a, τdet is first set to 0.40 (which provided the best performance in terms of CD) while τtr is
varied between 0.40 and 0.10.

The choice to set τtr to values less than or equal to τdet is in line with the idea implemented by
the DL-based tracker to limit the target search to a single window centered at the predicted target
projection where the confidence to find the target is higher than in other regions of the image plane.
The result of these tests obtained setting du,tr and dv,tr to 150 pixels, are collected in Table 5.

Table 5. DL-based detector vs. DL-based detector and tracker performance as a function of τtr

(τdet = 0.40). FT3-A composed of 381 frames.

τdet τtr MD FA CD WD

DL-based detector 0.40 / 2.4% 2.1% 95.5% 0.0%

DL-based detector
and tracker

0.40 0.40 3.2% 1.8% 95.0% 0.0%
0.40 0.30 1.8% 2.1% 96.1% 0.0%
0.40 0.20 1.3% 2.4% 96.3% 0.0%
0.40 0.10 0.5% 3.7% 95.5% 0.3%

The advantage of using the full detection and tracking architecture with respect to the DL-based
detector only, is twofold. Clearly, it is mainly related to the improvement in the computational efficiency,
since the YOLO v2 object detector is applied to a single search window. However, it is also possible to
reduce the number of false alarms (setting τtr to 0.40) or to optimize the ratio between CD and MD
(lowering τtr to 0.20).

To better highlight the advantage in terms of the performance metrics, gained using the DL-based
tracker, and, consequently, optimizing the performance of the visual-based architecture, it is convenient
to increase the value of τdet. Indeed, it is reasonable to have less confidence in the target projection
identified at the detection stage due to the lower amount of available a-priori information. Looking
again at the results in Figure 13a, τdet is now set to 0.65, which is the minimum value which allows
nullifying FA (at the expense of an increase in MD). Instead, τtr is varied from 0.65 down to 0.20 (lower
values are not considered as they tend to produce more false alarms without improvement in CD).
The result of these tests (setting again du,tr and dv,tr to 150 pixels), are collected in Table 6.

Table 6. DL-based detector vs. DL-based detector and tracker performance as a function of τtr

(τdet = 0.65). FT3-A composed of 381 frames.

τdet τtr MD FA CD WD

DL-based detector 0.65 / 43.6% 0% 56.4% 0%

DL-based detector
and tracker

0.65 0.65 40.4% 0% 59.6% 0%
0.65 0.40 11.0% 0% 89.0% 0%
0.65 0.20 7.35% 0% 92.65% 0%

Thanks to the selection of a larger detection threshold, the absence of false alarms is confirmed
even if the tracking threshold is significantly reduced (down to 0.20), which simultaneously allows
reaching a peak level for CD. Indeed, the remaining missed detections correspond to image frames
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in which the DL-based detector correctly determines the target position, but the score is lower than
0.65. With this configuration for the setting parameters (τdet = 0.65 and τtr = 0.20), the accuracy level in
the estimated LOS of the target is characterized by a rms error of 0.050◦ and 0.060◦ in azimuth and
elevation, respectively.

5.3. Detector and Tracker Performance on FT1-B and FT2-B

The proposed algorithmic architecture for visual-based detection and tracking of cooperative UAV
is now tested using a dataset of images acquired by a different tracker UAV equipped with a camera
characterized by a better spatial resolution (1600 × 1200 pixels) at a higher frame-rate (see Section 4.2 for
details). This latter aspect makes more effective the strategy of exploiting target and tracker navigation
data to predict the target projection on the image plane during both the detection and tracking phases.
Since also the target UAV is different from the previously-analyzed FTs, these tests allow preliminary
assessing the generalizing capability of the YOLO v2 object detection system trained for the BB detection
block within the DL-based detector and tracker.

Starting from FT1-B which presents more challenging conditions due to the extremely wide
variation of the target-tracker range (from 25 m to 300 m), the performance metrics are evaluated
considering different values of τdet and τtr. First, τdet is set to 0.50 and τtr is varied from 0.50 and 0.075.
The results of these tests obtained setting du,det to 100 (Nw = 15), du,tr and dv,tr to 150 pixels, are collected
in Table 7.

Table 7. DL-based detector and tracker performance as a function of τtr (τdet = 0.50). FT1-B composed
of 1330 frames.

τdet τtr MD FA CD WD

DL-based detector
and tracker

0.50 0.50 71.65% 0.08% 28.27% 0%
0.50 0.30 61.73% 0.15% 38.12% 0%
0.50 0.15 58.2% 0.15% 41.65% 0%
0.50 0.075 42.8% 0.3% 56% 0.9%

Though this configuration of the setting parameters produces very low values of FA (up to
4 false alarms if τtr is 0.075), it limits the number of correct detections. This phenomenon can be
explained considering that, due to the difference in the flight-test scenario, and, consequently, in the
images collected during FT1-B with respect to the training dataset (obtained from FT1-A and FT2-A),
the average score characterizing the BBs provided by the YOLO v2 object detector is lower than in
the previous tests carried out on FT3-A. Specifically, there is a correlation between the target-tracker
relative distance and the value of Smax, as shown in Figure 14a. As it could be expected, larger values
of Smax (up to 0.8) are obtained when the target-chaser relative distance is in the interval covered by the
training dataset (53–135 m). A histogram providing the distribution of the range characterizing the
training images can be found in Figure 14b.
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Figure 14. (a) Detection and tracking test on FT1-B (1330 images). Distribution of Smax as a function of
the target-tracker relative distance. (b) Histogram providing the distribution of the target-tracker range
characterizing the 650 images selected from FT1-A and FT2-A.

By looking at the significant increase in CD obtained by varying τtr from 0.50 (28.27%) to 0.075
(56%), it is clear that lower values of τdet must be selected to try further increasing the number of correct
detections. Hence, the result of additional tests obtained setting du,det to 100 (Nw = 15), du,tr and dv,tr to
150 pixels, are collected in Table 8.

Table 8. DL-based detector and tracker performance as a function of τtr (τdet = 0.20). FT1-B composed
of 1330 frames.

τdet τtr MD FA CD WD

DL-based detector and
tracker

0.20 0.20 39.62% 1.05% 57.59% 1.73%
0.20 0.15 36.54% 1.05% 60.68% 1.73%
0.20 0.10 31.65% 1.20% 65.64% 1.50%
0.20 0.075 29.55% 1.43% 67.59% 1.43%

By setting τdet to 0.20 and τtr to 0.075, it is possible to get a peak value of CD (67.59%) while keeping
the number of false alarms and wrong detections below 40 out of 1330 tested frames. Looking at the
still relatively large value of MD, the achieved performance could appear poor if compared with the
results shown regarding FT3-A. However, the missed detections are related exclusively to a limit in
the detection range. To clarify this point, Figure 15 shows the variation of the target-tracker relative
distance during FT1-B, while highlighting the instances of correct detection.
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Figure 15. Variation of the target-chaser relative distance (blue line) during the FT1-B (1330 images).
The DL-based detector and tracker are applied setting τdet to 0.20 and τtr to 0.075. The frames where
the algorithmic architecture provides correct detections are highlighted with red (target inside the FOV)
and green (target outside the FOV) stars.

The proposed architecture can detect and track the target during the entire flight test.
A relatively-large number of missed detections (which determines the percentage values of MD
in Table 8) occurs only when the target-tracker relative distance gets larger than 225 m, which is
well beyond the maximum target-tracker range characterizing the set of training images (≈135 m).
Indeed, at such far range, the target not only occupies very few pixels on the image plane, but it is also
blurred (its appearance is characterized by very low contrast with respect to the local background even
above the horizon). Finally, Table 9 presents a statistical analysis of the accuracy level attained in the
estimated LOS of the target for different values of the setting parameters.

Table 9. Statistical analysis of the accuracy in the estimated target LOS. DL-based detector and tracker
applied on the images (1330) from FT1-B.

τdet = 0.20 and τtr = 0.075 τdet = 0.50 and τtr = 0.15

Az Error (◦) El Error (◦) Az Error (◦) El Error (◦)
Mean −0.016 0.040 −0.025 0.036

Std 0.062 0.034 0.035 0.023
Rms 0.064 0.053 0.043 0.043

These results show that the best setting in terms of CD (τdet = 0.20 and τtr = 0.075) leads to a rms
error slightly larger (lower) than twice the camera IFOV (0.03◦) for the Az (El) angle. Instead, if the
best setting in terms of FA is selected (τdet = 0.50 and τtr = 0.15), the rms error is around 0.04◦ both
horizontally and vertically. This can be explained considering that this latter configuration of the
setting parameters allows removing a larger number of correct detections but characterized by lower
values of Smax, and, consequently, by a lower overlap with the real target position on the image plane.

An additional test is now carried out applying the proposed detection and tracking architecture
to the images collected during FT2-B which is a coordinated flight at close range, i.e., the target-tracker
relative distance varies in the interval (17 m, 23 m). During this image sequence the target is always
inside the FOV so false alarms cannot occur. Since the target occupies a larger portion of the image
plane with respect to the previously analyzed flight tests, the size of the search window is increased
becoming a square of 300 × 300 pixels. This solution is adopted to avoid risking that the target is
partially cut out of the search area either during the detection or the tracking process. Based on the
results on FT1-B, τtr is set to a low value (0.10) while different values of τdet are considered. Results of
these tests are collected in Table 10.
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Table 10. DL-based detector and tracker performance as a function of τdet (τtr = 0.10). FT2-B composed
of 735 frames.

τdet MD CD WD

DL-based detector
and tracker

0.50 23.3% 75.9% 0.8%
0.30 5.3% 93.6% 1.1%
0.20 4.9% 94% 1.1%

The results show that it is possible to significantly increase CD by reducing the value of τdet down
to 0.20. This solution allows correctly detecting and tracking the target during almost the entire flight,
without causing an increase in the number of wrong detections However, the choice of accepting
detections characterized by a low value of Smax leads to a slight worsening of the accuracy in the
estimated LOS of the target. Indeed, if τdet and τtr are set to 0.20 and 0.10 respectively, the rms error is
around 0.08◦ in both Az and El.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an original algorithmic architecture for visual-based detection and tracking
of cooperative UAVs. This architecture relies on a state-of-the-art Deep Learning neural network
(YOLO v2) as main processing block, but it exploits navigation data of both the tracker and target
UAV (also available thanks to the cooperative nature of the formation) to obtain a reliable prediction
of the position of the target projection on the image plane, thus limiting the area to which the object
detector must be applied. This strategy allows not only the computational time to be reduced, but it
also extremely limits the number of false alarms which tend to occur when the target search is carried
out in the entire image plane. Another innovative point is the development of an image processing
technique to refine the position of the bounding box detected by YOLO, thus increasing the angular
accuracy in the estimate of the target line-of-sight.

An experimental campaign of flight tests involving formations of two multirotor UAVs was
carried out to build a database of images to both train the neural network and assess the performance
of the proposed architecture. The flight tests were carried out with different UAVs as both tracker and
target vehicles and using cameras with different resolution. The developed detection and tracking
algorithms were tested over multiple datasets, thus being able to analyze the reliability and robustness
against challenging conditions. In particular, the testing datasets were characterized by wide variability
of the target appearance in terms of clutter level in the background, illumination condition and scale.
Regarding this latter aspect, the generalizing capability of the trained neural network was evaluated
due to the extremely wide variability of the target-tracker relative distance (from 17 m to 300 m) in the
analyzed flight tests. The proposed architecture showed satisfying performance (more than 90% of
correct detections) in all the analyzed cases while being able to estimate the target line-of-sight with an
accuracy of the order of the camera IFOV (from 0.04◦ to 0.08◦ in the different cases).

Further investigations are still needed to improve the capability to correctly identify the target at
far range below the horizon, where the target appearance may have very low contrast with respect
to the local background. In fact, most of the wrong detections and false alarms noted analyzing the
detection and tracking performance of the proposed architecture over the two datasets, occur below
the horizon where the local background is particularly cluttered. Indeed, the closer the background is
with respect to the camera, the lower the local contrast produced by the target gets and, consequently,
the more difficult the detection process becomes. This problem could be addressed by training different
DL-based neural network to operate above and below the horizon, respectively. Clearly, this solution
would foresee the implementation of a reliable processing strategy to extract the horizon in order
to decide which detector is more convenient depending on the position of the target prediction.
Another open point for investigation regards the possibility to take advantage of the knowledge of
the target-tracker relative distance also during the training process. This would allow entrusting the
detection task to different neural networks each one purposely trained in a different interval of range,
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with the aim of increasing both reliability and accuracy. Indeed, the results presented in terms of the
generalization capability of the neural network trained in this work, show that it is challenging to
apply the same DL-based detector when the target-tracker distance gets too large or short with respect
to the interval of ranges characterizing the training dataset. Overall, the possibility to investigate these
open points leads to the need to generate a larger database of visual data by conducting additional
flight tests. Finally, it is worth outlining that different DL-based object detector, other than YOLO v2,
could be trained and tested within the proposed architecture without the need of further modifying
the processing strategies.
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Abstract: The problem of multi-agent remote sensing for the purposes of finding survivors or
surveying points of interest in GPS-denied and partially observable environments remains a challenge.
This paper presents a framework for multi-agent target-finding using a combination of online POMDP
based planning and Deep Reinforcement Learning based control. The framework is implemented
considering planning and control as two separate problems. The planning problem is defined as
a decentralised multi-agent graph search problem and is solved using a modern online POMDP
solver. The control problem is defined as a local continuous-environment exploration problem
and is solved using modern Deep Reinforcement Learning techniques. The proposed framework
combines the solution to both of these problems and testing shows that it enables multiple agents to
find a target within large, simulated test environments in the presence of unknown obstacles and
obstructions. The proposed approach could also be extended or adapted to a number of time sensitive
remote-sensing problems, from searching for multiple survivors during a disaster to surveying points
of interest in a hazardous environment by adjusting the individual model definitions.

Keywords: POMDP; Deep Reinforcement-Learning; UAV; multi-agent; search

1. Introduction

In recent years the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been broadly explored for
a number of applications, both in consumer and industrial operation environments. Many tasks
require the capacity for autonomous searching or surveying of a known or unknown environment
in the presence of hazards. Such applications include the broad field of search and action tasks,
from search and rescue [1], environmental sampling and data collection [2–4], pursuit of targets in
complex environments [5,6], even underground mining and surveying of confined spaces [7].

Often-times exploration tasks are time-sensitive and require the use of multiple agents to carry
out the mission objective. However, coordinating multiple UAV agents over complex environments in
the presence of partially observable obstacles remains a challenge. There are multiple works involving
searching or navigating an unknown environment using single and multiple agent configurations [8].
Solutions in the past have not allowed for operation of the UAV under uncertainty [9] or operation in
continuous action spaces, using a discrete list of actions to control the operation of the UAV [10].

Modelling of many robotic control problems involving uncertainty is usually performed with
the Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [11] framework. The main reason being
that POMDPs are useful for modelling uncertainty within a system. In the past POMDPs were most
effectively solved by classical algorithms and solvers [12–14]. However, these approaches have a
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number of limitations, including discrete action spaces [12] or difficulty modelling continuous action
spaces [12,13], pauses in operation to calculate the next optimal trajectory [12,13] in the case of online
planners, or long pre-planning times for each new environment. While performance of traditional
solvers is excellent for solving discrete time-independent planning problems [15], their limitations
could be detrimental when applied to low-level continuous control.

In recent years however there has been an explosion in the application of machine learning
techniques to solving POMDP tasks as a result of advancements made to deep-reinforcement learning
techniques. They have shown that they are exceptional when solving well defined MDP and POMDP
control tasks, from simulated robotic control tasks [16,17], to atari video games [18], with deep
reinforcement learning based approaches even out-performing human experts in the games of
Go [19,20], Dota 2 [21] and Starcraft 2 [22].

Included in the tasks that have seen an increase in the use of machine learning techniques are
UAV control tasks [23]. Recently a deep Q-network approach was applied to the exploration and
navigation of outdoor environments [24], and a multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient method
was applied to multi-agent target assignment and path planning in the presence of threat areas [25].
However, the application of such techniques to control the exploration of multiple UAV agents in
partially observable and hazardous environments remains unrepresented.

This paper maintains a focus on the problem of target-finding using multiple UAV agents
in partially observable environments.The solution presented in this paper can be expanded and
adapted as necessary to a number of remote sensing problem spaces, from searching for survivors
in a variety of environments such as disaster zones, buildings, caves systems, and open or forested
areas, to surveying potentially hazardous or difficult to reach points of interest. We present the
multi-agent UAV target-finding problem as two problems; a decentralised multi-agent planning
problem, and a local control problem. The UAVs must be capable of searching local continuous
environments containing unknown hazards, while also being directed between local environments
within the global environment.

This paper presents a multi-agent target-finding framework, using the Robotic Operation System 2
(ROS2) platform [26], to search partially observable occupancy map style environments using multiple
simulated UAV agents. The Adaptive Belief Tree (ABT) solver [12] is used for validating the planning
component of the framework, while a Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO2) [27] algorithm is used for
producing a solution for and validating the local control component of the framework.

The main contribution of this paper is a hierarchical framework that combines decentralised
POMDP based planning and deep reinforcement learning to enable multiple UAV agents to search
GPS-denied, partially observable occupancy map style environments for a target while adapting to
unknown obstacles in real-time. Secondary contributions include modelling of both the multi-agent
planning problem for use with the TAPIR POMDP software package and the local control model in the
form of an open-ai gym environment that uses occupancy-grid style maps.

2. Background

The POMDP framework is suitable for modelling sequential decision making for robotic agents
operating in the real world, as robotic agents rarely if ever have access to measurements and sensing
free from uncertainty.

Formally, the POMDP framework can be defined by an 8-tuple (S, A, T, O, Ω, R, b0, γ). Where:

• S is a set of states,
• A is a set of potential actions,
• T is the transition function, defining the probability of transition between states,
• O is a set of observations, Ω is the observation function, defining the probability of observing o

from state s after taking action a,
• R is the reward function,
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• b0 is the initial belief,
• and γ is the discount factor.

An agent (UAV) in a POMDP formulation does not have knowledge of the true state of the
environment. The agent instead maintains a continuous belief b(s) over the potential states. It updates
this belief after taking an action a and making an observation o. Consider this belief a distribution of all
possible states for the agent given the transition and observation functions T and Ω, with less certain
functions (modelled for less certain problems) resulting in a larger belief space, and more uncertainty
in the true state of the agent and environment.

The objective of a POMDP solver is to identify a sequence of actions that maximize the total
expected discounted return of the model. Rather than calculating for a known true state s however,
the POMDP solver uses an initial belief of potential states b0.

The solution a POMDP solver provides is a policy π that maps belief space to action space and
identifies which action will maximize the expected discounted reward given a belief b(s). The optimal
policy is then represented by π* which yields the maximum reward value for each belief state, which is
denoted by V*. V* (b) is therefore the value function that accounts for the maximum reward value for
any given belief b.

Adaptive Belief Tree (ABT) [12] is a recent online POMDP solving alogrithm implemented in the
TAPIR software toolkit [28] capable of solving complex POMDP problems with significant state-spaces
despite potential changes in the problem space by efficiently adapting previously generated policies
during run-time to incorporate new information and produce near-optimal solutions.

In this work the ABT solver is applied to solving the global planning problem modelled as a
POMDP. Further work would extend this problem model to include dynamic responses to a changing
environment and planning in a completely unknown environment.

Solving the POMDP problem of local UAV exploration control involves optimizing a policy
with respect to a future discounted reward. The primary goal of deep reinforcement learning
within our framework is to learn a near-optimal policy for the local exploration control problem.
Deep Reinforcement Learning leverages the properties of deep neural networks and reinforcement
learning algorithms to produce policies that maximise a reward function for potentially complex
problems. For validation of the framework we opted to use the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO2)
algorithm that is implemented in the Stable Baselines [29] project. However, the framework is designed
in a modular fashion which permits the use of alternative algorithms to solve the problem.

A key benefit of applying Deep Reinforcement Learning to the problem is the reduced control
overhead required when implementing a learned policy and the near-instantaneous response to new
information available to the UAV at any given time, without the need for costly re-calculation as
more information is acquired about the environment. The PPO2 algorithm has been shown to learn
complex policies for a variety of continuous control tasks, and is well suited to the control task within
this framework.

3. Problem Definition

The problem that the proposed framework aims to solve is that of searching a gps-denied, partially
observable environment for a target using multiple UAV agents. The problem assumes the following:

• A rough map of the environment is known prior to operation. This map helps define the
connections between the search regions of the environment. Such a map might exist in the form
of a floor-plan for a building or a pre-existing map for a cave system.

• Obstacles, obstructions and minor changes to the shape of the local environments are unknown
to the agents prior to operation. Figure 1 shows the difference between the known and unknown
environment information.

• Agents are capable of some form of Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM).
• Local agent localisation is perfect or near-perfect.
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• The target does not move.
• There is an equal chance of the target being at any location within the environment.
• The search occurs on a single 2D-plane—i.e., the agent doesn’t benefit from changing its altitude

during the search as the obstacles are floor to ceiling.

The implementation presented in this paper assumes that UAV agents are equipped with a
front facing sensor (a camera) with a range of seven (7) metres and a horizontal field of view of
ninety (90) degrees. In practice, the kind of sensor the UAV is equipped with only matters during
training of the control policy outlined in Section 6. During operation the Planning and Control (PAC)
framework proposed only requires that the SLAM system used by an agent outputs a grid-map of
the environment and the agent’s pose and velocity within that grid map. The decoupling of SLAM
from the PAC framework means that it can readily be expanded for platforms using other sensors
and implementations of SLAM. This also means that the sensor dynamics and sensor noise are not
considered by the PAC Framework during operation. A simplified approximation of a SLAM system
is simulated in order to validate the PAC framework.

Figure 1. Prior Knowledge of the Environment vs. True State of the Environment.

4. Framework Definition

Developing the framework required the problem to be broken down into two main
problem components:

• Planning for multiple agents over potentially large maps to find a target with an unknown location.
• Individual agent exploration control within local continuous partially observable environments.

To enable the framework to scale to large map sizes while also enabling local control, it was
decided that the framework would use occupancy grid maps with a high level graph-map definition of
the environment. The local controller would use local mapping and position information to control the
agent, while the global planner considered the environment as a discrete graph map. The information
contained within the map and how an environment is defined are outlined further in Section 4.1. It was
decided for the global planner to use a decentralised approach, with each agent having its own planner
and communicating the relevant information as necessary to all other agents. Each agent also has a
local controller that handles communication between agents, receives macro-actions from the global
planner, processes the pose, velocity and mapping information into an abstraction that can be used by
the control policy, and outputs actions from the control policy to the flight controller. Figure 2 shows
the resulting two layer-framework architecture for n-agents.

4.1. Environment Definition

Proper definition of the environment and the information available to the agent is instrumental to
the problem definition and by extension the operation of the proposed framework. The environments
used by this framework are occupancy style grid-maps and are composed of four main types of cells:
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• Obstacles known prior to operation. Defined as a value of −3 in the occupancy-map.
• Obstacles unknown prior to operation. Defined as a value of −2 in the occupancy-map.
• Explored empty space. Defined as a value of −1 in the occupancy-map.
• Unexplored empty space. Defined as a value of >= 0 in the occupancy-map.

The map is further broken down at a higher level into search regions. These are differentiated via
the use of different positive integers within the occupancy-map and their shape and size is generally
defined by the natural borders created by known obstacles. The known obstacles are assumed prior
knowledge within the problem space, and are defined from a pre-existing floorplan or map if one
exists. Figure 3 shows the first steps in the creation of one of the test maps that were used for validation
of the framework. First the known obstacles are defined, and then the search regions are filled into the
empty space and unknown obstacles are added. The test map shown has existing known structures as
a building or man made structure might have.

Once the regions are defined, the connections between the regions can be used to define a graph
map of the environment. An example of this is shown Figure 4.

To finish creation of the map locations for the agents and targets to spawn are added. A complete
map is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 2. Framework Architecture

Figure 3. Map Creation: Defining the Known Obstacles, Search Regions and Unknown Obstacles. Black
Cells: Known Obstacle Cells, White Cells: Explored Empty Cells, Grey Cells: Unknown Obstacle
Cells, Coloured Cells: Unexplored Empty Cells (Search Regions).
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Figure 4. Graph Map Definition From Search Regions. Black Cells: Known Obstacle Cells, White Cells:
Explored Empty Cells, Grey Cells: Unknown Obstacle Cells, Coloured Cells: Unexplored Empty Cells
(Search Regions).

Figure 5. Complete Map. Black Cells: Known Obstacle Cells, White Cells: Explored Empty Cells,
Coloured Cells: Unexplored Empty Cells (Search Regions), Grey Cells: Unknown Obstacle Cells,
Triangles: Agent Spawn Locations, Circles: Target Spawn Locations.
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5. Decentralised Multi-Agent Planner

Within the framework, each agent has their own global planner that is responsible for generating
macro-actions for that agent. These macro-actions direct the UAV toward connected nodes within
the graph-map according to a policy generated by the planner. The goal is to find a target within
the environment in as few moves as possible. In its simplest form the planner directs the agent to
search the graph-map of the environment until the agent is found or the environment is completely
searched. For this paper the planner operates under the assumption that the target distribution is
uniform across the environment. However, it would be simple to add the functionality for weighted
distributions in the future. The positions of all agents are considered fully observable for the duration
of the task, as localisation and communication are assumed, however the partially observable target
location means that the problem must be modelled as a POMDP.

The policy for the POMDP model is generated using the online POMDP solver platform TAPIR,
using the ABT algorithm. The implementation allows for the definiton of a move action for all nodes,
however only those actions that are legal are considered during rollout, i.e., only actions that would
result in the UAV moving to a connected node from its current node are considered during planning.
The model also assumes that any node that the UAV visits will be searched and a penalty is given
to an agent for occupying the same space as another agent in order to reduce the likelihood of the
planners trying to have two agents occupy the same node, as this functionality is not available in the
local controller at this time.

Due to the decentralised nature of the approach, coordination between agents is achieved in a
loose fashion. Each agent is aware of the location of all other agents. During rollout each planner
considers locations occupied by other agents as searched, just as it would consider a location occupied
by its own agent. A planner also assumes during policy generation that other agents are equally likely
to move to new locations at each time step, subsequently searching those locations. This causes the
generation of a variety of future beliefs during rollout which collapse into a single belief whenever
the positions of each agent are observed. By building these assumptions into the model, the planners
produce individual agent policies that attempt to maximize a shared reward by finding the target in
as few steps as possible, enabling decentralised collaboration. For instance, agents won’t navigate
toward regions occupied by other agents, as they assume that those areas will be searched by the
agents occupying those regions. The problem is formulated as a Decentralised POMDP, considering
only the actions for a single agent based on information received from all agents. It is modelled as
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Global Planner POMDP Formulation.

State-Space (S) UAV Locations

Target Location

Observations (O) Location of UAV Agents

Target Seen Status for each Agent

Actions (A) Move to a Connected Node

Rewards (R)

Cost for each step

Cost for occupying same node as other agent

Reward when the target is found

6. Local Control Policy

The local controller component of the framework is composed of a single deep reinforcement
learning control policy to generate actions and the ancillary components required for communication
and observation generation for the local control policy and global planner. The following section details
how the local control policy is generated. The goal of the Local Control Policy is to generate actions
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from observations such that the UAV navigates a local continuous portion of the global environment,
exploring unexplored areas and avoiding obstacles as it discovers them. The actions that the policy
generates are velocity commands to increase or decrease the velocity of the agent in the x, y, and yaw
axes. To generate this control policy, a custom OpenAI gym environment was created, and then an
agent was trained on that environment using the PPO2 implementation within Stable Baselines.

6.1. Open AI Gym Environment Definition

The Open AI Gym environment used to train the agent needed to be a good proxy for the
simulated operation of an agent within the framework. Ideally it also needed to be lightweight
in order to increase the speed at which the agent was trained. Because the agent was required to
search environments with unknown obstacles, the problem also needed to be modelled as a POMDP.
The problem was modelled as shown in Table 2.

Definition of the environment aspect of the state space for the problem was relatively simple.
The gym environment uses one or more occupancy-maps, as defined in Section 4.1, as the training
environments for the agent, each with only a single search region and no graph-map, as those features
are only required for the global planner aspect of the framework. The map changes as the UAV
explores, replacing unexplored cells with explored cells according to simulated sensing. The UAV
location is simply the agents x, y and yaw value within the map, and is updated according to the
agents velocity at the beginning of each time step.

Table 2. Local Control Environment Formulation.

State-Space (S)
UAV Pose
UAV Velocity

Environment Map

Observations (O) Map Observations

Agent Velocities (x, y, yaw)

Actions (A) Change velocity in any of the operational axes (x, y, yaw)

Rewards (R) Reward for each cell explored

Cost for collision equal to sum of cumulative reward

The action space for the agent is a continuous space between −1 and 1 for each of the control
axes of x, y, and yaw. The policy outputs a vector [x, y, yaw] at each time step that changes the
agents velocity.

With respect to the observation space, the agent’s velocity is fully observable. However the control
policy can only receive information about the explored environment, and it does so via the use of
thirty-two (32) distance readings and a corresponding type index. These readings are an abstraction
of the UAVs pose within the local environment and the state of that local environment. They are
generated irrespective of the sensors used by the agents. At each time step according to the agents
pose within the environment, thirty two (32) distance readings spaced equally around the agent are
projected to the first unexplored cell or obstacle in line with that reading. The type index is then
updated to reflect whether the distance reading indicates an obstacle at that location or not. Figure 6
shows the agent within an environment, the cone of vision of the assumed front-facing sensor and the
distance readings that are generated at each time step according the the UAV’s pose and knowledge of
the environment.

The environment is simulated at 10 hz i.e., observations are made and actions are generated every
0.1 s.
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(a) Full Map View (b) Agent View

Figure 6. Full Map View vs. Agent View. Black Cells: Obstacle Cells, White Cells: Explored
Empty Space Cells, Purple Cells: Unexplored Empty Cells, Grey Cells: Unexplored Area, Red Cells:
Observed Obstacle Cells, Green Cells: Safe Edges of Unexplored Region, Black Cone: Field of View
of Agent’s Sensor, Red Lines: Obstacle Distance Readings, Green Lines: Safe Distance Readings,
Circle: UAV.

6.2. Defining The Simulated Agent

The above Open Ai Gym training environment can be used to produce a control policy for different
kinds of agents by changing the model of the agent within the environment. As a result the gym
environment developed could be used to train a large sluggish UAV equipped with a LIDAR sensor,
or a small agile UAV equipped with a front facing camera. In this case, a generic simulated agent with
the characteristics shown in Table 3 was trained in the environment. Note that the characteristics listed
are not the extent to which an agent might be modelled, and are only what were considered necessary
for the generic agent model.

Table 3. Generic Simulated Agent Definition.

Radius (m) 0.5 metres

Linear Velocity Limit (m/s) 1.5

Angular Velocity Limit (ω/s) π/4

Response Type Linear

Linear Action Scale (m/s) 0.25

Angular Action Scale (ω/s) 0.125

Sensor Type Front Facing Camera

Sensor Range (m) 7

Sensor FOV (○ Horizontal) 90

The radius defines the size of a UAV and how close it can come to obstacles without triggering a
collision and incurring a penalty.

The Linear and Angular Velocity Limits denote the max possible velocity in the linear and angular
axes of control (x, y and yaw). The Response Type characteristic is where the simulated agent deviates
largely from real world UAVs. In this case the simulated agent is modelled using a Linear Response.
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For instance, if the simulated agent has a velocity of [0, 0, 0] and receives a control vector of [1, 0, 0],
after one time step the agents velocity will be [1, 0, 0] with the average velocity of the agent over that
time step being [0.5, 0, 0]. The Linear and Angular Action Scale parameters define the maximum
change in velocity that can be requested by the controller at any time, i.e., the largest velocity delta for
the agent over a single time step is capped at [0.25 m/s, 0.25 m/s, 0.125 ω/s]. Essentially they are a
gain applied to the actions produced by the policy, which have a continuous range of [−1, 1] for each
axis. The values of these parameters were selected because they seemed reasonable for the desired
simulated agent.

The sensor type of the simulated agent was selected to be a front facing camera with a Sensor
Range of seven (7) metres, and a horizontal field of view (FOV) of 90○. This sensor type was then
modelled into the environment so that the agent could make observations during training, and the
policy could learn how to search using that sensor. Training the agent is the only time when a model of
the sensors used for making observations are required by the framework. The training step uses the
model, which can be an approximation, of the sensor to simulate mapping of environments, such that
the control policy learns the most optimal way to search unknown environments using that sensor
while avoiding collisions. For instance, by simulating a LIDAR sensor, instead of a front facing camera,
the control policy produced would be optimized for use with LIDAR based systems, instead of a
system with a limited front-facing sensor.

Changing any of these parameters and how the agent is defined and modelled within the
environment would change the learnt policy accordingly and enable control of a variety of UAV
platforms. And as can be seen in Section 8.1, even a policy trained using an agent with a perfect
linear response can be adapted to control physically simulated UAV platforms by changing the gain
(action scales) applied to the output of the control policy.

6.3. Training and Using the Policy

The agent was trained on the environment detailed in Section 6.1 using the PPO2 algorithm
implementation in the Stable Baselines project. Table 4 outlines the relevant training parameters used
to produce the policy used in validation of the framework. The training was undertaken on a High End
Desktop (HEDT), with a 32 Core (64 Thread) Processor (Threadripper 3970x) and took approximately
five (5) hours to train. Training was split across sixty-four (64) parallel environments to improve the
training time.

Thirty two (32) different training maps were created and used to increase the domain
randomisation of the training, with agents being randomly spawned into a safe location in one
of those maps during each training run. Eight (8) of these training maps can be seen in Figure 7.
By increasing the variety of features contained within these maps the control policy produced can be
used on a variety of local search environments without the need for retraining, as is the case with the
policy tested in this paper. Only abstraction of the environment and inference using the trained policy
need to be conducted on-board the UAV for the local control stack, resulting in a very computationally
efficient controller.

Furthermore, if a particular environment type is expected to be the only type of environment faced
by the agents, that type of environment could be weighted more heavily in the training. For instance if
the expected operation environments were only caves and tunnels, you would only need to train the
policy on cave and tunnel style environments.

The policy naturally learns to avoid observed obstacles as collisions impart a penalty during
training, and reduce the total reward by ending searches prematurely.

Use of the policy in the framework requires the local controller node to generate the correct
observations for the control policy. If the agent is not in the desired target region, as dictated by the
global planner, the local controller node considers both its current region and target region when
generating observations. However, once the UAV transitions into its target region the controller node
treats all other regions as obstacles during the local search. This prevents the UAV from exploring
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outside the designated target region until the region is searched and the global planner gives the agent
another action.

The implementation of the local control policy also checks if the agent is about to enter a region
occupied by another agent. If it does, the agent holds position until the region becomes clear. Combined
with the global-planners cost penalty for navigating into spaces occupied by another agent, this ensures
the agents are never within the local space of each other, preventing any inter-agent collisions.

Table 4. Training Parameters.

Policy PPO2-MLP

Layers 2

Neurons per Layer 64

Normalised Yes

Environments 64

Mini Batches 32

Learning Rate 0.0002

Gamma 0.99

Clip Range 0.2

NoPtEpochs 10

Lam 0.925

Max Grad Norm 0.5

Ent Coef 0.0

Steps 1800

(a) Spiral (b) Large
Obstacles

(c) Split (d) Mixed
Obstacles

(e) Warped
Walls

(f) Mixed
Obstacles 2

(g)
Scattered
Obstacles

(h)
Structured
Walls

Figure 7. Training Maps One through Eight. Black Cells: Obstacle Cells, Green Cells: Traversable Cells.
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7. Software Architecture

The components of the Framework were combined through the use of the Robotic Operation
System 2 (ROS2) and executed on an Ubuntu 18.04 system. The software breakdown for an agent can
be seen in Figure 8. The local control policy and global planner required the use of the stable-baselines
python package and TAPIR ABT Implementation respectively, with custom models required for each.
The full framework, along with a setup guide, is available at the following link: https://github.com/
OryWalker/Multi-Agent-Target-Finding.

Figure 8. Software Architecture.

8. Experimental Results

Framework validation occured in two stages. First the performance of the Local Controller was
confirmed. Once it was shown that the Local Controller was capable of controlling both ideal and
physically simulated agents in an unseen environment, the full framework was tested using a varying
number of ideal simulated agents on multi-region environments to validate overall performance.
The following sections outline the testing undertaken.

8.1. Testing the Local Controller

The local control policy and local controller were validated across three separate UAV platforms;
the generic simulated agent that the policy was trained on as a baseline, and two physically simulated
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UAV platforms within the Gazebo simulation environment, the 3DR Iris and 3DR Solo. All agents
were required to search the test environment show in Figure 9 to ninety-five (95) percent completion.
The flyable area of the test environment was approximately one thousand five hundred (1500) square
meters and the test environment was not part of the training environments. The baseline test using
the default action scales ([0.25, 0.125]) and ideal simulated agent was run ten (10) times to obtain
an idea of the time to search the environment. The IRIS and SOLO agents were then tested using a
variety of action scales, with a total five (5) runs per configuration. The time to crash or finish the test
was recorded. Table 5 shows the average times for the tests undertaken. If the agent crashed for the
majority of the tests the time to crash is listed, while if the agent finished the test the majority of the
time, the average time to finish is shown. For each test the number of crashes is listed, with five (5)
meaning all runs failed for the physically simulated configurations.

It can be seen that the performance at the default action scales was undesirable. This is due to
the sluggishness of the response of the IRIS and SOLO platforms when compared to the trained ideal
agent. Increasing the action scale in increments of 0.125 for both the linear and angular action scales
up to a maximum of 1 shows that the performance increases such that the physically simulated agents
perform almost on par with the ideal agent the policy was trained on.

Figure 10 shows a snapshot of a 3DR Solo test using action scales of one (1.0). The full video of
that test can be found at https://youtu.be/u2I5xYWlPuM.

(a) Gazebo View of Policy Test Environment (b) 2D View of Policy Test
Environment

Figure 9. Policy Test Environment.

Figure 10. 3DR Solo Policy Test Snapshot.
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Table 5. Local Controller Test Results.

Action Scales Average Time (sec) Outcome No. of Crashes
Ideal Agent

0.25 // 0.125 127.62 FINISH 0

3DR Solo

0.25 // 0.125 144.27 CRASH 5

0.25 // 0.25 126.52 CRASH 4

0.375 // 0.375 133.65 CRASH 4

0.5 // 0.5 163.42 FINISH 2

0.625 // 0.625 153.94 FINISH 0

0.75 // 0.75 171.86 FINISH 0

0.875 // 0.875 161.52 FINISH 0

1.0 // 1.0 145.08 FINISH 0

3DR Iris

0.25 // 0.125 71.04 CRASH 5

0.25 // 0.25 45.83 CRASH 4

0.375 // 0.375 69.28 CRASH 4

0.5 // 0.5 153.33 FINISH 1

0.625 // 0.625 105.15 FINISH 4

0.75 // 0.75 122.82 FINISH 0

0.875 // 0.875 140.95 FINISH 1

1.0 // 1.0 138.32 FINISH 0

8.2. Testing the Full Framework

The combined performance of the framework was validated with generic simulated agents
searching two test maps; a medium sized, fourteen (14) region environment, and a large twenty-five
(25) region environment. Figure 11 shows both of the complete environments used for testing.

Testing was conducted using a variety of agent and target configurations. Test environment one was
tested using one (1), two (2), three (3), and four (4) agent configurations. For each agent configuration five
(5) tests were run for four (4) target locations, for a total of fifteen (20) test configurations for each agent
configuration and a total of eighty (80) test runs for the first test environment.

The second test environment was also run eighty (80) times, using one (1), two (2), three (3), and four
(4) agent configurations. No collisions with the environment were recorded for any of the test runs.

The numerical results can be seen notated in Table 6 and visualised in Figures 12–15.
Figure 12 outlines the individual target tests for the first environment, and it can be seen that on

the whole, the times improved as the number of agents increased. This is further supported by the
combined results shown in Figure 13. There are however a few anomolous results such as in Figure 12c,
which displays the results for the Test Environment One, Target Location Three tests. After increasing
the number of agents to two, the test results remain mostly consistent, with the system performing the
same with two agents as with three, and four.

This is a result of the target location and the spawn of the second agent. The spawn of the
second agent causes the first agent to consistently route almost directly toward the target location in
an attempt to avoid planning conflicts. The route followed can be seen in Figure 16. These kinds of
routing changes when adding agents are also responsible for other test case anomolies. Such as the
Target Location Two test for Environment Two, shown in Figure 14b. In this case, it isn’t until the
fourth agent is added that the agents route themselves in such a way that the target is found in half the
time compared with the previous tests.
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(a) Test Environment One

(b) Test Environment Two

Figure 11. Complete Test Environments. Black Cells: Known Obstacle Cells, White Cells: Explored
Empty Space Cells, Coloured Cells: Unexplored Empty Cells (Search Regions), Grey Cells: Unknown
Obstacle Cells, Triangles: Agent Spawn Locations, Circles: Target Spawn Locations.
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Table 6. Framework Test Results.

Test Environment One

Agents One Two Three Four

Min Time (Sec) 210.07 103.08 87.64 46.05

Max Time (Sec) 485.31 459.75 213.66 142.61

Mean Time (Sec) 295.70 214.46 135.96 101.92

Test Environment Two

Agents One Two Three Four

Min Time (Sec) 102.70 110.98 60.28 67.67

Max Time (Sec) 469.45 349.25 242.69 176.83

Mean Time (Sec) 215.22 178.34 134.61 121.60

It can be seen from the test results that there was a general trend of improved search time and
consistency as the number of agents increased.

Figure 17 shows the progress and completion of a four (4) agent test on test environment one (1).
The video at https://youtu.be/jh0dn33Ji0k shows a four (4) agent search of test environment one (1)
at two (2) times playback speed.
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Figure 12. Number of Agents vs. Maximum, Mean and Minimum Times (Seconds)-Test Environment One.
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Figure 13. Number of Agents vs. Time (Seconds)-All Target Locations in Test Environment One.
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Figure 14. Number of Agents vs. Maximum, Mean and Minimum Times (Seconds)-Test Environment Two.
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Figure 15. Number of Agents vs. Time (Seconds)-All Target Locations in Test Environment Two.

Figure 16. Target Three Test Example.
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(a) Start Conditions

(b) Search Start (c) Agents Search Initial Regions

(d) Search Continues (e) Target Found

Figure 17. Four Agent Search of Test Environment One. Grey Cells: Unexplored Area, Red Cells:
Observed Obstacle Cells, Green Cells: Safe Edges of Unexplored Region, White Dotted Circle:
Target Location.
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9. Conclusions

This paper has shown that using the proposed local control training environment, a small two
layer neural net is capable of learning to control a generic UAV agent to explore a two dimensional
(2D) occupancy-map of an environment while avoiding previously unknown obstacles. It has also
shown that such a policy can be extended from use with the trained generic simulated agent to two
different physically simulated platforms (3DR Iris, and 3DR Solo) simply by changing the gain for the
control policy output.

Furthermore, the completed framework detailed by this paper has been shown to enable simulated
UAV agents to search arbitrarily shaped, GPS-denied and partially observable environments using the
combination of POMDP based planning and Deep Reinforcement Learning based control, under the
assumption of accurate SLAM.

Given the performance of the physically simulated UAVs within Gazebo, using the PX4 software
stack, the framework in its current form could be applied to a real-world agent with an accurate SLAM
system and a map type that could be converted to the necessary 2D grid style environment that this
framework uses. However, future work aims to integrate the use of existing map types such as the
octo-map format, 3-D environments, and to model imperfect SLAM and positional noise within the
control environment. This would be done in an attempt to increase the applicability of the framework
and reduce the work required to enable this framework on a variety of platforms.

While the current framework prevents agents from interacting in a local environment, producing
a control policy that enables inter-agent collision avoidance and cooperation at a local level is a
target for future work. Additionally, while this paper does not consider strategies for optimizing
the swarm configuration, this is also a goal for future works. Finally other future work could also
include: improving the global planner to respond to large changes in map structure and lack of prior
information, integration and validation of the framework on real-world hardware and in real-world
environments, and development of additional problem definitions such as point of interest surveying
and multi-target finding and pursuit.
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Abstract: Using a GNSS RTK (Global Navigation Satellite System Real Time Kinematic) -equipped
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) could greatly simplify the construction of highly accurate digital
models through SfM (Structure from Motion) photogrammetry, possibly even avoiding the need
for ground control points (GCPs). As previous studies on this topic were mostly performed
using fixed-wing UAVs, this study aimed to investigate the results achievable by a quadrocopter
(DJI Phantom 4 RTK). Three image acquisition flights were performed for two sites of a different
character (urban and rural) along with three calculation variants for each flight: georeferencing using
ground-surveyed GCPs only, onboard GNSS RTK only, and a combination thereof. The combined and
GNSS RTK methods provided the best results (at the expected level of accuracy of 1–2 GSD (Ground
Sample Distance)) for both the vertical and horizontal components. The horizontal positioning was
also accurate when georeferencing directly based on the onboard GNSS RTK; the vertical component,
however, can be (especially where the terrain is difficult for SfM evaluation) burdened with relatively
high systematic errors. This problem was caused by the incorrect identification of the interior
orientation parameters calculated, as is customary for non-metric cameras, together with bundle
adjustment. This problem could be resolved by using a small number of GCPs (at least one) or quality
camera pre-calibration.

Keywords: accuracy; onboard GNSS RTK; UAV

1. Introduction

Photogrammetry is presently a widely used method, particularly in combination with the Structure
from Motion (SfM) technique. This combination allows the capture of surfaces in the form of point
clouds (and derived products such as meshes, orthophotos, etc.), facilitating a relatively high degree of
automation. The accuracy of multi-rotor UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) products is very important
and is addressed in several studies [1–6].

Fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), such as eBee, mounted with a GNSS RTK (Global
Navigation Satellite System, Real-Time Kinematic) module capable of determining the position of the
drone with an accuracy of a few centimeters, have been available for some time now. Since last year,
however, moderately priced UAV quadrocopters with GNSS RTK technology have come to the market.
The pioneer in this area is DJI Phantom 4 RTK (approximately 7500 Eur).

From the perspective of workflow effectiveness, the idea of relying purely on GNSS RTK technology
without the need for geodetic surveys (i.e., calculation of the photogrammetric model using only the
imagery coordinates for georeferencing) is very attractive. Given the principle of the calculation where
many variables (some of them mutually dependent) are used, it is, however, necessary to verify if
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georeferencing using only internal data can yield results of sufficient accuracy or whether the use of
ground control points (GCPs) is necessary. The declared accuracy of the GNSS RTK receiver in the
Czech Republic is approximately 0.025 m in the horizontal plane, while the vertical coordination is
approximately 50% higher (0.04 m).

In geodesy, the use of GCPs is required to verify the accuracy of measurements. However,
alternative appropriate solutions are preferable to reduce human effort. It is possible to find optimistic
popular science articles dedicated to this topic on the internet (e.g., [7]). The use of such a simplified
process would be welcome in many applications where it is difficult to stabilize GCPs, such as monitoring
changes in the morphology of a volcano [8], landslides ([9,10]), dam and riverbed erosion [11–13],
slow landslides [14], the risks associated with surface mining [15], slope stability in the vicinity of
railways [16], the speed of glacier movement [17,18], or documenting rock outcrops [19]. This issue has
been investigated by several authors who tested the accuracy of fixed-wing UAVs [20] with a higher
travelling speed and working altitude and large custom-made UAVs, among others [21]. The novel
testing of custom-made UAVs was published in [22,23] utilizing differential GPS (Global Positioning
System) positions with the accuracy in decimeters. In [24], a digital surface model (DSM) was derived
from the data acquired by a fixed-wing UAV SenseFly eBee-RTK, equipped with a compact camera
Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-WX220 (18.2 Mpixel; focal length 4.5 mm). The latter study revealed that
processing without the use of GCPs is problematic, particularly for the vertical component of the
resulting model; thus, it is advisable to use at least one GCP set in the center of the area. In [25], the
authors described a method for direct georeferencing without GCPs via the joint processing of data
acquired by a quadrocopter flying at lower altitudes with data from a GNSS RTK-equipped fixed-wing
UAV (senseFly eBee). The authors reported that their method was functional, although the results were
again poorer for the vertical component and improved by adding at least a small number of GCPs.
They also used pre-calibration for determining the interior orientation parameters directly on site,
which, when used, improved the accuracy of (in particular) the vertical component (an approximately
1.5 (Ground sampling distance) GSD, compared to the original of approximately 3 GSD).

On the other hand, the authors in [26] stated that “the RTK/PPK method of the georeferencing can
provide data with comparable or even higher accuracy compared to the GCP approaches, independently
on the terrestrial measurements”. The image acquisition was, similar to the previous study, performed
using the senseFly eBee RTK, and all results derived solely through RTK georeferencing were better
than the results derived using GCPs. In [27], the authors evaluated the performance of three software
solutions (Agisoft PhotoScan, Pix4D, and MicMac) for the SfM processing of senseFly eBee RTK-acquired
imagery, including testing the effect of the number of GCPs and their locations. The use of GCPs
led to somewhat better results in the horizontal and approximately 50% improvement in the vertical
components compared to the purely RTK-georeferenced data. The influence of the interior orientation
parameters was also investigated, with the authors concluding that the “on-the-job calibration is likely
in our opinion to be the best operational compromise, with the awareness that unless at least one GCP
is provided, there might be biases in object coordinates, especially in elevation.”

In [28], the effect of the trajectory of the data acquisition flight on the quality of the resulting DSM
was studied along with the effect of the on-board GNSS RTK receiver recording camera positions. The
data were acquired using a Mavinci Sirius Pro fixed-wing UAV mounted with a Panasonic LumixGX1-
Pancake14mm-PRO camera. The authors demonstrated that a cross-flight pattern is beneficial for the
quality of the resulting models and that the use of an on-board RTK receiver allows for accuracy similar to
that achieved using GCPs but with a caveat regarding the need for a reasonable verification of the results.

A similar experiment was performed in [29], where the georeferencing of a topographical model
using the on-board (GNSS) receiver and an inertial measurement unit without GCPs was assessed.
This study compared photogrammetric models georeferenced using (a) a UAV equipped with a GNSS
RTK receiver, (b) the same UAV mounted with a GNSS receiver only, and (c) independently measured
GCPs only. The authors concluded that the horizontal accuracy of the RTK UAV data processed by
direct georeferencing was equivalent to the horizontal accuracy of the non-RTK UAV data processed
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with GCPs, but the vertical error of the DSM from the RTK UAV data was 2 to 3 times greater than the
DSM from the non-RTK data with GCPs.

Direct georeferencing using GNSS RTK was also studied, for example, in [30], where no problems
or systematic shifts/errors were recorded, and in [31], where, conversely, the risk of developing a
systematic shift in the horizontal direction was reported.

The results reported so far are, therefore, not entirely consistent and usually concern fixed-wing
UAV data that move different from rotary-wing UAVs (in their speed, motion character, and stability).
Further, residual systematic shifts due to the synchronization between GNSS RTK and camera records
can occur, as noted in [28]. In this study, we tested the first suitable low-cost complex commercial
solution for rotary-wing UAVs—the Phantom 4 RTK. Given the results reported for this UAV (e.g.,
in [25,27,32,33]), we particularly focused on the vertical component.

This experiment aimed to determine if it is possible to use only coordinates acquired by the
UAV-mounted RTK receiver for processing and georeferencing (and if so, what the accuracy is) and
what algorithms or processing methods can be used to improve the results. Two sites of different
land types were used for testing—a mostly monochromatic homogenous area partially covered by tall
woody vegetations (Rural) and a colorful broken (Urban) terrain with many buildings. Both of these
areas were subject to three independent recordings to enable an assessment of the differences between
individual image acquisitions for individual areas.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition

For the experiment, two areas of different characters from the perspective of tie point identification
were used, each of them approximately 300 m × 300 m (90,000 m2) in size. The expected flight altitude
was 110 m. The extent, flight altitude, and trajectory were designed to allow image acquisition of the
whole area during a single flight (limited by battery capacity) and to yield the expected resulting point
cloud accuracy comparable to the GNSS RTK measurement accuracy (approximately 0.03 m in the
horizontal and 0.04 m in the vertical direction).

According to [34], a horizontal accuracy of 0.5–1.0 GSD and a vertical accuracy of 1.5–2 GSD are
generally achievable, corresponding to a flight altitude of approximately 100 m and a pixel size of
approximately 0.03 m. On the other hand, the accuracy evaluation of a DEM (digital elevation model)
for problematic terrain in [35] revealed significantly inferior vertical accuracy.

The first area of interest, the “Urban” area, is a built-up area with roads, houses, and greenery,
featuring a surface with varied elevations and colors. This facilitates high-quality identification of tie
points and, therefore, generally provides more reliable results than can be expected in the alternative
area (see below; Figure 1). For the alternative area, an area with difficult-to-identify tie points was
intentionally chosen (Figure 2). This area consists of homogenous surfaces—a field with low vegetation,
grass, and a partial representation of tall and dense broadleaf trees (Rural).

For image acquisition, a UAV DJI Phantom 4 RTK mounted with a camera with a FC6310R lens
(f = 8.8 mm), a resolution of 4864 × 3648 pixels, and a pixel size of 2.61 × 2.61 µm (price approximately
6000 Eur) was used. Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the image acquisition flights, including the
dimensions; the image acquisition axis was always vertical (perpendicular to the flight axis).

Three independent flights using the same flight/image acquisition settings were performed (the
same trajectory with a 75% forward overlap and a 75% sidelap at the ground level) at various times of
the day (with approximately 2 h intervals; for the dates and times of the flights, see Table 1). Since the
experiment sought to identify the problems of direct georeferencing using GNSS RTK, it was necessary
to ensure that the impact of other circumstances of measurement was minimized. Agisoft Metashape
has a special "Reduce overlap" function to determine the needed overlap of images. This was, in our
case, 60% (using the high overlap option) in both directions. A 75% overlap in both directions was
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used to maximize the reliability of the results. The number of images was always 400 per flight. The
GNSS RTK receiver was connected into the CZEPOS network of the permanent reference stations.
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Table 1. Dates and times of the image acquisition flights.

Flight Urban-7.11.2019 Rural-22.11.2019

1 11:08 to 11:27 h 11:15 to 11:34 h
2 13:11 to 13:29 h 13:28 to 13:46 h
3 15:02 to 15:20 h 15:22 to 15:41 h

In addition to the image acquisition itself, a geodetic survey of ground control points (GCPs) and
checkpoints was performed using a GNSS RTK Trimble Geo XR receiver with a Zephyr 2 antenna
connected into the CZEPOS network of the permanent reference stations (czepos.cuzk.cz). The
ground control points were marked using portable black and white targets (stabilized using a single
ten-centimeter-long nail) with a diameter of 80 cm or a white painted cross 80 cm in size on the tarmac.
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were practically no naturally occurring and easily identifiable points in the area. The CPs for 
assessment of the vertical accuracy were, on the other hand, placed in a way that ensured they 
would be located on a flatter surface, so the assessment could be unambiguous and less dependent 
on the fact that the elevations of individual CPs were compared to the surfaces constructed from the 
individual points of the point cloud. The number of individual points in both study areas is detailed 
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Figure 3. Flight trajectory for the Urban (a) and Rural (b) areas including distances.

Two types of checkpoints (CPs) were used—one for verification of the horizontal accuracy and
one for verification of the altitudinal accuracy. In the Urban area, the CPs present in the landscape
that were clearly identifiable on the resulting georeferenced orthophoto were selected (considering the
expected image resolution of 0.03 m, the checkpoint size had to be at least 15 cm long to display the
image on at least five pixels). In the Rural area, the targets had to be used as checkpoints as there were
practically no naturally occurring and easily identifiable points in the area. The CPs for assessment of
the vertical accuracy were, on the other hand, placed in a way that ensured they would be located
on a flatter surface, so the assessment could be unambiguous and less dependent on the fact that the
elevations of individual CPs were compared to the surfaces constructed from the individual points of
the point cloud. The number of individual points in both study areas is detailed in Table 2, for the
location of the points see the Figure 4.
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Table 2. The numbers of GCPs and control points (CPs) in the individual study areas.

GCPs CPs–Horizontal CPs–Vertical

Urban 28 38 36
Rural 11 8 15

2.2. Data Processing

The GNSS receiver measurements were exported from the WGS 84 coordinate system (latitude,
longitude, ellipsoidal height). The spatial position in the same coordinate system was also extracted
from the images (containing GNSS RTK data) using the Exiftool utility. All data were converted into
the Czech national coordinate positioning system (S-JTSK, System of Unified Trigonometric Cadastral
Network) and the Bpv; vertical datum (Balt after adjustment) using the EasyTransform software
(http://adjustsolutions.cz/easytransform/) to ensure the same algorithm was used on all data and thereby
eliminate potential systematic errors that could occur as a result of different transformation algorithms.

The image processing was performed via the Agisoft Metashape 1.6.1 software with the Structure
from Motion calculation method (SfM) using the non-default settings listed in Table 3:

Table 3. Agisoft Metashape software settings used for calculations.

Setting Value

Align Photos
ccuracy high

Key point limit 40,000
Tie point limit 4000

Optimize Camera Alignment fit all constants (f, cx, cy, k1–k4, p1–p4)
Build Dense Cloud

Quality High
Depth filtering Moderate

DEM
Projection Geographic

Parameters
Source data Dense Cloud

Interpolation Enabled
Advanced
Resolution 2.8 cm/pix (implicit)

(Settings not detailed above were kept at default).

As the UAV was not equipped with a professional metric camera, the interior orientation
parameters were determined via calculations in the usual way. Although pre-calibration is generally
recommended, the stability of the parameters of the UAV-mounted camera were not fully ascertained.
Other studies also reported that the use of laboratory calibration can be even less [36] or equally [37]
accurate in comparison to the method used in this study.

For each study area, the sparse point cloud was calculated in Agisoft Metashape, followed by the
dense point cloud, and a DEM; based on this, an orthophoto with georeferencing was created.

As three flights were performed on each site, three sets of measurements were produced for each
area of interest. For each of set, three variants of the calculations were performed: the “RTK” variant,
“GCP” variant, and “Combined” variant. In the RTK variant, the calculations were performed using
only the UAV-recorded camera coordinates with a 0.03 m accuracy setting. In the GCP variant, the
calculation used the GCPs with the preset 0.03 m accuracy; the camera coordinates were kept in the
calculation, but their accuracy was set to 104 m. This ensured that their impact on the calculation was
negligible but that the differences between the measured RTK positions and the calculated positions
could still be derived. The Combined variant used both the GCPs and camera coordinates with an
accuracy of 0.03 m (the 0.03 m accuracy was used because this number represents the root mean square
of the standard deviations of two horizontal and one vertical component of the GNSS RTK).
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The results of the calculations, therefore, always represent areas of 91,600 m2 with approximately
58 mil. points for the Urban area and 82,800 m2 with approximately 39 mil points for the Rural area.
The originally calculated point cloud was always cropped to frame the area with GCPs to prevent
undesirable deformation in the model edges. These data were subsequently ground filtered (using the
CSF plugin in CloudCompare software with the resolution set to 0.5 m and the classification threshold
set to 0.5), and only ground points were used for further comparisons. Figures 5 and 6 show the
individual variants and the coverage of the area by the imagery.
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2.3. Accuracy Assessment

The data accuracy was tested in various ways. First, the data from the checkpoints and GCPs
using ground-survey GNSS receivers were evaluated, and the accuracy from three repeats of the
measurements was assessed. Secondly, the accuracy characteristics available directly in the Agisoft
software, providing information on the internal accuracy of the model, were analyzed. Subsequently,
the results were compared to independent measurements, and, lastly, the resulting point clouds were
mutually compared to identify local deformations. To preserve the clarity of the text (i.e., to maintain
the link between individual methods of calculation and their results), the details of individual analyses
are provided together with the results of these methods.
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3. Results

3.1. The Accuracy of the GNSS RTK Geodetic Survey

The accuracy of the measurements of GCPs and CPs was determined with a geodetic GNSS RTK
receiver. Each point was measured three times at approximately 2 h intervals (similar to the flights).
Table 4 details the standard deviations from the repeated measurements and confirms the consistent
accuracy in both areas. It also shows that the achieved accuracies of the individual components were
better than those expected before the experiment.

Table 4. Standard deviations of the coordinates of the GCPs.

Area Sx [m] Sy [m] Sz [m]

Urban 0.008 0.008 0.013
Rural 0.009 0.008 0.014

3.2. Internal Model Accuracy

While processing, Agisoft Metashape displays data for evaluation that can be used to analyze
the internal calculation accuracy, such as the degree to which the coordinates acquired based on
GCPs and those based on the UAV-mounted GNSS RTK mutually correspond. Without an additional
(independent) verification, this is, in principle, the only information typically available to the user
(however, this information does not provide the actual accuracy values).

Table 5 summarizes the accuracy characteristics calculated in Agisoft Metashape (root mean
square deviations, RMSDs) and those based on its results (mean differences).

Table 5. Results for the Urban area—RMSDs and the mean differences between the calculated and
measured camera/GCP positions.

Variant Flight Diff. on
RMSD Mean Differences

X[m] Y[m] Z[m] X[m] Y[m] Z[m]

GCP

1
Cameras 0.049 0.044 0.246 −0.000 −0.006 0.245

GCPs 0.009 0.011 0.021 0 0 0

2
Cameras 0.086 0.050 0.222 −0.066 0.016 0.220

GCPs 0.009 0.010 0.025 0 0 0

3
Cameras 0.055 0.051 0.086 −0.004 −0.016 0.084

GCPs 0.009 0.010 0.020 0 0 0

RTK

1
Cameras 0.008 0.007 0.012 0 0 0

GCPs - - - - - -

2
Cameras 0.007 0.007 0.008 0 0 0

GCPs - - - - - -

3
Cameras 0.007 0.007 0.008 0 0 0

GCPs - - - - - -

Combined

1
Cameras 0.017 0.018 0.013 0.001 0.000 0.000

GCPs 0.012 0.012 0.021 −0.008 −0.001 −0.003

2
Cameras 0.018 0.016 0.012 −0.005 0.001 0.000

GCPs 0.064 0.020 0.016 0.064 −0.017 0.000

3
Cameras 0.018 0.019 0.010 0.000 −0.001 0.000

GCPs 0.009 0.013 0.017 −0.003 0.008 −0.002

For the detection of systematic errors, the arithmetic mean differences between the measured and
calculated positions were also determined (if no systematic shift and only random errors are present,
the mean difference should be equal to zero). The RMSD of the GCP positions in the GCP calculation
variant represents the internal measurement accuracy. The deviations are significantly higher in the
vertical component and are worse than the expected accuracy of the UAV-mounted GNSS RTK receiver.
It is also necessary to mention the deviation in the X coordinate in Flight 2 in the Urban area, the
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deviation of which is also approximately two times higher than that of the other flights. In the “GCP”
calculation variant, the GCP mean differences are obviously always equal to zero (as the model is
always placed in the center of the GCPs). The values of these mean differences for cameras represent,
in this calculation, variants of the systematic shifts of all camera positions. The fact that these values
are close to those of the RMSD implies that a major part of the RMSD is caused by the systematic shift
of the camera positions.

The RTK calculation variant (based solely on the RTK camera positions) showed similar results.
That the GCP deviations could not have been calculated as a simple test shows us that the presence (i.e.,
tagging) of GCPs in the images in the Agisoft software affects—albeit to a small degree—the results
(even if tagged only as checkpoints with small accuracy). Therefore, the GCPs were not present at all
in the calculations when processing this variant. The derived RMSD values are very small and do not
indicate any problems.

In the Combined calculation variant, the same accuracy (and therefore weight) was assigned to both
the GCP and camera position coordinates. All resulting values show that although there were differences
within the previous calculation variants, the measurements of both RTK camera positions and GCPs are
correct, and the internal consistency of this model is better than the expected accuracy of the GNSS RTK
measurement. The only exception is represented by the X coordinates of the second flight, where a major
systematic shift between the on-board GNSS RTK and the terrestrial GNSS RTK receiver was observed.
Its sizes are similar to those of the GCP variant. The presence of a shift in both calculations indicates that
this systematic error was most likely caused by the GNSS RTK of the UAV receiver.

Table 6 shows the results of the identical calculations for the other area (Rural), the character of
which entails a more difficult identification of tie points. For evaluation, it was also necessary to set a
lower tie point accuracy (from the default value of 1 to 3.0 for the first flight, 3.5 for the second, and 4.5 for
the third), as the coordinate differences after bundle adjustment were extremely high when using default
values. Namely, the Total Error of the camera positions in the first flight was 2.129 m (values of 0.127 m;
0.113 m; 2.122 m for individual coordinates of X, Y, Z respectively), in the second flight, it was 0.535 m
(0.109 m; 0.124 m; 0.509 m), and in the third flight, the Total Error was 0.632 m (0.096 m; 0.104; 0.613 m).

Table 6. Results for the Rural area—RMSDs and mean differences.

Variant Flight Diff. on
RMSD Mean Difference

X [m] Y [m] Z [m] X [m] Y [m] Z [m]

GCP

1
Cameras 0.035 0.026 0.335 0.010 0.006 0.334

GCPs 0.003 0.004 0.015 0 0 0

2
Cameras 0.028 0.031 0.303 0.013 0.007 0.302

GCPs 0.005 0.004 0.011 0 0 0

3
Cameras 0.026 0.029 0.016 0.006 −0.011 −0.006

GCPs 0.005 0.006 0.007 0 0 0

RTK

1
Cameras 0.006 0.006 0.012 0 0 0

GCPs - - - - - -

2
Cameras 0.004 0.004 0.016 0 0 0

GCPs - - - - - -

3
Cameras 0.001 0.002 0.004 0 0 0

GCPs - - - - - -

Combined

1
Cameras 0.012 0.012 0.013 0 0 0

GCPs 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.003 0.003 −0.001

2
Cameras 0.011 0.011 0.017 0 0 0

GCPs 0.015 0.013 0.011 −0.009 −0.002 0.000

3
Cameras 0.019 0.020 0.014 0 0 0

GCPs 0.008 0.011 0.014 −0.004 0.009 0.005

Comparing the GCP” calculation variant with the Urban area, it is obvious that the camera position
differences in the Rural area are greater than those in the Urban area (as high as tens of centimeters
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in the vertical component). The arithmetic mean differences indicate that they are to a major degree
caused by systematic shifts in all camera positions.

The calculations of the RTK variant revealed only small deviations not exceeding the expected
measurement accuracy. As the GCPs were removed from the analysis, just like for the Urban area,
their accuracy could not be determined. The mean shifts in camera coordinates are always equal to
zero, as the model was fit to them. The “Combined” calculation variant with equal weights for GCPs
and camera positions again shows very good consistency, which suggests that the measurements
themselves are correct.

Overall, the accuracy is clearly better in the Urban area where the conditions for the identification
of tie points are much better than those in the Rural area. This accuracy is on par with the GNSS
accuracy, with the only exception represented by Flight 2 in the Urban area, which was burdened with
a systematic X coordinate shift. Although the corrections of the recorded camera positions in the GCP
calculation variant can be relatively large (compared to the assumed accuracy), these corrections may
not necessarily be caused by measurement errors (as is obvious from the results of the Combined
calculation). In this case, the probable reason is instead computational instability (see the Discussion).

3.3. Verification Using Independent Checkpoints—Horizontal

To determine the absolute accuracy of the model, a comparison with an independent measurement
was performed.

The positions of the horizontal checkpoints were derived from the georeferenced orthophoto
in the Bentley Microstation software (ver. 8.11) and were compared to the coordinates determined
by a ground survey to acquire the accuracy characteristics shown in Table 7, namely the mean error,
standard deviation, and RMSD for the X and Y coordinates. Table 7 also presents the mean values for
the individual calculation methods, individual areas, and an overall mean including both study areas.
The numbers in brackets, where shown, indicate the means after leaving out Flight 2 in the Urban area
with the obvious systematic shift in the axis.

Table 7. Horizontal checkpoint accuracy indicators.

Calculation
Variant

Area Flight Mean Deviation Standard Deviation RMSD
X [m] Y [m] X [m] Y [m] X [m] Y [m]

RTK

Urban
1 0.020 0.005 0.019 0.019 0.021 0.020
2 0.082 −0.023 0.016 0.015 0.083 0.027
3 0.005 0.006 0.015 0.016 0.016 0.017

Rural
1 0.004 0.006 0.020 0.023 0.019 0.023
2 0.001 0.002 0.022 0.025 0.020 0.024
3 0.009 0.006 0.019 0.024 0.020 0.024

Mean 0.020
(0.008)

0.000
(0.005)

0.019
(0.019)

0.021
(0.022)

0.038
(0.019)

0.023
(0.024)

GCPs

Urban
1 0.005 0.004 0.018 0.022 0.018 0.022
2 0.012 −0.001 0.016 0.019 0.020 0.018
3 0.008 0.004 0.020 0.023 0.021 0.023

Rural
1 0.006 0.009 0.017 0.020 0.017 0.021
2 0.007 0.012 0.022 0.026 0.022 0.027
3 0.011 0.010 0.014 0.023 0.018 0.024

Mean 0.008 0.006 0.018 0.022 0.019 0.023

Combined

Urban
1 −0.006 0.009 0.018 0.022 0.018 0.023
2 0.072 −0.017 0.019 0.015 0.074 0.023
3 0.006 0.008 0.021 0.020 0.021 0.021

Rural
1 0.008 0.006 0.017 0.021 0.018 0.021
2 0.002 0.007 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.024
3 0.000 0.014 0.019 0.023 0.018 0.026

Mean 0.014
(0.002)

0.005
(0.009)

0.020
(0.020)

0.021
(0.022)

0.035
(0.020)

0.023
(0.023)
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The verification of the horizontal accuracy shows equal accuracy for all calculation methods and
confirms the systematic error of 0.08 in the RTK measurement of the UAV-mounted GNSS receiver in
Flight 2 in the Urban area (see Table 7). This error did not occur in any of the other flights. However,
regardless of whether it was caused by an error in the UAV itself, by the reference station network, or
by any other source, it confirms the need to perform independent verification as is usual in geodesy
(one measurement is no measurement), without which such an error would pass undetected.

3.4. Verification Using Independent Checkpoints—Vertical

The vertical checkpoints were compared with the point clouds of the respective calculation
variants using only the vertical component of the distance. This comparison was performed in the
CloudCompare software (www.cloudcompare.org).

The point clouds were directly compared with the checkpoints by determining the minimum
distance of each point from the point cloud to an irregular triangular network formed between the
nearest twelve points of the SfM cloud (function Cloud to Cloud, tab Local modelling, and Local
model option 2D1/2 Triangulation). The average vertical differences (systematic shift) and the standard
deviations of the differences were also calculated and are shown in Table 8.

In the vertical component, the RTK calculation variant shows substantial errors, namely a
systematic vertical shift of the entire model by up to 0.14 m in the Rural area. In the Urban area
(when leaving out the problematic second flight), the results are better, and the standard deviations
meet expectations. The results of the “GCP” and “Combined” variants are similar and correspond to
expectations (considering the accuracy of the checkpoint measurement and pixel size).

Table 8. Results of the accuracy assessment of the vertical checkpoints.

Variant Flight

Urban Rural
Mean

Deviation
[m]

Standard
Deviation

[m]

RMSD
[m]

Mean
Deviation

[m]

Standard
Deviation

[m]

RMSD
[m]

RTK

1 0.029 0.021 0.036 0.144 0.032 0.147
2 −0.090 0.021 0.093 0.041 0.028 0.049
3 0.014 0.023 0.027 0.086 0.025 0.090

Mean −0.016
(0.022)

0.022
(0.022)

0.060
(0.032) 0.090 0.028 0.103

GCP

1 −0.010 0.028 0.030 −0.034 0.028 0.043
2 −0.024 0.030 0.039 −0.029 0.028 0.040
3 −0.014 0.029 0.032 −0.012 0.023 0.025

Mean −0.016 0.029 0.034 −0.025 0.026 0.037

Combined

1 −0.009 0.022 0.024 −0.023 0.030 0.037
2 −0.023 0.024 0.034 −0.017 0.027 0.031
3 −0.013 0.024 0.027 −0.014 0.027 0.030

Mean −0.015 0.023 0.029 −0.018 0.028 0.033

3.5. Comparison of Dense Clouds

When evaluating the results, it is also necessary to mutually compare the point clouds resulting
from individual methods of calculation as the previous verifications were performed using isolated
points only. Due to the point density, the comparison of dense clouds can be practically considered as
continuous. Only the vertical component of ground filtered point clouds was compared here.

An interesting and important fact is that the standard deviation is practically very similar in
all variants and comparisons; the mean standard deviation is 0.22 m. The data (i.e., the entire
photogrammetric models) are, therefore, mutually shifted solely in the vertical direction. Figures 7
and 8 show the point clouds with a color scale indicating the sizes of the deviations and histograms
showing the same color scale for Flight 1 in the Urban and Rural areas. The figures provide a
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comparison of the Combined variant (as the most accurate) with the RTK only variant (the one we were
most interested in). The histograms show both the error distribution and systematic shift, confirming
the conclusions from the checkpoints.
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2 Combined GCP 0.003 0.020 0.006 0.020 
RTK 0.060 0.019 −0.056 0.015 

3 Combined GCP 0.003 0.017 -0.002 0.020 
RTK −0.025 0.012 −0.093 0.018 

Clearly, the RTK variant is always systematically shifted against both the Combined and GCP 
variants. In the Urban area, the systematic shift is approximately at the level of the ground sample 
distance (GSD; with the exception of the systematically shifted Flight 2); however, in the Rural area, 
it is significantly higher. When comparing identical calculation methods between individual flights 
(Table 10), the results are similar. In the RTK variant, the results for the Rural area are inferior to 
those for the Urban area. Otherwise, the standard deviations are practically equal to the GSD 
(ground sample distance), and the systematic errors are negligible when compared to the GSD. 

Table 10. Mutual comparison of the calculation variants. 

Variant 
Flight 

Compared 

Urban Rural 
Mean 

Deviation 
[m] 

Standard 
Deviation 

[m] 

Mean 
Deviation 

[m] 

Standard 
Deviation 

[m] 

Combined 1 2 0.006 0.025 0.006 0.017 
3 0.003 0.027 −0.011 0.019 

GCP 1 
2 0.006 0.026 −0.005 0.017 
3 0.003 0.026 −0.016 0.021 

RTK 1 
2 0.100 0.037 0.099 0.021 
3 0.010 0.027 0.058 0.020 

Figure 8. Point cloud comparison (a) (Combined vs. RTK, Rural area, Flight 1, and vertical deviations)
and the histogram of errors (b).

To compare the accuracy of the GCP and RTK, these variants were compared with the Combined
variant (which was considered to be the most accurate) using a direct point cloud comparison (Table 9).

Table 9. Comparison of the GCP and RTK variants with the Combined variant.

Flight Variant
Compared

Urban Rural
Mean

Deviation
[m]

Standard
Deviation

[m]

Mean
Deviation

[m]

Standard
Deviation

[m]

1 Combined
GCP 0.003 0.020 0.004 0.015
RTK −0.033 0.012 −0.163 0.019

2 Combined
GCP 0.003 0.020 0.006 0.020
RTK 0.060 0.019 −0.056 0.015

3 Combined
GCP 0.003 0.017 −0.002 0.020
RTK −0.025 0.012 −0.093 0.018
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Clearly, the RTK variant is always systematically shifted against both the Combined and GCP
variants. In the Urban area, the systematic shift is approximately at the level of the ground sample
distance (GSD; with the exception of the systematically shifted Flight 2); however, in the Rural area,
it is significantly higher. When comparing identical calculation methods between individual flights
(Table 10), the results are similar. In the RTK variant, the results for the Rural area are inferior to
those for the Urban area. Otherwise, the standard deviations are practically equal to the GSD (ground
sample distance), and the systematic errors are negligible when compared to the GSD.

Table 10. Mutual comparison of the calculation variants.

Variant
Flight

Compared

Urban Rural
Mean

Deviation
[m]

Standard
Deviation

[m]

Mean
Deviation

[m]

Standard
Deviation

[m]

Combined 1
2 0.006 0.025 0.006 0.017
3 0.003 0.027 −0.011 0.019

GCP 1
2 0.006 0.026 −0.005 0.017
3 0.003 0.026 −0.016 0.021

RTK 1
2 0.100 0.037 0.099 0.021
3 0.010 0.027 0.058 0.020

4. Discussion

SfM-derived point clouds were constructed through multiple steps, including several decision and
computation processes. It is, therefore, not possible to perform a simple estimation of the distribution
of the measurement errors throughout computations or to derive the resulting accuracy only from the
known measurement accuracy. Here, we used various data and processed them in several ways to
show the differences that can result from different methods of calculation.

To simplify the process of cloud point generation and, in effect, improve its speed and reduce the
price, it would be ideal if the camera coordinates acquired from the on-board GNSS RTK receiver could
yield a result of sufficient quality. Of course, the term “sufficient quality” is relative and depends on
the application. Nevertheless, when using a UAV for modelling a relatively small area, it is reasonable
to assume an accuracy of approximately 1–2 GSD. In our experiment, this was not the case. In the
Urban area, the second flight was systematically shifted for unknown reasons, although that area was
suitable for automatic SfM processing. This alone emphasizes the need for independent verification
that can easily detect such major errors. A shift can also occur in the vertical component of the model
as shown in the Rural area. In that case, however, the reason was not a serious systematic error like
with the previous issue; instead, this error had its roots in the imperfect automatic optimization of a
principally correct calculation. Tables 5 and 6 show that without the use of independent verification
(i.e., if only the RTK calculation based solely on the camera positions is used), there are no indications
that anything is wrong. As the model is not deformed in any way in the RTKvariant (see Figures 7
and 8) but only vertically shifted (these results are different from those reported in [38]), we also tested
the influence of a small number of GCPs on the results. In all cases, even a single GCP removed any
systematic shift.

Flight 1 in the Rural area with a systematic vertical shift of 0.14 m (see Table 8) can serve as an
example. After adding a single GCP, even in an area unsuitable from a configuration perspective,
(i.e., in the lower right corner of the study area), the model was positioned more-or-less correctly (the
systematic vertical shift dropped to 0.020 m, with a standard deviation of 0.026 m). We tested various
positions for the individual GCPs, achieving practically identical results for all. Of course, we must
bear in mind the principles of geodesy and always recommend multiple ground control points, at least
in the four corners of the captured area.

The lack of accuracy in the vertical component in the rural area was likely due to the camera’s
self-calibration process, which may have led to the miscalculation of internal camera parameters, as
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observed in [25] and [27]. When utilising non-metric cameras, bundle adjustment is usually calculated
together with a calculation of the internal orientation elements, which, in most cases, yields quality
results when using GCPs. Here, for the Rural area (difficult for SfM processing from the perspective of
identification of tie points), this method is not suitable, as the bundle adjustment did not yield correct
interior orientation parameters, which led to a vertical shift of the model.

Table 11 shows that the calibrated focal lengths in the Combined calculation are very consistent
while those of the RTK variant and provide results with much higher differences. We must, however,
bear in mind that these values cannot be used as an unambiguous indicator as the interior orientation
parameters are mutually dependent and cannot be evaluated separately. Further, the calibrated focal
lengths are not consistent in the GCP variant, which otherwise provides correct results. The most
reliable results (for the Combined calculation) are in bold, while italics denote the flight using a
systematic shift. The underlined italics highlight the most outlying results (Rural RTK calculations).

For these reasons, we also performed an RTK calculation variant using calibration parameters
derived from the Combined variant from the same flight, and the results were practically of the
same quality as those from the Combined calculation (the mean vertical shifts were similar to those
yielded using the Combined variant). This was true for all flights in both areas, with the exception
of Flight 2 in the Urban area (the one with the systematic X-axis shift). This proves that the inferior
results in the Rural area were likely caused by the incorrect determination of the interior orientation
parameters during the calculation. In other words, inferior quality tie points make problematize the
correct optimization of the interior parameters, which leads to inferior results. In the UAVs equipped
with metric cameras where the stability of the interior orientation parameters can be expected, quality
pre-calibration should, therefore, be able to overcome this problem and allow the production of quality
models even without the use of GCPs. However, we still recommend to use some independent
verification (e.g., a small number of “checkpoints”) as there is always a risk of an error, such as that for
Flight 2 of the Urban area, where the GNSS RTK receiver systematically determined the X coordinate
erroneously in all images, no matter the cause.

Table 11. Interior orientation parameters determined for the individual calculation variants and flights
(ME–Mean error in the vertical direction).

Area Flight Variant F/pix Cx/pix Cy/pix ME/m

Urban

1
Combined

3683.1015 7.9537 31.7125 0.024
2 3687.0770 7.0952 26.9476 0.034
3 3683.8230 7.9741 31.6299 0.027
1

RTK
3684.2895 7.6251 30.8493 0.036

2 3684.5967 6.7025 27.5137 0.093
3 3684.5744 7.6400 30.8406 0.027
1

GCP
3691.6372 9.1263 29.8708 0.030

2 3694.8683 8.5679 25.1348 0.039
3 3687.0244 9.2974 31.7190 0.032

Rural

1
Combined

3683.3930 7.1279 30.7098 0.037
2 3682.1743 7.5854 29.3024 0.031
3 3684.4672 7.9307 31.1895 0.030
1

RTK
3691.0187 7.1598 28.3578 0.147

2 3686.3828 7.5746 27.8308 0.049
3 3688.1387 7.7183 29.8556 0.090
1

GCP
3693.9528 7.7744 26.9313 0.043

2 3692.3433 8.0277 25.2495 0.040
3 3684.2539 8.2464 31.1109 0.025

Comparing our results achieved using a quadrocopter and those reported by [24], who used a
fixed-wing UAV, we conclude that the expected improvement of the data accuracy based solely on
the onboard GNSS RTK data (expected due to the lower travelling speed and better stability) was
not confirmed.
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5. Conclusions

Affordable GNSS-RTK equipped multicopters have only recently become available. Their lower
traveling speed and higher stability (compared to fixed-wing UAVs) suggests that they could be
more suitable for the direct processing of acquired imagery without the need for GCPs; this was
the principal hypothesis of this study. Our results, however, prove that the use of a GNSS RTK
receiver in a multicopter UAV without external verification is potentially very dangerous—a danger
manifested predominantly as a systematic shift of the entire point cloud in the vertical components.
The horizontal components (unless a systematic error of the UAV positioning system occurred) were
practically unaffected.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use two separate testing sites with different
characteristics (Urban and Rural) for the evaluation of the suitability of GNSS RTK-equipped UAVs
(fixed-wing or multicopter) for the production of models without GCPs. This allowed us to perform an
in-depth comparison of the results and to analyse the reasons for their differences. The finding that
the vertical error increases with the declining suitability of the terrain for SfM processing (even when
using a GNSS-RTK-mounted multicopter) is not surprising but remains important for the practical
application of this type of UAV.

Further testing, however, showed that this problem can be overcome in two ways. The first
involves using a small number of ground control points (in a small area, such as those used in our
study, as even a single GCP anywhere in the area was sufficient to rectify the problem). The other
method is potentially more important for future practice. We showed that when using an optimum set
of calibration parameters for a non-metric camera (reversely derived from the best calculation variant),
one can achieve extremely accurate results, even when using GNSS RTK data only. This suggests that
the use of metric cameras that can be perfectly pre-calibrated could also provide excellent results, even
without the use of GCPs for the production of the model (note, however, that this model still needs to
be verified externally afterwards to prevent shifts such as that in Flight 2 in the Urban area).

We also conclude that if GCPs are used, the horizontal and vertical accuracy will be practically
identical to the GSD (here it is 0.028 m; it is also necessary to consider the accuracy of the verification
method). This provides the safest method for data acquisition and processing. Moreover, the best
model resulted from a combination of both GCPs and GNSS RTK UAV coordinates for the calculations.
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Abstract: The use of UAVs for remote sensing is increasing. In this paper, we demonstrate a
method for evaluating and selecting suitable hardware to be used for deployment of algorithms
for UAV-based remote sensing under considerations of Size, Weight, Power, and Computational
constraints. These constraints hinder the deployment of rapidly evolving computer vision and
robotics algorithms on UAVs, because they require intricate knowledge about the system and
architecture to allow for effective implementation. We propose integrating computational monitoring
techniques—profiling—with an industry standard specifying software quality—ISO 25000—and
fusing both in a decision-making model—the analytic hierarchy process—to provide an informed
decision basis for deploying embedded systems in the context of UAV-based remote sensing.
One software package is combined in three software–hardware alternatives, which are profiled
in hardware-in-the-loop simulations. Three objectives are used as inputs for the decision-making
process. A Monte Carlo simulation provides insights into which decision-making parameters lead to
which preferred alternative. Results indicate that local weights significantly influence the preference
of an alternative. The approach enables relating complex parameters, leading to informed decisions
about which hardware is deemed suitable for deployment in which case.

Keywords: UAV; computer architecture; decision making; navigation; semantics

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are playing an increasingly important role in modern society.
The past decade has seen an increased use of UAVs, with applications ranging from wildlife and
agricultural monitoring [1–3], over racing [4], industrial monitoring [5], packet delivery [6], and search
and rescue [7] to planetary exploration [8]. Solutions to computer vision problems, such as object
detection [9], and robotics problems, such as localization [10], have been developed and disseminated
at a rapid pace, with promising results on benchmarks [11]. Despite experiments on real robots
being the common mode of evaluation for robotics applications [11], reproducing results requires a
considerable effort [12]. Furthermore, computational performance has traditionally been considered a
secondary factor [10], assuming that hardware progress will eliminate this issue.

At the same time, Wirth’s law states that the increasing complexity in software outgrows the
increase in computational power. Additionally, UAVs are heavily constrained through their Size,
Weight, Power, and Computation [6,13–15]. The main limitation for small multirotor UAVs is their flight
time, which is bound by the battery capacity, which is in turn limited by the Size and Weight of the
UAVs. Over 90% of Power is consumed by the motors supplying the thrust; however, the influence
of computational capabilities on Power is complex. While increasing computational load uses more
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Power directly, faster computation can greatly reduce total power consumption for the same task due
to reduced time spent at hover and lower accelerations, to up to 6 times faster completion of tasks [6].

Using the maximum computation available by offloading parts of the
perception—planning—control loop over a network connection is the most common
solution [6,16–20]. This method is highly effective, however it introduces networking effects
and drop-outs, with potentially detrimental consequences when used in real-time cycles [21,22].
Furthermore, several remote-sensing applications cannot rely on network connections, making
onboard computation the final goal. Some research has focused on the onboard application of
algorithms [4,23–25], however most are the result of empirical processes. Only a finite amount of
research is concerned with detailed evaluation of software and hardware performance [23,26,27].
Using a powerful laptop for computation is a possible solution, however Size and Weight do not
always allow for such a payload. In this paper, the difference between onboard and real-time as
illustrated in Figure 1 is termed configuration, while the combination of a software configuration and a
specific hardware as illustrated in Figure 2 is termed alternative.

The question as to which hardware is considered as a suitable solution is therefore highly complex
and requires consideration of mechanical, electrical, and computational constraints imposed on
small UAVs. Boroujerdian et al. [6] uncovered the influence of computation on power consumption,
while Krishnan et al. [27] connected mechanical and computational performance in a “roofline” model.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no method exists that holistically combines and analyses all
four of these factors together. To this end, a decision-making approach from mathematical economics,
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [28], is proposed.

Additionally, the question as to which indicators underline the quality of software is posed.
While fast computation reduces flight time in some cases, in others the benefit is marginal, especially
when tasks do not require compute-intensive dynamic recalculation steps [6]. On the other hand,
some UAVs may have supplementary tasks to fulfill, such as manipulation [29,30], with different
needs, such as the capacity to accommodate other software. These diverging specifications call for
a framework with a balance between flexibility and rigidity in definitions of quality and associated
metrics. The use of the ISO 25000 family “Systems and Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation”
(SQUARE) [31–33] is proposed to meet these requirements. Software development is an intricate
process, especially for robotic systems, which are commonly evaluated in experiments and therefore
require implementation on realistic hardware [11]. Standardized frameworks such as the Robot
Operating System (ROS) are universal and alleviate issues with interoperability, however, reproducing
results remains an issue [12]. Pinpointing bottlenecks when implementing a software on a hardware
system is a difficult task and requires detailed profiling [34].

In this work, we demonstrate the methods using a software-in-the-loop (SITL) ROS package
developed and validated by the authors [35]. Figure 3 shows the simulation in the process. The left
image shows the Gazebo simulation environment, the top panel shows the UAV view with a marker
visible, and the right panel shows the reconstructed map.

The main driver of the subsequent hardware-in-the-loop (HITL) development is the preference
of evaluation over experimentation as a factor of successful developments as put forward by
Corke et al. [11]. Two embedded devices—a nVidia Jetson Nano and a Raspberry Pi 3A+—with
deviating properties are evaluated. The Nano is computationally powerful, while incorporating a large
volume and being heavier. The Pi is smaller, with less powerful computation.

Profiling techniques are used to inspect the computational performance of the software–hardware
combination and are put into relation with one another using the SQUARE family. The computational
performance is combined with electrical and mechanical factors through the AHP to provide numerical
values which alternative is considered best.
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Figure 1. Modules developed in [35], onboard (top) and a real-time (bottom) configuration, with the
system load distributed across a PC (purple) and an onboard computer (magenta). The thin dashed line
indicates a serial connection and the wireless symbol a network connection. Differences in software
set-up are called configurations in this work.

Figure 2. The three alternatives evaluated in this work. Differences in software configurations as shown
in Figure 1 are shown on the x-axis. The y-axis denotes an additional mechanical variation through
changing the companion computer.
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Figure 3. A software-in-the-loop (SITL) simulation in the Gazebo Environment is shown on the left.
The UAV is conducting an autonomous remote-sensing search mission for a target marker. The top
panel shows the view of the UAV; the right panel shows the map of detected markers.

Three case studies with different input weights for the AHP are proposed to verify the approach.
The recorded parameters from the HITL simulation are used to show how the results change with
varying the weights. Additionally, a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is used over the admissible
input space, which allows to compare the effects of different relative weights to give preference to
another alternative.

Figure 1 presents one example of the differences between an onboard and a real-time system in
the context of UAV onboard decision-making [35]. The split of the nodes is dependent on the frequency
and the degree of closeness to hardware required by hardware components.

In this work, a methodical approach to HITL simulations is employed. The transition steps
from SITL to HITL and their effects down the line of development are shown. A framework for
evaluating the quality of software is proposed. Additionally, the AHP is drawn on for combining
requirements along different dimensions, mainly mechanical and computational. Furthermore, to the
best of our knowledge, the amount of research concerned with a systematic transition from simulation
to experimental deployment is limited and we aim to augment the literature by providing an
evaluation method.

2. Background

Evaluating system performance can be a slow, methodical task [34]. However, it is necessary to
prevent detrimental effects down the line of development and deployment of UAVs. These can have
catastrophic consequences when considering the deployment of robotic systems in critical conditions,
such as near urban areas or oil rig inspection, where hardware failure may result in injuries to personnel
on the ground or damage worth millions of dollars and years of work.

Models to evaluate the performance and potential of software on specific hardware
are readily available. One example is the commonly known “roofline” model [36].
However, improvements implied by these models are gained through hardware-near programming
techniques requiring profound knowledge of memory and CPU access. This is difficult to achieve
for programmers working in a meta-environment such as ROS, which employs a complex variety
of different tools in a software stack [12,37]. Models for evaluating the performance of GPUs in the
context of contemporary deep learning approaches inspected the timeliness and performance [38] and
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the potential to be used with common embedded platforms [26]. The applicability of one of these
algorithms on embedded platforms in the context of UAVs was evaluated by Kyrkou et al. [23] and
subsequently a dedicated architecture solution was proposed [39].

The constraints on the computational capabilities of small multirotor UAVs caused by reduced
availability of Size, Weight, and Power require a careful balance between computer hardware and
algorithm efficiency [6,13–15]. Krishnan et al. [27] tied the computational performance together
with mechanical properties of a UAV in the derivation of a modified “roofline” model [36] to
provide hard limits on flying velocity. However, their model only considers obstacle avoidance
as a task and neglects higher level navigation tasks [40]. While Size, Weight, and Power are relatively
straightforward to approximate, Computation is more difficult to put into numbers. Tools to passively
record the computational performance—commonly called “profiling” tools—are available in the
scientific literature [22,23,26,27,36], as well as in industry [31,34,41]. However, the information gathered
from these systems is either used to identify computational bottlenecks [34] or not used to make
decisions at all. The use of the ISO 25000 SQUARE software model is proposed to relate computational
performance indicators extracted from profiling.

2.1. The ISO SQUARE Family

The SQUARE family was published in the early 2010s [31]. It provides eight characteristics,
each with varying sub-characteristics, on which to evaluate the quality of a software, and explicitly
extends to embedded hardware–software systems. Which characteristics to use and at what point to
define what is to be evaluated (e.g., at function calls, at server accesses, etc.) is up to the discretion
of the developer, however it requires explicit definition. ISO 25021 defines quality measure elements,
while ISO 25023 proposes some metrics on which to evaluate the sub-characteristics, as well as how to
develop and combine these [33]. The analysis in this work is reduced to the following characteristics.

1. Performance Efficiency
2. Compatibility
3. Reliability

The remaining criteria of the ISO are Functional Suitability, Usability, Security, Maintainability,
and Portability. ROS as a standardized framework that handles Maintainability and Portability [12].
Functional Suitability, Usability, and Security are equal across all configurations for the evaluated software
and are therefore not considered in this work. If alternatives would display differences across these
characteristics, they would require integration into the hierarchy and thus the analysis.

CPU load and memory are recorded to evaluate Performance Efficiency and Compatibility, as these
are commonly considered the main determining performance factors [36]. Resource Utilization is the
sub-characteristic of Performance Efficiency targeted in this research. Time behavior is not evaluated due
to its inherent issues discussed in the literature [21,22]. GPU usage has been broadly evaluated in the
literature [23,26,27], and as the evaluated application does not target it [35], it is omitted. Capacity is
deemed not adequate to evaluate, because the system load only changes minutely over time and inputs
cannot be scaled infinitely.

For Compatibility, the sub-characteristic Interoperability is equated through ROS. This research
focuses on Co-Existence, which refers to the property of not negatively influencing other software
running on the same system.

Fault Tolerance and Recoverability are sub-characteristics of Reliability, which are governed by the
flight controller. Availability is a network property not considered adequate for the evaluation of the
system; however, Maturity is evaluated through the number of faults.

Commonly, profiling is used as an approach to identify bottlenecks in the system [6,34].
However, bottlenecks reduce issues to a single part of the system and neither consider the impact on
the entire system nor other dimensions beyond computation. The use of the AHP is proposed to
alleviate this issue, which was developed by Thomas Saaty in the late twentieth century [28] and has
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been applied to a diverse set of decisions systems [42], including, but not limited to, medical [43],
mining [44], flood susceptibility [45], and transfer learning [46] analyses.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process

In the AHP, a hierarchy of criteria, termed levels in the following sections, is developed.
The criteria at each level are compared against one another and assigned a weight between 1 and
9 to describe their relative importance [42]. The weights are commonly assigned subjectively by
stakeholders, for example, through consensus voting [28] or sampling from expert opinions [45].
While other methods are available, the choice of weights is beyond the scope of this paper and
discussed in [28,42,47]. To illustrate, Power is considered twice as important as Weight and Weight
three times more important than Size. A matrix is constructed with these weights and its normalized
maximal Eigenvector is calculated, which yields the local priority of each criterion. Only matrices with
consistencies as calculated by Equation (1),

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
(1)

with λmax as the maximum Eigenvalue and n the dimension of the matrix, are allowed, as some
constellations are considered unrealistic. For example, if Weight is twice as important as Size and
Power is three times as important as Weight, Size cannot be more important than Power, as this would
violate transitivity. However, small inconsistencies, which are bound to arise due to the constrained
scale, are allowed and therefore the Consistency Index CI is divided by an empirically calculated
R, CR = CI

R , to result in a value which should be below 0.1 [28,43]. This procedure is repeated for each
hierarchical level, where the global priority is calculated through multiplication with the priority of
the subsuming characteristic from the next higher level, thus resulting in a hierarchy of priorities.

The alternatives are compared pairwise with respect to each of the criteria and result in a relative
preference for either one of the alternatives. For example, if one alternative is twice as heavy as another
one, its preference for weight will be 1/2. These preferences are then multiplied with the priorities to
result in a priority for each criterion for each alternative.

This method allows the hierarchical characteristics and sub-characteristics of the SQUARE family
to be related to one another, as well as put into context with the criteria Power, Weight, and Size
commonly mentioned in the literature [6,13,14]. It furthermore allows to evaluate discrete alternatives
of embedded systems and put values into context with one another. Figure 4 shows the hierarchy
developed and used in the following sections.

3.1.1. Case Studies

The global preference of the available alternatives largely depends on the weights assigned to
each of the criteria at the different levels of the hierarchy. Three cases inspired from remote sensing
scenarios are used to derive weights for the levels of the AHP. These weights are used to calculate
different priorities, which are then multiplied with the same preference values for the alternatives
resulting from profiling as described in Section 4.2. Without loss of generality, the preference values
from the same experiments are used to illustrate the influence of differing weights on final priority.
The following three tasks are chosen.

1. A fully autonomous UAV performing oil rig inspection [5]
2. A UAV in a controlled environment with a suspended arm [29,30]
3. An additional module on a UAV to improve performance by integrating semantics into its

navigation [35]
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These cases lead to assumptions concerning the assignment of weights, which require revision
until the matrices can be considered consistent as defined by Equation (1). The weight matrices are
explained in detail in Section 4.5.

Figure 4. The final analytic hierarchy process (AHP) hierarchy used in the evaluation steps. The first
level (L1) depicts the parameters common to literature [6]. The second level (L2) includes the parameters
that are derived from the SQUARE family [31] and the third (L3) includes common computational
parameters [33,36].

3.1.2. Monte-Carlo Simulation

Each of the alternatives (presented in Figure 2) can result as the best alternative given certain input
weights. A MC simulation is conducted to find these weights. The space of consistent weight matrices
is searched for the most dominant results, and the relative weights are presented. The results collected
from the initial experiments—detailed in Section 4.5 and shown in Table 1—are used as inputs for
the MC simulation. Ten-thousand iterations are run to generate values for the upper right triangular
matrix from the original range from 1 to 9 and their inverses f : S 7→ X, f (s) = 1/s, with D = X ∪ S,
D = 17 admissible values [28]. Values from D are chosen at random to construct the upper right
triangular matrix M, with the lower triangular matrix filled with the inverse, so mj,i =

1
mi,j
∀j > i.

The resulting matrix M is checked for consistency using Equation (1) and added to the set of admissible
matrices only if it is consistent.

To clarify, for rnk(M) = 2 this leads to 17 possible combinations, because there is only one degree
of freedom, m1,2, which can take all 17 values from the admissible set D. For 3 and 4, 1228 and 479
consistent matrices are saved, respectively. The set of applicable matrices is denoted with Yi, i ∈ 2, 3, 4
Algorithm 1 details the process on calculating the final score for each alternative. Mi denotes a matrix
from the set of consistent matrices. v̂j the global priority after multiplication with the higher level
j− 1. P denotes the matrix of recorded values derived from Table 1 and Section 4.4 and p̂ the final
priority of the alternative. The 10,000 resulting global priorities p̂ are stored along with their respective
weight matrices, M. In a final step, the constellation from the global priorities which would have led to
the clearest preference of a given alternative are calculated and the weight matrices for that option are
extracted for qualitative inspection.
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Table 1. Profiling results for the three alternative cases presented in Figure 2.

Device Nano Pi

Load RT Onb RT Unit

CPU Load Max 82.9 91.3 94.5 %

Used Mem Max 547 966 218 MB

Avail Mem Min 3249 2830 154 MB

Current 3.981 4.233 3.689 A

Faults 1 0 310 #

Volume 0.4464 0.4464 0.0672 l

Weight 0.252 0.252 0.044 kg

Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo Simulation

for 1 to 10,000 do
M← Mj ∈ Yi
vj ←max. Eigenvector of Mj
v̂j ← vj · v̂j−1
p̂← P · v̂j
return p̂, M

end for

4. Experimental Design

This work is targeting the HITL development step shown in Figure 5. Algorithm development,
numerical simulations, and SITL—shown in Figure 3—were conducted in previous research and the
performance of the developed package was verified [35]. The current work focuses on translating
the simulation with the package into a distributed set-up, with the simulation running on a host
PC—connected via Ethernet to the router—and parts of the package—in variations shown in
Figure 1—running on the embedded system. The flight controller is connected to each device with
an independent serial connection. This way it communicates with the simulator as well as the
embedded computer.

Figure 5. A generic autonomy development cycle, adapted from Ladosz et al. [48]. The arrow depicts
the line of development, with the shading indicating the completeness. This work focuses on the
transition included in Phase II.

4.1. System Specifications

All development procedures are undertaken on a Dell Notebook with an nVidia GeForce GTX
1060 Max-Q graphics card and an Intel i9-8950HK Processor with 16 GB of RAM and 24 GB of Swap.
Ubuntu 18.04 with ROS melodic is used alongside Gazebo-9 for the simulation and development.
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A mix of C++ and Python nodes are used during development. An open source node developed
in-house is used for the image detection, while all other nodes were verified previously [35]. A vanilla
version 10.1 of the Px4 Firmware on a PixHawk 4 is used. OpenCV version 3.4.6 with contrib modules is
used for image processing. The network setup is run over a dedicated router within 1 m in line-of-sight,
operating in the 5 to 2.4 GHz range to minimize network effects. The implementation details to enable
reproduction [12] are detailed in Appendix A.

4.2. Development Steps

The simulation environment is shown in Figure 3. An UAV is exploring its environment and uses
the camera feed to look for markers. If a certain type of marker is detected, the position is recorded
and the path recalculated under consideration of known and unknown areas, as well as location of
markers. Ten different marker placements, which were used for SITL [35], are used to record values
according to Section 4.4 for each alternative shown in Figure 2.

Translating from SITL to HITL requires consideration of non-local communication. Packages are
downloaded to the more powerful embedded device, the Jetson Nano. In a first step, the device is
connected via Ethernet to the router, as shown in the first row of Figure 6, and one simulation is run
with the real-time configuration of the package, as shown in Figure 1. Upon successful completion
without notable errors or warnings, one simulation in onboard configuration is run, shown in the last
column of Figure 6. When this test passes without notable errors, the network connection is switched to
wireless and the test is repeated with both configurations, shown in the second row of Figure 6. When all
tests are passed, the package is translated to the less powerful embedded device, the Raspberry Pi,
as shown in the last column of Figure 6.

Each of these steps has an impact on the performance of the system, which may manifest itself
in different ways and can be counteracted through adaptive software or hardware measures before
continuing with the next step. The impact of these measures down the line of development should not
be neglected, and therefore these steps are kept separate. Each measure requires re-synchronizing the
software across the devices.

Figure 6. Hardware-in-the-loop set-ups. Each row shows changes in the hardware set-up and each
column on the right changes in the software. The first row shows the transition from SITL to HITL
using an Ethernet connection. The first column shows a real-time configuration as shown in Figure 1
and the the second column shows an onboard configuration. The second row shows the transition to a
wireless connection. The third row shows the transition to the second embedded device.
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4.3. Hardware and Software Alternatives

The preliminary development steps and checks lead to three software–hardware alternatives as
candidates for the final evaluation detailed in Section 4.4. The configurations are chosen such that they
represent opposite ends of the spectrum: the Nano is a powerful computing platform, with a selection
of connectors and a large heat sink, therefore being larger and heavier than the Raspberry Pi. The Pi
is a fraction of the Size and Weight of the Nano, however the decreased Size comes at the expense of
connectors and processing power. The alternatives are shown in Figure 2.

The baseline alternative is the Nano real-time alternative, shown in the top left of Figure 2. The nodes
running on the Nano are framed in pink in the bottom row of Figure 1, while all other nodes run on
the host PC. This is equivalent to a distributed system where hardware-near and higher-frequency
processing is done on the onboard computer, while higher-level, lower-frequency computational tasks
are offloaded [6,40].

The high computational capacity of the Nano makes the system overpowered for these
reduced tasks, therefore the other two alternatives shown in Figure 2 are evaluated to explore
diverging specifications:

1. Can the computational load of the onboard computer be increased, allowing for a higher level of
autonomy, without a detrimental impact on its performance [6]?

2. Can a smaller computer be used, allowing for a lighter payload and improved flight
mechanics [27]?

These three alternatives are evaluated with the same experiments detailed in Section 4.4, after the
development steps of Figure 6 are completed.

4.4. Profiling

Profiling—passive recording of system performance parameters—is undertaken with an
independent ROS package. The official rosprofiler package [41] is updated to fit current psutil methods
and message fields are adapted. Specifically, power logging, if available on the host, is included;
CPU load is consolidated across all cores; virtual memory (used and available) as well as swap (used
and available) are included. The package queries the host OS through psutil at a frequency of 5 Hz to
collect samples. The number of samples, the average, the standard deviation, and the maximum or
minimum—whichever is more conservative—over the samples is published at a frequency of 0.5 Hz.
A client node is added, which is running on the notebook and records the values matching a predefined
list of hosts and nodes. It writes the values to spreadsheet file at the end of each simulation run.

Postprocessing

The first and last five recorded values (equivalent to ten seconds each) are omitted during
post-processing to reduce the influence of start-up and shutdown processes. Following this step,
the number of samples per message is checked. Due to the publishing and querying frequencies,
the number of samples should be ~10. If it is less than 8, a fault is recorded and all values of the sample
omitted from further processing. This fault indicator has become evident during the development
steps detailed in Figure 6. The current draw of the Raspberry Pi cannot be recorded through the
OS, and therefore the nominal current draw of the device is multiplied with the CPU load as an
approximation.

Using extreme values is preferred over average values in computational evaluation and aerospace
systems, to account for worst case scenarios. The values of interest are therefore the maximum CPU
load, the maximum used memory, as well as the minimum available memory. The 75th percentile
value is extracted, to introduce robustness against outliers. These factors were determined through the
inspection of intermittent development steps as shown in Figure 6.

The values recorded need to be consolidated into singular values and compared pairwise to
map between 0 and 9 [28,42], depending on what is considered to be a priority. For Size comparisons,
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the volume of an, approximately square, 3D printed enclosure is measured: V = l · w · h. Both devices
are weighed including their cases. An UAV, including a battery and excluding an onboard computer,
is weighed: wUAV = 1322 g. The relative increase in weight in percent, %w = wonb

wUAV+wonb
, is calculated.

Power is commonly used as a proxy for flight time [6] and nominal values are used to calculate a
baseline power usage P0:

P0 =
U0 · (I · t) · c

t0
(2)

With values U0 being the average voltage rating, calculated through U0 = ncells ∗ Ucell ,
with ncells = 3 and Ucell = 3.7 V, common for UAV LIPO batteries. c is a safety factor for battery
drainage, for which 0.8 is used. (I · t) is a capacity rating in Amph for batteries, for which 4.0 is used.
t0 is a nominal flight time at hover, for which t0 = 1/3, equal to 20 min of flight time is used. As the
decrease in flight time caused by the power consumption, without additional performance effects [6],
is of interest, the new flight time is calculated using the additional electrical power consumption by
the onboard computer calculated through Pe = V · I, evaluating to

t f =
U0 · (I · t)

P0 + Pe
(3)

The influence of additional Weight on the flight time is omitted, because its influence is considered
marginal in comparison to the relative decrease in flight time through additional power consumption
∆t =

t0−t f
t0

, which serves as a reasonable first approximation. The power draw of the device is either
calculated through multiplication of the nominal voltage with the recorded current.

Computational performance is determined through the evaluation of Resource Utilization,
Co-Existence, and Maturity. For Resource Utilization, CPU load, and memory usage are recorded.

For Co-Existence, available memory is recorded and CPU capacity calculated through 1−CPU load.
Memory values are recorded as percentages of the nominal system capacity, with the capacity of the
Nano being 4096 MB and the Raspberry Pi being 512 MB. These values are used for the comparison.

If the faults recorded are either 0 or 1, their value is considered equivalent.
Otherwise, the logarithms are used as inputs for relative importance.

Figure 4 depicts the final hierarchy, which is to be used for the evaluation. The first level is derived
from values common across literature. The second level is based on the SQUARE family [31] and the
third level are common values from computational architectures [36].

4.5. Case Studies

4.5.1. Case 1—Oil Rig Inspection

The weights for the case of oil rig inspection are shown in Figure 7. The following assumptions
lead to these weights; Computation would be most important, with Power following, due to the
relationship uncovered by Boroujerdian et al. [6]. Size should be less important, albeit more important
than Weight due to limited space. Reliability would be most important, as failures could have
catastrophic consequences. Memory should be considered more important than CPU for both cases,
because this would likely be the constraining factor for system updates in the distant future.
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Figure 7. Weights put into the analysis for the case of an oil rig inspection. The top row shows the first
two levels, the bottom row the third level. Only the upper diagonal weights are shown for simplicity.
Darker colors indicate less preference, lighter colors more preference.

4.5.2. Case 2—Suspended Arm

The weights for the assumed case of a suspended arm in a controlled environment are shown in
Figure 8. Size and Weight should be considered most important, because the suspended arm should
yield a large increase in Weight, coming close to legal limits. Power should be considered least important,
as the controlled environment would allow for quick exchange of batteries. On the computational level,
compatibility should be considered most important, because the control of the arm would require
implementation space. Reliability should be considered least important, as motion capture systems
could serve as a fallback. Memory should be considered more important than CPU, as the control of
the arm could require additional software tools and slower CPU cycles could be compensated through
time spent at hover.

Figure 8. Weights put into the analysis for the case of a suspended arm. The top row shows the first
two levels, the bottom row the third level. Only the upper diagonal weights are shown for simplicity.
Darker colors indicate less preference, lighter colors more preference.
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4.5.3. Case 3—Additional Module

Figure 9 shows the weights for the case of an additional module placed on an UAV.
The assumptions are made that a module would have strict requirements on Size and Weight, because
it would add to the total load. Power would be moderately important. Performance would be more
important than compatibility, since the hardware would be entirely dedicated to the software module.
Therefore, requirements on free space would be secondary, as would reliability, as the module would
be considered nonessential. CPU performance would be more important than memory, as CPU load
would likely be the first bottleneck.

Figure 9. Weights put into the analysis for the case of an additional developed module. The top row
shows the first two levels, the bottom row the third level. Only the upper diagonal weights are shown
for simplicity. Darker colors indicate less preference, lighter colors more preference.

5. Results

Preliminary development steps, detailed in Section 4.2 and shown in Figure 6, are the reason for the
following changes compared to SITL. First, the image type is changed to a compressed representation
due to networking effects [21,22], which causes an increase in CPU load. Second, the MAVROS node
responsible for translating between ROS and Mavlink is required to run on the onboard computer,
increasing its load. Third, buffer sizes are increased for all messages except imaging. Fourth, the
serial port speed is increased to 921,600 to allow for background messaging, increasing susceptibility
to transmission errors. Fifth, the system load background usage through OS services is decreased.
The final configuration for experiments are documented in Table A1 in Appendix A.

5.1. Profiling

Table 1 shows the values collected across the ten simulation runs exemplified by Figure 3.
The values are collected for each of the three variations shown in Figure 2 and postprocessed according
to Section 4.4.

The computational load is near the maximum across all devices, while the used memory is scaled
according to the capacity of the device. The available memory of the Pi is much lower, in absolute as
well as relative values. These effects can be explained by OS scheduling and paging techniques beyond
the scope of this work. Current draw appears to be near the limits as well, which were recorded on the
Nano and approximated on the Pi. The number of faults show a great variation. The Pi displays a
substantial increase in number of faults compared with the Nano, while its Size and Weight are one
order of magnitude lower than the Nano’s.
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5.2. Case Studies

Figure 10 and Table 2 show the results of the case study. The first case of oil rig inspection leads to
the result that the Nano in a real-time configuration is preferred over an onboard configuration. This can
be explained through the omission of networking effects, which are addressed in the literature [21,22].
The second and third case show that the Pi can be a highly preferred alternative under relative priorities,
despite the large count of faults. The Pi is a better alternative when mechanical requirements prevail,
as described in Section 4.5.

Figure 10. Relative preference for the case studies. The y-axis shows the relative preference, the x-axis
a bar for each alternative: green for the Pi-real-time, blue for the Nanoreal-time and orange for the
Nano-onboard alternative.

Table 2. Relative preferences for each alternative for the three case studies. Higher values indicate
higher preference. Bold numbers indicate which alternative is preferred/the best for each column.

Device Nano Pi

Load RT Onb RT

Inspection 0.3832 0.3818 0.2350

Suspended Arm 0.2267 0.2187 0.5546

Add. Module 0.2095 0.2087 0.5828

The first case, as shown in Figure 7, places an emphasis on Power and Computation,
specifically reliability. These are the characteristics where the Nano has better values.
Furthermore, free memory space leads to higher preference. The almost identical values are explained
with the only slight difference in CPU and memory values (see Table 1), which only impacts the
third level.

The second case as shown in Figure 8 emphasizes the importance of Size and Weight. This focus
on values where the Pi is on another order of magnitude than the Nano renders the increased
computational performance of the Nano almost negligible.
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The same can be said about the third case, shown in Figure 9, albeit a little less pronounced.
The increase in importance of performance on the second level and subsequent focus on CPU
performance are rendered irrelevant through the high-level focus place on Size and Weight.

5.3. Monte Carlo Simulation

For each of the subsystem combinations listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 2, there will be a
case where the weights result in that combination being the most suitable alternative. The tabulated
values for each of these alternative cases can be found in Appendix B. These cases are presented
as follows.

5.3.1. Nano-Onboard

The first four heat maps of Figure 11 show the weights required to lead to a preference of the
Nano-onboard alternative. The preference value is 0.37926, slightly above a third. The values indicate
that the Nano is preferred over the Pi, however only a slight preference was given to the full load on
the Nano over the partial load. The first level shows that Computation receives the highest preference
compared to all others. The second level indicates that reliability is considered most important,
with performance being the second most important. The third level shows that memory usage is very
much preferred over CPU usage and memory space a little over CPU.

These values indicate that when mechanical parameters are not as important as computational
and reliability plays a significant role, the Nano dominates the decision, as expected.

5.3.2. Nano-Real-Time

The preference value of the Nano in a real-time setting is 0.42533. This result indicates that the
Nano in a real-time setting has quite a large preference over the other alternatives. The weights that lead
to this preference are shown in the second set of Figure 11. The first level shows that Computation has
the highest priority, followed by Power, while the other two are considered less important. The second
level demonstrates the benefit of available space, which has a significantly higher value than reliability
and lastly performance.

5.3.3. Pi-Real-Time

The last set of heatmaps in Figure 11 shows the weights leading to the highest preference for
the Raspberry Pi-real-time alternative. The relative preference value is 0.64268, more than three
times as high as the other two alternatives as shown in Appendix B. Inspecting the first level reveals
that Weight is considered most important, and Size second most, while Power and Computation are
considered relatively less important. Computational parameters have little significance through this;
however, performance largely outweighs compatibility and reliability. On the third level, memory is
preferred over CPU.
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Figure 11. The weight matrices leading to the highest preferences for each alternative. The first heat
maps show the weights for the Nano-onboard-alternative, the second set of heatmaps the weights for
the Nano-real-time-alternative, and the third row the weights for the Pi-real-time alternative. The top
row shows the first two levels, the bottom row the third level. Only the upper diagonal weights are
shown for simplicity. Darker colors indicate less preference, lighter colors more preference.
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6. Discussion

6.1. The AHP

The AHP is a model mainly used for high-level decision-making and has both benefits and
drawbacks. On one hand it is constrained by its scale and the required consistencies [47], as well as the
subjectivity of the choice of weights by stakeholders. On the other hand, the scales and consistencies
force users to put their criteria into numerical values by comparing pairwise and checks whether the
criteria can be considered consistent. Users are required to re-evaluate their criteria if these are deemed
inconsistent and increased dimensions allow for higher degrees of inconsistencies, which are more
likely to arise.

The hierarchy allows to be extended or reduced. For example, Size could have included
an additional parameter for the form factor (for example, cubic as bad, but flat as a good form
factor). Alternatively, other characteristics of the ISO, as mentioned in Section 2.1, would require
consideration if alternatives would differ with respect to these characteristics, for example, if a solution
not based on ROS would be provided, the equalities mentioned in Section 2.1 would not hold.
However, the hierarchy reduces the influence of lower levels on the higher levels, which is indicated
through the limited influence of reliability, despite the evident shortcoming of the Pi. Shifting values
between levels may result in different outcomes, however the model was chosen in compliance with
contemporary literature and the ISO model. The question whether to place reliability on a higher level
should be evaluated with respect to the decomposition of structurally similar indicators as described
by Saaty [28], as well as the inclusion into the ISO [31]. Weights on the third level are diluted through
the higher levels and have partial co-dependence, as indicated by the inverse relation of CPU used
and CPU free. Additionally, the use of ROS limits the freedom of software optimizations [36] for
developers, paying the price of flexibility for reduced complexity.

The complex structure of the problem [6,27] would render common optimization techniques
difficult to be applicable and is beyond the scope of this work. Unlike convex optimization or
gradient-based methods, the AHP does not yield absolute performance optima; however, it provides
relative preferences on readily available alternatives that can be compared with each other.
Furthermore, the evaluation disregards hardware settings that might have an influence, such as cable
shielding or memory card wear.

The research could also be extended to further alternatives, as only three, with two
comprising of the same hardware, were evaluated. However, with an increase in alternatives,
final preferences become less pronounced due to the mathematical normalization inherent to the AHP.
Furthermore, the alternatives were chosen such that they represent opposite ends of the spectrum: the Pi
as a mechanically lightweight alternative, with little computing power and the Nano as a comparably
large and powerful module. The variation between the onboard and real-time configurations is used to
illustrate differences in software load, albeit the effects are less pronounced. This can be explained
through smart OS priority and assignment schemes for memory and CPU, leading to marginal
differences for these aspects.

6.2. Case Studies

The case studies, inspired by remote-sensing scenarios, indicate that varying requirements lead
to different results which alternatives are preferred. While the step of decreasing mechanical Size or
increasing Computation may trigger a logical choice in experienced engineers, evaluating the benefits
may be difficult for other users.

Networking effects are omitted, because these were addressed in the literature [21,22] and with
the deployment of ROS2. However, network settings hold the potential to impact decisions, as they
have an influence in UAV remote sensing applications.

The case studies are used to illustrate the influence of relative weights and how these can differ
on a case-by-case basis, however the tasks presented do not necessarily correlate with the task defined
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in the original work [35]. Nonetheless, the methodology serves its purpose of illustrating the effect
that different weights have on a final preference.

6.3. Monte Carlo Simulation

The MC simulation compares a large variety of different weights as inputs, combined with the
same results from profiling, as shown in Table 1. This exposes the relative weights, which could have
led to the preference of an alternative. While these results are indicative of the relative weights which
could have to the preference of an alternative, the AHP is not used to select weights. This would
contradict the paradigm of the AHP that relative weights require assignment, and not alternatives.
The method also depends on results from profiling and therefore a variation in recording performance
values may lead to a change in preference. It also poses the questions whether shifting around certain
aspects to other levels, such as reliability to the topmost level, should not be considered to ensure an
increased focus.

6.4. Comparing Case Studies and Monte Carlo Simulation

The case studies are inspired by three remote-sensing scenarios and result in different preferences,
as indicated in Table 2 and Figure 10, despite being run with the same performance indicators as shown
in Table 1. Figures 7–9 indicate that the distinctiveness of the first level has a significant influence on
the outcome. The mechanical properties Size and Weight are considered more important for the case of
an additional module (Figure 9) as well as the case of a suspended arm (Figure 8), which are also the
cases which give preference to the Pi, as shown in Appendix B.

The dominance of the Pi under consideration of mechanical properties is underlined by the
MC results as shown in Figure 11 and Appendix B, where the first level of the Pi real-time result is
predominantly focused on Weight. The other two alternatives are almost equal, as their mechanical
properties are equal and the influence of Computation is diminished. When Computation is considered
important, the Nano prevails, albeit not by as large a margin as the Pi (see Appendix B), due to the
reduced benefits arising from the lower levels.

Altogether the Nano shows considerable benefits when Computation, and foremost
reliabilitity, is important, while the Pi prevails when Size and Weight are required to be small.
However, the inclusion of reliability into the computational level may lead to be misleading for fully
autonomous missions and may require researchers to ensure other safety measures are in place.
Generally the weights tend to shift towards mechanical importance when the configuration is not
considered mission-critical and safety can be guaranteed through other measures. If basic flight
depends on the configuration, computational factors gain influence, which is in agreement with
contemporary research [6,27].

7. Conclusions

This research details a method for evaluating and selecting suitable hardware for the
hardware-in-the-loop development step for deployment of remote-sensing UAVs. While computational
performance is often considered secondary, it has a significant influence on which choice of
software–hardware combination should be considered as suitable for a given task. A HITL software
package was tested under three different software–hardware setups and profiled to collect performance
indicators. The indicators are used in a decision-making model alongside subjective preference values
to show how changes in priorities lead to preference of different software–hardware combinations.
A Monte Carlo simulation indicates weights under which one of the alternatives shown in Figure 6
would be preferred.

The results provide insights into the complex decisions required to deploy autonomous
algorithms on hardware and require careful selection of the preference weights as they rely on
subjective assignment. However, preference weights only require ordinal-scaled definition and
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are checked for mathematical consistency, therefore allowing awareness for priorities of potentially
conflicting alternatives.

The methodology presented in this research can enable remote-sensing researchers to evaluate
whether their choice of software–hardware combination is sustainable by running hardware-in-the-loop
simulations. This can lead to a reduced failures, improve performance consistencies, and reduce
development time, improving deployment of sophisticated UAV-based remote sensing technology.
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Appendix A. Hardware Implementation Details

Table A1. Configurations of the two embedded hardware devices following initial experiments.

Device Nano Pi

Software Type Installation Type Installation

OS Jetpack Ubuntu 18.04 Etcher Ubuntu Mate 18.04 Cross-compilation Pi 3B

Swap Swap 2048 MB Zram/Swap 256/1052 MB

ROS Melodic Package Manager Melodic Package Manager

MavRos 0.33.4 Source 0.33.4 Source

OpenCV 3.4.6. Source + Contrib 3.4.6
Source + Contrib
Cross-compilation

Timesync NTP ntp.qut NTP ntp.qut

Proprietary
Changes Power Mode 0 Serial Clock speed Elevated-mavros

HDMI disabled HDMI disabled

WiFi Powersaving disabled WiFi Powersaving disabled

Power Supply Barrel Jack 4A Display Service disabled

SD-Card 32 GB SanDisk SDHC U3 SD-Card 32 GB SanDisk SDHC U1

Serial Port Config 921600 8N1 Serial Port Config 921600 8N1

Bluetooth disabled-Serial Port
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Appendix B. Monte-Carlo Simulation Results

Figure A1. Relative preference for the Monte Carlo simulation. The y-axis shows the relative preference,
the x-axis a bar for each alternative: green for the Pi-real-time, blue for the Nano-real-time and orange
for the Nano-onboard alternative. Each MC results in one of the alternatives being preferred.

Table A2. Results from the Monte-Carlo Simulation. Each row shows the global preference of the
alternatives. The rows indicate the case for which these values were the highest absolute preference.
Bold numbers indicate which alternative is preferred/the best for each column.

Device Nano Pi

Load RT Onb RT

Nano-RT 0.42533 0.30175 0.27292

Nano-Onb 0.37235 0.37926 0.24840

Pi-RT 0.17570 0.18163 0.64268
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Abstract: Research in the field of autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has significantly
advanced in recent years, mainly due to their relevance in a large variety of commercial, industrial,
and military applications. However, UAV navigation in GPS-denied environments continues to be
a challenging problem that has been tackled in recent research through sensor-based approaches.
This paper presents a novel offline, portable, real-time in-door UAV localization technique that relies
on macro-feature detection and matching. The proposed system leverages the support of machine
learning, traditional computer vision techniques, and pre-existing knowledge of the environment.
The main contribution of this work is the real-time creation of a macro-feature description vector from
the UAV captured images which are simultaneously matched with an offline pre-existing vector from
a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model. This results in a quick UAV localization within the CAD
model. The effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed system were evaluated through simulations
and experimental prototype implementation. Final results reveal the algorithm’s low computational
burden as well as its ease of deployment in GPS-denied environments.

Keywords: autonomous localization; 3D registration; UAV; GPS-denied environment; real-time

1. Introduction

Due to the proliferation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) applications in the past decade,
vision-based localization of UAVs has been an important and active field of research for several years.
This is primarily due to the increase in applications where Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) are infeasible [1,2]. Furthermore, auxiliary functions such
as object recognition can be integrated into the vision system reducing overall complexity. In indoor
applications, GPS signal can be weak, inaccurate or unavailable, thus preventing autonomous UAVs
from localizing within buildings which gives rise to multiple complications that hamper navigation
efforts [2,3].

Non-vision-based localization in GPS-denied environments either rely on wireless sensor
network [4,5], Time of Flight, and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSS) [6]. Such solutions
require special building-wide setup consisting of sensors and/or transmitters to be constructed
adequate functionality [5]. Furthermore, the increased cost as the setup footprint increases as well as
synchronization between different nodes yields a major complexity in this type of setups [6].

As a resolution to such complications, vision-based localization approaches in GPS-denied
environments have been widely discussed in literature. Detection and mapping to the corresponding
location in the environment plays a key role in vision-based localization. Most of the approaches
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discussed in literature rely upon Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) systems which
create a 3D map of an unknown environment [7]. This helps in determining the relative location of the
UAV at any instant within a GPS-denied environment. However, SLAM based systems create a heavy
computational burden which yields a bottleneck for a real-time processing scenario [3].

To overcome such a challenge, captured image feature extraction and comparison with a preset
model has been discussed in [8–10]. In [8], a localization method is proposed though extraction of
lines from the environment using an omnidirectional camera. These lines are then matched with 3D
line segments in a CAD model of the environment using a robust matching algorithm. Although this
approach brings in numerous innovative features, it does require the robot to be moving only in Special
Euclidean group (SE(2)). However, moving in SE(3) would exponentially increase the search space
for the initial localization of the robot. Not to mention its need for a relatively bulky omnidirectional
camera which could be problematic in some cases. This method has been utilized in [9] as well
using the onboard RGB camera to determine the pose of the camera with respect to the environment.
This in turn provides complementary drift update to the localization and mapping SLAM derived
pose estimation. However, this has been implemented solely for camera pose estimation and never
for localization of the UAV. A different approach in [10,11] proposes a method of unknown indoor
environment exploration that utilizes the semi-dense nature of the map obtained from Line Segment
Detector-SLAM (LSD-SLAM) to generate an octo-map. LSD-SLAM utilizes all the available image
information such as lines and edges which leads to a robust and high accuracy denser 3D reconstruction
of the environment. This is then used to locate spaces that a UAV can navigate while populating the
unknown regions of the space around it. Although such approaches can be effective, the computational
burden of these methodologies creates a bottleneck for future added features to the system.

This paper proposes a technique that starts by extracting macro-features [12] from stereo images
of the environment (captured during flight) using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [13]. These
macro-features are then registered to a SLAM map that is generated during flight. Finally, the registered
information is then used to find correspondences between the SLAM map and a 3D CAD model of the
environment. This would enable the UAV to quickly and effectively create a transformation between
the SLAM map (in-which it is localized by default) and the CAD model, thus localizing the UAV within
the CAD model of the environment.

The main contribution of this paper is the construction of a novel feature vector made up of
spatial relations between macro-features. This feature vector is to be leveraged to efficiently search
for and correlate similarities in macro-features between the SLAM map and the 3D CAD model
of the environment. With such a methodology, localization can be achieved in a computationally
effective manner as compared to previously discussed approaches. Furthermore, the performance
of the proposed system is evaluated via experimental implementation on a UAV that autonomously
localizes itself within a building given a 3D CAD model of the building. After localization, the system
is further tested by having the UAV autonomously navigate to a set goal position within the CAD
model to evaluate the overall accuracy of the proposed localization method.

This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 explains the utilized methodology from
pre-processing to macro-features detection, extraction and matching. The hardware implementation
used to test and evaluate the proposed method is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 reveals the results of
the experiment and analyzed in terms of detection accuracy, feature vector effectiveness as well as
localization accuracy. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Methodology

The proposed localization technique will be utilized in an indoor environment where the
macro-features of the environment are doors and windows. The preliminary function is to detect
such features using a CNN discussed in Section 2.2. For each detected macro-feature, a unique
binary description vector is created by encoding the distances and angles between the neighboring
macro-features. These description vectors are compared (in Section 2.3) to the preprocessed vectors (in
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Section 2.1) in a 3D CAD model. Once multiple matches are found, the UAV can localize itself within
the CAD model and therefore would be able to follow a calculated trajectory to the goal position.

2.1. Pre-Processing

Prior to the UAV flight, a Building Information Model (BIM) [14] is loaded using Open Asset
Import Library (Assimp) [15] which provides a unified method of accessing the data within. A BIM is
a 3D CAD model typically produced during the planning phase of a construction project and includes
information about macro-features as well as their locations as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Building Information Model: The required macro-features (doors and windows) are
extracted and highlighted. Doors are depicted in black and windows in blue. All the other components
are represented in translucent gray.

Macro-features are fixed features in the indoor environment such as doors, windows, and vent
panels in which the proximity of each feature to the other can be used to identify a particular location
on a 3D map. The macro-features from the CAD model are extracted and their centroids’ locations are
stored in a K-Dimensional Tree (k-d Tree) [16,17] of dimension 3. This facilitates retrieval of information
about the nearest neighboring macro-feature of any given reference macro-feature which is required
while generating the description vector within the CAD model.

Using the k-d Tree, vectors are computed for each macro-feature within the CAD model using
an algorithm explained in Section 2.3. These are later used to detect correspondences between the
detected macro-features during the UAV flight and those present within the CAD model.

2.2. Macro-Feature Detection and Extraction Method

The objective here is to device a method to detect doors and windows (macro-features) reliably
and efficiently from observed data while simultaneously registering them to the generated SLAM
map. A CNN YOLOv2 [13] that has been previously trained to detect macro-features would ensure a
high level of accuracy while maintaining a quick computational speed. Since windows are harder to
detect using traditional image processing techniques due to reflections and the presence of objects
behind them. YOLOv2 performs real-time detection by applying a single neural network to the entire
image. This network divides the image into regions and predicts bounding boxes and probabilities of
predictions for each region.

2.2.1. Data Preparation and Training

The training data is collected using short video sequences containing doors and windows from the
real datasets. The data is collected from a variety of different sources including the actual indoor flight
environment. Care is taken to collect images in different lighting conditions as well as from different
distances and angles to ensure training effectiveness. The images are annotated using LabelImg [18]
tool. Doors and windows in each image were marked using rectangular boxes and the coordinates
were stored in normalized coordinates by expressing them as a fraction of the length and width of the
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image. Slight perturbation in angle were introduced to the images during augmentation. This was
done by applying a rotation to the input images given by,

Rz(θ) =




cosθ − sinθ 0
sinθ cosθ 0

0 0 1



, (1)

where Rz is a rotation about an axis perpendicular to xy plane and θ is the angle of rotation. This angle
is kept to a maximum of ±20 degrees in 5-degree increments to simulate the maximum possible roll.
Furthermore, inverse warping is applied to get rid of holes in the warped images. These holes were
artifacts of forward warping where pixels in the warped images are not painted in. This is due to the
unavailability of one-to-one mapping from the source images to the destination images.

A total of 1540 images are collected and a total of 12,320 images are generated through augmentation.
A total of 80% of the dataset is randomly selected as the training set and the remaining 20% are to
validate the detection accuracy. This is done to compute the prevision-recall curve of the detection
which provides information to set the cut-off threshold of the detection confidence. Detections are
classified into two classes, one for the doors and the other for windows. In addition, to remove
detections that looked like neither, a third class is added. This class is not used in the evaluation but
leads to an increase in the neural network accuracy.

2.2.2. Detection Refinement

The YOLOv2 provides rectangular boxes bounding the proposed detection with the image space
as shown in Figure 2a. Each of these bounding boxes corresponds to a single detection of either a
door or a window. These detections are then translated into the actual macro-features in 3D space.
To do this, lines are first detected in the area within each of the bounding boxes using Line Segment
Detector (LSD) [19,20]. In practice, even though the algorithm does perform quite well line detection,
the output is prone to generate broken lines even after rigorous parameter tuning as in Figure 2b.
Further refinement is applied to such an issue by joining vertical side lines within a threshold distance
from bounded box provided they meet certain criteria. The LSD outputs lines as point pairs denoting
the endpoints of the line segments. These endpoints are used to compute the slopes of line segments.
Line segments are joined when such line segments have a slope within a threshold angle as well as
close endpoints are within a threshold distance. The threshold for the angle is set to 2 degrees and
the threshold distance between close endpoints is set to 10 pixels. The longest lines closest to the two
vertical sides of the bounds are then taken to denote the vertical sides of the macro-feature as illustrated
in Figure 2c. This is similarly illustrated in Figure 2d,e on one and multiple doors, respectively.

2.2.3. 3D Reconstruction

Using stereo image pairs captured during flight, the 2D lines detected and denoted as the vertical
edges of each macro-feature are projected into 3D space. The image pairs are used to compute the
depth from disparity at each point in the image. This computation is highly parallelizable and is
done on board the UAV. The sampled points are shown in Figure 3a along the 2D vertical side lines
detected in Figure 2c and the depth of each point are projected into the SLAM map in Figure 3b. This
is computed by: 



P3x

P3y

P3z



= d




(P2x − cx)/ fx(
P2y − cy

)
/ fy

1



, (2)

where P3x, P3y, and P3z are the coordinates of the point in 3D with respect to the current pose of the
camera in the world coordinate system. While P2x and P2y are the coordinates of the point in the
2D image coordinate system with a computed depth of d. Camera coordinates and focal lengths are
represented by cx, cy and fx, fy, respectively.
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Figure 3. Reconstruction and registration of macro-features in 3D from (a) tracked features to (b)
the generated Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) map showing the 3D reconstructed
windows and previously registered keyframes in blue quads.

The sampled points are used to compute the line in 3D using a least-squared line fitting algorithm
relying on orthogonal distance. Outliers are then removed by removing points that are at a threshold
distance from the computed line. The line is once again recomputed from the inliers using the
orthogonal regression used previously. This two-step computation of the line provides a better estimate
and is resistant to outliers in practice. The endpoints of the line are computed by finding the projection
of the two endpoints of the line segment in 3D onto the fitted line. The four points that make up
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these line segments now represent the macro-feature in 3D in the view coordinates. Each of these
macro-features detected are assigned to the keyframe in which they are first detected during flight.

Keyframes are frames in a graph-based SLAM that are tracked across multiple frames. They
consist of the camera pose at an instant along with map points in view of the keyframe and contain the
connection to other keyframes in the SLAM map that share closely correlated map points. Note that
assigning the detected macro-features to the keyframes ensures spatial consistency in the event of a
bundle adjustment step occurring before the localization step is complete.

A homogenous point in 3D is defined by:

P =




Px

Py

Pz

1



, (3)

where Px, Py, and Pz are the three scalar coordinates. A transformation, T ∈ SE(3) is represented by:

T =

[
R t
0 1

]
, (4)

where R ∈ SO(3) is a rotation matrix and t is a translation.
At any point in time, the locations of the macro-feature points in the world coordinates can be

computed by,
Pw = Tc

wPc, (5)

where Pw are the homogeneous coordinates of the point in the world coordinate system, Pc are the
homogeneous coordinates of the point in the view coordinate system, and Tc

w is the transformation
between the camera and the world coordinate systems.

For the course registration phase that takes place after this step, each of the macro-features
computed above are further reduced to their respective centroids in the world coordinate system. The
description vector for these centroids are computed according to the following subsection.

2.3. Macro-Feature Registeration and Matching

In the proposed system, the UAV is already localized within the SLAM coordinate system. This
means that the successful alignment of the CAD model with the SLAM map would result in localization
of the UAV within the CAD model which is the main goal. This can be achieved by successfully
matching the macro-features between both the CAD model and the SLAM map.

A SLAM algorithm that utilizes stereo images ensures that the SLAM map generated has an
accurate estimation of scale. Since the two sets of data have the same scale, a rigid transformation is
sufficient to align both sets of data. To compute this transformation, point-to-point correspondences is
required between both datasets. Once the correspondences are found, a Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) [21] based approach uses subsets of these correspondences to determine the best set of
corresponding macro-features to utilize and the required transformation is computed.

To speed up the process of finding corresponding macro-features, a novel method is being devised
that encodes each macro-feature into a binary macro-feature description vector that is orientation and
position invariant. This is the main contribution of the paper and is explained in detail in the following
subsections. It is to be noted that the use of a binary description vector ensures fast macro-feature
matching due to the utilization of Hamming distance as the distance measurement unit. This is because
the computation of a Hamming distances can be done in a single XOR operation between the two
binary strings/vectors. The orientation and position invariance help in removing the dependence of a
vector on the coordinate system.
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To obtain matches between the macro-features in both datasets, the information within the
vector needs to be decoupled from both coordinate systems and should mainly be dependent on the
macro-features themselves. This is done by encoding the distances and angles between the closest 5
macro-features into the description vector making the data within the vector dependent on only the
macro-features and the co-relations between them. Since the SLAM coordinate system has close to
accurate scale, the relative distances and orientations between the closest macro-features stay the same
in both coordinate systems. Figure 4 illustrates when the macro-features are reduced to their respective
centroids, the relative distances and orientations between the macro-features stay the same.Sensors 2020, 20, 743 8 of 21 
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feature for which the angle relative to r is being calculated, and α is the angle between vectors a and 
b that connects r, p, and m. 

The encoding of the relative orientations and distances to each of the macro-features is achieved 
through a lookup table. The lookup table ensures that the values of distances and angles that are close 
to local means are assigned the same value. This binning process enables the encoding of the distances 
and the angles into a compact form that can then be used to form the binary descriptive vector. This 

Figure 4. Orientation invariance of the macro-feature description vector. The images show the relative
distances and orientation of a few selected macro-features, with ’e’ being the microfeature of which the
description vector is being calculated. Image (a) shows the macro-features in the 3D CAD model while
image (b) shows the same macro-features in the SLAM map.

Figure 4a shows portion of the CAD model with a macro-feature whose vector is being calculated
while Figure 4b shows the SLAM map generated with the detected macro-features and corresponding
labels in both images. The description vector is computed by first retrieving the 5 macro-features
closest to a macro-feature for which the vector is being computed. This is done efficiently by utilizing
the k-d Tree to store the centroids of the detected macro-features. Next, using the macro-feature closest
to the macro-feature for which the computation is occurring as a base, the angles to each of the 4 other
macro-features are computed using the formula,

α = arccos
( a.b
‖a‖.‖b‖

)
. (6)
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The vector is clarified in Figure 5, where a is the vector between the current macro-feature and the
closest (base) macro-feature, b is the vector between the current macro-feature and the macro-feature
whose angle is to be calculated, and α is the angle between the two vectors.
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Figure 5. Angle calculation—In this figure, r is the macro-feature for which the description vector
is being calculated, p is the closest macro-feature to r (taken as a base for the calculation), m is the
macro-feature for which the angle relative to r is being calculated, and α is the angle between vectors a
and b that connects r, p, and m.

The encoding of the relative orientations and distances to each of the macro-features is achieved
through a lookup table. The lookup table ensures that the values of distances and angles that are close
to local means are assigned the same value. This binning process enables the encoding of the distances
and the angles into a compact form that can then be used to form the binary descriptive vector. This
process is outlined in Algorithm 1. In addition to the distance and orientation information, the first bit
of vector (feature_type) is used to denote the type of the macro-feature i.e., door (0) or window (1). This
is further explained in the next subsection.
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from the distribution function. The bins required for the lookup table are created by estimating and 
analyzing the shape of the function then dividing the distribution along its local minima as illustrated 
in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. The Kernel Density Estimation used to create bins for the lookup table. 

2.3.1. Lookup Table and Vector Structure

The lookup table formed in Algorithm 1 is computed through a binning process. Two lookup
tables are created, one for angles and the other for distances. These tables are used to group together
values that are close to local means. The boundaries of these bins are computed using a Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) process [22].

First, all the possible values are computed during the pre-processing stage using the CAD model.
These values are then sorted and grouped into clusters which is achieved by sorting all the values
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and then estimating the shape of a probability density function f (using a KDE) that provides a
representation of the data. The Kernel Density Estimator, f̂h is given by:

f̂h(x) =
1
n

n∑

i=1

Kh(x− xi) =
1

nh

n∑

i=1

(x− xi
h

)
, (7)

where K is the kernel (in this case a Gaussian kernel), Kh is the scaled kernel, h is a smoothing parameter
and x1, x2, . . . , xn are univariate, independent, and identically distributed samples drawn from the
distribution function. The bins required for the lookup table are created by estimating and analyzing
the shape of the function then dividing the distribution along its local minima as illustrated in Figure 6.
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By considering the underlying density of this function to be Gaussian and σ̂ as the standard
deviation of values, the value of h can be estimated using Silverman’s rule of thumb as follows:

h =

(
4σ̂5

3n

) 1
5

≈ 1.06σ̂n−1/5, (8)

Each of the bins are then assigned a number between 0 to the total number of bins, the maximum
being 255 to fit an 8-bit width in the binary representation of the number. This way, each neighboring
macro-feature gives rise to two 8-bit values, one for the distance and one for the angle. As mentioned
earlier that 4 neighboring macro-features are considered to define a specific macro-feature, the total
size of the descriptive vector is thus 64 bits. The first bit in the 64-bit vector is usually zero as the
number of bits used to represent the number of bins in the angles is less than 8. This enables the use of
the first bit to store the type of the macro-feature while using the remaining 7 bits to store the first
angle. The final structure of the macro-feature description vector is shown in Figure 7. In this study,
the macro-feature type bit takes a 0 or 1 value depending on the feature being a door or window. If the
macro-feature types match, the vector score is evaluated using the rest of the bits, if not, the maximum
value for the distance is returned i.e., 64.
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Figure 7. The 64-bit orientation invariant description vector with the first bit used to define the
macro-feature type.

Since this is a binary vector, matching of the vector is done by finding the Hamming distance
between two vectors. The vectors are matched on the basis of the lowest Hamming distance. Hamming
distance will compute the number of positions of two equal strings where the corresponding values
are different. This is computed very easily and efficiently using the XOR operator and then summing
the total number of set bits in the result. Computers with newer hardware usually have support for
counting the total number of set bits in CPU instructions. This results in a computational efficient
matching mechanism. The complexity for finding matches between the observed macro-features and
the CAD macro-features is thus, O(mn), with m being the number of observed macro-features and n
being the number of CAD macro-features.

2.3.2. Initial Registration

During the initial registration phase, macro-features are extracted using the methods outlined in
Section 2.2. For each extracted macro-feature, the centroid of the macro-feature is stored in the k-d Tree
and the vector is calculated when the macro-feature has more than a threshold number of neighbors.
These vectors and the vectors computed from the CAD model during the pre-processing stage are then
matches using the methods outlined in Section 2.3.1.

The matching macro-features are then used in a RANSAC which works by selecting the minimum
number of parameters needed to estimate a model hypothesis. RANSAC is a robust iterative method
that is used to estimate the parameters of a mathematical model from noisy data that has outliers.
The generated model is then used to compute the total number of inliers for the model hypothesis.
This process is repeated for a total of N times to generate N hypotheses and the hypothesis with the
greatest number of inliers is selected as the transformation. The number N is a function of the desired
probability of success (p). If ω is the probability of selecting an inlier for each selected point, and m is
the number of points required to estimate the model, then 1−ωm will be the probability of finding at
least one outlier among the m points. Meanwhile, (1−ωm)N is thus the probability of never selecting m
points that are all inliers. Thus, the total number of hypothesis that need to be generated for a desired
probability of success is:

N = log(1− p)/ log(1−ωm). (9)

Therefore, N different hypotheses are generated to estimate the model. In this study, the model
is a rigid transformation between two 3D point sets. Since this requires at least four point-to-point
correspondences, the value of m in this case is four, which are randomly selected from the matched
macro-features. The rigid transformation is then computed using a linear least squares method based
on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

Coplanarity or collinearity of the points give rise to degenerate conditions and must be avoided.
Since collinear points are also coplanar it is sufficient to perform the check for coplanarity. The test for
coplanarity can be done by computing the scalar triple product, which is given by:

∣∣∣(x3 − x1).[(x2 − x1) × (x4 − x1)]
∣∣∣ < ε, (10)

where x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ R3 are the four distinct points and ε= 0.01 is the margin of error. Any set of points
giving rise to a value less than ε are considered coplanar. If the selected points pass the coplanarity test,
they are rejected, and a new set of points are selected for the hypothesis. The hypothesis that generates
the greatest number of inliers is then selected as the transformation.
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The rigid transformation in SE(3) between the two point sets is computed using the following
methodology. If A:= {ai|i = 1, 2, . . . , n, ai ∈R3 } and B:= {bi|i = 1, 2, . . . , n, bi ∈ R3} are two corresponding
sets of points, A being the source and B being the destination set, the rigid transformation to be
computed is found by minimizing the squared error of the transformed coordinates, which is given by:

(R, t) = argmin
RεSO(3),t∈ R3

n∑

i=1

ωi‖(Rai + t) − bi‖2, (11)

where R is the rotation in SO(3) and t in the translation while ωi > 0 are the weights assigned to the
squared differences for each point pair. The weighted centroids on both sets are computed by:

a =

∑n
i=1 ωiai∑n

i=1 ωi
, b =

∑n
i=1 ωibi∑n

i=1 ωi
, (12)

where a and b are the centroids of the two sets. Vectors are then computed using the point sets and the
respective centroids by,

xi := ai − a, yi := bi − b, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (13)

where xi and yi are the corresponding vectors originating at the respective centroids. The 3 × 3
covariance matrix is then computed using:

S = XWYT (14)

where X and Y are the vectors of dimension 3 and W = diag (ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn), the weight matrix. The
singular value decomposition of

S = UσVT (15)

is computed where, U and V are orthogonal unitary matrices, and σ is a diagonal matrix with
non-negative real numbers along the diagonal which are the singular values of S. The rotation matrix
R is then given by

R = VUT (16)

The translation can then be calculated as
t = b−Ra (17)

After computing the transformation matrix using the least-squares based RANSAC method
outlined above, the transformation is refined by using all the points from all the features. This means
that all the four points that make up the corners of the macro-features (doors/windows) in the 3D space
are used to compute the least-squares rigid transformation. This gives rise to a better estimation of
the transformation.

3. Hardware Implementation

The hardware used to implement and test the proposed system comprised of Parrot’s SLAM dunk
module mounted on top of a Parrot Bebop 2 drone and a ground control station. The SLAM dunk
utilizes NVIDIA’s Jetson TK1 board along with integrated stereo camera, an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU), a front facing ultrasonic sensor, a barometer, and a magnetometer as shown in Figure 8.
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2 via USB. On the other hand, the connection between the SLAM dunk and the ground control station 
is established via Wi-Fi using the Bebop’s access point as an interface. This means that all the 
communication between the SLAM dunk and the ground control station is to be routed via the 
Parrot’s server. This is done to make use of the powerful Wi-Fi hardware present on-board the Bebop 
2. The complete network configuration of the setup is illustrated in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. Communication setup between Ground Control, SLAM dunk, and Parrot Bebop 2. 

The UAV is set to have two main modes of operation: exploration mode and localized mode. In 
the exploration mode, the UAV’s operation is based completely on the SLAM map that is being 
generated during flight while the localizing sequence continuously attempts to localize the UAV with 
the CAD model. A flow chart of this mode of operation including the pre-processing steps discussed 

Figure 8. The testing hardware setup—A SLAM dunk mounted on a Parrot Bebop 2 drone.

The SLAM dunk module controls the drone by connecting to an access point hosted by the
Bebop 2 via USB. On the other hand, the connection between the SLAM dunk and the ground control
station is established via Wi-Fi using the Bebop’s access point as an interface. This means that all the
communication between the SLAM dunk and the ground control station is to be routed via the Parrot’s
server. This is done to make use of the powerful Wi-Fi hardware present on-board the Bebop 2. The
complete network configuration of the setup is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Communication setup between Ground Control, SLAM dunk, and Parrot Bebop 2.

The UAV is set to have two main modes of operation: exploration mode and localized mode.
In the exploration mode, the UAV’s operation is based completely on the SLAM map that is being
generated during flight while the localizing sequence continuously attempts to localize the UAV with
the CAD model. A flow chart of this mode of operation including the pre-processing steps discussed
in Section 2.1 can be seen in Figure 10. Once localized, the UAV switches to localized mode where it is
made to follow a set of calculated waypoints (based on its localized position) to a goal location.
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3.1. Preprocessing

As explained in Section 2.1 for the macro-feature vector matching to occur the BIM of the building
needs to be pre-processed. This is done experimentally by loading the BIM into Assimp to be able to
access the information within the model. Since Assimp is written in C++ it is easy to integrate into the
process pipeline.

Since the BIM format already contains all the macro-features of the environment Figure 1, the next
step was to extract the position of the centroids of the macro-features and store them in a k-d Tree
which facilitated the creation of the macro-feature description vector for each of the macro-features
as discussed explained previously using Algorithm 1. These vectors are later used to find the
correspondences between the SLAM and the CAD maps.

3.2. Exploration Mode

In exploration mode, the left and right images from the stereo cameras were used to compute
depth from disparity using GPU optimized Semi Global Block Matching (SGBM) [23] on-board the
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SLAM dunk. The left image and the computed depth images were then sent via Wi-Fi to the ground
control station at a rate of 30 fps in addition to IMU updates that were sent over at ∼150 Hz. It is to be
noted that all communication between the UAV and the ground control including image transfer are
handled by Robot Operating System (ROS) [24] communication packets.

On the ground control unit, the system was divided into two main components: the SLAM module
and the localization module. The SLAM module estimates the current UAV pose in a map generated
using the images and IMU data as illustrated in Figure 11a. ORB-SLAM2 [25,26] was used as the
SLAM algorithm and was used in the RGBD mode, which utilized the left and computed depth images
from the UAV to construct a map consisting of a sparse set of 3D map points while also estimating the
six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) current UAV pose in it.
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Figure 11. Exploration mode (a) SLAM generated map, (b) detected and reconstructed doors in the 
slam map, and (c) localized Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). 

Figure 11. Exploration mode (a) SLAM generated map, (b) detected and reconstructed doors in the
slam map, and (c) localized Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV).

The localizer extracted the macro-features discussed earlier (Figure 11b) from the images and tried
to localize the UAV in the CAD model by first forming correspondences between the environment’s
detected macro-features and those extracted from the CAD model. These are then used to estimate a
rigid transformation in SE(3) between the two coordinate frames (SLAM and CAD model) using a
robust transformation estimation algorithm (Section 2.3.2). The resulting localized UAV is illustrated
in Figure 11c.
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3.3. Localized Mode

Once the UAV was localized using the localizer module, the UAV began the process of traveling to
the destination. The height of the UAV from the ground level was retrieved using an ultrasound sensor
located beneath the Bebop 2 drone. A cross-section of the current floor, roughly at the UAV’s flight
height was generated from an octomap [27,28] representation of the building. The octomap provided a
probabilistic 3D voxel representation of the environment/building that was updated in real-time with
objects that did not appear in the original CAD model. The goal position and the current location of the
UAV were then projected onto the 2D occupancy grid that is generated from the cross section generated
earlier. An A* search algorithm [29] shown in Figure 12, to plan a path from the current location to
the goal position was then run on this grid map. This generated a path of shortest route between the
current location and the goal location. Dividing the floor into a 2D grid reduces the search space and
consequently provided an efficient method to compute the shortest distance. Using the path generated,
waypoints were sent to the UAV representing the centroids of the cells in the 2D grid which were
connected by the computed path. Since the UAV did not undergo any fast motions, it was sufficient to
supply the waypoints as a set of location coordinates with respect to the CAD coordinate system.
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Section 4.1 evaluates the performance of the feature descriptor extraction and matching. Sections 4.2 
and 4.3 evaluate the performance of the entire system operation through localization as well as re-
localization within the CAD model. 

4.1. Object Vector Results and Accuracy 

A basic method of selecting features based on distances to neighboring features was initially 
explored. In this method, lookup table of distances from each feature to every other feature was first 
computed from the CAD model in the preprocessing phase. Two features were then selected at 
random from the observed dataset and matched with distances computed from the CAD model. On 
finding a successful match, a new feature was then selected such that the distances to the two selected 
features was consistent with the distances in the CAD model. This process was repeated until a total 
of four correspondences were found. This method was found to be resource intensive and slow. 

Figure 12. A* algorithm for path finding. A cross section of the floor is used to generate the 2D
occupancy grid. The dark green cell is the start location and the red cell is the goal location. The gray
cells are occupied, and the white cells are free. A path is computed by applying the A* algorithm and
waypoints are generated using the centroids of the grid cells.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

The following sections evaluates the performance and accuracy of the different algorithms used.
Section 4.1 evaluates the performance of the feature descriptor extraction and matching. Sections 4.2
and 4.3 evaluate the performance of the entire system operation through localization as well as
re-localization within the CAD model.

4.1. Object Vector Results and Accuracy

A basic method of selecting features based on distances to neighboring features was initially
explored. In this method, lookup table of distances from each feature to every other feature was first
computed from the CAD model in the preprocessing phase. Two features were then selected at random
from the observed dataset and matched with distances computed from the CAD model. On finding a
successful match, a new feature was then selected such that the distances to the two selected features
was consistent with the distances in the CAD model. This process was repeated until a total of four
correspondences were found. This method was found to be resource intensive and slow.
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The histogram of the distances to the closest five features from each feature whose descriptor is to
be calculated is shown in Figure 13a. The probability density function of the Kernel Density Estimator
is shown in Figure 13b. The shape of the KDE closely resembles the histogram and thus represents the
underlying data. Dividing the probability density function along the local minima yields 24 different
bins for the lookup table.
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Accuracy 

Run 1 21 15 6 71.4% 
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Run 4 31 24 7 77.4% 
Run 5 19 14 5 73.6% 

It is seen that the matching accuracy increases with the number of features detected. This is 
expected since increasing the number of features results in a more complete picture of neighboring 
features which are used to build the feature vector. Lower number of features detected leads to 
greater chance of ambiguity in the feature vectors due to multiple features having similar distances. 
Run 3 is an example of such a scenario.  

The extraction of the 5 nearest neighbors from the k-d Tree has been found to take an average of 
approximately 0.052ms on the test system consisting of a 6th generation core-i7 processor. The 
matching of descriptors using the brute-force matching technique has a complexity of O(mn) and 
takes approximately 0.3ms for 25 descriptors in the observed dataset and 106 descriptors in the CAD 
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4.2. Localization within the CAD Model 

The descriptors computed from both the CAD model and the observed data are used to match 
the two sets of features and calculate the SE(3) rigid transformation between the SLAM map and the 
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The accuracy of the matches formed based on the descriptor created from this lookup table has
been evaluated across 5 separate runs of the algorithm in different settings and has been shown in
Table 1. Each of the matches are formed by finding the feature descriptor with the least Hamming
distance from the features in the CAD model.

Table 1. Feature Descriptor Accuracy.

Run Id Features Detected Correct Matches Incorrect Matched Accuracy

Run 1 21 15 6 71.4%
Run 2 25 19 6 76%
Run 3 7 4 3 57.1%
Run 4 31 24 7 77.4%
Run 5 19 14 5 73.6%

It is seen that the matching accuracy increases with the number of features detected. This is
expected since increasing the number of features results in a more complete picture of neighboring
features which are used to build the feature vector. Lower number of features detected leads to greater
chance of ambiguity in the feature vectors due to multiple features having similar distances. Run 3 is
an example of such a scenario.

The extraction of the 5 nearest neighbors from the k-d Tree has been found to take an average
of approximately 0.052ms on the test system consisting of a 6th generation core-i7 processor. The
matching of descriptors using the brute-force matching technique has a complexity of O(mn) and takes
approximately 0.3ms for 25 descriptors in the observed dataset and 106 descriptors in the CAD dataset.

4.2. Localization within the CAD Model

The descriptors computed from both the CAD model and the observed data are used to match
the two sets of features and calculate the SE(3) rigid transformation between the SLAM map and the
CAD model. Figure 14 shows 5 runs of different lengths within the test setup. AprilTags [30,31] were
placed at the goal positions for each run. AprilTags are fiducial markers that are not prone to the
ambiguities inherent in other markers like Checkerboards or Circlegrids. To measure the accuracy of
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the localization, the distance between the final location of the UAV and the Apriltag located at the goal
position was measured.
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and the error between the system goal position and the actual goal position for each of the runs 
depicted in Figure 14. 

Figure 14. Runs of different lengths in the test setup. The top-down view of the generated SLAM map
is shown here for each of the 5 runs of the system. The run in (d) has been set with multiple goal
locations to generate a larger map for use in re-localization testing.

The localization time was calculated based on how long it took the UAV to successfully localize
itself in the CAD model from the time the system was started. Table 2 shows the localization time and
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the error between the system goal position and the actual goal position for each of the runs depicted in
Figure 14.

Table 2. Localization accuracy.

Run Id Localization Time (s) Error (m) Error (% of Trajectory Length)

Run 1 16 0.25 4%
Run 2 17 0.14 3%
Run 3 13 0.23 3%
Run 4 15 0.15 1%
Run 5 13 0.26 2%

The UAV was able to successfully localize itself within the CAD model approximately 15 seconds
of starting on average. Run 4 had been performed with multiple goal locations to generate the complete
map of the floor. This map is then used in a run to test the re-localization mode of the UAV.

4.3. Re-Localization within the CAD Model

To test the re-localization capability of the system, a SLAM map was generated from a previous
run and its transformation with respect to the CAD model was stored. These were then used when
running the UAV a second time. The system was able to quickly localize the UAV within a second of the
system initialization. This is possible because of ORB-SLAM2 uses a fast and efficient re-localization
module. The initial SLAM map and the view from the perspective of the camera is shown in Figure 15.
The real-time experimental results can be viewed in Video S1.
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is shown in (a). The UAV is shown localized in this map in (b) while (c) shows its representation in 3D
CAD model.
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5. Conclusions

The proposed system utilized a pre-existing scale accurate SLAM system using stereo images
to estimate depth, and a pre-existing real-time Convolutional Neural Network for object detection
coupled with a novel and computationally efficient method of registration of the SLAM map with the
CAD model.

This paper proposed a novel pipeline combining a real-time CNN based object detection network,
a SLAM system and a novel registration mechanism combined with image processing techniques
to localize a UAV in a CAD model. Furthermore, the paper proposed a computationally efficient,
orientation invariant feature descriptor to match features in the CAD model and the observed data,
based solely on the spatial correlation between the features.

A major contribution of this work has been the fast and efficient computation of orientation
invariant feature descriptors that were used to form correspondences between the observed features
and the features in the CAD model. The use of a k-d Tree enabled the quick extraction neighboring
features. The use of KDE to group clusters of discrete values together to reduce the time needed to
match features had played a crucial part in improving the efficiency and performance of the algorithm.

The experimental validation shows that leveraging readily available 3D CAD models of buildings
provided valuable information regarding the environment of the UAV. It provided the system with all
the information needed to deduce the current location of the UAV within the CAD model, and enabled
the UAV to find its pose without the use of unreliable GPS in indoor environments or other costly
systems that emulate the GPS mechanism indoors. The use of a SLAM system registered to a CAD
model also enabled the system to leverage the re-localization feature of the SLAM, thus enabling fast
localization in previously visited locations.

Future Work

The system suffers from a few limitations that could be improved. The accuracy of the feature
descriptor could be improved by applying a threshold on the computed Hamming distance. This could
be calculated by saving all the computed descriptors and then studying the result of using different
thresholds varying from 0 to 64 for the descriptor matches. All these matches could then be used to
generate a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, which could be used to deduce the best
possible value for the threshold distance.

The system performance could also be significantly improved by including other macro-features
like drinking fountains, exit signs, posts, and other macro-features. Including more macro-features
would enable the UAV to localize quickly due to the abundance of macro-features as well as the
variations in the macro-feature types which would give rise to less ambiguity in the macro-feature
descriptors. This would also alleviate problems arising from symmetries. Furthermore, since the
system was developed for a single floor localization problem, added macro-features unique to each
floor can further help the localization problem. Similar floors can be a challenging problem with the
presented algorithm which is also in consideration in our future work in progress.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://youtu.be/OR3acLQsoBY, Video S1:
Autonomous Localization of UAV in a CAD Model.
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Abstract: This paper presents the design, modeling and control of a fully actuated aerial robot for
infrastructure contact inspection as well as its localization system. Health assessment of transport
infrastructure involves measurements with sensors in contact with the bridge and tunnel surfaces
and the installation of monitoring sensing devices at specific points. The design of the aerial robot
presented in the paper includes a 3DoF lightweight arm with a sensorized passive joint which can
measure the contact force to regulate the force applied with the sensor on the structure. The aerial
platform has been designed with tilted propellers to be fully actuated, achieving independent attitude
and position control. It also mounts a “docking gear” to establish full contact with the infrastructure
during the inspection, minimizing the measurement errors derived from the motion of the aerial
platform and allowing full contact with the surface regardless of its condition (smooth, rough, ...).
The localization system of the aerial robot uses multi-sensor fusion of the measurements of a
topographic laser sensor on the ground and a tracking camera and inertial sensors on-board the aerial
robot, to be able to fly under the bridge deck or close to the bridge pillars where GNSS satellite signals
are not available. The paper also presents the modeling and control of the aerial robot. Validation
experiments of the localization system and the control system, and with the aerial robot inspecting a
real bridge are also included.

Keywords: aerial systems; applications, inspection robotics, bridge inspection with UAS

1. Introduction

In the last few years, the interest in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been continuously
growing [1]. Especially during the last decade, the robotic community has paid attention to modeling,
design, and control of multirotors [2], and then, due to their mechanical simplicity and availability of
actuators, sensors, and electronics, their use has been multiplying in many areas with a huge variety of
applications. The first cases of the use of these aerial robots were focused on perceiving, monitoring,
or filming the environment. However, in recent years, the appearance of robotic aerial manipulation
has widened the application range of these UAVs. Aerial manipulators [3,4] are aerial robots with arms
or mechanical devices which are able to physically interact with the environment, performing tasks as
object manipulation [5,6], operating devices [7,8], surface repairing [9], and taking measurements with
sensors in contact with surfaces [10].

Sensors 2020, 20, 4708; doi:10.3390/s20174708 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors195
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One of these applications in which the use of UAVs is being increasingly sought is the
maintenance and safe operation of the existing civil infrastructure like bridges, viaducts, and tunnels,
whose progressive deterioration requires in many cases inspection, assessment, and repair work.

Infrastructure inspection is done in most cases with non-destructive testing (NDT) methods.
Visual inspection is one of the main methods used for inspection of the concrete walls of bridges and
tunnels, which allow for detecting and identifying defects and the overall state of the infrastructure.
On the other hand, sonic and ultrasonic sensors are used to measure crack depth and width and
characterize the condition of the infrastructure concrete elements. Ultrasonic methods need the sensor
be directly in contact with the surface of the bridge or tunnel and applying a constant force during
the measurements.

Over the last decade, UAVs have been used for this purpose, and now there are prototypes [11,12]
and commercially available drones for an initial, non-contact inspection of difficult to access areas of
the infrastructure, mostly using imagery, videos [13–16], or three-dimensional point clouds [17]. In all
these cases, though, the inspection is carried out remotely, and when a damage of concern is being
detected, an in-depth inspection has to follow with experienced inspectors in need of hands-on-access
to the infrastructure section.

Infrastructure inspection and maintenance has been one of the priority robotics research areas
of the Horizon 2020 framework program. In particular, the H2020 AEROBI project has addressed
successfully the problem of performing concrete bridge contact inspection with aerial robots and
aerial manipulators [18]. The ongoing RESIST project is extending their use also for tunnel inspection
and steel bridges [19], and the recently started PILOTING project aims at further developing these
technologies to help them reach the commercialization stage [20].

Nowadays, there are three main approaches for infrastructure contact inspection. One of them
consists of using a multirotor which can stick firmly to the bridge beams and place a reflector prism in
contact with the bridge surface to measure beam deformation using a robotic Total Station on ground,
which can measure the position of the prism with millimeter accuracy [21]. The main advantage of this
approach is that the measurements can achieve the required accuracy for structural assessment since
the robot is completely still while the inspection measurements are collected. However, the robot is not
able to move over the bridge surface once it is touching it, making it very difficult or even impossible
to reach the location of a specific defect in a second inspection. The second approach uses aerial
manipulators with a robotic arm placed on the upper part of the multirotor to reach the inspection
area while flying [22]. This solution opens the spectrum of applications that can be accomplished
because the end effector of the manipulator can be designed for a specific use case, such as sensor
installation [23], hammering tasks [24], deflection measurements [25], and others. The third approach
is about using a morphing platform or a more complex robot with the capability of moving along
the infrastructure, maintaining the contact with the surface [26,27]. Nevertheless, although the last
two approaches seem to be more versatile, the required positioning accuracy of the robot and the
requirements in the measurement collection process are, again, very difficult to reach while flying and
sensor installation usually requires a controlled force while the glue is curing to grant the adhesion
of the device to the surface. These are challenging applications in which the robot must fight the
environmental disturbances, like wind and aerodynamic effects among others, while the end effector
of the robotic arm is applying a constant and controlled force.

On the other hand, the aerial robot in [25] and most aerial manipulators [3–10] use standard
multirotor configurations with 4, 6, or 8 co-planar propellers. They are, therefore, under-actuated
robots that need to tilt to move or apply forces in the horizontal plane. Several designs have been
developed in the literature to overcome this limitation and achieve full range of motion in the 6 DOF,
which are generally known as multi-directional thrust multirotors. A first group have the motors
fixed to the frame with different non-parallel axes, and can achieve full range multi-directional
motion without any other actuation [28–31]. Other designs are able to rotate their rotors about the
axis of the individual multirotor arm [32–35] or with bi-axial tilting mechanisms [36,37], or rotate
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frame sections [38], although they have the penalty of the added weight of the tilting mechanism
and actuation.

The multi-directional multirotor designs have also been combined with a robotic arm with few
additional degrees of freedom to reach the desired position with the end-effector for pipe inspection
in oil and gas plants [39,40]. Although they have not been used before for infrastructure inspection,
fully actuated platforms have good characteristics for accurately positioning the arm end-effector and
applying forces in confined spaces as tunnels and below the bridge deck.

Aerodynamic effects can arise also in these kinds of scenarios and applications, in which the aerial
robot is required to operate in the surrounding of the infrastructure. Previous works have shown how
the aerodynamic ceiling effect can change the performance of a multirotor when it approaches a surface
from the underside [41,42] and usually requires using a specific controller [21,43]. However, in this
specific work, the system will operate far enough from the infrastructure not to be affected by this
aerodynamic disturbance.

This paper presents the design of an aerial manipulator (see Figure 1) based on a fully actuated
hexarotor with tilted rotors and a special arm placed at the top for contact inspection of bridges and
tunnels. It describes a new prototype of aerial manipulator including the aerial platform, the robotic
arm, and a specific “docking gear” focused on bridge inspection. The aerial platform uses a standard
multirotor frame adapted to be fully actuated. The robotic arm has compliant joints that allow it to
adapt and absorb contact forces, and has sensors to measure joint rotation and deformation. A custom
sensing device has been included inside the arm to minimize its weight and size. Finally, the device
called “docking gear” acts as a landing gear mounted on the top of the aerial platform which helps
to establish the contact between the bridge and the aerial robot and maintain a security distance
avoiding also being affected by the aerodynamic ceiling effect. In this way, it significantly increases
the positioning accuracy of the end effector of the arm and facilitates its force control because the
robot is not moving while inspecting. Moreover, the docking gear also improves the safety conditions
preventing the propellers from hitting the structure and, thanks to their material in the contact
interface, it helps to precisely maintain the position during the operation. These two aspects are
considered by the end-users of this technology as mandatory and essential for proper commercial
exploitation in bridge maintenance programs. Since the use case of this robot imposes flying very
close to the infrastructure inspected, a localization system to operate in GNSS denied environments
is also presented using a robotic total station and a commercial camera which is running a VSLAM
algorithm [44]. Such algorithm has been optimized by Intel and it runs in an internal processor of the
camera, fusing data from an IMU and stereoscopic vision [45]. The modeling and control techniques
used in the robot are also described and validated through outdoors experiments.

Figure 1. Fully-actuated aerial robot during an inspection by contact operation.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a description of the global system
including details related to the hardware and software of the final solution and the decision criteria.
Section 3 presents the localization system to operate in a GNSS denied environment and in a time
consistent reference frame. Section 4 describes the dynamic model of both the multirotor and the
robotic arm followed by the control techniques implemented in these subsystems. Section 5 shows the
experiments used to validate the system and its capabilities and, finally, conclusions and future works
are presented in Section 6.

2. System Description

The aerial part of the system proposed is composed of three main subsystems: the fully-actuated
aerial platform, the robotic arm (both specifically designed for bridge inspection applications), and the
localization system. On the other hand, the ground part consists of three subsystems: a ground control
station running on a PC with MATLAB/Simulink, a robotic total station which is used as the inspection
sensor, and it is in charge of providing the position estimation of the aerial platform in case of the
flight is carried out in a GNSS-denied environment, a standard router to establish the link between
the autopilot on-board and the ground control system (GCS) which is also the robotic total station
server. All these components as well as the software/hardware architecture are described in detail in
this section.

2.1. Tilted Rotor Design

As it was mentioned in the Introduction, standard hexarotors with co-planar propellers are
under-actuated platforms in terms of the force that they can exert and the maneuvers that they can
perform. However, both characteristics are essential in the field of aerial contact-inspection robotics
and give a chance for the application of a fully-actuated platform. The simplest multirotor considered
as a fully-actuated platform consists of a hexarotor with tilted propellers to exert a full vector of
forces and torques including lateral forces, unlike a co-planar hexarotor which is only able to develop
four control actions, the vertical force, and the three torques. In other words, a tilted hexarotor
has not only more control capability, but also an enhanced performance followed by the ability to
exert forces in the horizontal plane without tilting the platform, which has a priceless value in aerial
manipulation applications.

The prototype presented in this work (see Figure 2a) has been built customizing a DJI F550,
a commercial frame available in the market, and the selected motorization is the combination of the
rotors DJI 2312E rotors with the DJI 9× 4.5 in propellers and the XRotor 40A ESCs as propulsive system.

The main modifications to the commercial frame are: spacers to increase the space in the avionics
bay to be able to integrate the autopilot board and supports to tilt the rotors and provide the ability to
exert the above-mentioned horizontal forces. In order to facilitate the installation, these supports are
formed by two separated pieces. The left side in Figure 2b shows an explodsion of both parts and the
screws necessary for its union. The white part shown is the one in charge of making the inclination of
the rotor. This piece is screwed with the frame using four screws and four nuts, which are placed in
four side cavities of the piece. The black part is in charge of making the union between the motor and
the white piece. To do this, first, the black piece is screwed to the motor, and finally the black piece to
the white piece. Due to this frame being widely used in the research community, the authors have
decided to share the designed parts to transform this platform in a multirotor with tilted propellers
(Stl files in https://hdvirtual.us.es/discovirt/index.php/s/YPGbxt9Lz96MSQ3). This link also hosts
the spacer part designed to increase the avionic bay of the DJI frame. All the modifications to the
original design of the DJI frame have been mainly printed in ABS.
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Figure 2. Fully-actuated platform. (a) 3D concept; (b) rotor support detail.

Following the process described in [46] and for the purpose of minimizing the control effort,
the global tilt angle of the propellers has been decomposed in two rotations around a local reference
frame linked to the rotor. The sequence of this rotation is shown in Figure 3 and consisting of a first
rotation of an angle αi around the Xi-axis, and a second one of βi in the Y

′
i -axis, where the index i

represents the i-rotor being i = 1, the front left rotor and following a counter-clockwise direction for
the others (see Figures 2a and 3). Moreover, in order to simplify the design, it has been imposed that
the ∀i‖αi‖ = α = ‖βi‖ = β = 20◦, and their signs are such that αi = −α and βi = β when i = 2n + 1
where n = 0, 1, 2 and αi = α and βi = −β when i = 2n being n = 1, 2, 3, as it is summarized in Table 1.
The value of 20◦ is justified due to this inclination does not compromise the lift of the multirotor and
guarantees enough lateral forces for inspection by contact operations.

Figure 3. Sequence of the propeller rotation.

Table 1. Rotation angles.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6

αi −20◦ 20◦ −20◦ 20◦ −20◦ 20◦

βi 20◦ −20◦ 20◦ −20◦ 20◦ −20◦

In order to analyze the fully-actuation of the platform, we study the forces on the x-axis and y-axis
that the platform is able to generate, without modifying its orientation, depending on the angles of
inclination of the motors α and β. To obtain these work regions, the optimization problem (1) has been
solved for different values of α and β, where F is the modulus of the force exerted in the direction ~v,
m is the mass of the platform, g is the acceleration of gravity, M(α, β) is the mixer matrix, presented in
Section 4, and ωmin and ωmax are the maximum and minimum speeds of the motors:

maximize
ω2∈R6

F

subject to M(α, β)ω2 = [F~v + mg~z; 0; 0; 0],

ω2
min < ω2 < ω2

max.

(1)

Figure 4 shows the results of the optimization problem for the x-axis and y-axis. It can be seen
how the forces can be generated whenever we are under the blue curve, for the y-axis, and the red
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curve for the x-axis. At the moment that we exceed these curves, we will not be able to generate these
lateral forces maintaining a null inclination angle.

Figure 4. Maximum lateral force achievable by the platform.

In addition, to continue to see the limits of the platform, the maximum angle of inclination of the
platform in hover has been studied. For this, the optimization problem (2) has been solved, where θ is
the inclination angle around the v− axis, Rv is the rotation matrix around the v-axis, m is the mass of
the platform, g is the acceleration of gravity, M(α, β) is the mixer matrix, and wmin and wmax are the
maximum and minimum speeds of the motors:

maximize
ω2∈R6

θ

subject to M(α, β)ω2 = [Rv(θ)mg~z; 0; 0; 0],

ω2
min < ω2 < ω2

max.

(2)

Figure 5 shows the maximum roll and pitch angles in a hovering maneuver. Below these curves is
the working region, i.e., the region where our platform is still a full platform.

Figure 5. Maximum tilt angle in hover achievable by the platform.
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The main features of the fully-actuated platform designed are shown in Table 2. Note that the
weight presented in this table is the minimum take off weight including batteries and avionics and
that the Maximum achievable lateral force are the maximum forces exerted by the platform limiting the
thrust of the motors to the 90% of their maximum thrust.

Table 2. Main features of the fully-actuated platform.

Weight 2.00 kg

Payload ∼ 600 g

Maximum achievable lateral forces Fx = 415 g
Fy = 555 g

Propellers DJI 9 × 4.5 in

Battery 4S 5300 mAh

Rotation angles
α = 20◦

β = 20◦

2.2. Arm Design

The aerial platform presented in this paper is equipped with a 3DoF lightweight robotic arm
(see Figure 6a), which has been designed minimizing the inertia as much as possible. In order to
achieve this objective, light materials like carbon fiber links, ABS, and aluminum have been used.
The servo motors have been installed as close as possible to the base of the arm to minimize the changes
in the mass distribution due to the movement of the arm links. Moreover, it is equipped with a force
sensor to accomplish the inspection operations [47], such as installing a sensor or collecting data to
monitor the bridge health. The sensor consists of a linear potentiometer and a compression spring
installed in the third joint which is therefore a compliant joint (Figure 7). In this way, the arm is able to
measure the contact force that it is available also to the autopilot which is an integrated controller that
considers the dynamic behavior of both the aerial platform and the robotic arm.

Figure 6a shows the three degrees of freedom of the lightweight robotic arm, where γ1 is the
shoulder pitch angle, γ2 is the elbow pitch angle, and γ3 is the slider bar displacement.

Figure 6. Lightweight robotic arm. (a) 3D concept; (b) force sensor detail.

The force sensor is composed of four components: a linear potentiometer, a compression spring,
a carbon fiber bar, and 3D printed pieces (see Figure 6b). The linear potentiometer is fixed on the
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elbow of the arm by the plastic piece A. This part also holds the spring at one end. The plastic piece B
encapsulates the whole sensor and holds the link B of the arm, inside which the carbon fiber bar slides.
Finally, the carbon fiber bar has a plastic piece C at its end, which facilitates the contact with the spring.

The stiffness of the spring has been characterized experimentally. Different values of the
compression forces have been applied to the spring through a variable weight, and the sensor value
measured at the ADC port has been recorded. With all the data, a two-section piece-wise linear
approximation has been done (Figure 7) and the parameters can be seen in Table 3. Finally, Table 4
shows the main features of the robotic arm.
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Figure 7. Spring experimental characterization.

Table 3. Parameters of the linear regression.

m1 = −0.0031661 n1 = 16.368

m2 = −0.0088239 n2 = 31.674

ADClimit = 2705

Table 4. Main features of the robotic arm.

Weight 0.370 kg

Dimensions
Link 1 = 25 cm
Link 2 = 20 cm

Rotation range
Shoulder pitch = [−100◦, 100◦]

Elbow pitch = [20◦, 160◦]

Battery 2S 1300 mAh

2.3. Final Prototype Integration

The final integrated system (see Figure 8) with the aerial platform and the robotic arm has been
completed with the installation of the aforementioned “docking gear”, which acts as a landing gear,
installed on the top of the aerial platform, made of aluminum and ABS parts. The main function
of this device is to facilitate the inspection decoupling the controller of the aerial platform during
the inspection phase from the inspection operation guaranteeing that the contact is safe and stable.
The device has been lined with a rubbery material which prevents horizontal movements while
inspecting. On the other hand, the robotic arm has been installed between two rotors in order to
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increase the arm workspace, using a part manufactured in aluminum. Although the robotic arm has
not been mounted in the geometric center of the UAV, the batteries have been placed to guarantee that
the center of the mass (CoM) of the entire system matches this point.

From the application point of view, it is important to remark that, although the system has already
been tested inspecting bridge beams, it has also been designed with the capabilities of inspecting
vertical structures such as pillars or walls. This is possible because the position of the robotic arm
allows it to reach positions beyond the propeller’s workspace.

Figure 8. Exploded view of the system.

2.4. On-Board Avionics

The on-board avionics consists of a custom autopilot code running in a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
connected to the Emlid’s sensors shield Navio2. The aerial platform and the Ground Control Station
(GCS) are connected by Wi-Fi Technology. A range sensor model SF11/C has also been mounted
on the platform. This prototype has been equipped with a multi-sensor localization system using
two kinds of sensors, a laser sensor on the ground with a reflective target on-board, and a VSLAM
sensor on-board. The first one consists of a Leica MS50 and a GRZ101 360◦ reflector prism on-board.
This Leica MS50 is a robotic total station which was defined in [48] as “a robotized sensor used to
measure distances with laser technology which can measure the distance to any surface or a reflector
prism using a highly accurate laser system”, in this case, we are using the aforementioned reflector
prism to improve the measurements and facilitate the tracking. The second sensor on-board will be
an Intel Realsense T265 tracking camera, Santa Clara, CA, USA, which is a stand-alone solution for
simultaneous localization and mapping. The measurements of the total station are communicated
by a Wi-Fi link with the autopilot and then those are integrated with the camera estimation using an
extended Kalman filter running in the Raspberry Pi. After that, the output of this Kalman filter is used
as feedback in the position control loop. In this way, it is possible to carry out autonomous flights
in GNSS denied environments such as underneath bridges or tunnels. Section 3 explains in detail
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the fusion algorithm as well as the alignment method and data preparation stage, it also emphasizes
the advantages of using this multi-sensor approach which mixes and absolute localization system
(total station) with a local one (tracking camera). Finally, Figure 9 shows a scheme of the hardware
system mounted in this prototype.

The aerial robot controller has been developed using our GRVC autopilot tool (https://github.
com/AEnrique/GRVCAutopilot) [49]. This tool has been developed in the University of Seville and
designed to be used inside a Raspberry Pi® 3B with a Navio®2 sensor shield. The autopilot allows the
implementation of control strategies at low and high levels using MATLAB/Simulink, as well as the
easy integration of new sensors and data monitoring.

Figure 9. Hardware architecture.

3. Localization System

An aerial robot flying close to or under the bridge deck will have in general poor GNSS satellite
visibility or no visibility at all. Thus, for this application, the aerial robot needs a reliable localization
system that does not use the measurements of the GNSS receivers.

Moreover, although there are several solutions that aim to solve this localization problem in a
GNSS-denied environment, those usually consist of algorithms that generate a local reference frame
each time they are executed, like the classical VSLAM [44], LOAM [50], and other SLAM algorithms [51].
However, the use case of infrastructure inspection imposes other unavoidable requirements for the
localization system. On the one hand, it is necessary to define a common time-consistent reference
frame to be able to localize the defects once they are detected and reach their location in different flights
and days to assess their evolution over time. This reference frame must be independent of the sensors
on-board and, preferably, it should be linked to the physical infrastructure. In this way, the defects as
well as the flight plan and others will be referenced in a common frame and will not depend on the
initial position and orientation of the platform which may vary from one flight to another.

3.1. Multi-Sensor Localization for Bridge Inspection

The proposed solution consists of creating a reference frame using a Leica MS50 robotic total
station to solve the time-consistent reference frame because, with the Leica software, it is possible
to measure and store the position of non-deformable points of the terrain as a reference of this
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time-consistent reference frame. Then, in a second inspection which could be carried out deploying
the Leica in a different location or even inspecting in a different day, those reference points could be
measured again on a local axis, but, using the least squared method, and the total station triangulates
its position and axes in the original time-consistent reference frame. However, despite in a previous
work [48], this device has been used to directly feedback the position control loop in the autopilot,
the total station has drawbacks when it is used as a stand-alone positioning sensor. First, the sample
rate is variable from 0 up to 20 Hz. Second, it is necessary to keep the reflective target mounted on the
platform in a direct line of sight with the total station. In addition, finally, since the total station must
be deployed on the ground, it requires using a wireless link between the robot and the Leica server,
and, if the communication fails, the robot will lose the positioning measurements and lead to a crash.

For those reasons, it was proposed to use a multi-sensor solution, which should be able to
converge to the axis created by the total station with on-board sensors that do not depend on a wireless
link and work in a more stable way. In this case, the measurements provided by the robotic total station
will be combined with the ones provided by an Intel RealSense T265, a dual fish-eye lens camera that
is running a VSLAM algorithm out of the box. In the same way, this solution could be applied to
other SLAM or LOAM techniques. Those algorithms usually work creating their own local reference
frame which depends on the initial position and orientation of the aerial platform, it being necessary
to define a calibration protocol to align them to the common reference frame established by the robotic
total station.

In this case, the calibration protocol consists of collecting data while moving the aerial platform
manually or in a first security flight while the different algorithms are running in parallel. After
that, it is necessary to calculate the deviation between the different frames and the physical frame,
and, using a numerical method like the least square fitting algorithm, it is possible to obtain the
transformation of each local inertial reference system to the common one.

Once we have the set of data, the first task to do is to make it uniform, that is to say, since the
sensors have different sample rate, the length of the data vector will not be the same for each sensor,
and it is necessary to be the same for the sensor fusion algorithm. We shall use linear interpolation
presented in [52].

Now, we can introduce the alignment process. We define the following transformation equation,
which transforms a point from the camera frame to the total station frame:

x̂ = Tx + P0, (3)

where x is the position given by the VSLAM algorithm of the camera, x̂ the position given by the total
station, T the rotation matrix from the camera frame to the total station frame, and P0 the multirotor
initial position. We have to use all the points prepared previously to conform an over-determined
linear equation system and to obtain the nine components of T (tij) and the three components of P0

(pi). Finally, the prepared equation system results as follows:




x̂1

x̂2
...

x̂n




=




x1 x2 xn

x1 x2 · · · xn

x1 x2 xn

I3 I3 · · · I3




T

u, (4)

where I3 is the three-dimensional identity matrix, (·)T the transposition operator, and n the number of
total points after interpolation. The blank spaces of the above matrix are supposed to be 0 and u is the
unknowns vector

u =
(

t11 t12 t13 t21 t22 t23 t31 t32 t33 p1 p2 p3

)T
. (5)
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This over-determined equation system can be solved using a least square fitting algorithm
implemented in MATLAB or using any C++ library such as Armadillo (https://gitlab.com/
conradsnicta/armadillo-code) to solve it on-board.

Figure 10 shows an example of how this method works adjusting the reference system of the
RealSense T265 and the Leica MS50. The XY trajectory of a flying platform manually piloted has
been represented. It has also been represented the trajectory seen by the Optitrack of the University
of Seville, which is a high precision motion capture system that has been used as ground truth.
In yellow, the raw trajectory calculated by the tracking camera is shown. It can be clearly observed
that, by default, it suffers scale, alignment, and position errors. However, it is clearly shown that the
aforementioned calibration protocol improves the results of the camera and automatically transforms
their measurements for the absolute reference frame created by the total station. The results of the
camera after performing the calibration are represented in purple.
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Figure 10. Camera alignment.

Now, it is possible to employ all the data to get an accurate estimate of the multirotor position
using the Kalman filter [53,54]. We first define the following state vector at instant k, where the three
first components are the vehicle position and the last three ones are its velocity

xk =
(

y1 y2 y3 ẏ1 ẏ2 ẏ3

)T

k
. (6)

The linear difference equation that governs the vehicle state is:

xk = Axk−1 + wk−1, (7)

and a measurement is given by
zk = Hxk + vk. (8)
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Here, w and v are random variables representing the process and the sensors noise, respectively.
They are assumed to be white and with normal probability distribution:

p(w) ∼ N(0, Q), (9)

p(v) ∼ N(0, R). (10)

Matrix A is built using kinematics equations, integrating velocity to obtain the position:

A =

(
I3 T · I3

03×3 I3

)
, (11)

where 03×3 is a 3 by 3 zero matrix and T the elapsed time from k− 1 to k. H relates the state with the
sensors measurements, since our sensors provide us with the position and velocity directly; this matrix
is the identity matrix.

The first stage of Kalman filter is prediction. We will predict the state vector and its covariance
matrix P

x̂−k = Ax̂k−1, (12)

P−k = APk−1 AT + Q. (13)

The second stage of Kalman filter is to correct the state and covariance matrix using sensors data

Kk = P−k HT(HkP−k HT + R)−1, (14)

x̂k = x̂−k + Kk(zk − Hx̂−k ), (15)

Pk = (I − Kk H)P−k . (16)

In order to tune the Kalman Filter, due to it being hard to estimate the measurements and process
noise (R and Q), we employed a heuristic method, changing the parameters manually until the filter
provided an acceptable response. For the sake of simplicity, the parameters were not supposed
correlated, that is to say, the identity matrix multiplied by a certain gain. The resulting parameters are
Q = 2 · 10−6× I6 (Process noise covariance), Rts = 5 · 10−3× I6 (Total Station measurement covariance),
and Rc = 1 · 10−2 × I6 (Camera VSLAM measurement covariance).

We can summarize the whole process in the following steps:

1. Align sensors to the common reference frame:

(a) Move the aerial platform manually or in a first safe flight and record the measurements from
the sensors.

(b) Interpolate the collected sensor data to have the same length.
(c) Solve the over-determined equation system using a least square fitting algorithm to obtain T

and P0.

2. Apply the Kalman filter to obtain an accurate estimate of the platform position.

Figure 11 shows the architecture of the positioning system.
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Figure 11. Positioning system architecture.

3.2. Experimental Results

Figure 12 shows the results of the localization system in an outdoor experiment. In this experiment,
we could not use Optitrack as ground truth because it is not available in our outdoor experimental
field; however, in Figure 10, we can see that Total Station has enough accuracy as ground truth and can
be used as a valid reference system in outdoor applications. The UAV starts the flight at (−1.5, −1).
The pink line represents the outcome of the implemented Kalman filter algorithm, fusing the data
from the aligned tracking camera and the robotic total station. In this test, a failure in the total station
was simulated (red asterisk), even though it is shown that the algorithm continues estimating the
position just using the tracking camera. When the total station is recovered at 73 s (blue asterisk),
the accumulated error between the position estimated with the VSLAM algorithm and the real position
in the Leica reference system is 20.5 cm, and, after that, the filter uses both the total station and tracking
camera measurements again.

Finally, we conclude that, for getting the position of the aerial platform, we will use the method
previously presented because it solves the sensor alignment problem, it provides a time-consistent
reference frame, it is GNSS-free, and it fuses all the available sensor measurements, getting a precise
localization algorithm that is robust against sensor failures. Additionally to this approach, the next
efforts will be devoted to extend this methodology including a 3D LIDAR.
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Figure 12. Fused trajectory using Kalman Filter (a) and separated coordinates x, y, and z (b).

4. Modeling and Control

4.1. Modeling

The dynamic model for a multirotor and a 3-link manipulator arm can be obtained using the
Euler–Lagrange formulation. Defining the state vector as ξ = [p η γ]T , where p = [x y z] is the position
of the multirotor center of gravity in Cartesian coordinates in the Earth fixed frame {E}, η = [φ θ ψ]

that represents the Euler angles of the aerial platform attitude, commonly known as roll, pitch, and yaw
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in the multirotor base or body frame {B} that is attached to the IMU of the autopilot, γ = [γ1 γ2 γ3] is
the vector which contains the joint angles of the robotic arm, γ1 and γ2 are the active links while γ3

is the passive one which acts as a force sensor during the contact. These variables are illustrated in
Figure 13.

Figure 13. Joint angles definition.

Thus, the dynamic equations of the aerial manipulator can be obtained using the Euler–
Lagrange equations:

d
dt

∂L
∂ξ̇i
− ∂L

∂ξi
= F +FC (17)

where L is the Lagrangian of the system defined as L = T−V, where T = 1/2 ∑N
k=1 mkv2

k is the total
kinetic energy of the system and V is the potential energy.

In the Euler–Lagrange equation, F is the vector of forces and torques generated by the actuators,
FC includes the contact forces that can be estimated with the sensor installed in the end effector and
they are mainly a function of the passive joint, FC ∼ FC(γ3). Thus, the dynamic model of the full
system can be written in compact matrix form as:

M(ξ)ξ̈ + C(ξ, ξ̇)ξ̇ + G(ξ) = F(α, β) + FC(ξ) + Fext (18)

where M(ξ) is the inertia matrix, C(ξ, ξ̇) represents the Coriolis and centrifugal terms, the gravitational
forces that are represented by G(ξ), which depends on the state of the system due to the movements of
the aerial manipulator, change the position of the center of gravity of the platform. On the other hand,
F(α, β) collects the forces and torques of the rotors and active joints. FC(ξ) models the contact forces
and Fext includes external forces and torques which are not known or modeled like the ones produced
by the wind or the environment.

In summary, these forces can be expressed as:

F(α, β) =

[
Fw(α, β)

Fa

]
(19)

where Fw(α, β)is the vector of forces generated by the rotors, and Fa are the torques generated by the
arm joint servos, as follows: CT being the thrust coefficient of the rotors, L the distance from the CoM
to the rotor position, and C f the drag coefficient.
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Matrices A3×6 and G3×6 in (20) have the form:

Fw(α, β) = N(α, β)
[
ω2

1 . . . ω2
6

]T
=

[
A3×6CT

G3×6LCT + H3×6C f

]

Fa =
[
τ1 τ2 0

]T
(20)

A3×6 =




√
3

2
sβ− sαcβ

2
sαcβ −

√
3

2
sβ− sαcβ

2

√
3

2
sβ− sαcβ

2
sαcβ −

√
3

2
sβ− sαcβ

2
sβ

2
+

√
3

2
sαcβ −sβ

sβ
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+

√
3

2
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+

√
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2
−
√

3
2

sαcβ

cαcβ cαcβ cαcβ cαcβ cαcβ cαcβ




(21)

G3×6 =




cαcβ

2
cαcβ

cαcβ

2
− cαcβ

2
−cαcβ − cαcβ

2√
3

2
cαsβ 0

√
3

2
cαsβ

√
3

2
cαsβ 0 −

√
3

2
cαsβ

sαcβ −sαcβ cαcβ −sαcβ cαcβ −sαcβ


 (22)

In addition, the H3×6 matrix (20) can be obtained from A3×6, changing the sign of the first, third,
and fifth columns.

Relative to the force measured through the sensor installed in the end-effector, FC could be
written as:

FC(ξ) =

[
REB 0

0 I

]
(23)




−Fs sin (γ1 − γ2)

0
−Fs cos (γ1 − γ2)

0
Fsd cos (γ1 − γ2)− FsL1 sin (γ2)

0
FsL1 sin (γ2)

0
Fs




(24)

Fs being the force measured with the sensor which is assumed as an input data such that Fs = Ksγ3,
Ks is the spring stiffness constant and d is the distance from the CoM to the point in which the arm is
attached, and REB ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix which transforms a vector in body frame {B} to the
inertial earth fixed frame {E}. These models of forces and torques are essential to provide the fully
actuated capabilities and also to take it into account to guarantee the safety and stability of the aerial
platform during the contact phase. This model is validated by comparing model prediction with real
flight data in Section 5.1.

4.2. Control Scheme

The design of the aerial manipulator controller combines the backstepping approach in [55]
with an open-loop adaption of the inertia matrix to improve the performance of the aerial platform
and the manipulator arm [56]. After estimating the six independent inertia values for each of the
manipulator settings and its validation (See Section 5), the application of certainty-equivalence
principle is immediate. The demonstration of its suitability for a standard multirotor with a robotic
arm has been proved in [56,57]. In this section, the previous approach has been adapted to a fully
actuated platform with a robotic sensorized arm.
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One of the major advantages of this technique is that it allows the coupled control of the full system
dynamics and the external forces induced by surface contact and the arm movements. Moreover, thanks
to the linear potentiometer placed at the end effector (see Figure 6b), the external forces during the
contact can be estimated and the torques applied in each arm joint, due to the contact force, can be
calculated from (24). The estimation of these forces and torques allows the implementation of a
controller to track trajectories on a structure surface applying the desired force needed to carry out
measurements of deflections in a beam, the inspection of cracks using an ultrasonic sensor or sensor
placement in the infrastructure. On the other hand, due to the servo actuators used in the robotic
arm, the controller outputs, Uγ, must be mapped to desired joints inputs, γd. This mapping has been
generated thanks to a standard procedure of system identification.

The full control scheme is shown in Figure 14, and the control equations of the aerial platform are
presented from (25) to (31):

Up = m[ge3 + Kpep + Kvev + LpXp + p̈d] + Gp + Cp + Ñpγ̈ − FCp (25)

Uη = Iη [Kηeη + Kη̇eη̇ + Lηχη + η̈d] + Cη + Gη + Ñηγ̈ − FCη
(26)

Uγ = JT
E MMeγ + CM + GM − JT Fd + MT

QM

[
p̈
η̈

]
− Fcγ (27)

ep = p− pd; ev = kpep + λpχp + vd − v (28)

eη = ηd − η; eη̇ = kηeη + ληχη + η̇d − η̇ (29)

eγ = IẌ + kp(Xd − X) + kv(Ẋd − Ẋ) (30)

Fd = Fsd + k f (Fsd − Fs) (31)

Up, Uη , and Uγ are the position, attitude, and arm joints control inputs, the values of Ki are
defined such that Kn = 1− λ2

n + kn, Kṅ = kn + kṅ and Ln = −knλn, are positive constant controller
gains, ep, ev, eη , eη̇ , and eγ are the tracking errors, χi are the integral tracking errors, JT

E is the Jacobian
of the manipulator, X represents the position of the end effector in the Earth fixed frame {E} and pd, vd,
ηd, Xd, and Fsd are the commanded references. Ñpγ̈ and Ñηγ̈ introduce the estimation of the dynamic
coupling, which is considered negligible due to the low inertial and lightweight manipulator design.
Iη represents the submatrix of M(ξ) that govern the attitude dynamic. The rest of the terms Cp, Cη , CM,
Gp, Gη , and GM represent the terms of the Coriolis and the gravity matrix that affects each variable.

Figure 14. Control architecture.

For a better understanding of how the control law is obtained and how it achieves the origin
being Globally Uniformly Asymptotically Stable (GUAS), the derivation of the roll tracking controller
φd is briefly explained below.
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Defining z1 = φd − φ as a tracking roll error, a candidate Lyapunov function is:

V1 =
1
2

z2
1 +

1
2

λ1χ2
1 (32)

where χ1 =
∫ t

0
z1(τ) dτ is the integral error. Now, we choose φ̇ as a virtual control, and find its value

to stabilize V1. Derivating (32) and making V̇1 non-positive, we have:

V̇1 = z1(φ̇d − φ̇ + λ1χ1) (33)

Therefore, φ̇ would be φ̇ = φ̇d + λ1χ1 + k1z1, the derivate of Lyapunov function V̇1 would be
non-positive, and V1 would be bounded. Furthermore, applying LaSalle–Yoshizawa Lemma, it proves
the regulation of z1:

V̇1 = −k1z2
1 ≤W(z1) (34)

lim
t→+∞

W(z1) = 0 (35)

Equation (35) implies that z1 would tend to zero. However, φ̇ is only a state and not a control
input. Therefore, we define the stabilizing function α and the error between this function and the
virtual control as:

α = φ̇d + λ1χ1 + k1z1 (36)

z2 = α− φ̇ (37)

Now, we construct a control Lyapunov function for the entire system, where the error between
the stabilizing function and the virtual control be penalized. Therefore,

V2 =
1
2

z2
1 +

1
2

λ1χ2
1 +

1
2

z2
2 (38)

Derivating (38), we have:
V̇2 = −k1z2

1 + z1z2 + z2(α̇− φ̈) (39)

In (39), it can be seen that, if α̇ − φ̈ = −k2z2 − z1, the derivate of the Lyapunov function V̇2

would be non-positive and, therefore, V2 is bounded. In addition, applying LaSalle-Yoshizawa Lemma,
the regulation is also proved:

V̇2 = −k1z2
1 − k2z2

2 ≤W(z1, z2) (40)

lim
t→+∞

W(z1, z2) = 0 (41)

To comply α̇− φ̈ = −k2z2 − z1, after some mathematical operations, the following expression can
be obtained:

φ̈ = φ̈d + (1− k2
1 + λ1)z1 + (k1 + k2)z2 − k1λ1χ1 (42)

Proceeding in the same way with the pitch and yaw, similar expressions can be obtained:

θ̈ = θ̈d + (1− k2
3 + λ2)z3 + (k3 + k4)z4 − k3λ2χ2 (43)

ψ̈ = ψ̈d + (1− k2
5 + λ3)z5 + (k5 + k6)z6 − k5λ3χ3 (44)

By introducing the expressions (42), (43) and (44) in the dynamic Equation (18), the expression of
the control law (26) is deduced.

5. Experimental Results

This section aims to validate the performance of the fully-actuated platform and its capability to
carry out the inspection operations in an outdoors scenario. First, the experiment consisted of analyzing
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the model estimated to be used in the controller. Second, a test bench experiment shows the capabilities
of the robotic arm in a controlled environment that simulate the use case. Third, the advantages of
using a platform with tilted rotors are shown comparing the results obtained of this fully-actuated
system with a similar platform that implements the standard cascade linear controller. Finally, the full
system is deployed and validated carrying out an inspection by contact operation in a bridge outdoors.

The prototype used along these experiments is presented Figure 15, along with the final
mass specifications.

Figure 15. Fully actuated platform: (a) system integration; (b) mass distribution of the system.

5.1. Model Validation

Due to the controller implemented being based on a model estimation, the first step consisted
of carrying out a model identification. To achieve this goal, all flight data such as control inputs,
angular velocities, etc, were logged implementing a basic linear controller. During the flight, it was
necessary to make aggressive maneuvers to excite the dynamics in such a way that the order of
magnitude of any variable in the system is much greater than the standard deviation of the intrinsic
noise to it.

After logging the data, a filtered version of the signals and the different derivatives that appear in
the model were obtained, such as angular acceleration from the gyro data. Then, applying the equation
of the dynamic model (18), the angular acceleration can be obtained for each sample time. Figure 16
shows that the real and estimated angular pitch acceleration match fairly well.
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Figure 16. Comparison of experimental and dynamic model on roll attitude.

Repeating this procedure with several configuration of the arm angles γ1 and γ2, the results were
as good as the ones shown in the previous figure. Therefore, the dynamic model and the parameters
estimation were considered validated.
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5.2. Inspection in the Test Bench

This section aims to demonstrate the inspection capability of the robotic arm, before its installation
on the hexarotor. For this purpose, an inspection has been done on a test bench on which the arm has
been installed (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Test bench for the robotic arm.

The inspection process of a vertical surface consists of different phases. First, the robotic arm is
in the rest position (γ1 = 95◦ and γ2 = 152◦). The robotic arm then moves to the inspection position
(γ1 = 61◦ and γ2 = 55◦). In this position, the robotic arm is close to the surface but does not touch it.
Finally, the inspection takes place, during which the robotic arm performs a force control.

Finally, Figure 18 shows the values of the articular variables, as well as the force demanded during
an inspection of a vertical surface carried out on the test bench. This test simulates the force required
to stick a sensor using a two-component glue.

Figure 18. Inspection in the test bench.

5.3. Tilted Rotor Capabilities

In order to compare the differences between a fully-actuated platform and an under-actuated robot,
three different flight modes have been implemented in the controller. In the first mode, called “standard
stabilization”, the multirotor has a standard cascade linear controller without taking into account the
inclination of the propeller, and then without the capability of accomplishing horizontal and angular
movements independently. In contrast, the “command position” and “command angle” mode has
been implemented to be able to command specific positions or angles in an independent way.
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Figure 19 collects some pictures of the maneuvers that the fully-actuated platform is able to
perform. Moreover, telemetry results of these maneuvers are also shown in Figure 20. The green
background is the aforementioned "standard stabilization" mode in which is not possible to decouple
the angle and position dynamics, since there is not a position controller implemented in this mode,
so the dX and dY results do not have to match the reference. Yellow and red backgrounds show the
fully-actuated modes in which the hexarotor is able to perform maneuvers in position and angles in an
independent way. In yellow, the controller is focused on controlling the position and velocity without
changing the attitude (“command position”), and in red the aerial platform controls the attitude
maintaining a constant position. These results show how the platform is able to tilt 10 degrees without
changing the position thanks to the full-actuation capabilities.

Figure 19. Fully actuated platform maneuvers. (a) during a planar translation (“com. position” flight
mode); (b) tilted without losing the position reference (“com. angle” flight mode).

Figure 20. Performance of the fully-actuated platform in each flight mode implemented.

5.4. Inspection Experiments

This section aims to demonstrate the applicability that these kinds of platforms have in the field
of bridge inspection by contact. The experiment carried out is illustrated in the sequence and scheme
of Figures 21 and 22. The experiment is carried out in “command position” flight mode presented in
the previous section. The aircraft is commanded to follow references in X, Y, and Z coordinates until
it reaches the bridge surface. Once the docking gear is in contact with the bridge surface, the phase
called “inspection phase” starts. During this phase, the robotic arm is commanded to exert a force on
the surface, for example, to install a vibration sensor, take measurements of the bridge, or accomplish
a maintenance operation. Finally, the arm is commanded to stop the operation and the platform lands
on a safe place.
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Figure 21. Sequence of a bridge inspection operation with the system proposed.

Figure 22. Scheme of the typical experiment.

Figure 23 illustrates the performance of the aerial manipulator in two different experiments.
It shows the results in terms of how the controllers follow the values commanded in X, Y, Z, and FC
during two different experiments. The area colored yellow in each result represents the inspection
phase which starts when the docking gear is in contact with the bridge. It clearly shows that the
system proposed is very stable during the inspection operation; moreover, they validate the feasibility
of applying the robotic system proposed to the field of the bridge inspection operation using UAVs.
A video compilation with one of the experiments can be found in [58].

Figure 23. Experimental results.
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6. Conclusions

This paper has presented a fully actuated aerial platform with a lightweight robotic arm for
contact inspection of bridges and tunnels. The use of a multi-directional thrust aerial platform shows
advantages over standard co-planar multirotor configurations for flying in the confined spaces under
bridge decks and inside tunnels. Another advantage is the capability of applying forces in the
horizontal plane of the presented prototype using its arm and the force sensor at the end effector,
and without needing to tilt the platform for exerting lateral forces.

The presented prototype includes a new concept of docking gear which also provides an advantage
during the inspection, getting the best accuracy during the contact operation, while facilitating the
control strategy due to the decoupling between the flight and the inspection, and increasing safety
during the operation. These aspects have been considered by the end-users as mandatory and are
essential for proper commercial exploitation in bridge maintenance programs.

The localization system proposed is able to operate in GNSS-denied conditions and solves
common problems that arise in several inspection applications. In those, it is essential to be able to
visit the same points in different inspection operation to assess and trace how some specific defects
evolve along the time.

The prototype as well as the localization system and the control technique implemented have
been evaluated in a real bridge inspection which is a GNSS-denied environment and uses a robotic
total station and a reflector prism on-board as position estimation to close the position control loop
and inspection sensor.

This work demonstrates that it is possible to solve the time-consistent reference frame issue that
affects most of the inspection applications using UAVs in a GPS denied environment. This has been
considered as one of the most important requirements imposed by the need for following the evolution
of the defects over time. It also shows the advantages of using a fully-actuated platform against a
conventional co-planar multirotor to accomplish an inspection by contact application one more time.
It is clear that those platforms have enhanced capabilities in applications that require exerting forces
with a flying robot. Finally, it has been shown that using a docking gear can improve the measurements
obtained thanks to the stability provided by maintaining a contact with the infrastructure.

As future work, the prototype will be enhanced to inspect pillars and tunnel walls, including an
adjustable docking gear, and the multi-sensor localization system will increase the number of sensors
and its technology.
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Abstract: Multirotor micro air vehicles can operate in complex and confined environments that
are otherwise inaccessible to larger drones. Operation in such environments results in airflow
interactions between the propellers and proximate surfaces. The most common of these interactions
is the ground effect. In addition to the increment in thrust efficiency, this effect disturbs the onboard
sensors of the drone. In this paper, we present a fault-tolerant scheme for a multirotor with altitude
sensor faults caused by the ground effect. We assume a hierarchical control structure for trajectory
tracking. The structure consists of an external Proportional-Derivative controller and an internal
Proportional-Integral controller. We consider that the sensor faults occur on the inner loop and
counteract them in the outer loop. In a novel approach, we use a metric monocular Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping algorithm for detecting internal faults. We design the fault diagnosis
scheme as a logical process which depends on the weighted residual. Furthermore, we propose two
control strategies for fault mitigation. The first combines the external PD controller and a function of
the residual. The second treats the sensor fault as an actuator fault and compensates with a sliding
mode action. In either case, we utilize onboard sensors only. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of
the strategies in simulations and experiments.

Keywords: multirotor; ground effect; sensor faults

1. Introduction

The interest in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been growing in recent years. Different types
of UAVs have been used in many applications such as photography, cinematography, surveillance,
remote inspection and emergency response, to mention a few. Among the types of UAVs, rotary-wing
vehicles are one of the most versatile platforms. Particularly, multirotors offer large payload,
high mobility and simple construction.

Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) equipped with onboard sensors are ideal platforms for autonomous
navigation. Due to payload and energy restrictions, an MAV is equipped with fewer sensors. The
minimal sensor suite for autonomous localization has been reported to be a monocular camera and
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [1]. However, it is common that an MAV is also equipped with
sensors to measure the altitude. For low-level flights, the altitude is obtained from a combination of a
range sensor and a barometer; this combination is referred to as an altimeter. With a monocular camera
and the altitude measurement, the autonomous flight of a quadrotor has been achieved for indoor
scenarios [2].

Multirotor MAVs can operate in complex and confined environments that are not accessible to
larger drones. Within such environments, a multirotor is likely to move close to horizontal and vertical
surfaces. These situations result in airflow interactions between the propellers and proximate surfaces.
The most common of these interactions is the one produced by the ground. This phenomenon, known
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as the ground effect, is more pronounced in rotorcraft operating in hover and at low speeds. In addition
to the increment of thrust efficiency, it has been reported that the ground effect causes variations in the
pressure altitude reported by the barometer [3].

The ground effect has been well researched for helicopters [4–6]. For multirotors, empirical
models have been developed [7,8]. Furthermore, several control schemes have been proposed for
compensating the ground effect in quadrotors such as adaptive [9], fuzzy [10], sliding mode [7] and
multi-controller [11]. However, the studies above have only considered the case in which there are
no faults in the multirotor. Those controllers are not suitable for operating the vehicle in the case of
actuator or sensor faults.

When there is no fault, a hierarchical control structure, composed by an external
Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller and an internal Proportional-Integral (PI) controller, is
developed for trajectory tracking. In contrast to previous work, we do not use external sensors to
observe system states such as the vehicle’s pose. Instead, we employ a technique known as Monocular
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (Monocular SLAM) to observe the position and orientation of the
multirotor. The measurement of these states are estimated with metric, thus enabling us to implement
position feedback for the external PD controller; the internal PI controller receives measurements
from the altimeter. Sensor faults occur on the inner loop and we counteract them in the outer loop.
We design the fault detection unit as a logical process that depends on the weighted residual. The
residual compares estimations from the SLAM system with faulty internal readings. When a sensor
fault is identified, the system switches to a control sub-law. We derive two control sub-laws—the first
combines the external PD controller and a function of the residual; the second treats the sensor fault as
an actuator fault and compensates with a sliding mode action. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first time that sensor faults caused by the ground effect are tackled utilizing a state estimator based on
monocular SLAM. The latter is a well-known technique in robotics, typically used to estimate a robot’s
pose, but it has never been used to address any issues related to ground effect in multirotors.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the related literature
considering the ground effect in multirotors. In Section 3, we propose the fault detection unit and the
control sub-laws. Section 4 discusses the simulation and experimental results. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 5.

2. Related Work

For safety reasons, full-scale helicopters are not allowed to operate close to obstacles. However,
operating close to the ground is unavoidable. This circumstance has motivated the study of
aerodynamic interactions between the helicopter and the ground while ignoring other surfaces like
walls and the ceiling. As a result, the most known of these interactions is the ground effect. Simplified
models for one rotor in ground effect were proposed, such as the model of Cheeseman [4] and the
model of Hayden [5]. The applicability of these models to micro-rotors has been questioned because
they operate at significantly different Reynolds numbers [12]. On the other hand, the wake flow of a
single micro-rotor in ground effect has been studied thoroughly [6,13,14]. For a small helicopter, an
empirical formula for ground compensation has been proposed [7]. Though simple, the generalization
of this formula to other vehicles is not clear.

The effect of the ground on multirotor MAVs has been acknowledged in several works. An earlier
approach was to model this effect as a variable thrust coefficient, which could be adapted on-line
[9,10,15]. Alternatively, a method for modeling the same effect on a quadrotor used visual feedback
from streamers attached to the ground [8]. Here, the aggregate energy due to the quadrotor down-wash
was calculated and combined with the current throttle to predict the ground effect. The limitation of
this work is that it requires streamers on the ground. In Reference [16], the model of Cheeseman has
been compared to empirical data collected with a micro quadrotor, showing that the ground effect
manifested at a higher height than predicted by the model. Similarly, a series of experiments was
conducted to juxtapose the same model and data obtained from a coaxial quadrotor [17]. Again, the
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results pointed to a stronger ground effect than predicted by the theory. Motivated by this, the model
of Cheeseman was extended for a quadrotor in Reference [18]. The authors also introduced the partial
ground effect, which appears when only some of the rotors experience the ground effect. Naturally,
the aforementioned models have been combined with control techniques [19–21].

When a multirotor flies over an obstacle, it is influenced by the ground effect. Considering that a
depth image of the obstacle is available, the impulse affecting a quadrotor that is passing over that
obstacle has been predicted from prior experience [22]. It was demonstrated that the aerodynamic
interactions between the vehicle and the local environment produce consistent effects. The prediction
scheme was nevertheless prone to either overestimating or underestimating these effects. This scheme
was later incorporated into the control loop [23]. With this approach, a significant improvement was
achieved for seen obstacles. For unobserved objects, the disturbance was not properly compensated. A
similar problem was attacked in Reference [18], where the form of the obstacle was restricted to a box.

A state observer incorporates a mathematical model of the quadrotor and can be used to estimate
external disturbances. The estimation can be combined with a feedback controller. This combination
has been reported to improve the control performance when external disturbances exist [24–27].
However, the observer’s estimation deteriorates for small disturbances and large sensor noise. Filtering
the inputs and outputs of the observer can help in this case. The tuning of the filters is intricate and the
filters introduce delays in the estimation, which deteriorates the overall control performance. On the
contrary, stochastic estimation algorithms are designed to handle process and sensor noise at the cost
of increasing the computational burden. An unscented Kalman filter has been presented to estimate
external force and torque for quadrotors [28]. Nevertheless, it is not clear if this approach can be
applied to disturbance rejection.

In Reference [11], we have shown that the position control performance under the ground effect
can be enhanced with a rapid switching control algorithm. The position feedback was provided by
an external motion capture system at a high frequency. We proposed a multi-controller structure
where a classical controller and an extra one with a firm variable action were combined. The latter
was designed to take action when the vehicle was not responding to the former. We treated these
situations as mere disturbances caused by the increment of thrust in the ground effect. However, we
noticed that sometimes the vehicle was suddenly starting to descend without being commanded to do
so. This observation motivated us to check for possible faults in the drone. Indeed, we found spurious
altimeter faults in the ground effect (see Section 4.1). Even though our previous approach did improve
the control performance, there was still room for improvement, especially in avoiding reliance on
external sensors.

The literature mentioned above has only considered the case in which faults do not occur in
the multirotor. In the case of actuator or sensor faults, conventional controllers are not suitable for
operating the vehicle due to significant control errors. In Reference [29], the research on fault diagnosis
and fault-tolerant control for quadrotors was reviewed. Little research has examined the fault diagnosis
and control for multirotors with sensor faults. In particular, the literature comprises faults in sensors
like accelerometers, magnetometers and rate gyros [30–32]. More recently, the work in Reference [33]
has considered faults in the velocity measurement obtained from the Global Positioning System (GPS)
and the Inertial Navigation System (INS). One observer was designed for detection and another to
estimate the sensor fault. Under several constraints, the estimation error was proved to be uniformly
ultimately bounded. The bound is directly proportional to the magnitude of the derivative of the
sensor fault. This fact might limit the effectiveness of such an observer since the sensor faults under
the ground effect tend to have rapid changes. Furthermore, this approach considered faults occurring
in the same loop.

In summary, the literature is lacking in terms of the diagnosis and control of sensor faults for
multirotors. Furthermore, this is the first time that sensor faults induced by the ground effect have
been reported. Consequently, the first attempts at mitigating these faults are going to be presented in
this paper.
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3. Methods and Materials

This section starts with a summary of the multirotor dynamics model. Subsequently, a specific
control scheme is assumed and the stability conditions for the fault-free system are shown analytically.
Finally, the fault diagnosis scheme and two control sub-laws are proposed.

3.1. Multirotor Dynamics

The mathematical model of the multirotor is deduced by introducing a world-fixed coordinate
system {W} and a body-fixed coordinate system {B} (see Figure 1). By using either the Newton-Euler
equations or the Euler-Lagrange formalism, the model of the multirotor can be obtained [34–36].
We selected the following model to describe the multirotor unmanned helicopter:

ẍ(t) = uz(t)(sin ψ sin φ + cos ψ sin θ cos φ)/m

ÿ(t) = uz(t)(sin ψ sin θ cos φ− cos ψ sin φ)/m

z̈(t) = uz(t) cos θ cos φ/m− g

φ̈(t) = uφ(t)/Jx

θ̈(t) = uθ(t)/Jy

ψ̈(t) = uψ(t)/Jz

, (1)

where [x, y, z]T ∈ R3 is the position vector from the origin of the body frame to the origin of the
world frame, [φ, θ, ψ]T ∈ R3 is the vector of Euler angles (roll, pitch, and yaw), m ∈ R is the mass
of the vehicle, diag(Jx, Jy, Jz) ∈ R3×3 is the inertia matrix, g ∈ R is the acceleration of gravity and
[uz, uφ, uθ , uψ]T ∈ R4 is the vector of control inputs.

Assuming that the rotorcraft moves around the hovering state, the model (1) reduces to:

ẍ(t) = θ(t)g

ÿ(t) = −φ(t)g

z̈(t) = uz(t)/m− g

φ̈(t) = uφ(t)/Jx

θ̈(t) = uθ(t)/Jy

ψ̈(t) = uψ(t)/Jz

. (2)

From (2), it is clear that the translational axes are decoupled. Thus, the z-axis dynamic model of
the multirotor can be separated as follows:

z̈(t) = uv(t). (3)

This model implies that any possible gravity is subsumed under the uv term:

z̈(t) =
uz(t)

m
− g = uv(t), (4)

where uz(t) = m[z̈(t) + g] is the actual upward thrust generated by the rotorcraft in Newtons. In
control system theory, it is common to compensate factors such as gravity and the mass into uv, as the
calculation of uz is straightforward and does not depend on any state variables.
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Figure 1. Coordinate frames definition.

3.2. Altitude Control

Before developing the fault-free control scheme, the following assumption is required. Define
zre f (t) ∈ R as the trajectory of reference. This trajectory satisfies that żre f (t) ∈ R and z̈re f (t) ∈ R exist
for all t ≥ 0. This assumption is reasonable since, in practice, the trajectory that a multirotor can track
is limited by the physical attributes of the multirotor.

We follow a cascade control scheme, where a low-level controller is present as the internal loop
and a trajectory tracking controller is running as the external loop [37]. The inner loop controls the
velocity at a high frequency and the outer loop controls the position at a low frequency. When there
are no sensor faults, the formulation of the latter is:

up(t) = kp,1[zre f (t)− z(t)] + kd,1
d
dt
[zre f (t)− z(t)] + żre f (t), (5)

where kp,1 ∈ R and kd,1 ∈ R are controller parameters to be designed. The reference velocity for the
inner loop controller is obtained simply as vre f = up. Then, the formulation of this loop’s controller is:
title = Active Fault-Tolerant Control for a Quadrotor with Sensor Faults,

uv(t) = kp,2[vre f (t)− vz(t)] + ki,2

∫ t

0
[vre f (t)− vz(t)]dτ + kd,2

d
dt
[vre f (t)− vz(t)] (6)

where kp,2 ∈ R, ki,2 ∈ R, and kd,2 ∈ R are controller parameters and vz(t) ∈ R is the z-axis velocity of
the robot.

Define the position and velocity errors as ez = zre f − z and ev = vre f − vz, respectively. The
following two propositions provide the stability conditions for the outer and inner controllers.

Proposition 1. The position error ez, resulting from the application of the external controller (5) to the model (3),
converges asymptotically to zero if kp,1/(1 + kd,1) > 0.

Proof. Given that the internal loop is faster than the external one, we can regard the model from up to
ż as a proportion. Therefore, recalling the form of ez, we have that:

ėz(t) = żre f (t)− up = −kp,1ez − kd,1 ėz = −
kp,1

1 + kd,1
ez. (7)

The characteristic equation of (7) is:

λ +
kp,1

1 + kd,1
= 0. (8)

Since kp,1/(1 + kd,1) > 0., the only root of (8) is negative, which implies that (7) is stable and ez(t)
reaches zero asymptotically.
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Proposition 2. The velocity error ev, resulting from the application of the internal controller (6) to the model
(3), converges asymptotically to zero if kp,2/(1 + kd,2) > 0 and ki,2/(1 + kd,2) > 0.

Proof. For small time steps, it is reasonable to assume constant acceleration between time steps, which
means that v̈re f (t) = 0. Then, recalling the form of ev, we have that:

ėv(t) = v̇re f (t)− v̇z(t)

ëv(t) = v̈re f (t)− u̇v(t) = −kp,2 ėv(t)− ki,2ev(t)− kd,2 ëv(t)
. (9)

Then, the system can be rewritten as:

[
ėv(t)
ëv(t)

]
=

[
0 1

− ki,2
1+kd,2

− kp,2
1+kd,2

] [
ev(t)
ėv(t)

]
. (10)

The characteristic equation of (10) is:

λ2 +
kp,2

1 + kd,2
λ +

ki,2

1 + kd,2
= 0. (11)

Since kp,2/(1 + kd,2) > 0 and ki,2/(1 + kd,2) > 0, the real parts of the roots of (11) are negative,
which implies that the system (10) is stable and ev(t) reaches zero asymptotically.

In addition to the conditions in Propositions 1 and 2, the parameters of the external and
internal controllers should be determined according to the real circumstances of the multirotor under
consideration. Particularly, it is common to use only PI control in the inner loop of multirotors [38].
This choice is justified in the stability analysis, where the derivative gain appears, dividing the others,
meaning that it slows down the internal closed-loop dynamics.

3.3. Metric Monocular SLAM

External sensors for localization of the drone are not adequate for complex environments. To
overcome this restriction, we can use a visual SLAM method. Given a monocular onboard camera,
ORB-SLAM2 can be employed to obtain the camera pose and 3D point estimates without metric [39].
To address the scale problem, assuming planar ground and knowing the camera angle and distance to
the ground, we can obtain a synthetic depth image by resolving the ray-ground intersection geometry.
This synthetic image can be coupled with incoming RGB images and then fed to the RGB-D version of
ORB-SLAM2, which generates metric pose estimates [2].

Figure 2 illustrates the side view of the ray-ground geometric configuration. Knowing the height
above ground of the camera h and the camera angle α, we can define a vector n perpendicular to the
ground. Therefore, a vector l departing from the camera’s optical center (x0, y0) and passing through
a pixel (x, y) will intersect the planar ground for some scalar d. The value of d is obtained with the
ray-plane intersection equations:

l =[(x0 − x)/ f , (y0 − y)/ f , 1]T

n =[0,−h sin α, h cos α]T

d =
nT · n
lT · n

, (12)

where f is the focal length. This approach has been evaluated using the Vicon motion capture system
in indoor environments. It was found that the pose error is 2% on average [2]. Figure 3 shows examples
of the system carrying out the metric mapping. In this figure, it is noticed that all map points (red and
black, obtained from the synthetic depth map) are on a three dimensional plane, which corresponds to
the ground.
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Figure 2. Geometric configuration to generate the synthetic depth image.

(a) Top view (b) Back view (c) Side view

Figure 3. Snapshots that illustrate the functioning of the metric monocular SLAM; the top row provides
samples from camera frames with the tracked features (green markers); the bottom row displays three
views of the map with keyframes (blue pyramids, the first one is green) and map points (red ones are
being used for tracking, while black ones are ignored).

The height above ground of the camera can be obtained from the altimeter of the drone.
The camera angle can be set a priori either via hardware or via software if its field of view can
be foveated. We propose using the metric monocular SLAM system because it offers the following
advantages. First, the metric monocular SLAM system is suitable for autonomous navigation, which
means that such a system is likely to be already present in the control architecture. Second, if correctly
initialized, it is robust against erroneous measurements of altitude (see Section 4.1). This property
holds since the original SLAM algorithm at startup creates a keyframe with the first frame, sets its
pose as the origin and creates an initial map from all keypoints with depth information [39]. The
system optimizes the camera pose by finding features matches to the local map. It also optimizes
the entire map by keeping the origin keyframe fixed. Therefore, the initial synthetic depth image
should be generated with faultless altitude readings, which are easily obtained while hovering far
from horizontal and vertical surfaces.

3.4. Fault-tolerant Control

We utilize a fault-tolerant control architecture. Figure 4 illustrates this architecture applied to
our problem. First, we will describe the interior of the fault detection unit. We assume that there are
available three measurements related to the altitude of the drone—range-based (yr), inertial-based (yi),
and vision-based (yv). The first measurement can be obtained from a combination of a range sensor
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(ultrasonic, infrared, laser) and a barometer. The second is commonly obtained from the IMU. The last
is from the vision algorithms which use an onboard camera. These measurements relate to the state as:

yr(t) = z(t) + δ(t)

yi(t) = ż(t)

yv(t) = z(t)

, (13)

in which δ(t) ∈ R is the sensor fault. Let us consider r(t) ∈ R2 as the residual vector defined as follows:

r(t) =

[
r1(t)
r2(t)

]
=

[
yr(t)− yv(t)
ẏr(t)− yi(t)

]
. (14)

Figure 4. Fault-tolerant control schematic.

Next, we define the residual evaluation function Jeval(t) ∈ R with the formulation below:

Jeval(t) = [rT(t)Wr(t)]1/2 = ||r(t)||W , (15)

where W ∈ R2×2 is a real symmetric positive definite weighting matrix. In the literature, the fault
diagnosis relies only on the norm of the residual [40]. We propose the weighting matrix to select the
relative importance of the different components of the residual vector. Thus, the fault detection unit is
operated by a logical process:

dlp =

{
Jeval(t) ≤ Jth normal case

Jeval(t) > Jth fault case
, (16)

where Jth ∈ R is the threshold of the fault detection unit and its value can be designed according to the
experience of experts, considering uncertainties and disturbances present in the system.

So far, the detection or diagnosis scheme has been presented. In what follows, we will describe
the general form of the fault-tolerant control law. Then, we will derive two control sub-laws that will
be activated when a sensor fault is identified; the first deals with the sensor fault directly and the
second deals with it as an actuator fault.

In general, the objective is to find a fault-tolerant control law for the external loop like the
following equation:

up(t) =

{
un

p(t) normal case

u f
p(t) fault case

. (17)

Inserting the measurement, un
p will always remain as:
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un
p(t) = kp,1[zre f (t)− yv(t)] + kd,1

d
dt
[zre f (t)− yv(t)] + żre f (t). (18)

The idea is to design u f
p such that the multirotor stays close to the trajectory of the reference

whenever a sensor fault is identified. If the magnitude of the sensor fault is small, the fault will not be
detected by our fault detection unit. In this case, the control law (18) still guarantee the stability of the
multirotor though the tracking error will not stay close to zero.

For the first control sub-law, suppose the inner loop uses a measurement with the form of the
range sensor measurement in (13):

uv(t) = kp,2[vre f (t)− ẏr(t)] + ki,2

∫ t

0
[vre f (t)− ẏr]dτ. (19)

For compensating disturbances produced by sensor faults of the inner loop, we will design an
additive term ua ∈ R for the outer loop. Taking into account the sensor fault and the additive term, uv

becomes:

uv(t) = kp,2ev(t) + ki,2

∫ t

0
ev(t)dτ + kp,2[ua − δ̇(t)] + ki,2

∫ t

0
[ua − δ̇(t)]dτ. (20)

From the previous equation, it is clear that ua should be designed to be equal to δ̇. However, the
time derivative of δ can be computed either with respect to the external loop or to the internal loop. To
justify the selection, we will analyze the perturbation term p = ua − δ̇. Let Tp and Tv be the sampling
periods of the external and internal loops, respectively. We assume that µ = Tp/Tv ∈ Z+. In discrete
form, after one step of Tp, it yields:

p =
k

∑
j=k−µ+1

(
ua −

δj − δj−1

Tv

)
, (21)

where the subscript of δ denote the discrete-time index, in essence, δk = δ(kTv). The expansion of the
summation results in:

p =

(
ua −

δk − δk−1
Tv

)
+

(
ua −

δk−1 − δk−2
Tv

)
+ · · ·

+

(
ua −

δk−µ+2 − δk−µ+1

Tv

)
+

(
ua −

δk−µ+1 − δk−µ

Tv

)
=

Tpua − (δk − δk−µ)

Tv
.

(22)

The last form of p implies that the additive term should be ua = (δk − δk−µ)/Tp. This means that
internal sensor faults can be countered with information available at the time-steps of the external
loop, no matter the values in between (at the cost of an approximation error). This is useful if the
external loop receives little information about the internal one, which is likely the case when working
with off-the-shelf drones. In reality, δ cannot be measured directly. For this reason, we propose the
following expression:

ua(t) = kar2(t). (23)

If both loops were to run at the same frequency, we would have nearly total fault cancellation
with ka = 1 since r2 ≈ δ̇. However, it is important to remember that the inner loop executes faster
than the outer loop, so ua remains constant until a new outer loop command is computed. In this
case, choosing unitary ka will result in an overcompensation of the fault. Moreover, the value of
r2 could be contaminated with noise. Therefore, we propose the range of this parameter to be
0 < ka < 1. Furthermore, this parameter could take different values for positive and negative
disturbances, ka = {k+a , k−a }. In the end, the first control sub-law is given by following equation:
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u f
p(t) = kp,1[zre f (t)− yv(t)] + kd,1

d
dt
[zre f − yv(t)] + żre f (t) + ua(t). (24)

Some literature has examined converting sensor faults into actuator faults through a
transformation [41,42]. For comparison purposes, we consider sensor faults as actuator faults or
disturbances and propose a second control sub-law based on Sliding Mode Control (SMC). Before
going into detail, some remarks are in order. The time response of the internal loop is much smaller
than that of the external loop, which means that the control of velocity is faster than that of the position.
Therefore, we can neglect the response time of the velocity control and consider the model from uv to
z̈ as a proportion. Thence, the model from up to z̈ can be regarded as a double integrator. Also, we

propose to activate the SMC only when a fault is detected, so up → u f
p. Considering disturbances or

the actuator fault, the model of the z axis results in:

z̈(t) = u f
p(t) + c(t), (25)

where c(t) is a composite disturbance term. We assume that |c(t)| ≤ C for some known C > 0. Define
the sliding surface s with:

s(t) = ėz(t) + keez(t), ke > 0. (26)

The second control sub-law becomes:

u f
p(t) = z̈re f (t) + ke ėz(t) + ks sign[s(t)], ks > 0. (27)

Proposition 3. The control (27) drives the position error to the sliding surface (26) and keeps the error on the
surface thereafter in the presence of the bounded disturbance c(t).

Proof. Recalling the position error ez, it follows that:

ëz = z̈re f − z̈ = z̈re f − u f
p − c. (28)

Let us select a candidate Lyapunov function as:

V =
1
2

s2. (29)

Now, let us take the derivative of V as in the usual Lyapunov method:

V̇ = sṡ = s(z̈re f − u f
p − c + ke ėz) = −s[ks sign(s) + c] = −ks|s| − sc. (30)

Taking the absolute value of the second term and considering the disturbance bound, it results in:

V̇ ≤ −ks|s|+ |s|C ≤ −|s|(ks − C). (31)

Suppose ks is chosen appropriately (ks > C), it yields that V̇ < 0 for s 6= 0. Therefore, the region
s = 0 must be invariant.

Throughout the next section, we will refer as (Fault-Tolerant Controller) FTC 1 to the strategy that
adopts (24), and as FTC 2 to the one that uses (27).

3.5. Equipment

For safety, we first tested the proposed control laws in simulation. The whole system was
implemented in Simulink. The block diagram approach makes it easy to combine continuous models
with discrete systems, such as control loops running on computers. In this way, we can select the
sampling period of the external and internal loops individually. Sensor measurements are obtained by
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simply passing the signals of the plant through zero-order-hold blocks. Also, we emulate the range
sensor faults by adding the output of the uniform random number block to the position variable at
specified times and intervals.

In the real-world experiments, we used a Parrot Bebop 2 quadcopter for which a software driver
is available, allowing the usage of simple commands for takeoff, landing and piloting. The Parrot
Bebop 2 weighs 0.5 kg and has a 29 cm frame. It has three-blade propellers measuring 6 inches. This
drone sends and receives data via WiFi. Among the data that the drone sends, we can find the video
stream from its monocular frontal camera and the altitude gained by fusing data from its ultrasonic
sensor and barometer. Also, the camera angle can be controlled via the Software Development Kit
(SDK) (https://developer.parrot.com/docs/SDK3/). Lastly, we obtain the ground truth of the position
with a Vicon Vantage motion capture system (https://www.vicon.com/hardware/cameras/vantage/).
We placed reflective markers on the drone and configured the capture system to deliver measurements
at 100 Hz. This system provides measurements with millimeter accuracy.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents results comparing the two control sub-laws described in the previous section.
We begin by describing the general behavior of sensor faults induced by the ground effect. Then, the
proposed strategies will be evaluated in simulation. The strategies will also be evaluated in real-world
experiments. For supplementary video see: https://youtu.be/uszilXBFKP4. The project’s code is
available at: https://github.com/AMatusV/mrotor-sfaults-control.

4.1. Altitude Sensor Faults

For low-level flights, the altitude of UAVs is measured with a combination of barometers and
range sensors. The first type of sensor is affected by the ground effect because of the increment in the
air pressure around the vehicle [3]. In general, the second type of sensor has limitations when there
are abrupt changes in the measurement surface. Particularly, ultrasonic sensors, which are perhaps
the most widely used for multirotors, are subjected to other problems such as acoustic noise and air
turbulence (https://www.maxbotix.com/ultrasonic-sensor-operation-uav.htm). For the latter, the best
results are obtained by mounting the sensor as far away from the propellers as possible. Nevertheless,
the presence of the ground induces an upwash encountering the central part of the rotorcraft body
[17,43]. Thus, flying close to the ground may cause sensor faults.

Technical manuals have reported the tendency of rotorcrafts to climb back into the air when close
to the ground (https://docs.px4.io/v1.9.0/en/advanced_config/tuning_the_ecl_ekf.html, http://
ardupilot.org/copter/docs/ground-effect-compensation.html). This is caused when the high-pressure
zone below the drone affects the barometer. The result is a lower reading or sensor fault in pressure
altitude, leading to the inner loop commanding an unwanted climb.

Applying ultrasonic wave propagation as an airflow velocity sensor is not a new concept.
Ultrasonic sensors are used in several applications such as in gas, hydraulic and airflow meters
[44,45]. This reinforces the idea that the ground effect could cause ultrasonic range sensor faults.
Moreover, the authors’ experience has shown the following strange behavior when flying quadrotors
close to the ground—the rotorcraft suddenly descends without being commanded to do so. This
behavior is not in line with the literature about the ground effect.

To demonstrate the general behavior of the altitude faults induced by the ground effect, we
collected data from the quadcopter described in Section 3.5. With a proportional outer loop controller,
we commanded the drone to hover close to the ground. The feedback for this controller is obtained
from the vision algorithm described in Section 3.3. Figure 5 presents the results of three tests in
which sensor faults actually occur. A sensor fault occurs when the altitude reported by the drone,
yr, deviates from the ground truth (Vicon). For example, a sensor fault appeared in Test 1 around
the 40 s mark which last 3 s approximately. In Test 2, a sensor fault appeared between 27 s and 30
s. Remaining deviations in this test did not affect the vehicle significantly and could be ignored by
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a suitable detection threshold. Test 3 shows a fault between 25 s and 30 s, the deviation was in the
opposite direction than the faults in the other tests. Another fault happened around 42 s which can
be detected by an appropriate weighting of the residual. Deviations detected as sensor faults cause
the inner loop to react, producing a disturbance for the outer controller, see Figure 6. As expected,
the position disturbance is in the opposite direction of the sensor fault.
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(c) Test 3

Figure 5. Position response while hovering close to the ground.

It is important to note that the vision-based measurement agrees well with the ground truth,
even though it relies on the range sensor to estimate the metric pose. The vision algorithm, assuming
planar ground and knowing the camera angle and distance to the ground, constructs a synthetic depth
image, which is coupled to an RGB (Red-Green-Blue) frame. Then, the RGB-D (Red-Green-Blue-Depth)
version of ORB-SLAM2 consumes this data to generate a pose estimate. Our results show that the
SLAM system is robust against range sensor faults when the camera moves mainly along the principal
axis. In this situation, the ability to perform relocalization and reuse the map yield robustness to the
system. For this to happen, the initial synthetic depth image should be generated with faultless altitude
readings, which can be easily obtained while hovering far from horizontal and vertical surfaces.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Photographs showing the quadrotor in three conditions: (a) faultless, (b) descending due to
an upward sensor fault, and (c) ascending due to a downward sensor fault; we indicate the reference
with a green line; for supplementary video check https://youtu.be/uszilXBFKP4.

Similar to this subsection, in the next ones, we will restrict to examining tests in hover conditions.
This restriction is reasonable since it represents the situation in which the vehicle is most vulnerable to
disturbances. Moreover, this situation extends to missions where the drone is tracking a trajectory in
the x-y plane while maintaining a constant altitude.

4.2. Simulation

In the simulation, besides the double integrator model (4), we considered the following expression
for the rotor thrust increment due to the ground effect:

TIGE
TOGE

=
1

1− R2

16z2

, (32)
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where TOGE is the thrust generated by the rotorcraft flying out of ground effect, TIGE is the thrust when
the rotorcraft is in ground effect, R is the radius of the rotor, and z is the vertical distance of the rotor
to the ground. Specifically, we set R = 4r, where r = 0.0762 m is the radius of one propeller of the
Bebop 2.

The control objective is to track a reference of 0.5 m from initial conditions of 1 m and 0 m/s.
The mass of the vehicle is 0.5 kg and the gravity acceleration is 9.81 m/s2. The values of fault-free
control parameters are kp,1 = 1, kd,1 = 0.1, and kp,2 = ki,2 = 10. The residual weighting matrix is
W = diag(2, 0.5) and the fault detection threshold is Jth = 0.2. For the FTC strategies, the parameters
are k+a = 0.3, k−a = 0.1, ke = 1.7 and ks = 0.01. The total simulation time is 30 s. To simulate sensor
faults, we considered a uniform random generator with range [0.01, 0.2], which is added to the internal
loop measurement at times 5 s to 6 s, 15 s to 17, and 25 s to 28 s. We set the sampling times of the
external and internal loops to 0.05 s and 0.01 s, respectively. Also, we assume that the internal loop
shares its measurement with the external loop every 0.2 s.

Figure 7 shows the outputs of the sensors, the reference and the fault detection scheme. It can
be seen that the sensor faults were properly detected at the time intervals at which the output of the
random generator was added to the internal loop measurement. These graphical results demonstrate
that the fault detector indirectly depends on the control strategy. Nevertheless, all significant sensor
faults were recognized for each control strategy. Also, it can be noted that the fault can be tolerated
after the control sub-laws are adopted.
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(c) FTC 2

Figure 7. Simulation response of three control strategies.

Figure 8 illustrates the control actions of each strategy. As anticipated, the PD output reached
lower magnitudes than the FTC strategies. On the other hand, the FTC 2 scheme attained higher
command magnitudes. This might indicate problems in real implementation. The rapid changes in
commands could cause fast battery depletion. Also, the vision algorithm that estimates the position
could fail due to the fast movements of the camera.
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(b) FTC 1
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(c) FTC 2

Figure 8. Control actions of three strategies in simulation.
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Qualitatively, the FTC 2 scheme yielded the best response. For a quantitative comparison, we
computed the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and summarized the results in Table 1. Compared to the
PD controller, the proposed strategies improved the error measure in 24.41% and 38.06%, respectively.

Table 1. Error measures of the control strategies in simulation.

PD FTC 1 FTC 2

RMSE 0.0214 0.0172 0.0155

An important take away from the simulation is the advantage of adopting asymmetrical values
for k+a and k−a . The simulation clarified that the integral action of the inner loop provides a negative
offset to compensate for the ground effect. In consequence, negative commands of the external loop
have more impact than positive commands until the integral reaches to zero.

4.3. Experiments

In the experiments, we exploit the features of the Bebop 2 to run the metric monocular SLAM
algorithm to estimate the pose of the camera (refer to Section 3.3), which will be the feedback of the
external controller. For all tests, the camera angle was set to −83◦ with respect to the horizon.

In the tests with the drone, we restrict the x-y position and the yaw angle with PID controllers:
ux(t) = PID(x; t), uy(t) = PID(y; t), and uψ(t) = PID(ψ; t). To preserve the direction in global
coordinates of the x-y projection of the vector generated by the position controllers, we apply the
transformation in (33).

F =
√

u2
x + u2

y

ux,b = F cos
[

arctan
(

uy

ux

)
− ψ

]

uy,b = F sin
[

arctan
(

uy

ux

)
− ψ

]
. (33)

The control objective is to track a reference of 0.48 m from an initial condition of 1 m. The values
of fault-free control parameters are kp,1 = 0.6, and kd,1 = 0.2; the drone’s inner loop parameters are
kept as default. The residual weighting matrix is W = diag(1, 0.5) and the fault detection threshold is
Jth = 0.2. For the FTC strategies, the parameters are k+a = 0.5, k−a = 0.2, ke = 1.25, and ks = 0.01. In
practice, we observed variable frequency in the vision feedback (external loop) with an average of 15
Hz (≈ 0.0667 s). Like in the simulation, the Bebop 2 publishes altitude measurements every 0.2 s.

Instead of emulating the sensor faults, we opted for evaluating flights with real faults, in essence,
sensor faults actually occur. Given the apparent stochastic behavior of sensor faults induced by the
ground effect, we collected results from five tests for each control strategy. Only tests with detected
sensor faults and without vision tracking losses were examined. For comparison, we have plotted the
error signals in Figure 9. Overall, the figure reveals that the best qualitative behavior was obtained
with FTC 1. This observation is confirmed with Table 2, where the FTC 1 strategy has the lowest
average RMSE. Taking as reference the PD strategy, the FTC techniques improved the average error
measure in 85.55% and 8.43%, respectively.
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Figure 9. Error response of the control strategies for five tests with the real drone.

Table 2. Error measures of the control strategies with the real drone.

RMSE Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Average

PD 0.0492 0.0591 0.0479 0.0460 0.0549 0.0514
FTC 1 0.0266 0.0304 0.0249 0.0317 0.0247 0.0277
FTC 2 0.0215 0.0576 0.0579 0.0417 0.0582 0.0474

For further comparison, we picked one test of each strategy and plotted their signals in Figure 10.
Different from the simulations, in the experiments, a sensor fault may occur gradually (see the first
detection in Figure 10b). In this case, a fault can still be detected (after a delay) since our detector
depends on the position component of the residual. With Jth, we sacrifice the speed at which we can
identify a gradual fault for robustness against noise. On the other hand, it can be observed that the
worst-case scenario from FTC 1 dominates the median response of the other strategies. Unlike in the
simulations, FTC 2 shows error peaks similar to the standard PD strategy.
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(b) FTC 1: Test 4
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(c) FTC 2: Test 3

Figure 10. Sensors, reference and fault detection signals for individual tests.

The control commands for the tests in the previous plots are shown in Figure 11. The same
trend as in simulations can be seen in this figure—the commands of FTC 2 exhibits the highest peaks,
followed by FTC 1. The noise in the measurement and the computation of the unsmoothed first
derivative explain the peaks in the PD commands.
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(b) FTC 1: Test 4
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(c) FTC 2: Test 3

Figure 11. Control signals for individual tests.

While collecting results for each strategy, we had complications with the vision algorithm. On
one hand, the vision tracking was being lost when the camera approached the ground. On the other,
the vision tracking was being lost when the camera moved too fast. For the PD controller, we were
losing the vision feedback because the commands allowed the drone to move close to the ground.
Whereas for FTC 2, we were losing the feedback because the commands moved the drone rapidly.
FTC 1 reduced the occurrence of this problem by keeping the drone close to the reference while using
moderate energy.

The performance of FTC 2 was significantly different in the experiments and the simulation. One
evident reason is the reduction of parameter ke in the experiments. We lowered this parameter because
we were not obtaining tests without vision feedback losses with higher values of ke. Another evident
reason is the lower variable frequency of the real external loop. Together, these differences explain the
performance degradation of FTC 2 in the experiments.

Focusing on the improvements of the error measure for FTC 1, the improvement was greater
in the experiments than in the simulation. Different from the simulation, sensor faults in real tests
worsen as the vehicle moves closer to the ground. This indicates that the PD controller is expected
to have inferior performance in reality. Moreover, the opportune and moderate commands of FTC
1 somewhat preserved the performance of this strategy. The combined effect is the increase in error
measure improvement for FTC 1 in the experiments.

5. Conclusions

In this article, we have presented a procedure for fault diagnosis and two control sub-laws for a
multirotor with altitude sensor faults. In particular, we have considered sensor faults induced by the
ground effect. In the fault-free case, a hierarchical control composed by an external PD and an internal
PI controller has been developed for trajectory tracking. Exploiting the trend of onboard cameras, we
have considered a vision-based feedback for the external loop based on a well known technique in
robotics known as Monocular SLAM. This is the first time such a technique has been used to address
any issue related to ground effect in multirotors

The fault diagnosis has been achieved using a weighted residual, which is obtained by comparing
estimations from the metric monocular SLAM system against faulty internal readings. The first control
sub-law has been proposed as a combination of the external PD controller and a function of the
residual. The second control sub-law has been based on SMC. The performance of the strategies has
been illustrated in simulations and experiments. It is important to remark that we have adopted
onboard sensors only.

Regarding the results, we have discovered that both control sub-laws overcame the performance
of the standard PD controller in simulations. However, the first control sub-law offered better behavior
in experiments. The performance of the second control sub-law degraded due to a combination of its
rapid switching nature and limitations of the vision algorithm. In the experiments, we have found that
the first control sub-law improved the RMSE in 85% compared to the PD controller.
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Results reported in this work indicate that our fault detection scheme is feasible for altitude faults
induced by the ground effect. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the problem of detecting
internal sensor faults is addressed by using a metric monocular SLAM system. Besides, we have
shown that our first control sub-law enhances the flying performance when hovering close to the
ground. Therefore, this controller can be used to improve missions such as take-off, landing, hovering
and operating near the ground in general.

Future work will focus on considering model uncertainties and sensor noise. These terms could
be dealt with either with a state observer or with a Kalman filter. To compensate for delays in the
measurements, a mathematical model could be used for prediction. Also, rejection of altitude sensor
faults caused by abrupt changes in the surface below the drone should be explored.
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List of Symbols

x, y, z Position in the world-fixed frame
φ, θ, ψ Roll, pitch, and yaw angles
vz Velocity of the z axis
m Mass of the multirotor
g Gravitational acceleration
Jx, Jy, Jz Diagonal elements of the inertia matrix
uz Thrust force
uφ, uθ , uψ Input torques
uv, up Control inputs of acceleration and velocity
zre f , vre f Position and velocity references of the z axis
ez, ev Position and velocity errors of the z axis
kp,1, kd,1 Parameters of the external controller
kp,2, ki,2, kd,2 Parameter of the internal controller
h Height above ground of the camera
α Angle of the camera
f Focal length of the camera
l Vector from the camera’s optical center through a pixel to the ground
n Vector perpendicular to the ground from the camera’s optical center to the ground
d Distance at which l intersects the ground
δ Sensor fault
yr, yv Range-based and vision-based measurements of the altitude
yi Inertial-based measurement
r Residual vector
Jeval Residual evaluation function
Jth, dlp Fault detection threshold and logical variable
Tp, Tv Sampling periods of the external and internal loops

un
p, u f

p Control input of velocity in normal case and fault case
ua Additive control term
ka = {k+a , k−a } Control gain (for positive and negative disturbances) of FTC 1
c, C Composite disturbance term and its bound
s, ke Sliding surface and its parameter
ks Sliding mode control gain of FTC 2
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Abstract: The use of robots to map disaster-stricken environments can prevent rescuers from being
harmed when exploring an unknown space. In addition, mapping a multi-robot environment can
help these teams plan their actions with prior knowledge. The present work proposes the use of
multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in the construction of a topological map inspired by the
way that bees build their hives. A UAV can map a honeycomb only if it is adjacent to a known
one. Different metrics to choose the honeycomb to be explored were applied. At the same time, as
UAVs scan honeycomb adjacencies, RGB-D and thermal sensors capture other data types, and then
generate a 3D view of the space and images of spaces where there may be fire spots, respectively.
Simulations in different environments showed that the choice of metric and variation in the number of
UAVs influence the number of performed displacements in the environment, consequently affecting
exploration time and energy use.

Keywords: multi-robot; UAV; bioinspired map; topologic mapping; map exploration

1. Introduction

Mobile robotics is being applied more often to not only solve problems found in industrial
environments, but also applied to services and home uses. For example, robots can be used in the
process of warehouse automation, space monitoring, and house cleaning. These new applications
show that a mobile robot can perform complex tasks while navigating unknown environments and
avoiding unexpected obstacles by reacting to environmental stimuli [1]. Another application of mobile
robotics is in the support of rescue teams in natural-disaster or catastrophe situations. Exploration
might put the life of rescue-team professionals in danger. The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
may assist rescue activities, especially in indoor areas where the arrival or movement of a ground
robot is sometimes impossible. Access to unknown indoor areas requires techniques for defining the
space where a robot is positioned, generating environmental mappings in order to aid teams in the
reconnaissance of these areas where the use of global positioning systems (GPS) is unavailable. Thus,
an autonomous robot must deal with two critical problems to survive and navigate in its environment:
mapping the environment, and searching for its own location in the map [2].

For rescue environments, the time for space recognition becomes critical. Thus, the use of multiple
robots can reduce environment exploration time. The collective construction of a map that is used to
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displace both multiple robots and the rescue team must represent spaces where it is possible to move
and points that need more attention, such as human-temperature recognition, toxic elements, fires,
and other factors that could be life-threatening.

This work proposes a mapping approach that was bioinspired by honeycomb construction.
Honeybees use hexagonal-pattern cylinders to progressively build a complex structure by adding
wax produced and manipulated by several bees [3]. This hexagonal structure allows the construction
of combs with less wax (material saving), with the capacity for more storage. The construction of a
honeycomb structure starts from a cell floor. Then, the structure is progressively extended in depth by
adding more materials around the cell walls. The hive combs are the result of the collective work of
hundreds of bees. There is no central commander/master for the building process. The individuals
follow simple rules related to environmental construction (e.g., only one bee at a time can build a
particular comb, and a new cell must be adjacent to an existing cell), so that this environment influences
behavior, which, in turn, transforms the environment, it being a mechanism of synergy [3].

The scope of this work is in the application of simulated models of UAVs with similar
configuration, and in addition, it will make use of simulation environments to validate the developed
method. In this way, details and restrictions of communication technologies are abstracted.

2. Related Works

2.1. Map Generation

Building an environment map is necessary for both robot exploration and in simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) tasks. In [4], map generation was partitioned into three parts:
metric, topological, and hybrid maps. Cartographic maps are able to make use of Vector map ([5–7]);
however, they are not the focus of this work.

2.1.1. Metric Maps

Metric maps try to extract the features and geometric properties of the environment, and they
are represented as a grid, geometric, or feature map [8] . Often, metric maps are probabilistic [4], and
establish methods for modeling noise and its effects on environmental modeling. The approaches are
based on a Bayesian filter, graph-based SLAM, and submap-joining SLAM.

2.1.2. Topological Maps

Topological maps represent the environment in graphs, where nodes represent places and objects
of interest, and edges represent the spatial relationship or path between nodes [4]. In addition to
providing a more compact representation of the environment than metric maps, topological maps
provide a higher-level symbolic understanding for planning and navigation tasks. While metric
maps are achieved with odometry-error accumulation, topological maps are built without the worry
of metric aspects. Odometry errors that are accumulated between graph nodes do not necessarily
accumulate through the global map.

2.1.3. Hybrid Maps

Hybrid maps combine the advantages of metric and topological mapping. Topological mapping is
applied for a global view of the environment, while metric mapping is applied to smaller areas, which
reduces computational complexity during metric-information processing. A hybrid-map form is the
use of each topological-map node to represent a small metric map, and edges between nodes represent
the path from the center point of one metric map to the center point of the next metric map [4].
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2.2. Multiple Robots in Environment Mapping

Solutions that use multiple robots are characterized by the application of homogeneous and
heterogeneous robots. Many related works make use of SLAM algorithms, but the focus of this work
is environment exploration. Thus, works that make use of SLAM were considered for understanding
the way they build the maps.

In [9], the authors performed collaborative space mapping with UAV and Unmanned Ground
Vehicle (UGV) modeling through complementary maps. While the UGV does 2D area mapping, the
UAV does 3D mapping of orthogonal objects in the environment. In [10], the authors presented
a practical application, which is the mapping of areas struck by earthquakes. This being an
implementation that uses a UAV and UGV, operation is semiautonomous. That happens because the
UGV is remotely controlled, but when it faces obstacles it cannot overcome, the UAV autonomously
does the mapping of the area. The execution of a 3D SLAM is done by the UAV via an RGB-D sensor,
and by the UGV with a laser scanner. In [11], the UAV implements a Parallel Tracking and Mapping
(PTAM)on the basis of sonar readings, while the UGV executes a Visual SLAM (VSLAM) fed by RGB-D
and laser sensors. The work’s goal was heterogeneous exploration using integer programming. The
UGV has its own VSLAM and, for places that it cannot explore, the UAV is put in action using PTAM.
UAV data via PTAM are then sent to the UGV and integrated in a VSLAM.

Some works that only use UAVs are presented: [12] uses a swarm to distribute areas to be explored
by the UAVs. The focus is the use of UAVs for both hunting and cleaning. Here, in a group of many
UAVs, one is defined as a sentinel and partitions the area for exploration. The work of [13] modified
the PTAM algorithm for multiple agents using monocular cameras. Environment exploration is done
cooperatively with recognition of points of interest. The definition of exploration is done via auction,
where each bid is the linear distance of each UAV to the point being explored. The shortest distance
wins the auction. In [14], an adaptation of PTAM (Parallel Tracking and Multiple Mapping—PTAMM)
with the use of RGB-D, inertial measurement unit (IMU), and infrared (IR) sensors was presented.
The work did localization and mapping using RGB-D sensors. A characteristic of this work is that it
decomposed a 3D SLAM problem in a monocular SLAM with sparse representation.

There are solutions that implemented cooperative indoor mapping by using only UGVs [15–19].
In [15], heterogeneous robots were used in 2D and 3D area mapping using laser scanners, performing
3D and 2D cooperative mapping via autonomous agent navigation. Here, each robot builds a local
map and sends the relevant data to a central server, where the data are joined with existing data
using join-compatibility branch and bound (JCBB) implementation. In [16], the authors adapted
the FastSLAM algorithm for multiple agents by also using laser scanners. Presenting a version of
FastSLAM adapted to multiple UGV robots, it could perform cooperative mapping with the stigmergic
potential field (SPF) technique, which represents behavioral influences of gathered data from the
operational environment of one of the agents. In [17], the UGVs executed a VSLAM via a monocular
camera. The creation of cooperative SLAM was based on salient landmarks to represent prominent
characteristics. For that, each robot performs its own monocular SLAM with Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF). The merge algorithm uses duplicated landmarks to increase the accuracy of the centralized map.
In [18], a laser and webcam were used to model an area. By employing multiple autonomous UGVs,
this work performs exploration with teams of robots for learning. Each robot creates a partial 3D map
that it shares with other robots in its communication range. A global map is created on the basis of
matching poses and mutual characteristics found in individual maps. The authors in [19] presented an
implementation of multiple GraphSLAM using a stereo camera. Here, autonomous UGVs perform
6D mapping of an area using graph topology to separate uncertainty estimates of the local filters of
multiple robots in a SLAM graph.

3. Methodology—Bioinspired Mapping Method

For [20], an exploration task is the combination of both mapping and robot motion-control activity.
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This work proposes an environment exploration method with multiple UAVs inspired by how
bees build hives. The authors in [3] discussed how bees perform hive construction. Following the
behavior of bees in the construction of each honeycomb, UAVs perform the build and exploration map
in a similar way, where combs are represented as hexagons. Each honeycomb can have only one bee
occupying its space, so each hexagon can hold a maximum of one UAV. The built map is a collection
of hexagons.

The construction of a beehive begins with the work of the first bee, which begins construction
of the first honeycomb using wax to build its walls. Similarly, in the proposed method, a first UAV,
identified as the sentinel, generates the first map hexagon, checking whether there are adjacencies
for each of the six sides (honeycomb walls). In this case, the term adjacency means the possibility for
a UAV to move from one hexagon to another. Thus, a hexagon exists on the map if and only if it is
possible for a UAV to fully access it from another hexagon on at least one of its six sides, so obstacles
cannot exist between the center of one hexagon and the center of the other hexagon. Figure 1 shows a
UAV exploring a hex that should rotate at six angles: π/2, π/6,−π/6,−π/2,−5π/6, and 5π/6. Each
evaluated hexagon with possible adjacency is marked with an identifier.

Figure 1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) in hexagon exploration.

Briefly, the UAV explores the hexagon in each of its six angles, sets a new hexagon to explore and
moves to this, starts a new exploration. The Figure 2 shows this action.

Once the sentinel UAV finishes the first scan, all UAVs can start searching for spaces to explore.
To control the hexagons identified in the reading process from each of the six angles, some structures
are used. To record the identifiers (ids) of the explored hexagons, a list called “visited hexagon list” is
used. When the UAV rotates and finds adjacency for a new hexagon, a new id is generated and added
into a structure called a “not visited hexagon list”. Thus, a UAV searching for a hexagon to explore
should perform this search in the “not visited hexagon list”.
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(a) Action 1: explore the first
hexagon.

(b) Action 2: get a new hexagon to
explore and scroll to it.

(c) Action 3: explore the new
hexagon

Figure 2. Exploration stages.

At the end of hexagon exploitation, id is removed from the latter list. Figure 3 presents two UAVs
exploring a given space. In this case, exploration started with hexagon 1, which was already explored.
For illustration purposes, hexagon 1 is green, indicating that it was already fully explored. In its
exploration process, adjacencies were identified with hexagons 2–4, which were inserted into the “not
visited hexagon list”. When a UAV began exploring hexagon 2, hexagons 5–7 were identified. Blue
hexagons represent spaces in exploration, while yellow ones are those that were identified but not yet
explored. The exploration process ends when the “not visited hexagon list” is empty.

Figure 3. Multiple UAV exploration: green hexagon, explored place; yellow hexagons, places that
have adjacency, but not yet explored; blue hexagons, places that are explored by UAV; white hexagons,
unknown places that are mapped in future steps.

3.1. Environment Exploration

Figures 4 and 5 present state diagrams of the scanning activity of both sentinel and other UAVs.
The sentinel UAV only behaves differently in the first exploration (where it generates the first id from
point xyz from its placement); in the others, it has the default behavior of the other UAVs.
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Figure 4. First sentinel UAV exploration.

Figure 5. All UAVs after first sentinel exploration.
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3.1.1. Checking If “Not Visited Hexagon List” Is Empty

This is the stopping criterion of the exploring algorithm. Each uncovered discovered hexagon is
inserted into the “not visited hexagon list”. When a UAV receives a id to explore, it remains in the
“not visited hexagon list” to the end of the exploration, but the UAVs that it exploits are registered.
This ensures that no UAV stops the exploration process without actually having any new spaces to
explore. For example, at one point in the exploration, one UAV may have finished its exploration,
while another is working. If no unvisited hexagons are currently available, the first UAV waits for
possible discoveries of the second UAV, which is still in exploration activity. If no new hexagon is
discovered, then exploration is finished, or new explorations process are done again.

3.1.2. Getting Id/Hexagon to Explore

When a UAV is free (no hexagons in the exploration process), it seeks a new place to explore,
which is done in the “not visited hexagon list”. To define which is assigned to the UAV, two metrics
were defined for different simulations: First-In–First-Out (FIFO) and Euclidean distance. The FIFO
metric assigns to the UAV that unvisited hexagon than has been awaiting exploration for the longest,
so the first discoveries are the first to be explored. The second metric defines that the hexagon to be
explored by the UAV is the one with the smallest Euclidean distance from the initial hexagon (id 1).

3.1.3. Go to Hexagon

Once the UAV gets a hexagon to explore, it must travel there. The UAV only transitions through
familiar and accessible spaces. Thus, given the hexagon where the UAV is located and the target,
one path is defined to go. This path is built from Dijkstra’s algorithm [21], with an adapted version
from [22]. With this path, the UAV travels the map until it reaches its target.

3.1.4. Add Hexagon Id into “Visited Hexagon List”

When the UAV finishes moving along the path defined by Dijkstra’s algorithm, it is in the hexagon
to explore. At the beginning of the exploration activity, hexagon id is inserted into the “visited hexagon
list” . This ensures that a UAV identifies a hexagon already found and identified by another UAV, not
creating a new id for the same space.

3.1.5. Rotate to Angle and Check If Angle Has Adjacent Hexagon

For each six sides of the hexagon (six angles), the UAV should rotate and check for adjacency: a
sensor checks if it is possible for the UAV to access the center of the neighboring hexagon; in other
words, if there are no obstacles between the two hexagons. If so, adjacency is added to an adjacency
matrix. Each angle of the explored hexagon is identified in the honeycomb map with dashed lines if
there is adjacency at that angle, or with continuous lines if there is none, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Honeycomb map.

3.1.6. Add Adjacent Hexagon Id into “Not Visited Hexagon List”

When the sensor reading discovers an adjacent hexagon for each of the six angles, and it is not in
the “visited hexagon list”, it sends it to the “not visited hexagon list”, if it is not already there (this is a
newly discovered hexagon).

3.1.7. Perform RFB-D and Temperature Reads

Map information is available for both UAVs to control their movements in the environment, and
for rescue teams to know the space that can be navigated. In addition to obstacle sensors, RGB-D and
temperature sensors are used. RGB-D sensors read the 3D angle of the UAV, and a cube view is then
built to aid rescue teams in space recognition. At the same time, a thermal sensor reads the temperature
from the same angle. If a temperature higher than a reference value is found, it is identified and a
photo of the location is taken. In honeycomb map, this scenario is represented with red lines, as shown
in Figure 6.

The RGB-D reading returns a matrix structure. The matrix size (nxm) and the range of RGB-D
sensor are set in a V-REP simulator in the sensor settings. Matrix values are between 0 and 1, where 0
is very close to and 1 very far from the sensor. When the UAV reads RGB-D, the 3D data, and the
angle and position of the UAV during the reading are recorded. These data are transformed from a
perspective to a global point. For instance, let R be the cube size, amplitudeRGBD the extent of the
RGB-D sensor, bu f f er the RGB-D matrix read, xn and yn the bu f f er dimension, angUAV the UAV
Euler angle, and posUAV the xyz UAV position. Algorithm 1 brings the data transformation.
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Algorithm 1 RGB-D transformation algorithm.

1 function [ xc , yc , zc ] = TransformRGBD (R , amplitudeRGBD ,
2 buffer , xn , yn , angUAV, posUAV)
3 xc = 0 ;
4 yc = 0 ;
5 zc = 0 ;
6 deltaAngleRGBD = double ( amplitudeRGBD ) /double ( xn ) ;
7 for i =1 : yn
8 for j =1 : xn
9 i f ( double ( b u f f e r ( i , j ) ) <0 .99)

10 angUAVz=rad2deg (angUAV( 3 ) ) ;
11 −−−nz i s the d i s t a n c e in meter .
12 −−−RGB−D i s s e t to 2m
13 nz=double ( b u f f e r ( i , j ) ) * 2 ;
14 i f ( j ==1)
15 dtAng =0;
16 e l s e i f ( j ==xn )
17 dtAng=amplitudeRGBD ;
18 e lse
19 dtAng=deltaAngleRGBD * double ( j ) ;
20 end
21 i f ( dtAng < amplitudeRGBD/2)
22 a l f a =double (angUAVz) + ( ( amplitudeRGBD/2)−dtAng ) ;
23 e lse
24 a l f a =double (angUAVz) −(dtAng −(amplitudeRGBD/2) ) ;
25 end
26 a l f a r a d =deg2rad ( a l f a ) ;
27 −−−Sine ’ s Law
28 dy = double ( nz * sin ( double ( a l f a r a d ) ) /sin ( deg2rad ( 9 0 ) ) ) ;
29 dx = nz * sin ( double ( deg2rad (180 −90 − a l f a ) ) ) /sin ( deg2rad ( 9 0 ) ) ;
30 −−− c a l c u l a t e dz
31 angUAVx = rad2deg (angUAV( 1 ) ) ;
32 i f ( i ==1)
33 dtAngz =0;
34 e l s e i f ( i ==xn )
35 dtAngz=amplitudeRGBD ;
36 e lse
37 dtAngz = deltaAngleRGBD * double ( i ) ;
38 end
39 i f ( dtAngz < amplitudeRGBD/2)
40 a l f a z =double (angUAVx) + ( ( amplitudeRGBD/2)−dtAngz ) ;
41 e lse
42 a l f a z =double (angUAVx) −(dtAngz −(amplitudeRGBD/2) ) ;
43 end
44 dz = nz * sin ( double ( deg2rad ( a l f a z ) ) ) /sin ( deg2rad ( 9 0 ) ) ;
45 xp = posUAV( 1 ) + dx ;
46 yp = posUAV( 2 ) + dy ;
47 zp = posUAV( 3 ) + dz ;
48 −−− D i s c r e t i z i n g values .
49 xc = round ( xp/R) *R ;
50 yc = round ( yp/R) *R ;
51 zc = round ( zp/R) *R ;
52 end
53 end
54 end
55 end
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3.1.8. Remove Id from “Not Visited Hexagon List”

At the end of the reading of the six sides of the hexagon, id is removed from the “not visited
hexagon list”. Then, the UAV can begin the search for a hexagon to explore again if the “not visited
hexagon list” is not empty; otherwise, the UAV’s exploration activity is finished.

3.2. Lock Path Resolution

Throughout the exploration process, the various UAVs will be moving towards their targets, and
consequently, their paths may cross. Avoiding collisions is a critical point for an environment with
multiple robots. Several approaches have been presented, where means of prevention are proposed
by optimized programming [23–25], potential fields [26], sampling-based methods [27], and others.
In general, two concepts are applied [28]: one where robots are free and can change their paths, and
another where robots have a fixed path with no possibility of changes. Thus, in the first concept,
the focus is on changing paths, while in the second, the focus is on controlling movement and time.
In [28] a method for treating deadlock for multiple robots where the path is fixed is discussed. To
improve performance, some stopping policies are proposed. With these policies, each robot makes
the decision to change or wait for another one. A correct-by-construction synthesis approach to
multi-robot mission planning that guarantees collision avoidance with respect to moving obstacles are
approach in [29], where has done an integration of a high-level mission planner with a local planner
that guarantees collision-free motion in three-dimensional workspaces, when faced with both static
and dynamic obstacles.

To avoid collisions, the proposed architecture defines that only one UAV can occupy one hexagon
(honeycomb) at a time. Thus, it is necessary to have a record of the hexagon that the UAV currently
occupies. To do this, each time a UAV moves from one hexagon to another, it records both which one it
is in and what is the next move. Collision is avoided in this way; however, deadlock states can happen.

In the proposed approach, it is assumed that a UAV can be found in three possible states: “in
exploration”, “in displacement” or “stopped”. The state “in exploration” means that the UAV is reading
the six angles of the hexagon (honeycomb), and generating the mapping data. “In displacement” means
that the UAV is moving to a hexagon and make their exploitation. The “stopped” state means that the
UAV has no allocated exploration, and is not moving to any honeycomb.

A key element for resolving path blocks in this approach is the Adjacent Degree (AD), which
is the number of adjacent hexagons, directly or indirectly, to which the UAV can travel, in order to
free the paths. To obtain the AD, each UAV checks how many hexagons are directly adjacent to it,
excluding those in which they are occupied by other UAVs. If the AD value is greater than 1, it means
that there is space to perform a maneuver to release the passage. If the AD value is 1, the AD value for
this adjacent single is searched. The AD value found for the adjacent one will be its value as well.

A comparison between the AD values of each UAV is made, and if there is a conflict between
UAVs, the one with the highest AD must give way to the one with the smallest, moving to one of its
adjacent hexagons to resolve the deadlock . When he finishes moving, he retraces his trajectory for his
hexagon to explore and returns to his tasks. The Figure 7 presents a scenario with two UAVs, where
the UAV in the blue hexagon has three adjacent hexagons directly and its AD value is 3, while the one
in yellow has a single adjacent one; however, this, in turn, it has two adjacent hexagons, making the
UAV AD in the yellow hexagon to be 2.
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Figure 7. Adjacent Degree: blue hexagon has AD = 3, while yellow hexagon AD = 2.

Considering the existence of several UAVs in the environment, each one identified as A, B, C, ..., Z,
and A→ B representing the UAV who wants to move to the hexagon which is the UAV B. Some cases
of path blocking can happen:

• Case 1—A→ B and B→ A:

In this scenario, UAV A wants to move to the hexagon of UAV B, and at the same time, UAV B
wants to move to the hexagon where UAV A. Here, each UAV calculates its adjacent degree (AD).
The UAV that has the largest AD will open the way to the other UAV.

• Case 2—A→ B:

In this scenario, only UAV A shows that it wants to move to the hexagon of UAV B; however, B
will not go to the hexagon of A is. In this case, UAV B may be in an “in exploration” or “stopped”
state. If it is in an “in exploration” state, UAV A will recalculate a new path trying to deflect
the hexagon occupied by B. If there is only one path, UAV A waits for UAV B to complete its
exploration. On the other hand, if UAV B is in a “stopped” state, UAV B itself will identify that
UAV A wants to go to the hexagon it occupies. That way, it will calculate your AD and compare it
with the UAV A. If your AD is greater, it will move to a free adjacent hexagon, and otherwise, it
will try to move to a hexagon adjacent to the UAV A, which causes them to find themselves in
Case 1.

• Case 3—A→ B, B→ C and C → A:

In this case, two UAVs are unable to mutually identify a deadlock. So, it is necessary to check
if there is a cyclically blocking. Thus, from the hexagon to which you want to move, UAV A
checks if there are any others that want to move to where it is. If this block is detected, the UAV
calculates its AD, and if it is greater than 0, it will give space for the resolution of the deadlock.
After that, the path to the defined hexagon will be recalculated, and then continue your task.

3.3. Simulation

To validate the proposed method, simulations were performed with different scenarios and UAV
numbers. Through the simulation, it was possible to verify the proposed approach, i.e., to plan the
UAV tasks to map a catastrophic environment. Simulations were created with the following setup:
CPU, Intel Xeon with 3.33 GHz 6 Core, 6 GB 1333 MHz DDR3 memory, and GPU ATI Radeon HD 5770
1024 MB.
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There are several robot simulation environments, such as Open HRP [30], Gazebo [31], Webots [32]
and Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform (V-REP) [33]. In this work, we chose V-REP, which
has application programming interfaces (API) that allow communication with many programming
languages. The proposed approach was implemented in MATLAB [34].

Figure 8 shows the simulation scenarios. Both were 10 × 10 m locations. Scenario 1 (Figure 8a)
presents a place characterized by rooms with furniture that were knocked down, like an earthquake
scene, while Scenario 2 (Figure 8b) is a place with passages; red dots represent fire spots.

(a) Scenario 1. (b) Scenario 2.

Figure 8. V-REP simulation scenarios.

To perform exploration, the simulations made use of two and three similar UAVs. Figure 9 shows
a used UAV. The UAV was equipped with an RGB-D camera, a thermal sensor, and a laser sensor. The
laser sensor took a 0.5 cm radio to the honeycomb, so distance from a hexagon center to another was
1 m. For each scenario and each configuration (two or three UAVs), simulations were performed with
the FIFO and Euclidean Distance algorithms.

Figure 9. UAV in simulation.

4. Results

Figure 10 shows scenarios merged with the honeycomb-map build. After the simulations were
performed, it was possible to verify the displacements of each UAV within the generated map, as well
as the order of honeycomb exploration by each UAV.
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(a) Scenario 1 with honeycomb map. (b) Scenario 2 with honeycomb map.

Figure 10. Scenarios merged with honeycomb map.

4.1. Scenarios and Honeycomb-Map Generation

Figures 11 and 12 show the movements made by the UAVs in the simulations of Scenarios 1
and 2, respectively. Figures 13 and 14 present the exploration order of each UAV with the respective
hexagon-definition algorithm to be explored, FIFO and Euclidean distance. The blue line correspond
to UAV 1, the red is UAV 2, and the green is UAV 3 (when the simulation had three UAVs).

The yellow circle identifies the highest-traffic hexagon. Hexagon traffic means how many times a
UAV went through the hexagon. Table 1 shows the max traffic number in the simulations. Considering
the ids of Table 1, and relating them in Figures 11 and 12, these most accessed hexagons were located
in places characterized as doors or passageways.

In the simulations, the movements of each UAV were recorded. Displacement means that a UAV
moved from a hexagon to an adjacent one. Table 2 shows the displacement number and average
per UAV in each simulation in Scenario 1. Table 3 shows the same for Scenario 2. Table 4 bring the
exploration time. Tables 5 and 6 details data from both exploration order and displacement.

Table 1. Hexagon traffic.

Simulation Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Id Hexagon Traffic Number Id Hexagon Traffic Number

Two UAVs–FIFO 8 17 3 19
Two UAVs–Euclidean distance 4 and 12 8 3 13

Three UAVs–FIFO 5 and 10 15 2 21
Three UAVs–Euclidean distance 10 and 13 9 12 14

Table 2. Displacement number—Scenario 1.

Simulation FIFO Average/UAV Euclidean Distance Average/UAV

Two UAVs 196 98 143 71.5
Three UAVs 203 67 169 56.33

Variation - 31.63% - 21.21%
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(a) Scenario 1 - 2 UAVs—First-In–First-Out
(FIFO).

(b) Scenario 1. Two UAVs–Euclidean distance
(ED).

(c) Scenario 1. Three UAVs–FIFO.
(d) Scenario 1. Three UAVs–Euclidean
distance.

Figure 11. Displacement—Scenario 1.

Table 3. Displacement number—-Scenario 2.

Simulation FIFO Average/UAV Euclidean Distance Average/UAV

Two UAVs 290 145 206 103
Three UAVs 324 108 271 90.33

Variation - 25.51% - 12.29%
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(a) Scenario 2-2. UAV–FIFO. (b) Scenario 2-2. UAV–Euclidean distance.

(c) Scenario 2-3. UAV–FIFO. (d) Scenario 2-3. UAV–Euclidean distance.

Figure 12. Displacement—Scenario 2.

(a) Scenario 1-2. UAV–FIFO. (b) Scenario 1-2. UAV–Euclidean distance.

Figure 13. Cont.
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(c) Scenario 1-3. UAV–FIFO. (d) Scenario 1-3. UAV–Euclidean distance.

Figure 13. Exploration order—Scenario 1.

(a) Scenario 2-2. UAV–FIFO. (b) Scenario 2-2. UAV–Euclidean distance.

(c) Scenario 2-3. UAV–FIFO. (d) Scenario 2-3. UAV–Euclidean distance.

Figure 14. Exploration order—Scenario 2.
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Table 4. Exploration time.

Simulation Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Two UAVs–FIFO 2:30:32 3:00:17
Two UAVs–Euclidean distance 2:24:56 2:27:58

Three UAVs–FIFO 3:44:25 2:08:09
Three UAVs–Euclidean distance 3:54:17 1:56:08

Table 5. Exploration order.

Scenarios UAV Number Exploration Order

Scenario 1

Three UAV - Euclidean Distance
UAV 1 1 2 4 7 16 15 14 20 23 27 31 35 34 39 44 43
UAV 2 3 6 9 11 12 22 21 24 29 28 33 37 40 41
UAV 3 5 10 8 19 18 13 17 26 25 30 32 38 36 42

Two UAV - Euclidean Distance
UAV 1 1 3 6 9 7 10 11 14 16 13 23 19 22 28 30 31 33 37 34 40 43 42
UAV 2 2 5 4 8 12 17 21 24 20 15 18 25 27 26 29 32 35 38 39 36 41 44

Three UAV - FIFO
UAV 1 1 2 6 8 11 15 18 21 23 26 30 33 35 37 41 44
UAV 2 3 5 9 12 14 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 39 40 42
UAV 3 4 7 10 13 17 20 24 27 29 32 36 38 43

Two UAV - FIFO
UAV 1 1 2 5 7 8 10 12 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 42 44
UAV 2 3 4 6 9 11 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 43

Scenario 2

Three UAV - Euclidean Distance
UAV 1 1 4 5 7 12 16 17 20 24 26 30 33 35 41 43 45 47 53 55 59 61 52 65
UAV 2 2 6 9 13 15 18 19 23 25 28 32 34 38 39 40 44 51 56 60 50 63
UAV 3 3 8 10 11 14 22 21 27 29 31 36 37 42 46 48 49 54 58 57 62 64

Two UAV - Euclidean Distance
UAV 1 1 4 3 7 8 9 13 12 15 21 18 22 23 24 27 28 31 32 34 37 41 46 49 51 55 57 59 54 43 61 63 64 36 40
UAV 2 2 5 6 11 10 14 16 17 19 20 25 26 29 30 33 35 39 42 44 47 52 53 56 58 48 60 50 45 62 65 38

Three UAV - FIFO
UAV 1 1 2 5 8 11 16 18 20 23 27 30 33 35 37 40 43 46 49 53 56 58 62 65
UAV 2 3 6 9 13 15 19 22 25 28 31 34 38 42 45 47 50 54 57 60 63
UAV 3 4 7 10 12 14 17 21 24 26 29 32 36 39 41 44 48 51 52 55 59 61 64

Two UAV - FIFO
UAV 1 1 2 5 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 29 31 33 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 59 62 64
UAV 2 3 4 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 28 30 32 34 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 60 61 63 65

Table 6. Displacement order.

Scenarios UAV Number Exploration Order

Scenario 1

Three UAV - Euclidean Distance

UAV 1
1 2 4 7 4 10 16 15 10 4 7 14 9 12 20 23 12 9 7 4 10 15 18 21 27 18 15 10 8 17 29 31 35 34 31 29 28 32 39 44
39 36 43 36 32 28 25 13 7 5 3 1

UAV 2
1 3 6 9 6 11 12 9 7 8 10 16 19 22 19 21 18 15 10 8 13 24 13 17 29 28 17 13 14 9 12 23 30 33 26 14 13 17 28 32
37 31 35 38 40 34 31 29 28 32 36 41 39 32 28 17 8 4 2

UAV 3
1 2 5 2 4 10 8 10 16 19 18 15 10 8 13 17 13 14 26 14 24 25 13 14 26 30 26 14 13 17 28 32 28 29 31 35 38 34
31 37 32 36 32 37 31 34 40 42 40 34 31 29 17 8 4 7 5 3

Two UAV - Euclidean Distance

UAV 1
1 3 6 9 6 5 7 8 10 8 7 11 7 14 7 4 12 16 12 4 5 6 9 13 9 6 5 4 12 16 20 23 20 16 12 11 19 15 22 25 28 25 14
15 19 30 19 15 14 25 31 25 22 26 29 33 37 32 34 40 34 32 37 33 39 43 39 33 37 32 34 40 42 40 34 32 30 19
11 4 5 3 1

UAV 2
1 2 5 4 5 8 5 4 12 17 21 24 21 20 16 12 11 15 7 8 10 18 10 8 14 25 14 7 4 12 16 20 23 27 20 16 12 11 15 26 29
30 32 35 38 35 32 37 33 39 36 41 44 36 33 29 19 11 4 2

Three UAV - FIFO

UAV 1
1 2 5 2 3 6 8 6 11 6 8 4 5 9 15 18 21 15 12 14 8 6 11 20 23 13 8 4 5 10 17 26 17 10 9 15 24 30 33 21 15 9 10 17
26 35 26 17 10 9 12 18 21 24 30 37 36 41 44 41 36 30 24 15 9 5 4

UAV 2
1 3 6 3 1 2 5 9 12 14 7 5 10 16 10 9 12 19 22 14 7 5 10 16 25 16 10 5 7 14 22 28 22 14 7 5 10 16 25 31 25 16 10
5 7 12 15 21 27 34 32 39 40 32 27 33 30 36 42 36 30 24 15 9 5 2

UAV 3
1 3 4 7 5 10 5 4 8 13 8 4 5 10 17 10 5 4 8 13 20 13 8 14 12 15 24 21 27 21 18 19 22 29 22 19 18 21 27 32 27 33
30 36 30 24 15 9 10 16 25 31 38 25 16 10 9 15 21 27 34 43 34 27 21 18 12 7 4 3

Two UAV - FIFO

UAV 1
1 2 5 7 8 7 10 6 12 6 4 5 8 15 8 9 17 9 8 11 19 13 10 14 21 14 10 7 8 15 23 15 8 9 16 25 16 9 5 7 13 20 27
20 13 11 15 22 29 22 15 8 9 16 25 31 25 16 9 8 15 22 29 33 35 29 34 30 37 30 34 29 33 39 33 35 41 35 29 34
30 36 42 44 42 36 30 23 15 8 5 4 3 1

UAV 2
1 3 4 6 4 5 9 8 11 13 10 14 6 4 5 9 16 9 8 11 18 11 13 20 13 11 15 22 15 8 7 10 14 24 14 6 4 5 9 17 26 17 9
5 7 13 20 28 20 13 11 15 23 30 23 15 8 9 17 26 32 26 17 9 8 15 22 29 34 30 36 30 23 15 8 9 16 25 31 38 25 16
9 8 15 22 29 33 40 33 29 34 30 36 43 36 30 23 15 8 5 2
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Table 6. Cont.

Scenarios UAV Number Exploration Order

Scenario 2

Three UAV - Euclidean Distance

UAV 1
1 4 5 2 3 7 12 11 16 17 11 7 3 2 4 8 10 14 20 14 10 8 4 2 3 7 12 15 17 16 18 24 18 19 26 30 33 35 34 36 41
43 42 45 47 46 47 48 53 48 47 51 55 59 61 59 54 51 47 46 44 52 44 50 57 62 65 63 62 57 49 46 42 41 36 31
28 24 18 16 11 7 6 2 1

UAV 2
1 2 3 6 2 4 8 9 13 9 8 4 2 6 7 11 15 11 16 18 19 23 19 25 24 28 32 34 38 34 36 39 37 40 37 36 41 42 44 46
45 51 48 51 55 51 48 53 56 54 55 60 55 51 47 46 50 57 49 57 50 57 50 57 49 57 62 63 62 57 49 46 42 41 39 37
34 32 29 25 19 17 15 12 7 6 2

UAV 3
1 3 7 3 2 4 8 10 8 4 2 3 7 11 7 3 2 4 8 10 14 10 8 4 2 3 7 11 15 22 21 15 11 17 11 7 3 2 4 8 10 14 20 27 20
14 10 8 4 2 3 7 11 16 18 24 29 28 31 36 37 36 41 42 46 45 48 45 46 49 47 51 54 58 54 51 47 49 57 62 57 50
57 50 52 64 50 44 42 41 36 31 28 24 18 16 11 7 3

Two UAV - Euclidean Distance

UAV 1
1 4 1 3 7 3 2 4 5 8 5 9 13 8 5 4 2 3 7 10 12 15 12 21 12 15 18 15 22 18 17 23 24 23 27 28 31 32 34 37 33 35
39 41 46 41 44 49 51 49 52 55 53 57 59 54 51 47 44 41 43 41 46 48 60 61 63 64 63 61 60 48 46 41 39 35 36 40
36 33 31 28 24 18 15 12 11 7 3 1

UAV 2
1 2 4 5 4 2 3 6 3 7 11 10 14 10 7 3 1 4 5 9 16 9 5 4 2 3 7 10 14 17 14 10 7 3 2 4 5 9 16 19 16 9 5 4 2 3
7 10 12 20 12 10 7 3 2 4 5 9 16 19 25 19 16 9 5 4 2 3 7 10 14 18 26 29 28 27 30 33 35 39 42 41 44 47 49 52
53 56 53 57 58 57 53 51 47 48 60 50 45 62 65 50 45 41 39 38 35 30 27 23 17 14 10 7 3 2

Three UAV - FIFO

UAV 1
1 2 5 2 4 8 4 2 3 7 9 11 16 18 11 9 12 20 12 9 7 3 2 4 8 14 23 14 8 4 2 3 7 9 11 16 22 27 26 30 33 30 35 37
36 40 36 39 36 38 41 40 41 38 41 40 41 40 41 38 43 46 45 49 45 46 53 50 56 50 53 58 50 45 47 51 55 62 55
51 47 49 56 61 56 49 56 61 64 65 64 61 56 49 45 42 41 38 32 28 24 18 11 9 7 5 2 1

UAV 2
1 3 2 3 2 3 2 4 6 2 3 7 9 13 9 7 3 2 4 8 15 8 4 2 3 7 9 13 19 22 16 11 9 7 3 2 4 8 15 25 15 8 4 2 3 7 9 11 18
24 28 26 31 26 21 16 11 9 7 3 2 4 8 15 25 29 34 29 25 15 8 4 2 3 7 9 11 18 24 28 32 38 41 42 45 47 44 42 46
50 45 47 51 54 52 57 54 60 63 60 54 51 47 44 42 41 40 36 33 30 26 21 16 11 9 7 5 2

UAV 3
1 3 7 3 2 4 8 10 8 4 2 3 7 11 7 3 2 4 8 10 14 10 8 4 2 3 7 11 15 22 21 15 11 17 11 7 3 2 4 8 10 14 20 27
20 14 10 8 4 2 3 7 11 16 18 24 29 28 31 36 37 36 41 42 46 45 48 45 46 49 47 51 54 58 54 51 47 49 57 62 57
50 57 50 52 64 50 44 42 41 36 31 28 24 18 16 11 7 3

Two UAV - FIFO

UAV 1

1 2 3 5 6 3 2 4 8 4 2 3 6 10 9 12 9 6 3 2 4 8 14 8 4 2 3 6 9 11 16 11 12 18 12 13 20 13 9 6 3 2 4 8 15 22 15
8 4 2 3 6 9 11 16 24 16 11 9 6 3 2 4 8 15 22 26 22 15 8 4 2 3 6 9 11 16 24 29 28 31 33 31 35 36 38 35 34 40
42 44 42 46 45 48 45 50 45 44 47 52 47 48 49 54 49 48 47 52 56 57 53 58 53 48 49 54 59 54 49 48 53 58 62 64
61 57 52 47 44 42 40 34 30 27 23 16 11 9 6 3 1

UAV 2

1 3 1 4 7 2 3 6 9 11 9 13 9 6 3 2 4 8 15 8 4 2 3 6 9 11 17 12 19 12 9 6 3 2 4 8 14 21 14 8 4 2 3 6 9 11 16
23 16 17 25 24 23 27 28 27 30 27 23 16 11 9 6 3 2 4 8 15 22 26 32 26 22 15 8 4 2 3 6 9 11 16 23 27 30 34 37
39 37 41 37 34 40 43 42 45 44 47 44 45 49 45 46 51 46 45 48 53 48 45 46 51 55 50 45 48 53 48 53 57 60 61
57 53 48 49 54 59 63 65 63 59 54 49 45 46 43 40 34 30 27 23 16 11 9 6 3 2

4.2. Cube View and Temperature Caption

In addition to performing the mapping honeycomb in a hexagonal shape, further information can
be generated for rescue teams. With the RGB-D sensor, a cube view can be generated. Figure 15 shows
the Scenario 1 cube projection (Figure 8a), while Figure 16 shows the honeycomb map.

A cutout of 41 and 44 hexagons from the generated map of Figure 16, and the location of these
hexagons in the simulator, are shown in Figure 17. In Section 3.1.7, the TransformRGB-D Algorithm 1
shows how RGB-D points are converted into 3D cubes.

In Figure 16, red lines (continuous or dashed) indicate the temperature reading above a reference
value. Then, a fire-spot photo was recorded. Figure 18 shows the caption of hexagon 14 in Scenario 1.
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Figure 15. Three-dimensional cube view.

Figure 16. Honeycomb-map simulation—Scenario 1, three UAVs, Euclidean distance algorithm.
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(a) Three-dimensional cube view—hexagons 41 and 44.

(b) V-REP scenario 1—hexagons 41 and 44.

Figure 17. Clipping of hexagons 41 and 44 of Figure 16.

Figure 18. Fire-spot—hexagon 14 of Scenario 1.
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5. Discussion

Topological mapping reduces information processing compared to metric mappings. The graph
structure allows the execution of generic algorithms, such as the Dijkstra algorithm, used in trajectory
planning. The data presented in Section 4 show the behavioral differences in the simulations
considering number of UAVs, and algorithms in the definition of places to be explored, besides
environment characteristics. By comparing the simulations, we verified that traffic in the hexagons
was reduced when there was an algorithm change (FIFO for Euclidean Distance), as can be seen in
Table 1. When comparing the change in UAV number, there was a slight increase in the maximum
traffic value and exploration time, as can be seen in Table 4. When Scenario 2 is analyzed, the variation
in the number of UAVs from two to three, in both FIFO and Euclidean Distance algorithms, reduces
the exploration time. Already in Scenario 1 the opposite occurs. This happens due to the characteristics
of the scenarios, where Scenario 2 has wide passages and more space for maneuvers, while Scenario 1
is composed of rooms and narrow doors, which influences the processing to avoid collisions in this
points that were bottlenecks on the map. To decrease these values, an algorithm that considers not only
Euclidean distance, but also the arrangement of UAVs and hexagons as a whole, should be evaluated.

On UAV displacement in the simulated scenario, Tables 2 and 3 exhibited a strong reduction
in UAV movement when increasing the number of UAVs and changing the algorithm of choosing
hexagons to explore. For Scenario 1, the change in the number of UAVs in the FIFO algorithm showed
31.63% reduction in average displacement per UAV. For the Euclidean distance algorithm, the reduction
was 21.21%. By changing the simulation with two UAVs to three, and the FIFO algorithm for the
Euclidean distance algorithm, reducing displacement in the scenario reached 42.52%; the same analysis
for Scenario 2 showed a displacement decrease of 37.7%. This saves both energy and exploration time .

6. Conclusions

This work presented an environment mapping method inspired by how bees build their hives.
Since only one bee constructs and occupies the space of a honeycomb, a topological map was
constructed so that UAVs involved in the mapping process behaved similarly to bees. The definition of
which honeycomb the UAV should map depends on a metric. The performed simulations considered
two metrics to define which honeycomb should be mapped, FIFO and Euclidean Distance. In addition,
simulations were performed by changing the number of UAVs. This demonstrated that setting the
exploration order has direct impact on the number of offsets and a UAV in the environment, considering
its position on the map. This can result in saving both energy and exploration time. Generating RGB-D
and thermal-reading information enables rescuers to be prepared for obstacles and dropped objects,
but also life-threatening elements such as high temperatures.

Future Work

Improvements in the definition of the spaces to be explored can be made, with metrics that
consider not only distance from the initial hexagon (Euclidean distance), but also UAV location and
environmental characteristics. In addition, in identifying points that may endanger the life of the
rescue team, the use of gas or other toxic-element sensors may be applied. There is still the challenge
of gathering this information and processing it with the use of game theory and machine learning. So
far, each UAV works independently; however, it is not identified when a failure occurs with another
one. A way of detecting failures and generating contingency plans needs to be implemented in future
work. In this work, the representation of the hexagons is made in a projection of the x and y axes. In
future work, the z axis will be added, so that this representation has several layers.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AD Adjacent Degree
ED Euclidean Distance
EKF Extended Kalman Filter
FIFO First-In–First-Out
GPS Global Positioning Systems
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
IR Infrared
JCBB Join-compatibility Branch and Bound
PTAM Parallel Tracking and Mapping
PTAMM Parallel Tracking and Multiple Mapping
RGB-D Red, Green, Blue and depth
SLAM Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
SPF Stigmergic Potential Field
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
VSLAM Visual SLAM
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Abstract: In this study, a backpack-mounted 3D mobile scanning system and a fixed-wing drone
(UAV) have been used to register terrain data on the same space. The study area is part of the ancient
underground cellars in the Duero Basin. The aim of this work is to characterise the state of the roofs of
these wine cellars by obtaining digital surface models (DSM) using the previously mentioned systems
to detect any possible cases of collapse, using four geomatic products obtained with these systems.
The results obtained from the process offer sufficient quality to generate valid DSMs in the study area
or in a similar area. One limitation of the DSMs generated by backpack MMS is that the outcome
depends on the distance of the points to the axis of the track and on the irregularities in the terrain.
Specific parameters have been studied, such as the measuring distance from the scanning point in
the laser scanner, the angle of incidence with regard to the ground, the surface vegetation, and any
irregularities in the terrain. The registration speed and the high definition of the terrain offered by
these systems produce a model that can be used to select the correct conservation priorities for this
unique space.

Keywords: DSM assessment; backpack mobile mapping; UAV; underground cellars

1. Introduction

Instruments and techniques for the massive capture of data are increasingly being used to
document all types of cultural landscapes and heritages. There are recommendations and criteria
for adequate procedures to ensure the defence and preservation of these types of heritages and
landscapes in the European context [1]. Many research projects on heritage management use geospatial
technologies [2–5] to generate various products such as digital surface models (DSM) [6–13]. A large
number of studies focus on optimising and improving actions with unmanned aircraft vehicles
(UAV) [14].
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Against this background, our study zone, the underground cellars of El Plantío in Atauta (Soria),
declared an Asset of Cultural Interest (Bien de Interés Cultural, BIC) in March 2017, which represents a
unique testimony of the life associated with work on the land and the traditional wine production
system. It is important to ensure that they are not ultimately forgotten and destroyed, as they are a
manifestation of the cultural identity of a large region in the Duero River basin (Figure 1).

In recent years, fixed terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) systems have been used to map and
monitor various areas of interest from the point of view of their cultural heritage [15–18],
in archaeological studies [19,20], underground studies [21,22], and civil engineering [23], among
others [24]. 3D technologies include both the TLS system and sensors installed on UAV for the
documentation, visualisation, and preservation of heritage [25–27]. The precision of a digital surface
model (DSM) obtained by UAV photogrammetry for documenting surface structures [28] and forms in
3D models [29–31] and for identifying constructions in urban planning [32,33] has also been analysed.
Chiabrando et al. [19] described a technique for preparing digital surface models in their archaeological
studies. Norhafizi validated the use of UAV for creating DSMs of tide data [34]. Villanueva [35] studied
DSMs and their application in zones at risk of flooding.

Komarek et al. [36] carried out studies to assess the precision of DSMs obtained by UAV on rural
plots. In other cases, DSMs have been assessed with or without ground control points (GCP) taken by
means of a real-time kinematic Global Positioning System (RTK-GPS) techniques [37–39]. Other studies
have evaluated the use of software for generating DSM models from UAV with GCP taken in the field
by means of other geomatic methods such as TLS, GPS [40], or UAV photogrammetry techniques [41].Sensors 2019, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 20 
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Figure 1. Location of the study area. The underground cellars are located in Atauta (Soria), a region in
the Duero Basin in the north-central part of Spain.

There are examples of studies on the precision of 3D models in indoor spaces and areas through
backpack mobile mapping [42–44] and assessments of different TLS [45–47]. Other works assess the
performance of a mobile mapping system (MMS) and backpack mobile mapping [48,49] compared to
the use of a TLS [47], and highlight the superior performance of the mobile system, even though its
overall precision is lower than with TLS. Campos [50] applied the backpack mobile mapping system
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in forest mapping where there is limited accessibility. Przemyslaw [51] also used backpack mobile
mapping for the geolocation of tree trunks and their comparison with UAV records.

The DSMs obtained are used to compare and complement the information registered with ground
penetrating geo-radar technology (GPR) and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) [52]. In previous studies
in the same area [53], DSMs enabled the definition and comparison of wall and ceiling thicknesses in
underground cellars to ensure their stability.

The aim of this work is to assess the condition of the roofs of underground cellars in their
natural state by obtaining an accurate DSM to characterise, detect, and prevent their collapse. This is
accomplished using a backpack-mounted 3D mobile scanning system (backpack MMS) and a fixed-wing
drone (UAV).

The study examines the use of backpack MMS in areas of irregular terrain such as the Atauta
underground cellar, using data registration parameters and DSM generation including working widths
and angles of incidence in the measurement and obstacles. The study also compared it with UAV
equipment that enables analysis of the benefits of both systems for generating DSMs of key importance
in assessing the current risk status of underground wine cellars.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Case Study Description

The study area is part of the series of underground wine cellars of El Plantío in Atauta, Soria
(41◦31′ N, 3◦12′ W), shown in Figure 1, which were declared an Asset of Cultural Interest (BIC) as an
“ethnographic collection” on 16 March 2017. Located at the foot of the village of Atauta on an area
of 1.9 ha, they are a testimony of the life associated with work on the land and the artisanal wine
production system. These underground constructions were used to store and preserve wine.

2.2. Equipment Used to Take the Images

The topographic and photogrammetric survey using UAV techniques was carried out with a
Mavinci fixed-wing drone with a Lumix-GX1 camera with a focal distance of 14 mm and a resolution of
4592 × 3448 pixels. The flight was made at a height of 90 m, obtaining a ground sample distance (GSD)
of 2.16 cm and taking 344 images by following a flight plan with a regular grid pattern defined in a
northwest-southeast direction. The longitudinal overlap was 70%, and the transversal overlap was 50%.
Precise coordinates were obtained throughout the flight due to an RTK-GPS receiver located on the UAV,
which received corrections from a base on the ground. Also using RTK-GPS techniques, high-precision
control points were observed in order to improve the geo-referencing of the photogrammetric model
with points on the ground and for a quality check assessment. The deformation in the images caused
by the camera [54] is compensated with an autocalibration performed during the aerotriangulation
process (Figure 2).

2.3. System Used for Mass Registration with a Laser

A Leica Pegasus data registration system was used as a backpack mobile mapping model (Figure 3).
This system incorporates five cameras and two LiDAR (light detection and ranging) scanners for the
registration of the 3D point cloud and images. It also has two Velodyne sensors (VLP16) that rotate
at 10 Hz and acquire 600,000 points per second at a distance of up to 100 m, even though this may
be influenced by several factors, as indicated in its specifications [48,55]. It weighs approximately
13 kg and has a scanning autonomy of three hours. The system includes a SLAM (simultaneous
localisation and mapping) algorithm and an IMU (inertial measurement unit) as an aid for generating
the 3D model.
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Figure 2. (a) Mavinci UAV used during the registration process. (b) Image orientation process task
in Agisoft Photoscan® professional software (http://www.agisoft.com/) showing flight paths and
photocenters. (c) 3D view diagram of the recorded images.
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Figure 3. (a) GPS Leica GX1230 GG equipment, acting as a reference base. (b) Pegasus backpack system
for taking the point cloud in the study area before obtaining the DSM model to be assessed.

Leica Pegasus Backpack allows the acquisition of LiDAR and image data with precise positioning
of outdoor and indoor data [18] in a system that is easily transportable by one person. This makes this
type of equipment very useful in environments with limited space, underground environments, [20]
and in areas with dense vegetation, as well as for managing data on disasters [56] and documenting
industrial facilities. It offers the option of including external sensors such as GPR equipment, thermal
cameras, noise and pollution sensor, etc., assisted by a flash module for working in conditions of low
light. The work software has tools for extracting LiDAR and photogrammetric data and detecting
changes, and is compatible with workflows by means of AutoCAD and ArcGIS. The only limitation to
its use is its autonomy of four hours due to its batteries.

It took 30 min to configure and calibrate the backpack MMS data registration system, and one hour to
survey the study area. The main features of the UAV and the Pegasus backpack are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. UAV and MMS system specifications.

Main Features Mavinci UAV Pegasus Backpack

Technology Lumix-G1 16 Mpx camera Velodyne VLP16 laser scanner
Measurement technology Computation from images Polar distance measurement

Distance measurement 90 m 5–100 m
System resolution GSD 2.16 cm Dist. acc. 3 cm at 100 m
DSM resolution 600 points/m2 36,000 points/m2
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2.4. Control and Assessment System Obtained by GPS

High-precision coordinates were computed on a fixed base using GPS techniques in post-processing
to obtain both Ground Evaluation Points (GEP) and Ground Control Points (GCP). The points are
distributed to cover the entire area of characterisation and possible collapses on the surface of the
underground cellars, which are the same as the UAV flight and the tracks taken by the backpack,
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. GEP observed using RTK-GPS techniques for the characterisation surveys of collapse zones.
Lines depict the backpack mobile mapping tracks (Tracks A to F) used to assess the 3D model.

This GPS base served as a reference for all the topographic and photogrammetric surveys (see
Figure 5, Section 1, centre). The equipment used was a Leica Geosystems GX1230 GG, and the data
were processed with the Leica Geo Office software, with a relative average precision of more than
0.02 m in all the points. The base GPS receiver was situated in the centre of the study area and all the
GCPs and GEPs observed were located at a radius of less than 200 m and measured with another two
GPS rover receivers. From this base, 12 GCPs were computed in post-processing to support the UAV.
The GCPs were positioned on the periphery and inside the study zone. This same base served as a
support for the backpack MMS, and all its tracks were within a range of less than 250 m from the base.

Furthermore, 59 GEP coordinates were also computed by RTK-GPS techniques from the same
base, and, subsequently, used in the assessment of the DSMs generated.
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Figure 5. Workflow of the methodology for data acquisition where (1) refers to data acquisition and
post-processing for backpack mobile mapping, UAV, and RTK-GPS, and (2) represents DSM processing
and stability evaluation. Note the interactions between the benchmark survey (GPS) and backpack
mobile mapping and UAV surveys.

2.5. Methods

As stated, the aim of this research is to obtain digital surface models (DSM) on the terrain
corresponding to the natural cover of the underground cellars. A methodology was defined in several
phases for this purpose, as shown in the diagram in Figure 5. In the first phase, the 45 GEP points
were analysed after obtaining the data with methods based on backpack MMS and UAV technologies.
These points were identified using Agisoft Photoscan® Professional software and included in the
aerotriangulation process, and then identified and extracted from the DSM generated from the dense
point cloud in the UAV photogrammetric project. Each GEP point was located in the data from the
photographs registered by backpack MMS and measured by stereoscopy with ArcExplorer (Esri, USA)
software. The GEP were also identified in the LiDAR point cloud from the backpack MMS. These four
measures were compared with the GEP coordinates obtained by the RTK-GPS method.

The results of the comparisons led to the selection of the point cloud-based methods and the
rejection of the photogrammetric methods, since they were insufficiently dense to generate DSMs that
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could be guaranteed to detect possible collapses. However, the photogrammetric backpack MMS was
the most accurate method (see results section).

The data obtained with the backpack MMS define the tracks from which to obtain the point cloud
covering the terrain. These tracks were used as a common element to establish the zones that cover the
total study area and allow the evaluation of the DSM.

In a second phase, the results from the two massive data recording techniques are statistically
analysed to compare the numerical and graphic products obtained and to define the DSM more clearly.

As has been mentioned, a supported network of control points was defined with RTK-GPS to serve
as the basis for the UAV flight and the MMS backpack. This network established the real precision
of both models and allowed the study of parameters such as the distance to the track in the case of
backpack MMS, the point density according to the method used, and the veracity of the model with
regard to walls, roofs, steeply sloping areas, and other elements. These points acted as a geometric
control of the parameters to be assessed. The methodology applied in each system is shown in the
diagram in Figure 5 and described below in more detail.

2.6. Processing the UAV Point Cloud

The previously mentioned software was used to generate the point cloud with the images recorded
with UAV, and also included their corresponding metadata and the RTK-GPS coordinates of the
photocentres of the images referenced on the ground. This type of software uses sfM-MVS algorithms
for the orientation and calculation of point clouds and is widely used in UAV work processes due to
the large number of images, type of cameras, and auxiliary data taken into account [57–60].

The sfM-MVS processing workflow used was as follows: initially a feature detection is performed
by identifying a large number of key points in each image. With these points, an image matching
process is carried out to identify and match these features in all the images in which they are registered.
Subsequently, a blunder adjustment is performed with the camera’s self-calibration, photocenter
coordinates, and other parameters. Thus, the photogrammetric solution of the external orientation
parameters of the images is obtained together with the 3D sparse model composed of the feature points
detected in these images, as described in Reference [61].

This study has specifically included the use of GCPs as field control, GEPs as manual
photogrammetric tie points, and feature points as automatic tie points or sparse points (see Figure 5,
right) in the same photogrammetric adjustment process. Lastly, the digital terrain model (DTM) was
created to produce the orthophotograph on which to identify the assessment points and verify the
quality of the LiDAR DSM.

2.7. Processing the Backpack MMS Point Cloud

The point clouds from the LiDAR data registered with the backpack MMS platform were computed
using the Leica Pegasus Manager software, which also allows the management of the data captured by
means of MMS. It is composed of several modules in a workflow that ranges from the prior planning
of the work to be done, the acquisition of the data, the subsequent processing and refinement with
other sensors and algorithms, and the automatic and manual extraction of the characteristics of interest
within the point clouds.

A total of six tracks were obtained (labelled A to F, Figure 4). The points were measured by
photogrammetry with the Leica ArcExplorer application. The software includes a tool that allows the
stereoscopic measurement of any point in the images from the perspective centres recorded and their
rotations, and, thereby, obtains the coordinates of the GEPs. The last step was to identify the GEPs
on the orthophotograph obtained by UAV and to measure them in the LiDAR MMS point cloud (see
Figure 5, left).
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2.8. Comparison of the UAV-Backpack MMS Point Clouds

After comparing the coordinates for each GEP with the DSMs obtained from the UAV and
backpack MMS data, the information from each registration system was analysed. This comparison
uses the tracks defined with backpack MMS to identify the different sections for analysis, while taking
into account the following factors.

• The surface of the terrain in its natural state is covered with herbaceous and shrubby vegetation,
which may pose an obstacle for measurement in both methods. Two types of zone were identified
to assess the DSMs: one with exterior corridors with less influence of vegetation, and another on
the interior with tracks with a greater presence of grassland vegetation. Some tracks were made
to pass over the roofs of the cellars in order to obtain more detailed information in critical areas.

• Taking the axis of the tracks as a reference for the LiDAR scanning distances, the point cloud
obtained on both sides of these tracks was computed and analysed to a limit of between 2.5 and
7.5 m from their axis.

The backpack MMS tracks A-F were used as identifiers for the assessment, and grouped according
to the similarity of their features. Tracks A and B are perimetral, defined in areas of broad corridors
with little influence of vegetation at a distance of 2.5 m each side of the axis. Tracks C, D, E, and F are
located on the interior and, therefore, have a presence of vegetation and irregularities in the terrain,
low walls, etc. These six tracks were divided into sections based on the similarity of the type of terrain
in order to enable a better comparison between UAV and MMS data. Hence, Track A was divided
into five sections, Track B was divided into four sections, Tracks C and E were divided into two
sections, and, lastly, Tracks D and F each have only one section. Obstacles caused by constructions
were eliminated during the digital processing of the point cloud to avoid errors due to vertical and/or
horizontal measuring in the two systems.

For the assessment, a DSM was generated with a resolution of 0.05 m from the point clouds
obtained with backpack MMS, and a grid with a point-to-point resolution of 0.10 m was projected on
the DSM. The same procedure was followed for the UAV point cloud. Therefore, the resolution and
geolocation of the DSMs coincide and allow their subsequent comparison.

Lastly, for the assessment of the DSM comparison at 7.5 m from the axis of the track taken by
backpack MMS, the sections with no errors due to obstacles were maintained, and sections A4, A5, B1,
B2, and C2 were removed.

3. Results

Before comparing the results of the different methods, it should be noted that a mean square error
of 1.9 cm in height was obtained in the calculation of the GEP points.

Ten of the 59 initial GEPs were eliminated since they could not be measured in all four methods
including some that were impossible to identify and others had insufficient resolution for providing
real coordinates with regard to other methods, such as the eaves of a warehouse in the testing area.
Four more points were also eliminated due to problems in identifying them, such as the corner of a
bench which—although it could be adequately measured in photogrammetry—was difficult to discern
from the LiDAR point clouds.

The following results were obtained from the various methods, according to the distance criteria 0
to 2 m, 2 to 3.5 m, and 3.5 to 10 m.

3.1. Point Cloud Processed with UAV

• The assessment of coordinates was obtained by triangulation with the UAV images. The GEP points
included as linkage points in the aerotriangulation process gave the following results. The mean
square error for the three distances is 4.7 cm in distance and 8.9 cm in height. The points were
measured on an average of 16 photographs and their internal precision was 1.2 pixels. The standard
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deviation was up to 6.2 cm in height. This is a “low density” point cloud (2 points/square metre)
(Table 2 and Figure 6). Five minutes were required to measure each point in photogrammetry,
since the points must be measured in all the photographs. Sixty points were recorded.

• This section discusses the assessment of points in the UAV dense point cloud. The GEPs identified
and measured in the dense point cloud gave the following results. The mean square error for
the three distances was 5.0 cm in distance and 10.7 cm in height. The standard deviation of the
points measured in the dense point cloud was 7.5 cm (Table 2). The points in the dense clouds
were measured. Ten hours were required to make the dense model of 2,400,000 points extracted
from this work.

Table 2. Precision comparison by method and distance to the backpack MMS track (in metres).

Product Coordinate 0–2 2–3.5 3.5–10

Mean Dev Mean Dev Mean Dev

Backpack MMS
photogrammetry

Horizontal 0.089 0.051 0.049 0.035 0.161 0.109
Vertical 0.031 0.032 0.025 0.024 0.051 0.033

Backpack MMS
point cloud

Horizontal 0.066 0.057 0.032 0.020 0.054 0.027
Vertical 0.068 0.114 0.090 0.107 0.056 0.049

UAV
photogrammetry

Horizontal 0.053 0.034 0.040 0.018 0.047 0.023
Vertical 0.073 0.053 0.102 0.079 0.096 0.057

UAV point cloud Horizontal 0.067 0.051 0.033 0.020 0.047 0.022
Vertical 0.089 0.077 0.118 0.088 0.116 0.063
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3.2. Point Cloud Processed with Backpack MMS

• Assessment of LiDAR points recorded by backpack MMS. The mean square error for the three
distances was 5.2 cm in distance and 7.0 cm in height. The standard deviation in height was up to
9.2 cm (Table 2 and Figure 6). The point measurement with MMS is an automatic and dynamic
process, and the points are obtained while covering the work zone. Two hours were required to
record the 115 million points included in the trajectories in the project.

• The assessment of coordinates was obtained by photogrammetry with ArcExplorer software.
The mean square error for the three distances was 10.3 cm in distance and 3.6 cm in height.
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The standard deviation in height was up to 3.2 cm (Table 2). This is the least productive measuring
process, with one point measured every 10 min. The points are identified manually, and the
parallax must be manually cancelled in each point.

Table 2 shows the precision and densities obtained with each method. They are then compared
with the RTK-GPS points network measured in the area, and the data are grouped by distance to the
track with the laser scanner located in the backpack: 0 to 2 m (measurement angle of the laser scanner
on the terrain from 90◦ to 5◦), 2 to 3.5 m (measurement angle of 45◦ to 22◦) and over 3.5 m (angle of less
than 22◦). The greatest precisions, particularly in terms of height, are obtained in the photogrammetric
measurement on the backpack images, even though this is the least efficient method in terms of density
and production. When the point is clearly defined, no significant loss of precision was observed with
regard to distance.

3.3. Comparison of Backpack MMS vs. UAV DSMs

The result of the precision analysis for the DSM at a distance of 2.5 m from the axis of the track is
shown in Table 3 and Figure 7. The two DSMs are evaluated with a square grid with a resolution of
0.1 m based on the point clouds obtained with UAV and backpack MMS. The height precision for the
tracks on the exterior is 3.8 cm, whereas the precision in interior areas is 5.7 cm in height. Tracks A4,
A5, B1, B4, D1, and E2 have a vertical displacement between 0.10 and 0.15 m. All these areas have an
influence due to construction walls or other obstacles.

Table 3. Results of the comparison between UAV and backpack MMS DSMs with points measured at a
distance of at least 2.5 m from the backpack MMS track.

Track Perimeter (m) Area (m2) Distance (m) UAV Resolution Backpack MMS Resolution Grid Resolution Precision (m) RMS (m)

A1 370 564 184 357,165 13,694,022 55,578 −0.02 0.04
A2 189 420 90 255,611 11,128,095 41,606 −0.1 0.04
A3 135 196 63 116,012 4,222,443 19,171 −0.1 0.01
A4 95 117 44 69,940 5,290,734 11,562 −0.09 0.03
A5 59 90 26 52,414 7,885,791 8869 −0.16 0.02
B1 98 138 45 80,114 2,921,953 13,628 −0.16 0.02
B2 157 182 77 111,226 5,390,511 17,678 −0.1 0.05
B3 106 159 50 94,737 4,219,886 15,508 −0.08 0.06
B4 236 286 116 180,494 13,471,066 27,982 −0.12 0.07
C1 339 348 168 226,162 9,852,318 33,758 −0.04 0.04
C2 262 339 126 243,346 16,488,277 33,363 −0.09 0.08
D1 69 83 31 52,109 1,691,763 8062 −0.15 0.02
E1 169 232 83 167,189 10,230,845 22,552 −0.07 0.07
E2 109 153 53 105,739 4,740,500 14,961 −0.16 0.07
F1 236 464 116 302,089 14,207,240 45,617 −0.06 0.06

If the distance from the backpack MMS track increases from 2.5 m to 7.5 m on each side of the axis
from which the point clouds defining the DSM are obtained, the maximum angle of measurement of
backpack MMS on the terrain would decline from 45◦ to 20◦, which increases the error due to the noise
produced in the measurement. There are also a higher number of errors due to obstacles. The number
of zones in the study was, therefore, reduced in order to avoid errors caused by built elements or
obstacles. The study for these distances at 7.5 m is limited to zones A1, A2, A3, B3, and B4 in the
exterior part and to zones C1, D1, E1, E2, and F1 in the interior. In overall terms, the mean square error
in height ranges from 0.04 m to 0.21 m (Table 3 and Figure 8).

Table 4 shows a comparison between the data obtained with points located at a distance of up to
2.5 and 7.5 m from the backpack MMS track. The correlation coefficient R2 allows the incidence of
isolated errors to be analysed when comparing both DSMs.
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Table 4. Comparison of precision when the width is increased from 2.5 to 7.5 m.

Grid Points Precision RMS R2

Track 5 m 15 m 5 m 15 m 5 m 15 m 5 m 15 m

A1 55,578 233,444 −0.02 −0.07 0.04 0.14 0.9998 0.9959
A2 41,606 135,901 −0.10 −0.19 0.04 0.28 0.9985 0.8108
A3 19,171 88,832 −0.10 −0.1 0.01 0.15 0.9928 0.9806
B3 15,508 71,411 −0.08 −0.1 0.06 0.11 0.9969 0.9792
B4 27,982 144,769 −0.12 −0.12 0.07 0.24 0.9911 0.9968
C1 33,758 197,137 −0.04 −0.09 0.04 0.73 0.9998 0.9598
D1 8062 46,599 −0.15 −0.16 0.02 0.33 0.9979 0.8295
E1 22,552 103,978 −0.07 −0.14 0.07 0.36 0.9991 0.9848
E2 14,961 72,501 −0.16 −0.2 0.07 0.17 0.9967 0.9567
F1 45,617 158,948 −0.06 −0.09 0.06 0.11 0.9975 0.9908

4. Discussion

The methods for acquiring and processing the data provided by UAV and backpack MMS are of
sufficient quality to generate valid DSMs in the study area or similar.

The first part of the work develops the methods of data capture using photogrammetry and a laser
scanner with UAV and backpack MMS. The most challenging task was to select the points that could
be identified using the different methods. Additionally, 20% of the control points were eliminated due
to of the fact that identifying these points in all the methods is not possible.

Except in the case of measurement by photogrammetry, where backpack MMS provides the best
precision results with a little under 5 cm in height, the rest of the methods had a precision of around 5
and 10 cm. Better overall results are obtained with UAV methods than with backpack MMS, but this
depends on the distance of the points from the axis of the backpack MMS track. Backpack MMS is also
better over a short distance under 3 m, with 6.8 cm. At higher distances, the UAV methods obtain a
lower precision of over 8 or 9 cm.

In addition to precision, performance and production were also analysed. Manual
photogrammetric methods were discarded since they required longer execution times, which represent
a higher production cost. The registration of the dense cloud points with UAV proved to be the fastest
and most economical method, whereas the registration via MMS gave the best performance, but had a
higher production cost.

Given these results, the comprehensive comparison of UAV and backpack MMS point clouds
in different zones that are more or less devoid of vegetation and small obstacles allows the analysis
of their precision and the influence of each method on the definition of the DSM to be characterised.
The precision in clear zones or zones near the track trajectory is 5 cm (Figure 9).

More substantial differences are found at greater distances, and measurement problems also arise
due to the lack of information or measurements in an orography such as the one in the study area,
with holes/gaps or even obstacles, as can be seen at the most extreme points of the model (Figure 10).
Although they are few and more distant from the backpack trajectory, they present a proportionally
higher error, which can be seen in Table 3 and Figures 7 and 8.

The clearest example of these differences can be seen in the correlation graphs in Figure 11
(external tracks) and Figure 12 (internal tracks), where the different backpack MMS trajectories and
their comparison with the UAV points not only show the R2 coefficients and the correlation equations
indicated above, but also highlight the difference in the number and height of the points outside the
trend line for the analysis of each track.
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5. Conclusions

When comparing the data extracted individually, a similar precision is obtained with an average
of around 5 cm in height with both methods, and an average of 10 cm with distance or identification
problems. This precision is perfectly acceptable for defining DSMs in this work environment.

Since the precision of both systems is known to be similar in small environments or at short
distances from backpack MMS, denser trajectories must be used to reduce errors due to obstacles.
A mixed method such as the proposed MMS–UAV technique represents a useful tool for identifying
areas that are difficult to determine in the DSM and which lead to the most significant differences
in height in the comparison. Given the very high number of points obtained with these procedures,
the detection and elimination of these points would make it possible to obtain a DSM with greater
precision and a greater level of detail.

The assessment of the DSMs reveals that the tracks followed by backpack mobile mapping present
a scarcity of information in some spaces. There are various obstacles and hidden areas in this terrain. In
summary, the UAV provides a more homogeneous or stable DSM even though the DSM obtained with
backpack mobile mapping is more accurate. This is due to the optimum distance range and the spaces
where there are no obstacles or strong rupture lines. Both techniques can, therefore, be considered
complementary and reliable for obtaining DSMs for the area where these underground cellars are
located. This type of application can help detect deformations in the ground a posteriori.

The use of methods of mass capture offers an excellent opportunity in such a complex area as
the exterior surface of the underground cellars of El Plantío in Atauta. These methods have different
limitations, such as the irregularity of the terrain, difficult-to-isolate low-growing vegetation, and
mobile or fixed obstacles. However, the general precision is high and in line with the data results
necessary for their study and preservation.

A novel development is the inclusion of parameters such as the distance to the scanning point,
the angles of incidence with regard to the ground, and the study of irregularities in the terrain. A clear
comparison of both technologies that conclusively reveals the pros and cons of their use would be
impossible without considering these aspects. Their combined use has also been proposed, which may
be a source of further improvements in future studies.

The results obtained point to the conclusion that both techniques—albeit not without
difficulty—provide DSMs that are capable of defining terrain stability. Due to the registration
speed and the precision achieved, both systems allow the assessment of the underground wine
cellars. Their use over time will make it possible to establish the necessary priorities to guarantee the
conservation of such unique and important spaces such as this site of El Plantío in Atauta.
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Abstract: This article presents unmanned aerial system (UAS)-based photogrammetry as an efficient
method for the estimation of snow-field parameters, including snow depth, volume, and snow-covered
area. Unlike similar studies employing UASs, this method benefits from the rapid development
of compact, high-accuracy global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers. Our custom-built,
multi-sensor system for UAS photogrammetry facilitates attaining centimeter- to decimeter-level
object accuracy without deploying ground control points; this technique is generally known as direct
georeferencing. The method was demonstrated at Mapa Republiky, a snow field located in the Krkonose,
a mountain range in the Czech Republic. The location has attracted the interest of scientists due to
its specific characteristics; multiple approaches to snow-field parameter estimation have thus been
employed in that area to date. According to the results achieved within this study, the proposed method
can be considered the optimum solution since it not only attains superior density and spatial object
accuracy (approximately one decimeter) but also significantly reduces the data collection time and,
above all, eliminates field work to markedly reduce the health risks associated with avalanches.

Keywords: snow mapping; UAS; photogrammetry; remote sensing; direct georeferencing; snow field;
snow-covered area; snow depth

1. Introduction

Environmental mapping embodies a relevant target field for unmanned aerial system (UAS)-based
photogrammetry. The low cost, safety, and flexibility of operation allow us to employ aerial mapping in
domains where manned aircraft cannot be used profitably. One of the possible applications consists of
snow-cover mapping, which is beneficial within, for example, avalanche and flood forecasting, local and
regional climate research, and hydropower energy situation analysis. Dependable information about
snow conditions is especially important for northern countries, where the snow cover is present for
a significant part of the year.

There are various methods to estimate certain snow-cover parameters, and each of these techniques
is beneficial at a different scale and in diverse applications. The basic parameter rests in determining
the presence of snow, namely the snow-covered area (SCA). Such information is of interest mainly for
the investigation of trends in large areas (or, more concretely, at the level of regions and countries) and
finds use in climate and hydrological research. In general, terms, two determining approaches are
typically employed: optical and microwave-based survey. Snow coverage is recognizable from aerial
imagery (collected from manned aircraft or satellites) only with a clear, cloudless view [1,2]. Conversely,
radar-based observation is independent of the weather conditions, although the resolution and accuracy
are typically lower [2–4]. In any case, the information value of the SCA is limited because it does not
describe the amount of snow or the relevant content of water.
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The snow depth (SD) indicator provides us with a better insight into the amount of the accumulated
snow. The SD in a certain area can be estimated via either interpolating data from a network of observation
stations [5] or as a result of a fusion of point measurements and satellite-based observations [6]. In certain
conditions, SD is also estimable from radar-based measurements or by using the light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) technology; terrestrial and airborne laser scanning (TLS, ALS) have been recently used
for this purpose [7–9]. The most meaningful indicator in this context is the snow water equivalent (SWE),
describing the amount of water contained in the snow cover. This type of information is crucial for
hydrologists, especially as regards flood prediction during snow melting periods. As with SD estimation,
the SWE is frequently obtained from in situ measurements. The spatial resolution is increased either
via fusing space-born radiometric measurements [10] and ground observations [11] or by using snow
models [4].

Manned aircraft and satellite-based estimation of the snow-cover parameters are not suitable
for small areas and applications that require high accuracy, the reasons being the low resolution,
low estimation accuracy, and substantial cost. Considering other relevant approaches, the resolution of
the point measurements is not sufficient due to the sparse network of observation stations. In such
cases, unmanned aircraft can be employed effectively. Micro and light UASs (below 5 kg and 50 kg [12],
respectively), the categories addressed within this study, are profitably employed in many fields of
aerial mapping, such as agriculture [13], forestry [14], geodesy [15], archaeology [16], or environmental
mapping [17]. However, due to their limited endurance, sensitivity to weather conditions, and relevant
legal restrictions, the vehicles are not suitable for global area mapping, including flights at the regional
level. Conversely, the concept ensures fast, safe, low-cost, and flexible operation, and it enables us to
reach superior accuracy and resolution.

Most of the recent UAS-based snow mapping projects use aerial photogrammetry for SD estimation.
Studies [7,8,18], for example, compare photogrammetry and indirect georeferencing-based SD estimation
with terrestrial laser scanning in mountainous regions. The results indicate that both methods are suitable
for the given purpose and achieve comparable accuracies. Indirect georeferencing (IG), a technique
relying on ground targets, can be successfully replaced with visual landmark-based co-registration;
however, as pointed out within sources [19–21], common visible points must exist in both snow-covered
and snow-free scenes. According to [7,18], photogrammetric accuracy in snow mapping can be enhanced
using near-infrared (NIR) cameras instead of visible-spectrum ones since the former perform well even
in weak lighting conditions. In terms of the UAS type, all the referenced projects (except for [7]) use
multi-copters to carry out the discussed photogrammetric task, mainly because of their greater wind
resistance and higher payload capacity. The articles further indicate that UAS-based snow mapping is
appropriate for areas up to tens of thousands of square meters. The idea of the photogrammetry-based
depth estimation lies in that the actual surface model of the snow cover is compared with a reference
snow-free model. Relevant reference data can be obtained in multiple ways. The common approach is to
create the snow-free surface model via the same technique, namely UAS photogrammetry, in a period
when there is no snow cover [7,8,18–21]. Another option rests in using national terrain models (typically
produced through LiDAR measurements), which are generally available in many countries.

The SD map is obtained from the height difference between the snow-covered and the snow-free
surface models. To acquire such a difference, both models must be accurately georeferenced. All the
above-mentioned research projects, except for [21], use IG or visual landmark-based co-registration.
IG typically achieves an object accuracy slightly better than that of direct georeferencing (DG) (centimeter
to decimeter level); however, a serious health risk may arise during the ground survey due to
avalanches, especially in mountainous regions. Despite benefits of the DG, the approach is not
widely employed presently. Difficulties addressed in the study [21] and other articles using DG in
UAS photogrammetry [22–24] relate to the complexity of the hardware equipment onboard UAS.
This fact often causes reliability issues. Furthermore, such systems require calibration and precise time
synchronization, higher payload capacity, and finally, the overall cost is higher.
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As in the case of manned aircraft and satellite-based snow-cover mapping, passive microwave
(radar) devices can be carried by UASs as well. Such an approach, discussed within [25], is nevertheless
rather uncommon.

This article embodies a case study on UAS-based SD mapping performed with a multi-sensor
system specially designed for DG in aerial photogrammetry. The study area, namely the Mapa Republiky
snow field, has attracted the interest of scientists because of its particular characteristics; thus, various
techniques for estimating SD and SCA have been tested there to this day. Our approach has the
potential to reduce health risks and man-performed field work without significant accuracy limitations.
The benefits and drawbacks of the presented method are discussed and compared with the previously
employed techniques.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and the Monitoring History

Our method for estimating snow-field parameters was examined at the location called Mapa
Republiky (Map of the Republic), a snow field with a shape similar to the outlines of former
Czechoslovakia; the area is situated in the Krkonose (Giant Mountains, Figures 1 and 2a). This snow
field, at an altitude of approximately 1430 m above mean sea level (AMSL), is rather specific as the
snow often persists until the summer season, several months longer compared to other locations in the
Krkonose or the Czech Republic in general. This is somewhat unusual, considering the fact that the
area is located on a south-facing slope exposed to sunlight during most of the day; the reason rests in
the amount of snow contained within the field, where the SD significantly exceeds the average value
in the given location (the maximum SD of 15.7 m was established in 2000, Figure 3). The accumulation
is caused by northern and northwestern winds depositing snow in the lee. The phenomenon is further
intensified by the terrain depression formed by the snow itself [26,27].

Depending on the weather conditions during the melting season, together with the precipitation
as well as the wind speed and direction in the winter, the snow persists until June to August or,
occasionally, does not melt at all (see Figure 3 to read the annual statistics). For this reason, the place
is of substantial interest to scientists; the examined problems include, for example, the impact of the
SD on the vegetation pattern [26], the relationship between the geo- and biodiversity in the given
area [28], and the water balance of the drainage basin. Such analysis, however, requires relevant input
information about the amount of snow.

The first attempts to estimate the SD were conducted more than 100 years ago; throughout the 20th
century, the research was nevertheless hampered by a lack of appropriate technical equipment [29,30].
Wire probes (collapsible avalanche probes) are not applicable if the snowpack is deeper than 3–4 m,
and fixed steel poles may fail due to the shear stress of the snow mass [26]. Systematic investigation
was, in fact, made possible only after the introduction of the accurate global positioning system (GPS)
technology. Since 1999, the Krkonose Mountains National Park Administration have been monitoring
the location via kinematic carrier phase-enabled GPS receivers. The surface of the snow cover is
reconstructed by interpolation of GPS position data collected during walking or slow horizontal
skiing. These data collection techniques were further supported by the "stop and go" method (walking
with stops to facilitate static collection of point data, Figure 2b), which ensured accuracy verification;
during periods characterized by a serious avalanche risk, a viable alternative consisted of using
a rope-driven sledge with a GPS receiver. Employing the same equipment, data for the construction of
a snow-free surface model were collected after the melting season. A SD map was then computed as
the difference between these two models. The described approach enabled us to estimate the depth of
thick snow layers for the first time [26,31], although the spatial resolution was rather low with respect
to the amount of time needed for the data collection.
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Figure 1. The study site location (the orthophoto obtained during the melting season 2012).

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The isolated Mapa Republiky snow field during the spring season (a), and ground survey-based
point determination of the snow field shape (b).

Another turning point came with the use of UASs. Since 2016, a camera-equipped UAS has been
used to acquire relevant aerial image data to be further employed for the photogrammetry-based
surface reconstruction. This method significantly reduced the data collection time and, moreover,
increased the spatial resolution by two orders of magnitude. Except for the SD, computed in the
same manner as within the aforementioned method, this approach enabled us to estimate the SCA
employing the actual orthophoto. A major drawback of this method is the necessity of ground targets
used for the georeferencing. This task still comprises certain risk due to the avalanche hazard.
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Figure 3. The data on the maximum snow height and melting days since 1999 (the year when the
global positioning system (GPS)-based monitoring was performed for the first time).

2.2. Overall Concept

This paper discusses a vision-based snow-field monitoring method that uses ground control
point (GCP)-free UAS photogrammetry (Figure 4). The approach eliminates a substantial portion of
the common field work and is thus usable primarily in inaccessible or dangerous areas. Thanks to
its capabilities, the technique offers major potential for automated data processing and, importantly,
reduces the data acquisition and processing time. Compared to the other relevant methods, however,
complex hardware equipment and more specialized operator skills are needed.
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Figure 4. The workflow illustrating the entire snow-field monitoring procedure. TP—test point; GNSS—
global navigation satellite system; INS—inertial navigation system; DEM—digital elevation model;
SCA—snow-covered area; SD—snow depth.

Our technique employs aerial photography-based products for SCA calculations; SD and volume
calculations nevertheless require another component, namely a snow-free terrain model. Since all
aerial data are acquired using a UAS operated in an automatic mode, special attention must be paid to
mission planning. This is essential especially in regions with rugged terrain. The field work comprises
the aerial data acquisition, or the UAS flight itself, and—if required—test point (TP) deployment.
Our UAS is equipped with sensors for DG of the imagery, and thus no ground targets (GCPs) are
necessary for the processing. In the proposed experiment, however, we employ several ground
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targets to enable the previously used IG technique, which will be later compared with our method.
By extension, the targets can be used for the DG quality assessment.

The processing part of the workflow is further divisible into three portions. First, the aerial
photographs and the data from the global navigation satellite and inertial navigation systems (GNSS
and INS, respectively) must be preprocessed and converted into an appropriate format. An important
procedure rests in validation, which determines whether the acquired data are consistent and suitable
for further processing. The second portion subsumes the photogrammetric processing, comprising
tasks well known from UAS photogrammetry, such as the structure-from-motion (SfM)-based 3D scene
reconstruction. In our case study, the quality of this process is assessed thanks to the ground targets,
or test points (TPs). The orthophoto and digital elevation model (DEM) as photogrammetric products
are then used in the final part of the processing to estimate the snow-field parameters. The SCA is
computed from the orthophoto, and the SD and volume are estimated primarily from the height
differences between the snow-covered and the snow-free terrain models.

Important aspects of the workflow in Figure 4 are addressed in more detail within the following
sections. First, the employed UAS and sensors are described in Section 2.3. The ground measurement,
a process involving test point deployment (green segment), is then outlined in Section 2.4. Section 2.5
characterizes the mission planning and aerial data acquisition, strongly related topics highlighted
in blue and green, respectively. The remaining (red) portions of the Figure display the actual data
processing. The first of these segments, data preprocessing, comprises operations necessary for
subsequent processing; such steps are not considered in depth, because their relevance to the presented
application is limited. The workflow portions comprising photogrammetric processing and snow
parameter calculation are examined within Sections 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.

2.3. UAS and Onboard Sensors

To obtain the aerial data, we used a Mikrokopter Ookto XL UAS, a 95 cm span commercial
octocopter capable of flying for approximately 10 min with the payload of 2–3 kg. The UAS supports
automatic flight based on selected waypoints; the device therefore carries a low-accuracy GPS receiver.
The hoverability and high payload capacity are the central reasons why multi-rotor UASs are often
employed in photogrammetry missions similar to that outlined herein [24,32,33].

All necessary equipment used for the remote sensing is comprised in the custom-built multi-sensor
system mounted on the UAS (Figure 5b). The device was developed previously at CEITEC laboratories
and embodies a part of the ATEROS (Autonomous Telepresence Robotic System) robotic system [34,35].
The multi-sensor system consists of a Sony Alpha A7 digital camera, a Trimble BD982 GNSS receiver,
an SBG Ellipse-E INS, and a single board computer Banana Pi R1. The GNSS receiver measures the
position with centimeter-level accuracy when real-time kinematic (RTK) correction data are transmitted,
and as it is equipped with two antennas for vector measurement, the device also measures the
orientation around two axes. The position and orientation data are used as an auxiliary input for
the INS, which provides data output at a frequency of up to 200 Hz. All the sensors are precisely
synchronized; thus, once an image has been captured, the position and orientation data are saved into
the onboard solid-state drive (SSD) data storage (more parameters are contained in Table 1).

The aforementioned system is relatively uncommon since it is completely independent of the UAS
while integrating all equipment necessary for GCP-free aerial photogrammetry. The relevant testing
cycles were performed on various unmanned platforms (such as that visible in Figure 5b) during
several missions, with the resulting accuracy assessed in our recent study [36]. Similar setups designed
for the DG of aerial imagery but not allowing portability had been published previously [24,32].
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Table 1. The parameters of the custom-built multi-sensor system for UASs. The position and attitude
accuracy according to the INS manufacturer’s specifications (the RTK mode, airborne applications).

Parameter Value

Position accuracy hor.: 20 mm, ver.: 40 mm

Attitude accuracy roll/pitch: 0.1◦, heading: 0.4◦

Camera sensor resolution 6000 × 4000 px

Camera sensor size 36 × 24 mm

Camera principal distance 21 mm

Camera aperture f/4.5

Operational time 120 mins

Max. distance from base 1000 m

Dimensions 1.5 × 0.2 × 0.2 m

Weight 2.6 kg

BananaPi R1
computer

GNSS 
antenna
(vector)

GNSS 
antenna
(rover)

BD982
GNSS receiver

Sony A7
camera

Ellipse-E
INS

Battery
source

2.4 GHz
communication

antennas

Mounting

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The custom-built multi-sensor system for direct georeferencing (a), and a UAS fitted with the
system during a previous mapping mission (b).

The performance of the applied system may satisfy the requirements of the discussed application.
With respect to the used SD determination method (Section 2.7), the height accuracy of the
photogrammetry-based DEM should be comparable to or better than the snow-free model height
accuracy (0.15 m RMSE in our case). Similarly, the horizontal accuracy should reach this level too
to prevent height errors caused by inaccurate alignment of the elevation models, an effect apparent
especially in steep slopes. The applied multi-sensor system meets such requirements: the object error of
the model is typically below a decimeter root mean square (RMS) for both the horizontal and the vertical
coordinates when flying at 50 m above ground level (AGL) [36]. In addition to the elevation model,
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our mapping method uses the actual orthophoto for the SCA calculation (Section 2.7). With respect to
the parameters of the used camera and lens (Table 1), the ground sample distances are approximately
14 mm and 29 mm for the AGL altitudes of 50 m and 100 m, respectively. These parameters are far
beyond the value necessary for an accurate area estimation in a snow field with a size in the order of
hundreds of meters.

2.4. Ground Measurements

As already mentioned in the previous section, the proposed concept does not require ground
targets for the georeferencing and data processing stages; in fact, the UAS flight is the only field
work activity in our concept. Despite this, several ground targets were employed to ensure backward
compatibility with the previously used IG technique. Moreover, the targets enable us to determine the
accuracy of the directly georeferenced photogrammetric products.

During late April 2018, the time originally selected for our investigation, the Mapa Republiky
snow field became completely isolated from the remaining snow cover in the vicinity. This fact allowed
the positioning of six ground targets just around the snow field on the peripheral part of the area to
be mapped (the distribution is visible in Figure 6). Such a solution was commonly used in the past,
enabling us to compare both georeferencing techniques. The horizontal separation of the peripheral
GCPs is 140 m on average, or approximately one ground base. The spatial distribution and number
of GCPs play a substantial role in the quality of IG in photogrammetry. This aspect has already been
addressed within numerous publications [37,38]. Our peripheral location of the targets meets the basic
GCP distribution requirement; however, a higher density and extra GCPs located in the central part
would help us to increase the georeferencing accuracy.

Figure 6. The locations of the ground targets and the base station, together with the flight trajectory for
the UAS (the orthophoto obtained during the melting season 2012).

We used 20 cm squared, black-and-white-patterned paper targets with clearly defined centers.
All these targets were glued onto a solid support and fixed to the ground by using iron nails.
The position of every single target was acquired using a survey-grade Topcon HiPer HR RTK GNSS
receiver obtaining correction data from the TopNet (Czech provider of correction data). With the
same equipment, the position of the GNSS base station (Figure 7) was determined. The base station,
also indicated within Figure 6, provides the correction data for the GNSS receiver aboard the UAS,
and its accurate position is crucial as regards the quality of the snow-field parameters estimation.
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Figure 7. The base station (located close to the snow field) performing real-time GNSS corrections for
the sensors aboard the UAS.

2.5. Mission Planning and Aerial Data Acquisition

Mission planning comprises standard tasks known from UAS-based photogrammetry.
First, a mapping region must be selected; in our experiment, this was a rectangular area around the
isolated snow field. Both horizontal coordinates of the region are enlarged by approximately 50%
because the exact size and location of the snow field during the melting period is difficult to estimate.
Subsequently, we design the trajectory (the waypoints for the automatic flight) within the region,
satisfying the following photogrammetric requirements: the desired forward and side image overlaps;
ground resolution; and altitude restrictions. The trajectory planning thus also depends on the applied
photographic equipment, its intrinsic parameters in particular; these include, for example, the principal
distance and sensor size. We use the common parallel strips flight pattern known from both manned and
unmanned aerial photogrammetry [39,40], as shown in Figure 6. The parameters of the flight trajectory
and image data acquisition for the presented case study are summarized in Table 2.

The mission planning process is, in our case, performed in the field, immediately after assessing
the actual situation. For this purpose, a laptop with the MikroKopter-Tool software for automatic
waypoint-based mission planning is used. Since the location is a steep slope (the height difference
between the highest and lowest spots is approximately 100 m), a constant flight altitude AMSL would
cause high variation in altitude AGL and thus also ground resolution. For this reason, we adjusted the
AMSL altitude of the individual survey lines to minimize variation in ground resolution.

Except for the take-off and landing, the UAS operates in the automatic mode based on the
aforementioned settings, uploaded to the device’s memory just before the flight. With the employed
photogrammetric parameters, the mapping of the area takes approximately 10 min. The image and
GNSS/INS data, which are hardware-synchronized, are recorded throughout the flight on the SD card
and SSD storage, respectively.
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Table 2. The parameters of the flight trajectory and image acquisition; the values that depend on the
flight altitude (AGL) are stated for the average altitude.

Parameter Value

Distance between strips 30 m

Strip length 400 m

Number of strips 6

Base (distance between consecutive images) 10 m

Flying altitude AGL 90–130 m

Flying speed 5 m s−1

Flying time 10 min.

Time between images 2 s

Photo scale 1:5200

Forward overlap 92%

Side overlap 84%

Image footprint 190 × 125 m

Ground resolution 3.1 cm px−1

Shutter speed 1000−1 s

Aperture 5.6

ISO Auto (100–400)

2.6. Photogrammetric Processing

The method proposed in this paper uses photogrammetry to reconstruct the given 3D scene,
namely snow-covered terrain. For this purpose, we used Agisoft Photoscan Professional (version 1.4.2),
a complex software package to execute all photogrammetric processing stages, from the image and
georeferencing-related data to the orthophoto, DEM, and other products. The workflow starts with
the align phase, where the exterior and interior camera orientation [41] is estimated based on the
feature points detected in the overlapping images. Furthermore, the locations of the feature points are
determined via the structure-from-motion procedure, resulting in a sparse point cloud [42]. Within the
following step, a dense point cloud can be generated, using multi-view stereo (MSV) reconstruction.
As the operation is performed at the level of pixels, even small details are reconstructed to yield a point
cloud containing millions of points.

The camera poses determined in the previous step being relative, Photoscan offers two
methods of georeferencing, namely transformation into geographic coordinates (WGS-84 in our case):
one employing the image position data measured by the onboard sensors (Section 2.3), and the other
performed via the GCPs positions obtained during a ground measurement (Section 2.4). Both procedures
rely on similarity transformation comprising translation, rotation, and scaling [39,43]. The techniques
are also known as direct (DG) and indirect georeferencing (IG), respectively. Although we used
a multi-sensor system to carry out the GCP-free photogrammetry, both georeferencing options were
tested. For this reason, the georeferencing phase of the workflow was executed twice to evaluate the
two methods separately (employing the same image dataset and identical photogrammetric processing
settings). In practice, most of today’s photogrammetry missions use GCPs to reach a centimeter-level
spatial accuracy even with consumer-grade equipment onboard a UAS; this scenario is presented in
several sources, such as [22,44,45]. DG, commonly supported by computer vision (CV) algorithms,
typically leads to a slightly lower accuracy; this approach, however, brings certain benefits, as outlined
within the above chapters and elsewhere [22–24].
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Based on the georeferenced dense point cloud, a DEM was generated; the model can be considered
a digital surface model (DSM). This product is essential for the formation of the orthophoto. The quality
of these outputs was determined by using test points, or ground targets with accurately known spatial
positions (Section 2.4). We used the targets in two manners, namely as the TPs in DG and the GCPs in
IG. The majority of the referenced papers employed Photoscan, whose workflow and algorithms are
described in more detail within [46].

Photogrammetry-based 3D scene reconstruction fully depends on the features visible in the
images, resulting in certain restrictions as regards the presented study. Snow-covered terrain typically
lacks a texture because a snow surface normally contains white color that does not vary substantially.
Such a property then causes the reconstruction process to fail; however, relevant studies show that snow
often contains a texture sufficient for photogrammetric processing [18,20,21]. Finally, low visibility
caused by weather effects, including fog or clouds, will also produce a negative impact on the quality
of the results.

2.7. Snow-Field Parameter Estimation

For many UAS-based mapping applications, the final output consists of photogrammetry
products, such as a georeferenced orthophoto and DEM. However, in our case, these products form
the input data for the final processing phase, namely the calculation of the snow-field parameters (see
the process flow diagram in Figure 4). As described in the Introduction, the three main parameters
related to snow mapping are SCA; SD, or snow volume; and SWE. Our method considers merely the
first two of these as the last one typically requires in situ measurements.

The method uses optical-based SCA estimation employing the orthophoto obtained within the
previous step. This approach relies on visual separability of the snow cover from the rest of the snow-free
terrain, typically covered with vegetation, rocks, water, or artificial objects. The desired effect is achieved
through segmentation, an elementary CV task that consists of partitioning an image into multiple
homogeneous and meaningful regions [47]. A common segmentation technique is thresholding [48],
which in its basic form, separates an object and the background in a grayscale image. The key assumption
is that the object class includes levels of gray different from those exhibited by the background class,
enabling the user to find the thresholding level (Figure 8a).
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Intensity
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snow-covered 
DEM (DSM)

snow-free
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(b)

Figure 8. Segmentation by thresholding: a grayscale image histogram and the threshold separating
an object and the background (a); the snow depth determination principle (b).

The snow field (representing the object, with a color approaching white) in our study area is clearly
separable from the snow-free terrain (or the background, covered with vegetation) via thresholding
since the two classes are characterized by different levels in both red-green-blue (RGB) channels
and the grayscale interpretation. Within our research, the threshold level was established primarily
manually to facilitate precise SCA determination; we nevertheless also employed the well-known
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Otsu method [49] (implemented within the graythresh function in MATLAB) to test the automatic
threshold level determination. Once the snow has been separated from the background, the snow field,
Mapa Republiky, must be separated from the snow cover in its vicinity. This step was performed using
the bwlabel function, which labels connected components in the binary image. The largest component
then corresponds to the snow field, and its area is determinable thanks to the known pixel size of
the orthophoto.

The aforementioned semi-automatic and automatic SCA estimation methods were also compared
with the manual technique exploiting an area measurement tool contained in geographic information
systems (GISs); this solution allows the operator to measure any area manually. All the approaches are
discussed in the final sections of this article.

Snow depth, expressible with a positive real number, describes the height of the snow cover
above the terrain at a certain location; a snow depth map is then the 2D SD representation of the
given area georeferenced into geographic coordinates. SD, unlike the above-described SCA, cannot be
estimated using an orthophoto only. Our method interprets SD as the height difference between
a snow-covered and a snow-free DEM, as illustrated in Figure 8b. The former model was obtained
during a melting season via photogrammetry (Section 2.6); the latter, snowless elevation model was
acquired from CUZK (the Administration of Land Surveying and Cadastre of the Czech Republic [50]).
The Administration provides an airborne laser scanning (ALS)-based digital terrain model (DTM)
covering the entire Czech Republic; its height accuracies are 0.15 m and 0.25 m for uncovered and
wooded terrain, respectively, and the average density corresponds to 5 points m−2 in the very least.
This model was resampled to obtain a DTM with the resolution of 0.05 m px−1 (the shaded DTM of the
study area is illustrated in Figure 9). Unlike the DSM produced by photogrammetry, the DTM does not
involve artificial objects and vegetation. However, this property should not lead to major difficulties,
because our study area is mostly covered with grass, and no objects are present. The calculation was
performed in QGIS (version 3.0.2) GIS to allow calculations with raster layers and to support various
coordinate reference systems. The input raster layers, or DEMs, were obtained using different methods;
thus, their pixel resolutions do not coincide. To deal with this issue, the nearest neighbor resampling
method was applied.

Figure 9. The fifth generation, shaded DTM of the Krkonose (obtained from CUZK). The study area is
highlighted by the dashed line.

The drawback of the SD calculation technique is that the height difference between the DEMs
does not have to be caused by the snow only. In mountainous regions, a rapid surface change can
occur due to, for example, vegetation growth or a rock slide. To minimize the impact of such effects,
we consider only areas where the presence of the snow was detected using an orthophoto, as described
within the SCA determination earlier in this section. The masked (snow-free) area is thus excluded
from the SD calculation.
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The snow-cover volume is another meaningful indicator. As with the SCA, it informs us about
the quantity of snow via a single number. Once the SD map has been obtained, the volume can be
computed as the sum of the individual heights multiplied by the map resolution (pixel size). From
this point, there remains only a small step to determining the SWE, namely the amount of water
contained in the snow field. Since the snow density oscillates between 50 kg m−3 (new snow) and
900 kg m−3 (ice, [51]), the parameter must necessarily be obtained. Such a task, however, is not feasible
using the sensors onboard our UAS; to obtain relevant data, we would therefore have to rely on in
situ observation.

3. Results

3.1. Photogrammetry

The aerial data acquisition lasted 14 min; during this time, 403 images were collected. In addition
to the automatic waypoint-based flight, the operational period included the take-off and landing,
namely manually controlled phases. The data acquired within these latter steps are not relevant;
thus, 222 images only were used for the processing. This image set was preprocessed using Adobe
Photoshop Lightroom (version 6.0) to compensate lens vignetting and to convert the RAW image files
into JPG at minimum compression. One of the images is displayed within Figure 10a.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. A photo captured from the height of 100 m AGL (a); a zoomed ground target (b).

The GNSS/INS logging was triggered with the camera shutter, and the number of records
contained in the log file equaled that of images captured. The data were converted into an appropriate
format and subsequently analyzed. Figure 11 shows the measured positions of the cameras in the
local system as well as the solution quality indicator estimated by the onboard GNSS. The RTK fixed
solution was available for 73% of the time; the RTK float for 5%; the differential GNSS (DGNSS) for
18%; and the autonomous fix for 4%. The RTK fixed solution outages were caused by interruption of
the data link that facilitates the transmission corrections. The age of the corrections has a direct impact
on the quality of the GNSS solution; the fixed solution was thus lost for several moments, especially
in the southeastern part of the flight trajectory, as is evident from Figure 11. This fact will likely
negatively affect the accuracy of the DG and, therefore, also that of the photogrammetric products.
The aforementioned figure further comprises the actual locations of the GCPs employed for the IG;
one of the targets (as captured in an aerial image) is displayed within Figure 10b.

The datasets from the onboard sensors, namely the images and the GNSS/INS derived data were
imported into the Photoscan, together with the locations of the ground targets. The photogrammetric
processing was performed once with DG and once with IG, using the same settings. These techniques,
except for georeferencing itself, require identical processing phases. In the case of DG, the camera
locations (and estimated errors) were simply imported from a text file; IG, conversely, involves manual
placement of markers on the targets visible in the images. Despite this, the processing times do not
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differ much, as indicated in Table 3. However, if we also consider the data collection phase, IG is more
time-intensive due to the deployment of ground targets (GCPs).

Figure 11. The camera locations and the GNSS quality indicator estimated by the onboard GNSS/INS.

The parameters of the photogrammetric products are also comparable to a certain extent:
Both dense point clouds contain approximately 190 points m−2, the resolutions of the DEMs and the
orthophotos are 10.9 cm px−1 and 2.7 cm px−1, respectively (Figure 12). As expected, the difference
shows itself in the georeferencing accuracy. According to the 6 TPs, DG reached the spatial RMS
error of 11.4 cm; the RMSE of IG is slightly better, equaling 7.6 cm (Table 4). It should be noted that
although using such a low number of TPs to express accuracy is not sufficiently credible in terms of
statistics, we can still benefit from the actual information of whether a problem occurred during the
data collection and processing. A detailed analysis of DG accuracy was proposed within our previous
study [36]. Furthermore, IG accuracy stated using GCPs (with the targets employed for georeferencing)
is also of mainly informative character.

Table 3. The data collection and processing times of the applied techniques; the photogrammetric
processing was executed on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU, 32 GB RAM,
and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1051 Ti GPU.

Processing Phase Automatic/Manual DG [h:mm:ss] IG [h:mm:ss]

Aerial data acquisition A 0:13:36 0:13:36

Target deployment M — ~0:30:00

Data collection in total — 0:13:36 ~0:44:00

Photo alignment A 0:18:33 0:21:00

Marker placement M — 0:09:55

Camera calibration A 0:00:06 0:00:06

Dense point cloud generation A 1:23:59 1:25:33

DEM generation A 0:00:36 0:00:26

Orthophoto generation A 0:09:36 0:08:04

Processing in total — 1:52:50 2:05:04

Entire process — 2:06:26 2:49:04
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Table 4. The accuracy of direct and indirect georeferencing, determined by using 6 ground targets.
In the IG procedure, the accuracy was assessed via the GCPs.

DG [cm] IG [cm]

Target XY Z XYZ XY Z XYZ

1 1.3 −1.3 1.8 4.1 −7.7 8.8

2 2.7 2.8 3.9 1.8 6.6 6.9

3 2.2 −0.3 2.2 3.2 3.3 4.6

4 7.5 −6.4 9.9 5.2 −6.6 8.4

5 21.8 10.7 24.3 10.0 1.5 10.1

6 3.5 7.7 8.5 5.6 2.2 5.6

Mean 6.5 2.2 8.4 4.9 −0.1 7.4

RMSE 9.7 6.1 11.4 5.5 5.3 7.6

(a) (b)

Figure 12. The directly georeferenced, shaded DEM (a) and the relevant orthophoto (b), both representing
the output of the photogrammetric processing phase.

The analysis indicates that in our study, the georeferencing techniques do not differ significantly
as regards the time intensity and the final accuracy (IG needed 34% more time, Table 3; DG was
slightly less accurate, Table 4). The main benefit of DG rests in the elimination of human involvement,
especially during the data collection procedure, which is potentially hazardous to human health.
Moreover, such a scenario enables automation of all major data collection and processing phases.

3.2. Snow-Field Parameters

The calculation of the snow-field parameters started with the orthophoto-based SCA estimation,
as discussed in Section 2.7. First, the orthophoto was converted into an 8-bit grayscale image (Figure 13b)
for segmentation purposes. We determined two threshold levels in the respective histogram: one level,
206, was established manually, while the other, 144, was computed using the Otsu method (Figure 13a).
The Otsu technique was found to produce unsatisfactory results in this application as it does not separate
the object from the background precisely; the threshold should lie in the local minimum between the high
valued counts (whites) and the darker background. To automate this procedure, a reliable segmentation
algorithm would have to be designed; such a step, however, would require an adequate test dataset.
For this reason, we applied the manual threshold level. In the segmented image, connected components
were found; the component comprising the largest number of pixels corresponded to the snow field
(Figure 13c). Based on the known pixel size, the SCA of 15,802 m2 was estimated. This result was then
manually verified using the QGIS area measurement tool, yielding 15,493 m2, a value 2% lower than the
automatically delivered one.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 13. The histogram (a) of the gray-scaled orthophoto (b), with the snow-covered area extracted
(the snow field is highlighted in black) (c).

The SD map was derived from the elevation models. Since both the snow-free ALS-based DTM
and the snow-covered photogrammetry-based DSM are georeferenced in the same coordinate system,
they were used for direct calculation. At the initial stage, we employed the QGIS raster calculator
to compute the height difference between the DSM and the DTM. Since the former, unlike the latter,
generally also includes vegetation and artificial objects, the difference map does not contain the snow
only. This effect is represented in Figure 14a, where, especially in the upper right corner, the vegetation
(scrub mountain pine) causes considerable height differences. To exclude such objects from the SD
calculation, we applied the SCA mask computed within the previous step. After that, the difference
map contained the snow cover only, as displayed in Figure 14b. The maximum height of 5.45 m
corresponds to the maximum depth of the Mapa Republiky snow field, whose volume, computed as
the sum of the heights in the individual pixels, equals 26,367 m3.

As is evident, the study area contains various types of vegetation. Since we used the DTM as the
snow-free reference, it cannot be excluded that some of the vegetation is under the snow cover. Such
a scenario would negatively affect the accuracy of the SD determination, meaning that the estimated
SD would be higher than it really is. To deal with this issue, a DSM created via, for example, UAS-based
photogrammetry, should be employed as the snow-free reference model.

The high-resolution models introduced within our research allow us to analyze cross-sections in
any direction, leading to better understanding of how the snow is accumulated in relation to the terrain
shape. An example of two cross-sections through the SD maximum in the east-west and north-south
directions is provided in Figure 15. The east-west direction, for instance, illustrates that the maximum
is located exactly in the terrain depression present within the area of interest.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14. The height difference between the snow-covered, photogrammetry-based DSM and the
snow-free, ALS-based DTM (a). This result involves differences caused by not only the snow itself but
also other aspects, including, for example, vegetation (upper right corner). After the SCA mask has
been applied, the difference map contains the SD only (b).

(a)

Figure 15. Cont.
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Figure 15. An interpretation of the mapping results (a). The UAS photogrammetry-based orthophoto is
supplemented with a layer illustrating the snow depth; both items were created with the multi-sensor
system for direct georeferencing. The map includes contour (solid gray) and section (dashed black) lines
to facilitate the cross-section analysis. The cross-sections of the SD map, the UAS-based surface model,
and the ALS-based terrain model, all passing through the SD maximum in the east-west direction,
are displayed in (b); those that run in the north-south direction are then indicated in (c).

4. Discussion

Within this study, we introduced an innovative, state-of-the-art technique for snow-field
monitoring and tested its performance at Mapa Republiky, a location of major scientific interest
within the discussed research problem. The method exploits various advanced technologies, such as
micro UASs to perform automatic aerial data collection; an embedded RTK GNSS receiver allowing
centimeter-level positioning; and photogrammetric software providing powerful tools to create digital
orthophotos and elevation models. Our solution thus effectively eliminates most drawbacks inherent
in previous approaches to the estimation of SD, volume, and covered area.

In the context of the mapping, we can specify several categories to evaluate the quality of each
method, and these are as follows: spatial density (resolution) of the collected data; SD estimation
accuracy; data acquisition time; safety risks; and automation potential. We comprehensively evaluated
each of the methods employed previously on Mapa Republiky as well as the procedure proposed
herein; the results are summarized in Table 5. As regards the earliest technique, which relied on
wire probes, the main drawbacks consisted of the impossibility to penetrate thick snow layers (above
3–4 m); very long measurement time; and low spatial density. The SD estimation accuracy is sufficient
(less than 10 cm, as established upon comparison with the GNSS-based method [26]) if the probe
reaches the ground. As with all methods requiring manual data collection, wire probing is a low safety
procedure due to the avalanche risk. The approach shares most of its parameters with the GNSS-based
ground procedure, introduced within [26,31]; significantly, the latter method is nevertheless capable of
measuring thick snow layers without accuracy reduction. Since the data collection is realized through
continuous walking or skiing, higher space density data can be obtained in less time. Furthermore,
a rope-driven sledge can be used instead of the walking and skiing to decrease the safety risk during
the avalanche season.
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Table 5. A comparison of the snow-field mapping methods.

Type Method
Resolution Accuracy

Time Consumption Safety
Automation

(Meter-Order) (Meter-Order) Potential

Ground wire probe survey 100–101 10−1–100 hrs avalanche risk no

Ground GNSS survey 100–101 10−2 hrs avalanche risk no

Ground + aerial UAS photo. (IG) 10−2 10−2 mins–hrs avalanche risk partial

Aerial UAS photo. (DG) 10−2 10−2–10−1 mins no high

The UAS-based aerial data acquisition markedly reduced the data collection time without
decreasing the accuracy and, simultaneously, ensured superior density (at the centimeter level). In the
remaining categories, the quality varies with the applied georeferencing technique. As mentioned
in Section 2.6, the IG in UAS-based photogrammetry outperforms the direct technique in terms
of the object accuracy. Both approaches, however, allow us to reach a centimeter-level object
accuracy [22,32,52]. This fact was confirmed during our previous research [36] and within this study
as well. We achieved the spatial RMS error of 11.4 cm in the DG, securing sufficient performance for
the relevant application, given that the height accuracy of the applied snow-free model was 15 cm RMS.
Yet, the SD estimation accuracy was not assessed in this study; this topic is discussed, for example,
within articles [7,8]. IG, compared to DG, does not require very accurate and expensive positioning
equipment onboard the UAS; despite this, a survey-grade GNSS receiver is still needed to measure
the positions of the GCPs, an operation that consumes substantial extra time (Table 3 and [7]). In the
remaining respects, DG nevertheless brings a major advantage in that the field work comprises only
the automatic UAS flight, enabling the operator to control the entire mission from a safe distance.
Such a scenario then considerably reduces the health risks and time intensity. Additionally, DG enables
us to significantly increase the portion of automatic processing. In terms of the aforementioned aspects,
the method that uses UAS-based photogrammetry and DG can be considered the most appropriate
solution for snow mapping at present.

In the context of Mapa Republiky, our approach brings undoubtable benefits, the most prominent
one being that the snow monitoring can begin already in early spring, namely at a time when the
avalanche risks are usually too high to employ other techniques, terrestrial-based procedures in
particular. This advantage enables us to collect complex data over a longer time period, leading to
a better insight into the snow melting process and its impact on the local microclimate and hydrological
situation. Moreover, the lower time intensity and higher automation potential may facilitate more
frequent observations in the future. The method’s usability, however, is not limited to the discussed site
only: Many other research-relevant, interesting locations in the Krkonose cannot be easily monitored
by UASs today, mainly due to the avalanche risk, inaccessibility, or dense vegetation disallowing
GCP deployment.

The only partially unsuccessful portion of the experiment was the correction transmission
during the aerial data acquisition, where the datalink outages probably slightly affected the object
accuracy. As regards the data processing, the segmentation phase will have to be refined to eliminate
operator interventions; we nevertheless believe that the entire data processing cycle can be executed
automatically in the future.

It should be noted that the proposed approach exhibits certain limitations. The operation of the
UASs, the small ones in particular, depends on the weather conditions: Flying in rain or snowfall is
typically prohibited, and the wind speed cannot exceed the pre-defined level. The discussed conditions
may embody a markedly limiting factor, especially in mountainous regions and during the winter
season, namely parameters specific to our research. Moreover, poor visibility (due to fog, for example)
can affect the quality of the photogrammetric processing or even make this phase impossible.

Further development of the technology will most likely increase the already high effectivity of
mapping missions. Thus, our solution relying on a custom-built multi-sensor system and a UAS,
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with the total weight of the components being approximately 8 kg, may be possibly replaced with
a more compact design. RTK GNSS-equipped UASs whose weight ranges below 2 kg have been
recently available on the market [53]; using such equipment, the field work could be easily carried out
by one person. The quality of this solution, however, is yet to be assessed.

5. Conclusions

This article proposed a UAS-based snow-field mapping technique and evaluated its performance
at Mapa Republiky, a mountainous location of substantial scientific interest. The main benefit of the
method rests in using ground control point-free UAS photogrammetry enabled by a custom-built
multi-sensor system; this approach allowed us to perform an entire mapping mission from a safe
distance, eliminating a major portion of the safety risks associated with avalanches. The parameters
observed within the experiment, namely the georeferencing accuracy (approximately one decimeter
RMSE) and spatial resolution of the photogrammetric products (centimeter-level), fully satisfied
the requirements of the discussed application. Regrettably, the thick snow cover at the study site
did not enable us to evaluate the SD mapping results achievable with a direct method, such as
wire probing. In terms of the time consumption, our approach proved to be more efficient than the
previously employed techniques, facilitating automatic execution of most processing steps. Despite this,
there remains space for improvements, especially in view of the fact that some processing procedures
currently depend on user intervention. Exploiting the outcomes presented herein, those related to
safety in particular, the technique generally allows the user to collect data at Mapa Republiky very early
in spring; such an operation was not feasible previously, meaning that the associated microclimate
research at the given location had to face substantial objective limitations. This impediment can now
be effectively overcome by using the novel approach.
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Abstract: Coastal environments are usually characterized by a brittle balance, especially in terms
of sediment transportation. The formation of dunes, as well as their sudden destruction as a result
of violent storms, affects this balance in a significant way. Moreover, the growth of vegetation on
the top of the dunes strongly influences the consequent growth of the dunes themselves. This work
presents the results obtained through a long-term monitoring of a complex dune system by the use
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Six different surveys were carried out between November
2015 and December 2017 in the littoral of Rosolina Mare (Italy). Aerial photogrammetric data were
acquired during flight repetitions by using a DJI Phantom 3 Professional with the camera in a
nadiral arrangement. The processing of the captured images consisted of the reconstruction of a
three-dimensional model using the Structure-from-Motion (SfM). Each model was framed in the
European Terrestrial Reference System (ETRS) using GNSS geodetic receivers in Network Real Time
Kinematic (NRTK). Specific data management was necessary due to the vegetation by filtering the
dense cloud. This task was performed by both performing a slope detection and a removal of the
residual outliers. The final products of this approach were thus represented by Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs) of the sandy coastal section. In addition, DEMs of Difference (DoD) were also
computed for the purpose of monitoring over time and detecting variations. The accuracy assessment
of the DEMs was carried out by an elevation comparison through especially GNSS-surveyed points.
Relevant cross sections were also extracted and compared. The use of the Structure-from-Motion
approach by UAVs finally proved to be both reliable and time-saving thanks to quicker in situ
operations for the data acquisition and an accurate reconstruction of high-resolution elevation
models. The low cost of the system and its flexibility represent additional strengths, making this
technique highly competitive with traditional ones.

Keywords: coastal mapping; coastal monitoring; Digital Elevation Models (DEMs); geomorphological
evolution; photogrammetry; Structure-from-Motion (SfM); Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
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1. Introduction

Beaches are usually characterized by vegetated dune systems performing a variety of functions
valuable to the ecosystem, such as protection against the ingression of the sea water during storms and
a sand reservoir that supplies sand to eroded beaches during storms and buffers windblown sand and
salt spray. In addition, the dunes act as an ecological niche for both flora and fauna.

In a natural context, coastal dunes can be classified into three main types: incipient foredunes,
established foredunes, and foredune plains [1,2]. The incipient foredunes, or embryo dunes [3], are low
dunes formed by aeolian sand deposition within pioneer plant communities on the backshore of
beaches [2,4]. Their formation is due to an increase in surface roughness due to the presence of some
elements on the surface of the backshore responsible for a reduction of wind flow velocities, resulting
in sediment deposition.

From a geomorphological point of view, the embryo dunes present the most interesting shapes to
be assessed because they are particularly sensitive to even the smallest changes in any of the coastal
environment factors. Indeed, they can quickly be destroyed as they are created. Due to this importance,
the presence of embryo dunes hence represents a crucial parameter for the final selection of the case
study location.

Consequently, the monitored site (Figure 1a) presents all the typical characteristics of a natural
dune system previously mentioned. It is located in the northern Adriatic Sea close to the Po River
delta (Italy), near the town of Rosolina Mare. The beach of the monitored area extends up to 300 m in
the North-South direction. The back-dunes environment is characterized by the presence of several
infra-dune depressions in which the rainwater is collected. That allows the growth of a particular
hygrophilous vegetation. A patch of bushy plants covers the innermost established foredunes and
spatially precedes the arboreal formations. The forest is made of both autochthonous holm oaks and
pines of artificial origin.

Moreover, the inclusion of this coastal stretch within the “Coastal Botanical Gardens” of Porto
Caleri ensures both the complete conservation and the natural evolution of the monitored coastal
environment. No significant impact of human activities has been noticed during the last few years
preceding the beginning of the surveys; hence the site was found to be particularly suitable for the
assessment of the natural geomorphological evolution of dunes, focusing on the embryonic stage.

Figure 1. (a) The case study location, northern Italy (by Google Earth); (b) The progression (progradation)
of the embryo dunes’ limit over 19 years in the past.

During recent decades, all the southern part of the Rosolina Mare littoral experienced a significant
progradation of the shoreline. Figure 1b highlights the progression of the embryo dunes’ limit from
1990 to 2009 as it was observed by aerial orthophotos and satellite imageries. In fact, survey techniques
based on remote sensing from satellite were successfully used in the past to assess these phenomena
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by some authors [5]. The overall progression detected at Rosolina Mare was of about 50 m over almost
20 years while a maximum rate of 5 m per year was noticed. The progradation is still active at the
site selected for this work where the embryo dunes generally grow and join each other, due to the
aeolian transport [6].

The reconstruction of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) represents a primary tool to detect and
characterize the morphology of complex systems. Their comparison enables an accurate assessment,
especially when the shapes change rapidly in both time and space. Different techniques are currently
available for generating DEMs at a variable spatial resolution. Using discrete approaches, a large
amount of points may be directly surveyed through GNSS geodetic receivers. When carried out by
means of a Network Real Time Kinematic (NRTK) technique, the survey is hence already framed in an
official reference system. Alternatively, the same detection can be done in a local reference system by
using a total station. Regardless of the instrumentation used, the manual mapping of the shapes is a
very time-consuming task and cannot be applied to broad extensions.

Further approaches, with a dense (and almost continuous) data collection, such as Terrestrial
Laser Scanners (TLSs), airborne LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) and digital photogrammetry
by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), enable the remote sensing of wide areas, still with a good level
of accuracy. LiDAR has been perhaps the most common technique used for the purpose of mapping
long coastline sections. In fact, the raw data acquired by this technique have high spatial resolutions.
However, the subsequent data processing is usually imprinted to provide a resampled model to
the users, characterized by a Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of about 0.5–1 m. Moreover, neither
the characteristics of the instruments used to acquire the raw data nor the processing procedures
(filtering and georeferencing techniques) further applied to them to generate the final products (clouds,
DEMs) are actually known for all the LiDAR datasets currently available in the Rosolina Mare area.
Despite this particular issue, the LiDAR approach is certainly an effective method for monitoring
broad extensions. However, the sandy coastal environment evolves too much rapidly to be assessed by
airborne LiDAR recognitions and the alternative use of helicopters has prohibitive costs. For advanced
studies in coastal geomorphology, a different method with a great flexibility and able to provide better
spatial resolutions at a more reasonable cost is hence needed.

A solution is represented by the recent availability of lightweight and compact digital cameras
along with the continuous development of newer and more powerful algorithms in computer vision.
In addition, the use of small UAVs has revolutionized the classical aerial photogrammetry leading
to a new digital photogrammetry based on a Structure-from-Motion (SfM) approach that provides
excellent results in terms of spatial resolution at a low cost [7].

The SfM process (Figure 2) is an advanced method of the computer vision branch. This approach
enables the three-dimensional geometry reconstruction (the so-called structure) starting from a set of
two-dimensional images of a scene (the so-called motion). The first stages are the detection of features
on each image, their characterization through descriptors and the final matching of the established
correspondences. The resulting matches, i.e., the tie points, constitute a sparse point cloud: this is a
first raw model of the detected object. It is important noticing that no a priori assumption, such as the
use of Ground Control Points (GCPs), is needed to reconstruct the geometry, since the well-known
collinearity equations [8] can be solved in any arbitrary scale. A further advantage of the SfM lies in
the concurrent estimation of both the exterior and interior orientation of the camera, performing the
so-called self-calibration [9]. This is particularly useful whenever an uncalibrated camera is used for the
acquisition of aerial imageries. Both the symmetric and asymmetric radial distortions can be modelled
through a self-calibration.

To perform an accurate georeferencing of the point cloud model, a set of GCPs was surveyed by
GNSS geodetic receivers through NRTK. The accuracies of such a technique are completely comparable
with the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of a 2 cm GSD imagery in a SfM approach [10]. To frame
the model in the same reference system of GCPs, a final block bundle adjustment (BBA) procedure
was adopted [11], performed within the same software used to reconstruct the geometry (Agisoft
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PhotoScan Professional). BBA can account for all the non-linearities, hence it provides better results
than adopting a simpler similarity transformation. Moreover, a wide distribution of GCPs can help to
prevent any possible bowl-effect on the model due to nadiral imageries, since no oblique images that
may have minimized this issue [12] were ever captured in this work.

Feature
Detection

Raw
Feature

Matching

Motion 
Estimation

Structure
Estimation

Outlier
Filtering

Self 
Calibration

Metric
Reconstruction

Bundle 
Adjustment

Figure 2. The Structure-from-Motion workflow.

Once the three-dimensional geometry has been reconstructed thanks to the tie points detection,
a point cloud with higher density can be generated using specialized algorithms capable to reconstruct
depth maps and searching for additional features to be matched. For this reason, the final dense cloud
represented the starting-point for any further data processing. On average, each dense point cloud in
this work contained up to ca. 80 million points.

There are increasingly reports in the literature regarding applications of UAV systems, also for
the aim of a coastal monitoring [13]. Gonçalves and Henriques [14] studied a similar sandy coastal
environment, while more recent applications regarding the Adriatic littoral have been shown by
Scarelli et al. [15] in the Emilia-Romagna region. Taddia et al. [16] illustrated a very first approach
about embryo dunes surveying techniques, but without showing the results of a long-term assessment.
In addition, other authors also tested the SfM approach by UAV assessing the vertical accuracy of the
products compared to TLS technology [17] or investigated the accuracy of georeferenced point clouds
produced via multi-view stereopsis from UAV imagery flying at an altitude very close to ours [18].
All these studies confirm the reliability of the use of UAV-acquired imageries in coastal environments.

The SfM by UAVs therefore represents an innovative technique able to speed up the acquisition
process and it finally provides accurate and reliable products. These considerations, along with its
versatility, low cost, effectiveness [19] and significantly higher spatial resolutions than other methods,
led us to adopt the SfM by UAV as remote sensing approach in the context of geomorphological
coastal monitoring.

The innovative aspect of the present study lies in the use of the SfM technique not only for the
simple mapping of a coastal section, but instead for the repetition of the survey with the purpose
of monitoring the embryo dunes’ morphological evolution. Indeed, we tested the applicability of
these methodologies in the study of morphological changes of a dune system due to natural factors
on a seasonal time scale. In particular, we will highlight the accuracy of the UAV-borne surveys and
quantify incipient foredune morphodynamics. Such results may also contribute to the application of
UAV surveys in coastal management studies.

2. Materials and Methods

The characterization of the dune system morphology was performed using UAVs [20], in particular
for the detection of the embryo dunes with a small size. Indeed, LiDAR resolution, especially whenever
resampled at a 0.5–1 m GSD, is definitely unsuitable for this latter purpose [21]. As previously
mentioned, the decision to adopt SfM by UAVs was dictated by the great potential of the technique
itself, including a fast image acquisition at a low cost and the ability to generate very high-resolution
products (orthomosaics, DEMs) [22].
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Six survey repetitions were carried out respectively on November 2015, March 2016, June 2016,
November 2016, May 2017 and December 2017 (Figure 3). For each flight, a specific planned mission
was set up. Several flights between two and three (Figure 4a) per repetition was necessary to map
the full extent of the monitored area due to both the limited autonomy of the UAV (related to battery
capacity) and the need to maintain an altitude of about 40 m. That was necessary to achieve the desired
spatial resolution of 2 cm.

Figure 3. Orthomosaics of the six different survey repetitions from November 2015 to December 2017
showing the extent of the surveyed regions.

Figure 4. (a) Different flight plans’ coverage with overlap for including all the study area; (b) Ground
Control Points location and extent of the site.

Two aircraft were used: a DJI Phantom 2 Vision and a DJI Phantom 3 Professional, even though
the DJI Phantom 2 was actually used for the first survey only (on November 2015), whereas the DJI
Phantom 3 was used for all the subsequent survey repetitions. They were equipped respectively
with a Panasonic Lumix DMC-GM1 camera (16-megapixel RGB sensor) and a DJI FC300X camera
(12-megapixel RGB sensor). Specifications of aircraft and cameras are listed in Table 1. The main
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reason for using the DJI Phantom 3 was that it was stably equipped with a low-cost RGNIR sensor
(Sentera Single) with the capability to acquire information in the near infrared (NIR) wavelengths in an
independent way with respect to the DJI FC300X camera (Figure 5). The availability of an additional
spectral information (potentially to be used for further analysis or processing) argued for using the DJI
Phantom 3 aircraft.

Table 1. Aircraft and camera specifications.

Aircraft Specifications

DJI Phantom 2 Vision DJI Phantom 3 Professional

Take-off weight 1160 g 1280 g
Max flight speed 15 m/s 16 m/s
Max flight time 16 min 18 min

Hovering accuracy Horizontal ±2.5 m ±0.3÷ 1.5 m
Vertical ±0.8 m ±0.1÷ 0.5 m

Cameras Specifications

Panasonic Lumix DMC–GM1 DJI FC300X

Sensor format 17.3 mm × 13.0 mm 6.5 mm × 4.9 mm
Focal length 12 mm 3.6 mm

35 mm equiv. focal length 24 mm 20 mm
Image resolution 4592× 3448 4000× 3000

Field of View 72° 84°
Pixel size 3.8 µm 1.6 µm

GSD at 40 m altitude 1.3 cm 1.8 cm

Figure 5. (a) The DJI Phantom 2 Vision equipped with the Panasonic Lumix camera; (b) The DJI
Phantom 3 Professional equipped with both the RGB native camera (highlighted in blue) and a Sentera
Single multispectral sensor (highlighted in red); (c) A detail on both the DJI Phantom 3 cameras,
showing the nadiral fixed arrangement of the Sentera Single sensor.

Thanks to the ability of the combination of SfM and BBA to model any kind of uncalibrated
camera through a self-calibration procedure with a very good estimation of all interior parameters and
lens distortion, especially whenever a redundant set of images is available, the differences induced by
using different cameras on different aircraft were negligible.

Generally, the flight plans parameters were imposed as shown in Table 2. The camera was always
in a nadiral arrangement. Some camera settings (e.g., exposure time) were varied according to the real
brightness of the scene at the time of each flight: in this case a range of values is given.

Each survey was framed within the European Terrestrial Reference System (ETRS) horizontal
datum, in its ETRF 2000 (2008.0) realization. The National Dynamic Network (RDN) materializes this
reference system in Italy, thanks to the same Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORSs)
used to stream corrections for the NRTK approach. Targets were distributed over the ground to
almost completely enclose the surveyed area (Figure 4b) and were thus used as Ground Control
Points. Generally, an amount between 14 and 18 was deployed. Each target, designed to be easily
recognized on the images, with a clear and unmistakable position of its center, was surveyed with
a GNSS geodetic receiver in NRTK mode. The accuracy achievable with a kinematic “stop and go”
technique, with coordinates collected averaging 30 s of observations and corrections transmitted
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in real time from a network of CORS (the ItalPoS service was used for this purpose), is sufficient
and comparable with the RMSE of a 2 cm GSD SfM-derived model. In addition, the need for any
post-processing of the GNSS collected data for the final computation of the targets’ coordinates is
suppressed in this way. All the elevations were framed within the Italian vertical datum by applying
the ITALGEO 05 geoidal separation model to convert ellipsoidal heights to orthometric elevations.

Table 2. Flight plan specifications.

Flight Plans Specifications

Altitude 40 m
Longitudinal overlap 80%

Side overlap 60%
Speed of aircraft ca. 3 m/s
Exposure time 1/400 ÷ 1/1000 s
ISO sensitivity 100 ÷ 400

The need to number each GCP (Figure 6) to be recognized on the images was overcome thanks to
the GPS Exif metadata in the images acquired with the DJI Phantom 3 native camera. Indeed, relative
distances from a target to the others were much higher than the absolute georeferencing error of a
first raw alignment carried out based on the Exif camera locations. This implied that the closer target
reprojected on an image was also the correct one to be specified on the image itself. The recognition of
the targets on each image was thus performed manually: this operation was not particularly complex
thanks to the mentioned reprojection of a marker once the target has been placed on two aligned
images at least.

Figure 6. Targets used as Ground Control Points to be recognized on the aerial images placed (a) on the
shoreline (initially numbered to be used for the processing of the Panasonic Lumix DMC–GM images)
and (b) on the back-dunes (not numbered thanks to the Exif metadata in the DJI FC300X images).

A second alignment was performed once all the GCPs were identified on the images. In this latter
alignment, all the camera locations were ignored due to their very poor accuracy. Thus, they were
assigned with a very low weight or even simply deleted. A final optimization for reprojecting was
performed after this second and final alignment in order to best fit the interior orientation parameters
of the camera (focal length f , principal point’s coordinates cx, cy, radial distortion coefficients k1, k2,
k3, tangential distortion coefficients p1, p2) and to achieve the maximum accuracy of the 3D model.
A summary of residuals for each survey repetition is shown in Table 3.

The successful reconstruction of the three-dimensional geometry based on the matched features
(tie points) was then followed by the creation of a dense cloud. This task has been performed using
the same software used for the alignment of the images (Agisoft PhotoScan Professional), through
the means of robust densification algorithms already implemented in it. However, the dense cloud
represents a model of the outer surface of the detected object, therefore it contains points belonging
to the vegetation on the top of the dunes instead of the sand at their bases. This means that it is not
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helpful to detect and assess any morphological change of the embryo dunes over time. To remove
those points from any further data processing (including the creation of DEMs) a filter on a slope
detection was used. The filter is a feature already available within Agisoft PhotoScan and it performs a
ground points classification. Essentially, it [23] works through two steps: in the first one, the entire
dense cloud is divided into several square cells of a user-specified size. The value adopted in this
work 5 m × 5 m. The detected lowest point of each cell is hence assumed to belong to the ground
and a first raw model of the ground itself is then created using the lowest points from all the cells.
In the second step, all other points are classified by detecting both their distance and slope from the
ground-classified points of step one. For this further task, threshold values for distances and slopes
must be specified. In this work we adopted respectively 0.15 m and 15°. The final dense cloud of
ground-classified points is shown in Figure 7, where all the points classified as effective ground are
highlighted in red. Examples of botanical species found in the dune system and responsible for this
issue are Ammophila arenaria (Figure 8a) and Echinophora spinosa (Figure 8b).

Table 3. Summary of the residuals.

Residuals
Survey Date

November 2015 March 2016 June 2016 November 2016 May 2017 December 2017

East
RMSE [m] 0.029 0.011 0.023 0.044 0.036 0.052

Min [m] −0.058 0.024 −0.096 −0.068 −0.102 −0.078
Max [m] 0.050 0.020 0.043 0.050 0.054 0.107

North
RMSE [m] 0.018 0.016 0.026 0.02 0.037 0.032

Min [m] −0.037 −0.031 −0.102 −0.036 −0.069 −0.061
Max [m] 0.03 0.027 0.034 0.045 0.090 0.057

Up
RMSE [m] 0.006 0.003 0.032 0.040 0.024 0.011

Min [m] −0.010 −0.006 −0.055 −0.041 −0.054 −0.027
Max [m] 0.008 0.003 0.032 0.040 0.038 0.019

3D
RMSE [m] 0.035 0.019 0.036 0.053 0.057 0.062

Min [m] 0.011 0.005 0.013 0.029 0.009 0.018
Max [m] 0.063 0.032 0.142 0.073 0.104 0.121

Figure 7. Dense point cloud after the detection of the ground points by the use of the slope-based
classification algorithm in Agisoft Photoscan Professional.

Since outliers were still present after the classification, a further statistical outlier removal (SOR)
filter was applied to the dense cloud to remove residual points before proceeding with the creation of
a DEM of the sandy terrain. This task was performed using the CloudCompare software. Figure 9
shows the effect of the SOR filter in detail: on the top (Figure 9a) a zoom on the raw dense cloud
of ground-classified points, on the bottom (Figure 9b) the same region after the application of the
filter, showing the effective outliers removal. The values for the parameters to set in such a filter were
carefully assumed each time to maximize the filtering effect. Figure 9 was obtained assuming 50 points
for the mean distance estimation and 1.5 as the standard deviation multiplier. After the removal of
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the residual vegetation outliers, a set of special NRTK surveyed points was then added to the filtered
dense cloud to integrate all the regions where the ground data was missing.

Figure 8. Botanical species of vegetation on the dunes: (a) Ammophila arenaria; (b) Echinophora spinosa.

Figure 9. (a) Quality of the dense cloud after the detection of ground points on a detail. Some outliers
are still present; (b) Quality of the dense cloud after the application of the statistical outlier removal
(SOR) filter on the same detail. Outliers have been removed.

Such a process, from the raw dense cloud to the final integration with GNSS-acquired information,
is shown in Figure 10 and it is summarized in the following. The raw dense cloud profile (Figure 10a)
was eliminated by the application of the slope detection-based algorithm, thus obtaining a classification
of the solely ground points (Figure 10b). Finally, an integration with specially surveyed GNSS points
was performed to reconstruct a more faithful profile of the dense cloud itself (Figure 10c). The final
GNSS-integrated dense point cloud was hence rasterized creating the DEM (Figure 11) Due to the very
high density of points was so high (up to 1250 points per square meter), the simple average of the
in-cell points’ height was assumed as the elevation for each DEM’s pixel, making it unnecessary to
create a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) as intermediate step.

The DEM of each survey repetition was thus preventively checked [24] by comparing the
model’s elevations with another set of GNSS-surveyed points (Figure 12a). Their coordinates were
collected independently from those points used for the integration process described above. Moreover,
a particular care was adopted when surveying directly on the sand, e.g., by using a plate to prevent
the pole tip from sinking, which could have been a remarkable source of errors. The possible presence
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of systematic errors was also accurately investigated and statistically assessed (Figure 12b). Indeed,
this check was used to validate the real accuracy of the DEM with respect to the actual morphology of
the dunes system. The validation results for the DEM on November 2016, which represents the survey
in which the widest set of validation points was collected, are shown in Figure 12. Both the average
and the standard deviation values reconfirm the full compatibility between the SfM approach and the
NRTK method of surveying used to reference the model. Similar values, even if not explicitly reported,
were obtained for the validation of the DEMs generated for the other repetitions.

Figure 10. Schematization of the GNSS integration process by (a) filtering out the vegetation; (b) the
survey of a point by GNSS and (c) the subsequent reconstruction of a more faithful shape.

Figure 11. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the survey carried out on November 2016.

For a further and last validation, a cross-section profile was also reconstructed through GNSS
NRTK during the solely survey on November 2016, to both assess the quality of the profiles
reconstructed by a DEM extraction and the effectiveness of the plate under the pole. Figure 12c
shows the results of such a comparison between this profile and its DEM derived one. Except for some
outliers where the influence of vegetation was still slightly present, the computed average value of
−1.2 cm for the difference between DEM (red line) and GNSS profiles (blue line) shows, once again,
that the accuracy of the DEM is the same achievable by the use of the NRTK technique that was used
for providing the vertical datum to the model.
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Figure 12. (a) Set of ground points used for the comparison between the DEM of November 2016 and
the GNSS-surveyed elevations; (b) Validation results by histograms: the standard deviation value
is comparable with the assumed accuracies of the SfM approach with a 2 cm GSD; (c) Comparison
between GNSS and DEM on a profile. Discrepancies are still comparable with the SfM approach.

3. Results

Once successfully performed the validation of each computed DEM generated, with discrepancies
similar to those mentioned above, a series of further information was finally extracted from the DEMs
and then compared each other. In fact, the strength of the aerial imageries by UAVs, with respect to any
traditional discrete and time-consuming approach based on the use of total stations or GNSS geodetic
receivers in NRTK mode, lies in the possibility to make cross sections in any region of the model at any
time, thanks to a practically continuous data.

In particular, to monitor the changes in the morphology of the studied coastal area, ten cross
sections and three longitudinal sections (Figure 13a) were used to extract profiles.

Figure 13b illustrates a profile analysis conducted on the cross-section 2 to evaluate the effects
of the first winter season. Cross-shore profile changes highlight the effects of the occurred winter
sea-storms (November 2015 to March 2016). On this profile, five dunes may be observed. Dunes 5 and
4 appear stable, dunes 3 and 2 are characterized by a crest erosion while sediment deposition occurred
in the interdune between 3 and 2. Finally, the seaward side of dune 1 and the backshore are in erosion.

Moreover, an elevation difference was computed generating a DEM of Difference (DoD) for the
whole extent of the overlapping area between different surveys. This enabled to compute a sediment
budget through the compared area extents in a simple pixel per pixel computation, exploiting the
accurate georeferencing of every DEM. Figure 14 shows the elevation differences between the last and
the first survey, respectively performed in December 2017 and November 2015. The expression of the
computed quantity is given by Hortho

Dec.2017 − Hortho
Nov.2015, since the orthometric height was used. Red zones

represent accumulation regions (positive sediment budget), while blue zones represent erosion areas
(negative budget).
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Figure 13. (a) Location of the cross and longitudinal sections; (b) Detection of the morphological
evolution of dunes during first winter season by the comparison of the profiles of November 2015
(black) and March 2016 (red) on cross-section 2; (c) Detection of the morphological evolution of dunes
over two years by the comparison of the profiles of November 2015 (black) and December 2017 (red)
on cross-section 8.

Furthermore, Figure 13c shows the evolution of the cross-section 8 during all the two-year period
(November 2015 to December 2017), which is still characterized by the presence of five foredunes.
The evolution of the dune system is positive with height variations reaching +0.40 m. Locally, erosion
is also observed and in particular on the interdunal depression and on the upper backshore. We may
also observe that foredunes 1 and 2 merged resulting in a higher foredune (about +0.20÷ 0.40 m).

The analysis of the DoD in Figure 14c thus shows how the progradation phenomenon is clearly
detectable through two years of monitoring. In particular, the back-zone is stable. Zone A reported
in Figure 14 represents the latest developed embryo dunes, while zones B and C indicate a seaward
displacement of the dune system. Indeed, zone B is lower than two years before while zone C represents
the area where the interdunal depression itself has been filled. Also, the cross-section in Figure 13c
helps to better understand both the ongoing progradation and the interdunal depression progression.
The comparison between profiles over two years hence confirms what DoD shows: a general increase
of elevations that is the proof of a progradation phenomenon that is still active in the Rosolina Mare
region where the site was selected.

Even though a thorough geospatial analysis is certainly beyond the aim of this work, in order to
further support the DoD results some basic statistics have been computed on the previously highlighted
regions: stable dunes, zone A, zone B and zone C. For each of these regions, a polygon was selected to
be the most representative as possible (shown in Figure 14c). Nonetheless, high standard deviations of
the computed elevation differences within the polygons may be due not only to an actual noise on
the input DEMs, but they also might be caused by a slight heterogeneity of the region itself. Table 4
summarizes pixel counts, mean values, standard deviations and min/max values extracted from the
DoD on each region.
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Figure 14. (a) DEM of the survey on December 2017; (b) DEM of the survey on November 2015;
(c) Computation of the DEM of Difference (DoD) as Hortho

Dec.2017 − Hortho
Nov.2015. Polygons describing stable

dunes, zone A, zone B and zone C have been specified.

Table 4. Zonal statistics on the selected DoD regions.

Zone Classification Pixel Count Mean [m] Std. Dev. [m] Min [m] Max [m]

stable dunes 92,662 −0.029 0.046 −0.190 0.269
zone A 37,350 0.229 0.055 0.000 0.433
zone B 43,610 −0.116 0.076 −0.412 0.126
zone C 43,851 0.359 0.131 −0.052 0.716

It is worth noting that the stable dunes’ region shows a mean value close to zero, with a
discrepancy (−0.029 m) that is comparable to the 0.046 m standard deviation. This fact is in accordance
with the very low rate of evolution of stabilized back-dunes, especially if assessed over a two-year
period only. Conversely, zones A and C are characterized by significantly positive mean values
(respectively +0.229 m and +0.359 m) and thus they describe an actual ongoing deposition caused
by the aeolian transport. Again, this fact confirms the high dynamics of the dune system seaward.
Min/max values point out that few outliers are still present in the stable dunes’ region despite the
performed data filtering and that the polygons of the other zones not being perfectly homogeneous.
Similarly, the negative mean value computed in zone B also shows a real interdunal depression
progradation with a significant lowering of the beach in those intermediate areas.

From a geomorphological point of view, the definition of control regions such as the ones selected
above may be useful for the purpose of monitoring the progradation of the dune system over time,
as well as to assess the formation of new embryo dunes near the shoreline.
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4. Discussion

DEMs represent one of best procedures to detect complex system’s morphology, both in terms of
high spatial resolution and accuracy. Presently, different techniques can collect data to be processed for
finally obtaining DEMs. However, many are the aspects to be considered to adopt the most suitable
approach, both in terms of expected results and costs.

The need for both high spatial and temporal resolutions to assess the evolution of critical
environments subjected to rapid morphological changes, such as complex dune systems in coastal
environments, can be certainly achieved with a SfM approach using UAVs as tools for the acquisition of
the aerial imageries. This kind of technique represents an excellent compromise between the accuracy
and the resolution typical of laser scanning systems with a very low cost, making it possible to repeat
surveys also in shorter time intervals. Hence, the SfM approach can be successfully used to reconstruct
any three-dimensional geometry. Moreover, it can model both the interior and exterior orientation
parameters of the camera, allowing the use of different and even uncalibrated cameras. The BBA can
take into account all the non-linearities and enables to achieve the best final accuracies.

The effects of the vegetation on any reconstructed surface can be mitigated by following a
procedure based on the application of slope detection algorithms and SOR filters. This allows to
minimize the influence of these factors on the subsequent DoD analysis. The use of a NRTK GNSS
technique speeds up the survey of the GCPs needed for the georeferencing of dense clouds, DEMs,
and orthomosaics, with accuracies comparable with the same precision achievable with the SfM
approach. Although particular care should be taken for both on-field operations to prevent data biases,
e.g., for the sinking of the pole’s tip during the survey, and for the validation stage of the products,
the entire process may be applied also from non-specialist geomatic staff, since its workflow is not
particularly difficult.

The results of this work confirm both the reliability and the affordability of the SfM approach by
UAVs and indicates that it is a reliable tool for the interpretation of the change over time of very small
shapes by the geologists.

The commercial availability of both lightweight UAVs, often very easy to operate, and software
implementing SfM algorithms will expand the use of these techniques, not only for coastal
environments but wherever rapid acquisition is needed, and high spatial resolution must be achieved.
Many types of applications can be already found in the scientific and technical literature, from the
mapping of coastal areas [25] to the detection of river morphology [26], from the monitoring of melting
glaciers dynamics [27] to the assessment of landslides [28].

Further developments of this research may be imprinted to exploit the multispectral data acquired
by the Sentera Single sensor shown in Figure 5c and likely using more recent spectral sensors in the
future to support the develop even more accurate filtering procedures. In fact, some small residual
effects caused by vegetation are still recognizable in some regions of the models, especially approaching
to the back-dunes. The use of an on-board NRTK may also certainly speed up the survey, avoiding
the deploying of a high number of GCPs, while small LiDAR on-board instrumentations may also
represent an interesting alternative technique. The application of Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
techniques to the imagery datasets to quantitatively trace dune progradation may also represent an
interesting technique for further geomorphological quantification of the progression phenomenon.
Indeed, the DIC has been applied successfully for monitoring the migration rates of subarctic dune
fields [29] and active landslides [30].

Despite a variety of many other alternative surveying methods, the digital photogrammetry
represents, at present, an excellent technique able to achieve both high spatial and temporal resolution
at a truly affordable cost.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BBA Block Bundle Adjustment
CORS Continuously Operating Reference Stations
DEM Digital Elevation Model
DIC Digital Image Correlation
DoD DEM of Difference
ETRF European Terrestrial Reference Frame
ETRS European Terrestrial Reference System
Exif Exchangeable image file format
GCP Ground Control Point
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GPS Global Positioning System
GSD Ground Sample Distance
LiDAR Light Detection And Ranging
NRTK Network Real Time Kinematic
RDN Rete Dinamica Nazionale (Dynamic National Network)
RGB Red Green Blue
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
SfM Structure-from-Motion
SOR Statistical Outlier Removal
TLS Terrestrial Laser Scanner
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Abstract: Evaluating water level changes at intertidal zones is complicated because of dynamic tidal
inundation. However, water level changes during different tidal phases could be evaluated using a
digital surface model (DSM) captured by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with higher vertical accuracy
provided by a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). Image acquisition using a multirotor UAV
and vertical data collection from GNSS survey were conducted at Kilim River, Langkawi Island,
Kedah, Malaysia during two different tidal phases, at high and low tides. Using the Structure from
Motion (SFM) algorithm, a DSM and orthomosaics were produced as the main sources of data analysis.
GNSS provided horizontal and vertical geo-referencing for both the DSM and orthomosaics during
post-processing after field observation at the study area. The DSM vertical accuracy against the
tidal data from a tide gauge was about 12.6 cm (0.126 m) for high tide and 34.5 cm (0.345 m) for low
tide. Hence, the vertical accuracy of the DSM height is still within a tolerance of ±0.5 m (with GNSS
positioning data). These results open new opportunities to explore more validation methods for
water level changes using various aerial platforms besides Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and
tidal data in the future.

Keywords: water level changes; UAV photogrammetry; tidal phase; GNSS; Kilim River

1. Introduction

Exposure to tidal influence causes some rivers to have similar characteristics to coastal zones that
is, they experience tidal inundations every 24 hours. One method used to expand our knowledge about
tidal inundation in tidal rivers is field surveys using tide gauge instruments [1–5]. Tidal inundation
evolves dynamically according to the alignment of the sun and moon, the pattern of tides in the deep
ocean, and the shape of the coastline and near-shore bathymetry [6,7]. Hence, multi-source data with
different epochs are required, and many solutions have been developed over the last decade. Measuring
the water level using satellite images was discussed by [8–11] and was used to analyze water level
changes at different tidal phases [12–16]. Instead of using Structure from Motion (SFM), digital surface
models (DSMs) could be produced from high-resolution satellite images [17–23]. The other method to
produce DSMs is through Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS),
which allow the generation of accurate DSMs with comparable spatial resolution [24–30]. However,
the availability of satellite images is limited because of uncertain weather, while the high cost of LiDAR
and TLS acquisition limits the number of field measurements.
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To measure the water level at different tidal phases, an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) combined
with a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) appears to be an efficient solution. Several studies
showed the performance of this technique in tidal and intertidal areas; the vertical accuracy of the DSM
was about ±10 cm [31–36]. Although a UAV is affected by weather and meteorological conditions such
as rain and strong wind, it is still able to collect images that allow the production of a three-dimensional
(3D) point cloud and DSM using the SFM process. Bad weather and meteorological conditions could
be avoided by planning data acquisition on a fine day and in good weather conditions by referring to
the weather forecast. The accuracy of the DSM was already proved to be similar to that with LiDAR
data [37]. In [38], the authors summarized several advantages of UAVs: (1) a high level of automation
of photographic survey; (2) very low operating cost; (3) high repeatability of the survey; and (4) the
possibility to get aerial photography with centimetric resolution [39]. In addition, UAVs are also used
for a wide range of hydrology and hydraulic applications such as fluvial monitoring, erosion detection,
river bathymetry, and geomorphology using photogrammetric techniques [40–44].

In this study, we demonstrate the evaluation of water level changes at different tidal phases using
a DSM from UAV devices supported by high-accuracy positioning using a GNSS receiver. The DSM
from UAV data provides water level measurement with higher accuracy as measured by its similarity
to the water level from tide gauge measurement. Low-orbital flight with a GNSS positioning system is
the best combination to measure water level changes in a small river and an inaccessible environment,
such as in a mangrove forest.

2. Study Area

The selected study area was at Kilim River, Langkawi Island, Kedah, Malaysia (Figure 1). This
study area received recognition as the UNESCO Kilim Karst Geoforest Park (KKGP) in 2007. The
Kilim River is located at 6◦21.518′–6◦26.093′ N and 99◦51.159–99◦51.159′ E, allowing this river to have
a semi-diurnal tide, and this river also experiences two high and two low tides per day [45]. Although
the Kilim River is approximately 3 kilometers from the coastal area, the tidal effect still exists and
affects the river. During the tidal phenomenon, the water level increases as much as 12 hours and
25 minutes apart, and it takes 6 hours and 12.5 minutes to go from low to high tide and vice versa. The
situation is similar to the coastal area but different in some aspects such as the narrow width of the
channel, high slope of the riverbank, and thick mangrove forest along the river. During high tides, the
impact of tidal inundation is obvious and visible because of the sinking of the riverbank, especially in
the flat slope area.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Specifications of the UAV

The UAV equipment used in this study was a Da-Jiang Innovations (DJI) Phantom 4 Advanced
model, developed by SZ DJI Technology Corporation Limited (Shenzhen, China). This model is of
medium size, with a net weight of 1388 g and a diagonal wheelbase (propeller size excluded) of only
350 mm (Figure 2A). Figure 2B shows an example of an aerial image captured by a DJI Phantom 4 UAV.
The DJI Phantom 4 Advanced is able to fly with a maximum altitude of 6000 m and a flying range of
5000 m. Equipped with a 5870 mAH LiPo 4S battery, the DJI Phantom 4 Advanced has approximately
30 minutes of maximum flight time, and its maximum wind speed resistance ranges from 29 to 38 kph.
It is equipped with a remote controller with a 2.4–2.483 GHz operating frequency with a maximum
transmission distance of 5 km according to the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and 3.5 km
according to Conformité Européenne (CE). The DJI GO 4 was used with a mobile app that allowed us
to plan the flight before the mission and to interact with the UAV during the flight using a 2.4 GHz
ISM line view working frequency.

The UAV was mounted with a 1” Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) sensor
with 20 megapixels. The DJI Phantom 4 Advanced has focal length 84◦ 8.8 mm/24 mm (35 mm format
equivalent), an f/2.8-11 aperture with 1 m to∞ (auto focus) shooting range, and shutter speed around
8-1/8000 s (electronic) and 8-1/2000 s (mechanical). An FC 6310 was attached to this UAV with focal
length 8.8 mm, pixel size 2.61 × 2.61 µm, and resolution 4864 × 3648. The photography modes comprise
single shot, burst shooting: 3/5/7 frames, auto exposure bracketing system (AEB): 3/5 bracketed frames
at 0.7, exposure bias, time lapse, and High Dynamic Ranges (HDR) [46]. This model has ±0.1 m (with
vision positioning) or ±0.5 m (with GPS positioning) vertical hover accuracy, while the horizontal
accuracy is ±0.3 m (with vision positioning) or ±1.5 m (with GNSS positioning) [46].
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Figure 2. (A) The DJI Phantom 4 model used in this study; (B) An aerial view of study area captured
by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

3.2. Data Collection

3.2.1. UAV Image Acquisition

Two epochs of data collection were executed to identify the water level at different tidal phases
of the Kilim River. Two flights were required to cover the whole study area for each epoch. Epoch 1
(20 December 2017) was collected during high tide, and Epoch 2 (20 December 2017) was collected
during low tide. The average flying height for Epoch 1 was 184 m, while that for Epoch 2 was 228 m
above ground level, which yielded images with a spatial resolution of 4.7 cm at Epoch 1 and 5.6 cm at
Epoch 2. The flight plan was prepared using DJI GO 4 software, and the mission area was saved for
each epoch. In total, 116 images were captured at Epoch 1 and 252 images were captured at Epoch 2 to
cover the entire study area of about 0.688–0.689 km2, shown in Figure 3A.

The meteorological conditions and the tidal level were regular for both epochs. For the
meteorological conditions, there was no strong wind or rain affecting the flight parameters (yaw, pitch,
roll). However, the tidal range between both epochs was different since the tide was within a transition
phase from high to lower tide conditions. At Epoch 1, the river was at low tide conditions, while at
Epoch 2, the river was at high tide conditions (Table 1).

Table 1. Tidal conditions with respect to marine chart data for both epochs (20 December 2017).

Epoch Period Hour Tidal Reading
per Hour (m) Tidal Range (m) Average Tidal

Level (m)

1 10.56 a.m.–12.29 p.m.

1000
1100
1200
1300

1.499
1.301
1.337
1.593

0.292 1.433

2 13.58 p.m.–16.16 p.m.

1300
1400
1500
1600

1.593
2.056
2.624
3.136

1.872 2.575

3.2.2. GNSS Surveys

GNSS data are crucial to the image geo-referencing process and provide UAV products with high
horizontal and vertical accuracy. Hence, ground control points (GCPs) were required for this study.
Artificial targets (each a rubber mat with a highlighted “X” mark) were laid on the ground during the
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image acquisition process and were used later during image geo-referencing, as shown in Figure 3B.
Eight GCPs were used since the study area was small, and two Topcon Trimble GR-5 models (Trimble
Inc, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) were used as a GNSS receiver. The accuracy of the Topcon GR-5 model
3.0 mm + 0.5 ppm (horizontal) and 5.0 mm + 0.5 ppm (vertical), while that for Real-Time Kinematics
(RTK) is 5 mm + 0.5 ppm (horizontal) and 10 mm + 0.8 ppm (vertical) [47]. Observation using a static
technique was used within one hour for each station. The GPS observations used GDM 2000 as a
local state coordinate system in the Kedah and Perak regions, and all stations were converted into the
latitude and longitude format. As shown in Table 2, GPS stations were successfully measured at each
location. The altitude of the ground surface is referred to as the ellipsoidal height and not the height
above mean sea level (MSL).
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Figure 3. (A) Ground Control Points (GCP) distributions at the study area; (B) GCP 6 on the ground
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Table 2. Details of GCPs at the study area.

GCP Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦) Ellipsoid
Height h (m)

Geoid Height
N (m)

Orthometric
Height H (m)

1 99.8583050 6.404147 −13.542 −15.476 1.934
2 99.858142 6.403674 −13.506 −15.476 1.97
3 99.858608 6.401791 −12.892 −15.47 2.578
4 99.858971 6.405156 −13.395 −15.476 2.081
5 99.859376 6.40732 −13.495 −15.479 1.984
6 99.85912 6.4077478 −13.693 −15.481 1.788
7 99.862651 6.40594 −13.451 −15.464 2.013
8 99.86401 6.406795 −13.344 −15.46 2.116

To identify the height above MSL, three heights, which comprise the ellipsoidal, geoid, and
orthometric heights, should be identified. The ellipsoidal height is the height derived from GNSS
equipment, while the orthometric height is known as the height above mean sea level (Figure 4). The
geoid model refers to gravity data which are collected through ground, airborne, or space gravity survey
equipment. Once the geoid height is known, the orthometric height (H) can be measured based on the
MyGeoid model, i.e., the Malaysian geoid model (Equation (1)). The geoid determination of Malaysia
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is based on gravimetry (airborne, surface, and satellite altimetry), which is located downward relative
to the surface of the topography, after removal of a spherical harmonic reference field expansion [48,49].
The orthometric height is simplified as the difference between the geoid height and ellipsoidal height,
as shown in Equation (1):

H = h − N, (1)

where

H = orthometric height;
h = ellipsoidal height;
N = geoid height.
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3.3. Image Processing Using the SFM Algorithm

Measuring the water level at different tidal phases requires a riverbank 3D model. To generate
a 3D model, running the images through a photogrammetric process called SFM is required. SFM
reconstructs a relief from several stereoscopic images of the same object and reconstructs a 3D scene
geometry from a set of images of a static scene by matching features on multiple images [50]. The SFM
algorithm based on multi-views of the scene and the redundancy of the information allow the success
of this process [51].

The SFM algorithm is available in several software products to generate DSMs and orthomosaics.
Agisoft Photoscan®Professional Edition software (version 1.4.3, Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia)
was chosen as the processing software in this study. The workflow comprises several processes,
including image alignment, camera calibration, camera optimization, point cloud and dense point
cloud building, followed by the last step, which is mesh and model texture (Figure 5).
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ellipsoid or geoid height. Then, the process continued with optimizing the camera alignment so as to 
achieve higher accuracy in calculating the camera exterior orientation parameters and internal 
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Figure 5. General overview of methods from flight planning to accuracy assessment of the digital
surface model (DSM) with tidal data.

Generation of the DSM and orthomosaic image was started by aligning all aerial photos, followed
by building a mesh (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The camera locations and image overlap: (A) Epoch 1; (B) Epoch 2.

Later, the eight input marker coordinates containing GCP coordinates from GPS data were inserted
manually (Table 2), and for altitude, the orthometric height was used instead of the ellipsoid or geoid
height. Then, the process continued with optimizing the camera alignment so as to achieve higher
accuracy in calculating the camera exterior orientation parameters and internal parameters and to
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correct the distortion. Subsequently, the aligned aerial photos were combined into a dense point cloud
using the “build dense cloud” command. Afterward, the dense point clouds were generated using the
“build mesh” command followed by “build texture” (with an optional polygonal model produced as a
result). The final step in the Agisoft Photoscan software workflow included the “build DSM” process
and the “build orthomosaic” command. The DSM and orthomosaic image were exported to an image
file format such as JPEG, TIFF, or PNG for subsequent data processing.

3.4. DSM Generation

The dense point cloud was constructed at high quality and to an aggressive mode depth using
Agisoft Photoscan software. These settings were time consuming since there were numerous tie points,
especially in Epoch 2. Subsequently, the aligned aerial photos were combined into a dense point cloud
using the “build dense cloud” command. Afterward, the dense point cloud was generated using the
“build mesh” command followed by “build texture” (with an optional polygonal model produced as a
result).

The UAV data product comprises DSM and orthomosaic data types (Figure 7). Figure 7A displays
the DSM of the Kilim River during high tide (Epoch 1), while Figure 7B displays the Kilim River during
low tide (Epoch 2). Both the DSMs in Figure 7A,B show that the terrain condition ranges from 100 m to
90 m, specifically referring to the red area as hill and dark blue as the river surface. One focus area
was selected for further analysis regarding water level changes during high and low tide. Two cross
section lines were established in Figure 7C,D to mark the strategic area used to determine the water
level using the DSM orthometric height. Both cross section lines were compared with tidal data for
water level verification.
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4. Results and Discussion

The following section presents the output of image acquisition by UAV comprising an image
geo-referencing assessment of the UAV photogrammetry and the vertical accuracy of the DSM. The
vertical accuracy of the DSM was compared with the water level between high and low tides, and
both tide levels were validated with tidal data. The last part of the discussion is about the relevance of
UAV–GNSS measurement compared to LiDAR and Satellite Altimetry.

4.1. UAV Output

4.1.1. Results of SFM Image Processing

The results of SFM image processing include image alignments, generation of a point cloud, and
dense cloud creation, as well as mesh and texture establishment. Figure 8 shows the results of each
photogrammetric process at Epochs 1 and 2.
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4.1.2. Image Geo-Referencing Assessment

Table 3 displays the assessment of camera parameters for Epochs 1 and 2 based on focal length
(F), principal point coordinates (Cx and Cy), radial distortion polynomial coefficients (K1, K2, and k3),
and tangential distortion coefficients (P1, P2, P3, and P4). Both epochs show different values. Epoch 1
shows lower values of all parameters compared to Epoch 2, which shows significant changes.

Table 3. Camera parameters for both epochs of flight.

Camera Parameters Epoch 1 Epoch 2

F 3183.75 4002.38
Cx −2.86094 −27.3149
Cy 25.4618 10.0872
B1 −37.2172 121.949
B2 −1.73538 82.3614
K1 0.00250922 0.0102225
K2 −0.0126191 −0.0258016
K3 0.00931268 0.037059
P1 −7.4061 × 10−5 −9.27189 × 10−8

P2 7.29483 × 10−5 5.55727 × 10−8

P3 22.0224 1724.83
P4 −19.0707 228.112

Table 4 contains the results for both epochs. In all cases, over ten thousand tie points were
obtained. The table also shows over one million dense cloud points for both epochs. The final value of
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) in pixels is shown. In all cases, the RMSE was below 1 pixel. Epoch
2 shows a higher value of RMSE than Epoch 1, as shown in Table 4. After the use of GCPs in image
processing, the orientation procedure was completed, and the pixel error is shown in a histogram
(Figure 9). Based on Figure 9, the pixel error was in the range 0.00 to 0.2 for Epoch 1, while for Epoch 2,
the pixel error ranged from 0.2 to 1.4; this shows that the pixel error for Epoch 2 was higher than that
for Epoch 1. Residuals for the GCPs for Epoch 1 were also calculated to be 0.196 (m), while the total
error was 0.890 (pixels). For Epoch 2, the residual for GCPs was 0.010 (m), while the total error was
0.069 (pixels). This process also included the camera self-calibration that gave the results in Table 3.
The focal length for both epochs was 8.8 mm, while the pixel size for both epoch was 2.61 × 2.61 µm.

Table 4. Assessment of the image geo-referencing error from GCPs for both epochs.

Epoch GSD (cm) No. of Photos Used Tie Points Dense Cloud Points Error (pixel)

1 5.2 252 22,977 76,535,085 0.069
2 6.17 116 35,776 49,950,801 0.890

4.2. Vertical Accuracy of the DSM

4.2.1. Comparison of Water Level between High and Low Tide

To compare the water level between high and low tide, the DSM in Figure 7 was used. The line
profile shown in Figure 10 visualizes the difference in water level during different tidal phases and
also shows the condition of the water surface. The two cross section lines established in Figure 7C,D
illustrate the noise or disturbance on the water surface affected by many factors such as the movement
of boats or natural factors such as waves. Significant movement on the water surface only appeared
in the middle of the line profile, which signified the middle of the river. It was assumed that boat or
vessel movement disturbed the water surface, which caused the surface of the water to appear as in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Water level profile (A) at cross Section 1; (B) at cross section 2.

According to Figure 10A, between 150 and 350 m across the river, the river profile showed noise
or disturbance on the water surface because of interference by a vessel or boat. A similar situation
happened in Figure 10B, which also displayed disturbance on the water surface. However, a significant
difference between high and low tide still appeared at the edge of the line. Figure 11 shows a histogram
of water level against frequency which displays the average of the water level at high and low tide.
During high tide at cross section 1, the water level ranged from −0.514 to 3.395 m in Figure 11A,B,
while at low tide, the water level ranged from −4.437 to 2.2886 m. Meanwhile, at cross section 2 in
Figure 11C,D, the water ranged from −1.076 to 2.432 m during high tide, while at low tide, the water
level ranged from −3.195 to 1.232 m.
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4.2.2. Comparison between DSM Orthometrics and Tidal Data

To compare the water level extracted from the DSM orthometric height with tidal data, cross
sections 1 and 2 were also used. The line profile in Figure 12 represents the water level surface during
high tide, while tidal data were plotted in a curve fit line to represent the average tidal level.
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Figure 12. High tide average against tidal value at cross section 1.

Figure 12 represents the water level at cross section 1 from the DSM against tidal values at high
tide (from 13.58 p.m. to 16.16 p.m.) which resulted in 2.449 m as the average tidal value. Meanwhile,
Figure 13 illustrates the water level at cross section 1 from the DSM against tidal values at low tide
(from 10.56 a.m. to 12.29 p.m.) which resulted in 1.088 m as the average tidal value. A curve fit was
established to represent the average tidal data level (Table 1) in the tidal range in either high or low
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tide. The residual of the water level from the DSM orthometric height and tidal data for high tide was
0.126 m (12.6 cm), while that for low tide was 0.345 m (34.5 cm).
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4.2.3. Relevance of UAV–GNSS Measurement Compared to LiDAR and Satellite Altimetry

The vertical accuracy of a UAV with GNSS positioning data shown in the previous section was
0.126 m (12.6 cm) for high tide, while for low tide it was 0.345 m (34.5 cm). According to DJI [32], the
vertical accuracy for this model is ±0.5 m (with GNSS positioning), and the results show acceptable
accuracy. This vertical accuracy was attained using the DSM orthometric height against tidal data,
which were considered the reference data. This combination with GNSS positioning data provides
UAV photogrammetry with high accuracy for vertical data, almost comparable with LiDAR and TLS.

In terms of data acquisition, UAV and GNSS combined measurement is flexible since the possibility
to encounter bad weather can be avoided. During flight planning, the pilot is able to choose the time for
data collection by considering weather problems such as rain intensity, wind, and other meteorological
problems that could affect the flights. Data acquisition using a satellite platform has limitations since
the user fully relies on satellite conditions to get good data, and the user cannot control the data
according to the needs of their study. If the data do not satisfy the user, new data must be collected
until the needs of their research are met. For LiDAR data, the cost per flight is expensive, especially
when using rented instrumentation. The flight should be planned wisely to avoid any error because
the cost for re-collection is expensive.

The Kilim River is surrounded by mangrove forest and experiences tidal phenomena, making it
difficult to access for field measurement of water level changes. Using LiDAR is expensive for a 0.689
km2 area as it would require more than two flights and the setup is very complicated. Its cheapness
and similar accuracy when compared with LiDAR and TLS encourage the usage of UAV–GNSS for the
measurement of water level changes at Kilim River. The SFM algorithm in Agisoft Photoscan software
allows the generation of high-accuracy DSMs and orthomosaics which are able to identify water level
changes at different tidal phases.

5. Conclusions

This study showed the potential of UAV photogrammetry and GNSS vertical data for the
generation of DSMs to identify water level changes at different tidal phases. This method allowed
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for water level measurements over an intertidal area of 0.689 km2 along the Kilim River with dense
spatial resolution (5.2 cm at Epoch 1 and 6.17 cm at Epoch 2). On 20 December 2017, two epochs
of image acquisition were acquired at the study area during low and high tide. In this study, eight
GCPs were used for geo-referencing with total errors of 0.069 (pixels) for Epoch 1 and 0.890 (pixels) for
Epoch 2. The SFM algorithm, implemented through software, was employed to generate a DSM and
orthomosaics; this included several processes such as image alignment, camera optimization, building
a point cloud and dense cloud, and building a mesh and texture model.

Using the DSM, cross-sectional lines were used to extract the profiles of water level surfaces for
comparison between high and low tide, as well as for comparison with tidal data. Cross section lines
were established across the river at a strategic location. During high tide at cross section 1, the water
level ranged from −0.514 to 3.395 m, while at low tide, the water level ranged from −4.437 to 2.2886
m. Meanwhile, at cross section 2, the water ranged from −1.076 to 3.936 m during high tide, while at
low tide, the water level ranged from −3.195 to 1.232 m. The results coincide with the conditions of
the water level, which increases during high tide and decreases during low tide with such particular
values. By comparison between the DSM and tidal data, the residual of the water level was 0.126 m
(12.6 cm) for high tide, while for low tide, it was 0.345 m (34.5 cm). This value verifies that the UAV
vertical accuracy is within ±0.50 m (50 cm).

In conclusion, the combination of UAV and GNSS vertical data is vital to identifying water level
changes during different tidal phases at the Kilim River. Each type of data plays its role in identifying
the water level in the 3D profile with high vertical accuracy supported by GNSS data. In addition, the
availability of additional data, for example, MyGeoid data from DSMM, is highly appreciated since
these data are valuable to calculating the orthometric height. Integrating aerial photogrammetry from
a UAV platform with field measurement data could verify the accuracy of both approaches and the
relationship between them. The results show only a slight bias for vertical accuracy (within ±0.5 m)
between the DSM water level height and tidal data. Perhaps this study could benefit future research in
exploring validation methods of water level surface measurements using UAV against tidal data from
tide gauges.
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Abstract: In recent years, the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for surveillance tasks has
increased considerably. This technology provides a versatile and innovative approach to the field.
However, the automation of tasks such as object recognition or change detection usually requires
image processing techniques. In this paper we present a system for change detection in video
sequences acquired by moving cameras. It is based on the combination of image alignment techniques
with a deep learning model based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs). This approach covers
two important topics. Firstly, the capability of our system to be adaptable to variations in the UAV
flight. In particular, the difference of height between flights, and a slight modification of the camera’s
position or movement of the UAV because of natural conditions such as the effect of wind. These
modifications can be produced by multiple factors, such as weather conditions, security requirements
or human errors. Secondly, the precision of our model to detect changes in diverse environments,
which has been compared with state-of-the-art methods in change detection. This has been measured
using the Change Detection 2014 dataset, which provides a selection of labelled images from different
scenarios for training change detection algorithms. We have used images from dynamic background,
intermittent object motion and bad weather sections. These sections have been selected to test
our algorithm’s robustness to changes in the background, as in real flight conditions. Our system
provides a precise solution for these scenarios, as the mean F-measure score from the image analysis
surpasses 97%, and a significant precision in the intermittent object motion category, where the score
is above 99%.

Keywords: change detection; convolutional neural networks; moving camera; image alignment; UAV

1. Introduction

The use of change detection algorithms is crucial in high precision surveillance systems.
The methods that make use of those algorithms aim to detect the differences between information
acquired at the same location, e.g., an image captured in different moments. Unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) became a revolution in the surveillance sector due to the lower cost and reduced human
workload needed compared to previous systems. In addition, UAV operations can be automatized.
This need of automation increases the importance of change detection methods. These methods are
based on image sequences analysis, usually acquired by mobile vehicles. Image acquisition from the
mentioned vehicles entails a considerable issue for change detection algorithms: The camera movement.
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This is the fundamental challenge of the algorithms, as the movement produces a variable background,
thus the flight’s route will be moderately modified from one flight to another. Furthermore, the weather
conditions and the precision of GPS positioning influence the relation between the acquired frames
and the location of the UAV. Compared to moving cameras, stationary cameras significantly reduce
the complexity of the change detection problem, as the background is common to every image [1].

Moving cameras introduce complexity to the problem because the reference image is continuously
changing. As a result, the system needs to detect the background of each image to provide
precise detection. Therefore, variable backgrounds introduce a considerable computational load.
This generates a complex problem to solve for real-time video surveillance tasks. An interesting
approach for change detection with moving cameras is studied in [2]. Our method is based on
reconstruction techniques. However, the reconstruction process alone would not be precise enough
for our task. This is a consequence of the limited precision of CNNs to generate detailed images.
In addition, it conforms an additional process that could slow down the system. Nevertheless, it
provides a distinct perspective from the stationary camera algorithm mentioned above. After reviewing
the different state-of-the-art approaches such as [2–4], we have observed an increasing tendency to
use CNNs on image processing systems for change detection. Furthermore, studied implementations
do not consider a moving camera, as in [3,5]. Consequently, a supplementary component has been
considered to overcome the problems introduced by a variable background. Therefore, we have
developed our own complete approach based on image alignment and CNNs.

In this document, we have reviewed the state-of-the-art implementations for change detection
and image feature extraction in Section 2. Section 3 includes a detailed explanation of the process
followed to develop our implementation. Section 4 describes the metrics obtained by our algorithm
and compares them with the state-of-the-art implementations analysed previously. Finally, in Section 6,
the most relevant inferences obtained from the development are explained.

2. Related Work

In this section, a review of traditional change detection is performed in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2,
an explanation of convolutional neural networks is presented. In Section 2.3, we provide an analysis
of change detection implementations based on convolutional neural networks. Finally, in Section 2.4,
different traditional image processing techniques to extract and find common features between images
are reviewed.

2.1. Change Detection Using Traditional Image Processing

Traditional image processing methods for change detection are based on pixel intensity variation
modelling. This is the prime feature of most background subtraction algorithms. Implementations
such as the Gaussian mixture model [6] are exceptionally popular among them. This method uses
multiple Gaussian distributions to model the intensity value of each pixel to differentiate between
background and foreground elements. However, this method does not perform efficiently in complex
environments where movement is permanent. Other relevant approaches are based on kernel density
estimation (KDE) [7]. This method also employs probability density functions to model the intensity
of background pixels. Based on the mentioned distributions, the foreground pixels are detected.
These methods are founded on the intensity regions to estimate background probability. Most of
them are unable to model frequent events. They also adapt poorly to dynamic background situations.
Modern approaches in terms of change detection are SuBSENSE [8] and ViBe [9]. SuBSENSE relies on
spatio-temporal binary features as well as colour information to detect changes. In case of ViBe, for
each pixel, a set of values taken in the past at the same location is acquired. This set is compared to the
current pixel value to determine if it belongs to the background. After that, the model is adapted by
choosing randomly which values to substitute from the background model. Both methods are based
on elemental features, such as colour analysis. The lack of high-level information brings a decrease in
performance in complex environments, which represent our principal target.
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2.2. Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs applied to image analysis usually constrain their input to remain as a three-dimensional
element with the following parameters: Width, height and colour channels (depth). The network is
conformed by three types of layers: Convolutional, activation and pooling. The task of each layer is:

• Convolutional layers perform a dot product between each region of the input and a filter. These
filters, also known as kernels, define the size of the mentioned regions. With this operation, the
layer is capable of obtaining the most significant features of the input. The number of filters
typically varies from each convolutional layer, in order to obtain higher or lower level features.
The resultant structure depends on the padding employed on the convolution.

• Activation layers execute a predefined function to their inputs. The aim of these layers is to
characterize the features obtained from the previous layers to obtain the most relevant ones.
This process is performed using diverse functions, which may vary among the systems.

• Pooling layers down-sample their input, obtaining the most significant values from each region.
Most CNNs employ a 2 × 2 kernel in their pooling layers. With this region size, the input is
down-sampled by half in both dimensions, width and height.

The concatenation of these structures allows the system to learn different level features and
generate a more precise prediction than traditional methods, based on low-level features such as
colour. Therefore, the application of convolutional neural networks has supposed a revolution in
image processing. A more in-depth explanation of these neural networks can be found in [10].

2.3. CNN-Based Change Detection

As mentioned in the introductory section, researchers have developed methods to detect changes
in images based on CNN architectures. Two methods have been studied and analysed to obtain
insights about the architectures and accuracy levels that form the state-of-the-art nowadays. In [3],
both background and foreground images are sliced in patches with reduced dimensions. The two
patches (back and foreground) are concatenated in the depth axis, obtaining a unique structure to feed
the CNN as a result. Convolution applied to images stacked depth-wise produces faster and more
appropriate results than in any other dimension as detailed in [11]. As the result of introducing the
concatenated structure to the CNN-based architecture, this model returns a black and white binary
patch, with the detected foreground zones in white and background zones in black. Nevertheless,
the restriction of using a moving camera is unsolved as the system is indicated for static acquisition
devices. In [12], a variation of the Visual Geometry Group Net (VGGNet) architecture is connected to
a deconvolutional neural network. VGGnet is a state-of-the-art implementation developed by VGG
(Visual Geometry Group) from the University of Oxford [13]. The resultant architecture is applied to
obtain an image of the same dimensions as the input picture. To do so, the number of deconvolution
layers is equivalent to the CNN layers in the VGGNet. As a result, the model returns a binary image
with identical size to the input image. The stated method does not employ a background image.
It employs only the foreground and, for training purposes, the ground-truth images. As a result, we
can retrieve two conclusions: First, without a background reference, the system can be employed
for moving cameras if the dataset is properly conformed; next, the algorithm has to learn a different
background for each scene. Therefore, the system will have to learn on each scene, which slows
processing time in real-world applications. From the results of both methods, it may be concluded that
CNNs have improved considerably the accuracy of traditional change detection algorithms.

2.4. Image Matching Techniques

On stationary camera situations, acquiring a precise reference image represents an effortless task,
while on moving camera scenarios it remains a challenging problem. One of the recent progresses
of UAV technology consists on the automation of flights [14]. This system provides human–UAV
interaction by allowing the programming of UAV’s routes, specifying the coordinates at each point
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and other parameters, namely speed, height, mode of flight or behaviour, in case of any event possible.
However, the mentioned innovation is subject to the real-world conditions that affect the behaviour of
UAVs. As explained in Section 1, the image acquisition is assumed to vary from two flights on the
same route. It can be caused by multiple reasons, in particular, modifications in UAV’s height, position
because of GPS precision variations, wind conditions or movement of the camera. Consequently, the
reference pictures obtained on one of those flights are not circumscribed to exactly the same area. In this
paper we have selected an approach based on ORB (oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF) algorithm [15]
to resolve the alignment problem. ORB descriptor is based on BRIEF (binary robust independent
elementary features) [16] and FAST (features from accelerated segment test) [17] algorithms. This
descriptor extracts the key points of an image by implementing FAST method. It employs a Harris
corner measure [18] to discover the optimal points. To obtain the orientation Equation (3), ORB uses a
rotation matrix based on the computation of intensity centroid [19], Equation (2) from the moments
Equation (1). Moments are obtained using:

mpq = ∑
x,y

xpyq I(x, y), (1)

where I(x, y) represents pixel intensities, x and y denote the co-ordinates of the pixel and finally, q and
p indicate the order of moments. The centroid is obtained from the calculated moments as:

C = (
m10

m00

m01

m00
) (2)

Finally, a vector from corner’s center to the centroid is constructed. The orientation is:

θ = atan2(m01, m10) (3)

where atan2 is the arctangent’s quadrant-aware version given by Equation (4):

atan2(x, y) =





arctan(y · x−1) x > 0,

arctan(y · x−1 + π) y ≥ 0, x < 0,

arctan(y · x−1 − π) y < 0, x > 0,

π/2 y > 0, x = 0,

−π/2 y > 0, x = 0,

unde f ined x = y = 0.

(4)

Other descriptors considered during the development have been SIFT (scale-invariant feature
transform) [20] and SURF (Speeded-up robust features) [21] algorithms. SIFT algorithm transforms a
picture into feature vectors. Each vector is invariant to image translation, scaling, and rotation. After
that, it compares each vector from the new image to the ones obtained from the reference picture. Next,
it provides a candidate by matching features based on Euclidean distance. SURF algorithm obtains the
feature vectors based on the sum of the Haar wavelet response around the points of interest. These
points have been detected previously by using an integer approximation of the determinant of the
Hessian matrix. However, the ORB descriptor is able to perform two orders of magnitude faster than
SIFT and several times faster than SURF. Because of this performance difference, we have selected
ORB to process our videos and reduce the computational cost of the system.

3. Methodology

Image alignment techniques employed on the approach are explained in Section 3.1. After that,
the architecture of the deep neural network model is explained in detail in Section 3.3. The dataset
generation for the process has been described in Section 3.4. Subsequently, the training process is
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detailed in Section 3.5. Lastly, the post-processing part is described in Section 3.6 to introduce how we
have obtained our desired image from the model output. In Figure 1, a block diagram of a system is
shown to detail our pipeline.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the system. Both reference and foreground images are introduced into our
image alignment system. After that, sliding window algorithm is applied. The two resultant patches
are concatenated along the depth axis. Ultimately, our CNN model predicts a grayscale image, which
is post processed to obtain the final binary patch depicted.

3.1. Image Alignment

As stated on previous sections, our system is applied to moving cameras. Our objective is to
compare two video sequences (background and foreground) to detect the changed regions between
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them. Because of implementation purposes, a reference video from the UAV’s route is required,
which will be considered as background. More recent videos from the same route are considered as
our foreground scenarios. In real-world situations, the new images will not be completely aligned
to the reference video. This can be caused by multiple reasons such as lack of GPS precision or
weather variations. To solve the problem, an image alignment system has been developed using
ORB [15]. The idea is similar to the feature alignment performed in [22]. Both the reference and the
new route’s images are compared. Feature extraction is performed with ORB algorithm to obtain the
most significant zones of each picture. After that, a descriptor matcher algorithm from [23] is created.
The descriptor performs an analysis of the obtained values and outputs the relation between them by
distance difference. This output is filtered and sorted to obtain the most adjacent descriptive points of
both images. Lastly, a geometric transformation is performed to generate a modified version of the
acquired image, aligned to the reference. An example of the results obtained by this system is depicted
in Figure 2. As can be observed, the resultant image contains a black zone that represents the pixels
from the foreground image not included in the reference. To prevent the appearance of false positives
because of these black zones, only the mid section of the image is selected automatically to perform the
change detection. The alignment system entails an innovation to other implementations such as [3,12],
which consider a scenario with a static camera.

Figure 2. Example of our image alignment module’s output with a foreground image with significant
difference from the reference.

3.2. Sliding Window

The image provided to our system can vary in size depending primarily on the UAV’s camera
device or time processing requirements. For instance, the processing requirements of a real-time
detection system varies from those of a post-flight analysis. Moreover, deep learning models usually
struggle to work with very high-resolution images. Our approach to resolve these problems is described
in this subsection. In the first place, the maximum input size is defined as a parameter of the system.
If the input images overcome the defined dimensions, they are resized to the specified size. After that,
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we have to divide the pictures into small regions. This is a consequence our network’s requirements to
process images in reasonable time. Therefore, we can obtain pixel-level precision results.

To do so, we have employed an algorithm named sliding window. This algorithm iterates over
the image’s dimensions, retrieving a matrix of a specific size (window) which contains a region of the
initial image. The dimensions of the window are identical in width and height to prevent any further
complication of the segmentation process. Another parameter of the algorithm is defined as the step.
The step of a sliding window algorithm represents the distance, in each dimension, from the starting
point of a window in iteration i to the starting point of the region in iteration i + 1. Adaptive to each
dimension, the step remains a crucial factor in terms of computational cost, just as the dimension of
the window. With these two parameters we can control the overlapping of zones among adjacent
windows. If overlapping occurs, the system will benefit from an increment of precision on the analysis.
In this case, four predictions are generated for the most part of the image, except the limits of each
dimension. As a conclusion, the variation of both parameters provides an extremely efficient tool that
can modify the algorithm’s performance to adapt it for multiple purposes: real-time segmentation,
maximum precision prediction or sample generation. The application of this algorithm in both the
reference image and background image is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Representation of the sliding window and depth concatenation process on a reference image
and a foreground image.

3.3. Deep Neural Network Architecture

The model is based on the concatenation of two input images: The reference background scene
and the updated scene image which may contain some changes. Both images are merged in depth
dimensions, as it is performed in other state-of-the-art methods such as [3,4,12]. This input form
allows the model to learn hierarchical features. As a result, CNNs conform an effective tool to obtain
relevant information from images. An exhaustive description of the CNN architecture is described
in detail in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 4 illustrates the complete architecture. The deep neural network is
composed by four CNNs with increasing number of filters and a kernel size of 3 × 3 pixels. As our
inputs consist of images with reduced dimensions, we employ this kernel size to extract the features
as detailed as possible to obtain a precise detection. For the activation layers of the CNN, we have
used Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation [24]. ReLU activation applies Equation (5) to its inputs.
This function is widely implemented in CNNs as mentioned in Section 2.2 because of its reduced
computational cost and the acceleration of the optimization process. Following this layer, we have
employed a max-pooling layer with 2 × 2 kernel size.

R(z) = max(0, z) (5)

After the last CNN structure, we have vectorized its output neurons. The first one-dimensional
layer contains a dropout layer [25] to avoid overfitting [26]. Continuing the structure, we have
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employed a batch normalization [27], which subtracts the mean of its inputs and divides them by the
standard deviation as in Equation (6):

x̂i =
xi − µB√

σ2
B + ε

(6)

denoting µB as the average value of the batch, σB as the standard deviation of the batch, and ε a constant
added for numerical stability. The dropout layer deactivates part of the neurons from our densely
connected layer during the training process. As a result, the model improves its generalization, as it
forces the layer to predict the same output using different neurons. The aim of batch normalization is
to increase the stability of the model by normalizing the output of the previous layer. As a consequence,
the model will be adaptable to new scenarios, which is one of the essential features of the proposed
system. As our output consists of pixels from changed regions or pixels from unchanged regions,
we are in a binary classification problem. Therefore, the final output layer uses a sigmoid activation
function as depicted in Equation (7):

σ(z) =
1

1 + e−z (7)

The resulting normalized vector is the initial prediction of our system. It conforms the input of
the post-processing methods described in Section 3.6. From this vector we construct a one-channel
image that represents the changes between the reference image and the updated image.

Figure 4. Diagram of the deep neural network architecture used in our system, containing layer types
and dimensions.

Table 1. Layer description of the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which conform the first part
our model.

Name Input Size Kernel Stride Output Size

conv2d1 64 × 64 × 6 3 × 3 1 64 × 64 × 24
pool1 64 × 64 × 24 - 2 32 × 32 × 24

conv2d2 32 × 32 × 24 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 48
pool2 32 × 32 × 48 - 2 16 × 16 × 48

conv2d3 16 × 16 × 48 3 × 3 1 16 × 16 × 96
pool3 16 × 16 × 96 - 2 8 × 8 × 96

conv2d4 8 × 8 × 96 3 × 3 1 8 × 8 × 96
pool4 8 × 8 × 96 - 2 4 × 4 × 96
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Table 2. Layer description of the fully connected layers which define the final part of our model.

Name Input Size Function Output Size

flatten 4 × 4 × 96 - 1536
bn 1536 Batch Normalization 1536
dp 1536 Dropout 1536

final 1536 Sigmoid 4096

3.4. Dataset

To train our model, we have selected images from CD2014 dataset [1]. This dataset contains images
categorized in: “Baseline”, “Dynamic Background”, “Camera Jitter”, “Intermittent Object Motion”,
“Shadows”, “Thermal”, “Bad Weather”, “Low Framerate”, “PTZ”, “Night” and “Air Turbulence”.
We have picked “Bad Weather”, “Dynamic Background” and “Intermittent Object Motion” for our
training process. This election has been based on the similarity of these images with real conditions
where our model is to be applied. As stated before, the target of this system is to perform change
detection on images obtained with variable weather and with dynamic scenarios. Therefore, the
mentioned categories represent a stable base for our model to learn.

To build our dataset, we have selected one background image from each category to conform the
background for each foreground picture. This has been done to provide a unique reference for the
complete dataset and prepare the model for slight changes as mentioned in previous sections. To do so,
each background image has been replicated to obtain a reference for each foreground picture. Because
of computational limitations, the input size for our model represents a restrictive value. Two complete
images could not be established as an input. Therefore, a division of each image must be performed
to obtain slices from them with a reduced size. Image preprocessing has been applied to the CD2014
dataset using OpenCV [23]. This library allows us to resize the input images to dimensions multiple of
our desired input size: 64× 64. As a result, we generate blocks of 64× 64 pixels from the three images:
Reference, target and ground truth. This is achieved using the sliding window algorithm explained
in Section 3.2. The resultant patches obtained from the previous process are automatically labelled
using the original image name, category and region position to conform a unique identifier. With this
implementation, the image order is preserved and training can be performed without any trouble.

3.5. Training

Our system has been implemented in Keras [28] using Tensorflow as backend [29]. As mentioned
in previous sections, our model input is the result of the concatenation of the reference and the
foreground image along the depth axis. The model output is conformed by a vector with a length
of 4096 elements. To obtain this desired structure, we have to process our original ground truth
images. These images are provided by the CD2014 Dataset as a grayscale image. Black pixels represent
unmodified regions. White pixels depict altered zones and grey indicate the border between an altered
and an unaltered zone. The image processing has been performed using the ImageDataGenerator
class from Keras and Numpy [30]. ImageDataGenerator allows Keras to select batches of data for
training the model, instead of loading the complete dataset on memory and select the batches from
memory. As a result, we obtain an iterative component called generator. These generator structures
are widely implemented in Keras, and training methods are no exception. With this methodology,
extensive datasets are easy to handle. These generators can be easily customized. In our case, we
have performed two significant customizations. First, we have concatenated both input images into a
unique structure with size of 64× 64× 6 as our model input. Then, output images are transformed
into vectors using Numpy API. Final dataset is detailed on Table 3. In summary, the training dataset is
conformed by 130,476 patches, 43,492 for background, foreground and ground-truth respectively, with
a proportion of 80% for training and 20% for evaluation purposes. 6750 additional patches from the
IOM category have been included for metrics evaluation. Training loss is illustrated in Figure 5. The
X-axis represents the steps (in thousands) of training. The Y-axis depict the loss value at a given step.
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The graph has been obtained using Tensorboard from TensorFlow. Tensorboard has been employed to
analyse the training process. The model has been trained on an NVIDIA 1080TI GPU for 12 epochs
because of the implementation of early stopping [31].

Table 3. Description of the complete dataset used to train our model. Columns represent the category
of the images, the number of complete images used, the size of each image and the resultant number of
64× 64 patches used to train the algorithm.

Category Images Size Total Patches

Blizzard (BW) 195 1216 × 704 40,755
Skating (BW) 177 1216 × 704 36,993

Snowfall (BW) 192 1216 × 704 40,128
Canoe (DBG) 210 640 × 384 12,600
Sofa (IOM) 1 150 320 × 192 6750

1 Only used for metrics evaluation.

Figure 5. Training loss curve represented loss value per thousand steps.

3.6. Post Processing

After the deep learning model is applied to both images, the resultant grayscale pictures are
processed. As stated before, the system outputs a set of 64× 64 grayscale images. The length of the
mentioned set is proportional to the image dimensions. It is a result of the sliding window algorithm
applied to the inputs, as detailed in Section 3.2. If overlapping has been selected in the sliding window
algorithm, the post-processing method divides the obtained values at the composition process by the
overlapping factor. With this approach, the overlapping effect allows us to have a trade-off between
precision and computational cost, to obtain a more flexible implementation. Therefore, the image is
obtained by inverting the sliding window algorithm. That is to say, the 64× 64 patches are placed on
the equivalent position of the input patch at the original image in a new blank image. After all the
patches have been included in the new image, we obtain a grayscale image with the dimensions of the
inputs of the system. This image will be introduced into the filtering component of this post-processing
module. Figure 6 represents an example output previous to the filtering component.

Pixel’s intensity threshold is applied to filter possible noise effects such as blocking or insignificant
changes detection in the image. Subsequently, a morphological dilation is performed on the resultant
image. The objective of the dilation is to complete the possible gaps produced by noise in changed
regions. Dilation has been selected as some information is typically removed by the filter to secure the
complete elimination of disturbances. To compensate this, the dilation process expands the borders of
the most relevant regions to complete the missed information after the previous threshold process.
The dilation operator follows the formula:

( f ⊕ b)(x) = sup
yεE

[ f (y) + b(x− y)] (8)
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denoting by f(x) an image, and the structuring function by b(x). E is the Euclidean space into the set of
real numbers.

The effect of this filtering on the images is depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Image resultant of the combination of 64× 64 grayscale patches obtained by CNN predictions.

Figure 7. Final output of our system after the filtering part of our post-processing module is applied to
Figure 6.

4. Experimental Results

Model results are described in Section 4.1 along with the metrics used to analyse the
model’s performance. In Section 4.2, we have compared our solution with several state-of-the-art
implementations for background subtraction and change detection, trained using the CD2014 dataset.

4.1. Evaluation Metrics

To perform a comparison between our system and several state-of-the-art methods, we have
selected multiple metrics to characterize the performance of the models. All of them are based on
four elemental concepts. We define true positives (TP) as the correctly classified changed pixel. True
negatives (TN) represent the unmodified pixels which have been correctly predicted. “Let false
positives” (FP) defines the incorrect classified changed pixels. Lastly, false negatives (FN) represent the
incorrectly labelled background pixels. We have selected the metrics from [1], as all the methods based
on this dataset compute them. These metrics, defined by the previous concepts, are:

• Recall (Re): TP
TP+TN

• Specificity (Sp): TP
TP+TN

• False Positive Rate (FPR): FP
FP+TN

• False Negative Rate (FNR): FN
TP+FN

• Percentage of Wrong Classifications (PWC):
100 ∗ FP+FN

TP+TN+FN+FP
• Precision (Pr): TP

TP+FP
• F-measure (FM): 2 ∗ Re∗Pr

Re+Pr
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In Figure 8 we have represented examples of the model’s performance in different image
categories. Similarly, Figure 9 depicts examples of our model’s performance in UAV imagery.
Ultimately, Table 4 shows the results of the stated metrics represented for each scenario of our dataset.
It should be noted that recall and precision measures are included in F-measure. From the metrics
obtained, we can observe that the system has obtained excellent scores in complex scenarios such as
snow blizzard.

Figure 8. Results of our system applied to CD2014 images. Column (a) represents the image where
change detection is applied, column (b) represents the ground truth images given by the CD2014
dataset, (c) the prediction images from our model and (d) the original images with the bounding boxes
obtained by the prediction process.

Figure 9. Results of our system applied to images acquired from an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV),
not included in the dataset. In this case, column (a) represents the foreground image, column (b) the
binary image predicted and column (c) the original image bounding boxes as in previous table.
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Table 4. Metrics scores of our proposed solution on each CD2014 selected category.

Category Sp FPR FNR PWC FM

Bad Weather (BW) 0.999914 0.000086 0.022035 0.017216 0.977963
Dynamic Background (DBG) 0.999810 0.000190 0.048662 0.038013 0.951339
Intermittent Object Motion (IOM) 0.999790 0.000210 0.005232 0.004808 0.994768

4.2. Comparison with Other Change Detection Systems

As mentioned in the introductory part of this section, we have selected various implementations
to compare our system. We have based our election in the use of the CD2014 dataset to have the most
objective results as possible. Moreover, we have elected algorithms founded on various technologies
such as traditional image processing techniques (SuBSENSE [8]), other traditional mathematical
implementations (GMM [6]) and convolutional neural networks (ConvNet-IUTIS, ConvNet-GT [4]).
Our purpose with this is to remark the performance of CNNs over traditional methods. As we compare
a CNN based implementation, we can obtain valuable conclusions for our system performance.
The mentioned traditional solutions have been selected because of their impact in background
subtraction, as they are frequently compared in most papers dealing with this subject. In Table 5,
the results of this comparison are represented, using the value of the F-measure as a reference for
their performance. Only scenarios that have been tested with the model are compared. From the
previous table, we can observe how the performance of our model denotes higher precision than other
state-of-the-art implementations for static cameras. Therefore, our change detection component offers
an accurate solution for the purpose. The combination of this development with the image alignment
methods provides a state-of-the-art solution for remaking modified regions in images acquired by a
moving camera.

Table 5. F-measure scores of our implementation and the other seven state-of-the-art implementations
on the CD2014 dataset from categories “Bad Weather”, “Dynamic Background” and “Intermittent
Object Motion”.

Implementation FMoverall FMBW FMDBG FMIOM

Proposed 0.9747 0.9779 0.9513 0.9947
ConvNet-GT [4] 0.9054 0.9264 0.8845 Unknown

ConvNet-IUTIS [4] 0.8386 0.8849 0.7923 Unknown
CNN [3] 0.7718 0.8301 0.8761 0.6098
GMM [6] 0.6306 0.7380 0.6330 0.5207

SuBSENSE [8] 0,7788 0.8619 0.8177 0.6569
PBAS [32] 0.6749 0.7673 0.6829 0.5745
PAWCS [5] 0.8285 0.8152 0.8938 0.7764

5. Discussion

The primary purpose of this paper is to describe the development of a new system for change
detection with UAV images using a combination of image alignment and CNNs. The most significant
difference between our proposed solution and other state-of-the-art methods is the inclusion of the
mentioned image alignment system to adjust images from moving cameras. Figure 10 depicts the
improvement of the precision of our system caused by the use of the image alignment component.
An additional difference in our system is represented by the improvement of precision it provides
on the studied scenarios, as reflected in Table 5. Based on these reasons, we can affirm that our CNN
architecture and training have been implemented effectively.

As mentioned before, the system employs a reference sequence to detect the changes. This implies
restraints to the method as the reference must denote the ideal status of the recorded scenario. That
is to say, all the elements included in this sequence are considered as background. Previous to this
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approach, a reconstruction method similar to [2] was implemented. Because of the unsatisfactory
precision obtained and the computational cost involved, the approach was discarded.

An additional point to discuss would be the multiple variations that could appear between two
UAV flights. The effect of flying at different heights is one of these possible variations that could occur
on a real scenario. In this case, our system compensates this using the image alignment component to
select the most relevant elements which are included on both reference and foreground images. At that
point, it automatically selects the central region of both images to be analysed.

As can be observed in Table 5, implementations from [4] have an unknown F-measure score at the
“Intermittent Object Motion” category. These methods do not consider this particular type of scenario.
However, the results they obtain on the other two categories position them as a relevant state-of-the-art
implementation to compare our system.

Figure 10. Effect of the image alignment component on the system’s output. (a) The resultant image
with the image alignment applied, while (b) represent the results obtained without the use of the
component. As can be observed, the aligned image detects changed elements (in this case, the two red
boxes) more precisely.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a change detection system for static and moving cameras
using image alignment based on ORB algorithm and convolutional neural networks. Because of the
use of UAV imagery acquired by moving cameras, the problem of dynamic backgrounds has been
addressed. As we have detailed along the paper, our mayor improvement from other state-of-the-art
implementations consists on the use of an image alignment process. The objective of this element is to
compensate the possible variations during UAVs flights described in previous sections. In addition
to that, the inclusion of the sliding window algorithm reduces the computational cost of the CNN
model by reducing the dimensions of the input images. Moreover, this method adds versatility to the
system. The sliding window algorithm can be adjusted to provide overlapping sections to improve
accuracy with an increment in computational cost. As far as we know, a moving camera scenario
has not been taken into account in any of the state-of-the-art methods for change detection compared
along the paper. Only dynamic backgrounds on static cameras have been studied on mentioned
implementations. Our system is capable of adapting to these conditions using image alignment
techniques and the idea of a reference video or image. Datasets with dynamic backgrounds have been
selected to train the network to achieve meaningful outcomes for real-world applications. Results
from experiments indicate a precise detection in scenarios with adverse weather such as a snowfall or
a blizzard. The comparison with other state-of-the-art methods reflects that our system is the most
accurate on the studied scenarios.

Future Work

The precision of the reference’s acquisition is crucial for the system’s performance. As a solution to
this, we are working on GPS data processing for improving the alignment system as in [22]. In addition
to that, we consider the option to include deep learning in the alignment process as another of our
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futures lines of work. Our objective with that is to compare the performance of deep learning against
our current image alignment system based on ORB.
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Abstract: The main focus of the presented study is a multi-variant accuracy assessment of a
photogrammetric 2D and 3D data collection, whose accuracy meets the appropriate technical
requirements, based on the block of 858 digital images (4.6 cm ground sample distance) acquired
by Trimble® UX5 unmanned aircraft system equipped with Sony NEX-5T compact system camera.
All 1418 well-defined ground control and check points were a posteriori measured applying
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) using the real-time network method. High accuracy
of photogrammetric products was obtained by the computations performed according to the
proposed methodology, which assumes multi-variant images processing and extended error analysis.
The detection of blurred images was preprocessed applying Laplacian operator and Fourier transform
implemented in Python using the Open Source Computer Vision library. The data collection was
performed in Pix4Dmapper suite supported by additional software: in the bundle block adjustment
(results verified using RealityCapure and PhotoScan applications), on the digital surface model
(CloudCompare), and georeferenced orthomosaic in GeoTIFF format (AutoCAD Civil 3D). The study
proved the high accuracy and significant statistical reliability of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
imaging 2D and 3D surveys. The accuracy fulfills Polish and US technical requirements of planimetric
and vertical accuracy (root mean square error less than or equal to 0.10 m and 0.05 m).

Keywords: UAV imagery; bundle block adjustment; digital surface model; orthomosaic; data collection;
accuracy; technical guidelines

1. Introduction

Due to significant advances in the research field of digital photogrammetry, computer
vision, and unmanned aerial vehicles/unmanned aerial systems/remotely piloted aircraft systems
(UAVs/UASs/RPASs) [1,2] construction, there has been an important change in geoinformation
acquisition and the workflow of photogrammetric data collection [3]. This has been achieved by
essential developments in the UASs components [4], in sensors production [5], and in the image-based
surface reconstruction, e.g., structure-from-motion (SfM) [6,7], multi-view stereo (MVS) pipeline [8]
and dense image-matching techniques [9].

The commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software packages, focusing on UAV imagery applications in
geomatics, are based on a large number of variously oriented digital images and work in the composed
and often an autonomous processing chain [10–12]. They allow an automatic computation of spatial
orientation of photos and the parameters of camera interior orientation with self-calibration [13] using
the bundle-block adjustment (BBA) method, generation of dense point clouds [11], a 3D mesh model
and, finally, the digital surface model (DSM) [10,14] and orthomosaic [15].

The spectrum of problems and research tasks in the new area of photogrammetry, the so-called
“UAV Photogrammetry”, is very wide [5,9,16–21]. The research and development mainly concerns,
among other areas: small UAS [22], low-cost hardware solution [23], onboard sensors integration [24],
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sensors calibration [13,25,26], images orientation and direct georeferencing [27], data fusion obtained
from optical sensors in various spectral ranges [24] and LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) [28],
automation of flight planning [29], automation of digital images processing [30], testing and comparison
of software dedicated to UASs [10,11]. An important research area is also testing the accuracy
potential [3,31–34] of new measurement technologies based on UAV imagery, searching for new areas
of its practical implementation [35–37], civil law regulations regarding the use of RPASs [18,38].

However, in our opinion, the operational use of UAV imagery acquired by means of single-lens
reflex or compact system camera instead of medium or large format aerial digital cameras for data
collection in order to undertake large-scale basic, thematic [39–42] and inventory mapping is one of the
fundamental issues for the application of UAVs in geomatics and in particular in geodesy. For example,
in Germany, the USA and also in Poland, there are no detailed technical guidelines regarding the use of
UAV imagery in geodetic surveys. The only criterion for taking photogrammetric data into a geodetic
database is the accuracy requirements [43–46] for the final products.

The use of RPASs in national mapping was described previously in state-of-art by the EuroSDR
organization [38], in orthophoto quality assessment performed by Mesas-Carrascosa et al. [15] and
Martínez-Carricondo et al. [47], in photogrammetric mapping evaluation by Agüera-Vega et al. [48]
and in an investigation of the optimal number of ground control points (GCPs) for DSM by Tonkin
and Midgley [49]. This current situation consequently limits the use of RPAS in geodesy. Researchers
reported before that the regulation is the most limiting factor that hinders the thorough application of
RPASs [18,38,50].

According to the authors’ knowledge, the complex accuracy assessment of the computing pipeline
of particular photogrammetric products (bundle-block adjustment with camera self-calibration, dense
point cloud, digital surface model and orthomosaic) which we present in this paper, do not exist
at present. Current studies concerning the accuracy assessment of UAV photogrammetric products
are realized in incomparable technical conditions of projects and with the use of various statistical
parameters of results assessment [39,40] relating to the particular stages of the processing [36,41,42,51].
The most commonly used metrical information of accuracy were root mean square errors RMSE
(XYZ) on ground control and check points, which characterized bundle block adjustment results.
The additional parameters of sensor interior orientation estimated in the self-calibration procedure were
described by standard deviations. In addition, the quality and accuracy of DSMs and orthomosaics
were analyzed using RMS (Z) and RMS (XY) deviations, respectively.

The issues mentioned above were the inspiration for defining the following main aims of this study:

• Definition of the computation pipeline methodology for measurement accuracy assessment under
the real conditions of a posteriori ground control and check points measurements

• A multi-variant accuracy assessment of UAV imaging surveys performed in Pix4Dmapper
suite [32,52]—a case of small investment area.

• Investigation of the impact of photos overlap and georeferences from UAV Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) receiver on the BBA results.

• Examination of the usefulness of UAV imagery acquired with the use of a medium spatial
resolution [1] system camera for the development of full-featured photogrammetric products
whose accuracy meets the appropriate technical requirements.

• Checking the possibilities of replacing geodetic field surveys by the UAV photogrammetric
measurements.

The initial approach to the UAV mapping was signaled and presented by us in the publication [53],
in which we found the possibility of using UAV imagery for inventory mapping in the case of the
industrial estate. In the presented paper, we extend our considerations to the investment area and we
discuss a new testing approach and other research results. The tests were conducted using a new input
data set that contains a large number of low-altitude images and ground control points, additional
ground check points and height ground check points. Also, we used another study methodology,
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which led us to pose new final results, and extended accuracy assessment (tabular summary of findings,
histograms, screens) of respective stages of computation and image processing (multi-variant BBA,
DSM and georeferenced orthomosaic generation).

The discussion of the results and the accuracy assessment takes into account the Polish [43],
technical requirements (accuracy defined with errors mXY ≤ 0.10 m and mZ ≤ 0.05 m) for the land surveys
of planar-elevation measurements of well-defined terrain details and other practical applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Data Acquisition

The study site was an industrial area in the center of Poland in the Stryków municipality (51◦52′38”
N, 19◦35′21” E), around 16 km northeast of the city of Łódź. This study site is representative for
newly created industrial zones in the agricultural area because it contains different topographic objects,
i.e., industrial buildings and their surroundings, access roads, a roundabout, and agricultural lands.
In other study cases, the different localization and higher number of terrain objects may appear.

The flight mission design and photo capturing were made by the Geoplan Polish company in
Zgierz. A block of archival low-altitude uncalibrated photos acquired on 15 April 2016, at 8:35–9:08
local time as photographic documentation of the industrial investment [53], was used in the case
study. The images were acquired by Trimble® UX5 UAS equipped with Sony NEX-5T 16 megapixels
digital compact system (mirrorless) camera with a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
sensor (size 23.5 × 15.6 mm, pixel count 4912 × 3264, pixel pxy = 4.78 µm) and focal length f = 15.5 mm.
Initial camera preferences were defined by shutter priority (1/2000 sec). The lens focus was set to
infinity. The light source and white balance were set to Auto. The prevailing weather conditions on
the day of flight mission were: mostly sunny sky with some clouds and the west wind speed was
equal approximately to 5 m/sec and in gusts to 9 m/sec. Due to this fact, there were apparent drift and
rotation (ω, ϕ, κ) of some images.

The image block was characterized by the following photogrammetric parameters: flight mission
area was P = 1.0253 km2, 858 photos in 41 photo strips oriented in direction N-S, crosswise to the
long axis of the object, forward and side overlap p% = q% = 85%, projected flight height h = 150 m,
ground sample distance (GSD) = 4.6 cm and base-to-height ratio ν = 0.15. The GNSS (single frequency
receiver C/A, L1) of Trimble® UX5 UAS flight data were saved in LOG file. The flight path is shown in
supplementary files (Figure S2 in Appendix 1–6).

The test field includes 5 artificially signalized GCPs, placed before the flight mission. For study
purposes in 2019 the 295 natural, accurately defined ground points (water gate valves, manholes,
curbstones) were identified on images, mainly used as check points (ChPs). The distribution of the
GCPs and ChPs was a consequence of the field details placement, i.e., industrial buildings and elements
of the utilities network. The GCPs and ChPs were distributed more densely in the area which was
critical for matching (Figure 1a,b) and more sparsely in the remaining interest area (Figure 1c). Due to
the thin sheet metal of the hall’s roofing it was impossible to place GCPs there. For tests we used the
previous researchers’ experiences described in [27,49,54,55].

Furthermore, for the verification of the photogrammetric-generated DSM, the 1118 height ground
ChPs in the form of dense cross-sections localized on scarps and terrain slopes were surveyed. The direct
measurement of ground and height points was realized by applying the GNSS using the real-time
network (RTN) method executed by virtual reference stations from the Polish Active Geodetic Network
ASG EUPOS (virtual reference station solution). At every point, 10 fixed epochs were averaged in the
RTN mode.

We decided to use the RTN solution because according to the ASG EUPOS (http://www.asgeupos.
pl/index.php?wpg_type=serv&sub=gen) the advantage of RTN over solutions based on a single
reference station RTK (real-time kinematic), is the possibility of better modeling of systematic errors
related to, e.g., the work of satellite clocks and delays related to the signal propagation in atmosphere.
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Additionally, RTN solutions enable to achieve the coordinates determination repeatability regardless
of the distance between the receiver and physical station. In the RTK mode the error in coordinate
determination increases along with the distance to the physical station from which the corrections
originate. Also, ASG EUPOS recommends using the RTN in precise positioning wherever possible.
Another argument for using the RTN was the distance of apploximately 16 km to the nearest physical
station of ASG EUPOS (LODZ). According to the Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards, the
independent source of higher accuracy should be the highest accuracy feasible and practicable to
evaluate the accuracy of the dataset. The RTN solution fulfills these guidelines.

The coordinates of the points were determined using a Trimble SPS882 survey-grade GNSS
receiver in the PL-2000 zone 6 coordinate system (EPSG: 2177), and in the PL-KRON86-NH elevation
system, with the estimated accuracy mXY = 0.03 m and mZ = 0.05 m. The measured GNSS points fell
within the range:

• Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) 1.0 ÷ 4.8 (<5), mean PDOP = 1.6
• Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) 0.6 ÷ 3.3 (<4), mean HDOP = 0.9
• Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDOP) 0.8 ÷ 3.4 (<4), mean VDOP = 1.3

which proves a good configuration of satellite geometry with am effect on positioning accuracy of
GNSS points: mean σN = 0.012 m, mean σE = 0.008 m, mean σH = 0.020 m and root mean square
value RMS = 0.025 m.

Because of the surface properties and a variety of factors that may impact the accuracy and quality
of digital photogrammetric processing, the test field was divided into the following sections (Figure 1):

• The major part which includes the area between industrial buildings (a);
• The terrain around the industrial buildings (b);
• The roundabout, access road, gas station (c).
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Figure 1. The test object Stryków with the defined study sections (a), (b), (c) on the orthomosaic
generated in Pix4Dmapper.

2.2. Used Methods and Software

Due to the use of an archival image block in the study with the potential blur of images caused by
wind gusts during Trimble® UX5 UAS flight, their radiometric quality verification was carried out.
The graphical contents and a large number of images indicate that the detection of blur on images
should be realized using automatic methods [56]. In this case, for preprocessing, the implementation
of the Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) in Python was used. In the beginning, the
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variance of the absolute values using the Laplacian operator (linear high-pass filter) by Pech-Pacheco
et al. [57] (Equation (1)) was calculated:

LAP_VAR(I) =
M∑

m

N∑

n
[|L(m, n)| − L]

2
(1)

where L is the mean of absolute values; L(m, n) is the convolution of the image Img(m, n) with the mask
L; M, N is the function size.

Since some of the images were tagged as potentially blurred, the decision was made to use the
second approach for blur detection, which involves the frequency domain. The greyscale intensity
images were transformed using Fourier transform F(u, v) accordingly to Equation (2):

F(u, v) =
1

MN

∑M−1

x=0

∑N−1

y=0
f (x, y)e− j2π( ux

M +
vy
N ) (2)

where M, N is the number of columns and rows, f (x, y) is the pixel value [27]. The zero-frequency
component has to be shifted to the center of the spectrum, and then the normalization from 0 to 255
has to be done (Equation (3)).

FF(u, v) = 255
log

(
1 +

∣∣∣F(u, v)
∣∣∣
)

max
(
log

(
1 +

∣∣∣F(u, v)
∣∣∣
)) (3)

where FF(u, v) is Fourier transform component [27]. To determine the level of blur in the images, the
skewness of the normalized 2D Fourier transform was computed according to Ribeiro-Gomes et al. [58]
(Equation (4)):

skew =

1
M·N

∑M−1
u=0

∑N−1
v=0

(
FF(u, v) − FF(u, v)

)3




√
1

M·N
∑M−1

u=0
∑N−1

v=0

(
FF(u, v) − FF(u, v)

)2



3 (4)

where FF(u, v) is each Fourier transform component shifted to the center of the spectrum and normalized
and FF(u, v) is the mean value.

The photogrammetric measurements and advanced digital images processing were performed in
the following software (in the order in which they were used):

• Matching (own application), Poland [59]
• IrfanView v. 4.41 (application by Irfan Skiljan), Vienna Austria (https://www.irfanview.com/).
• Pix4Dmapper Pro v. 4.3.31 (full license) of Pix4D S.A., Prilly Switzerland [32,52].
• RealityCapture v. 1.0.3.6310 (commercial license) of Capturing Reality s.r.o, Bratislava Slovakia [60,61].

• PhotoScan v. 1.5.1 build 7618 (commercial license) of Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg Russia [10,62].
• CloudCompare v. 2.10.2 (GNU General Public License) of Telecom ParisTech and the research and

development (R&D) division of EDF, Paris France [40,63].
• AutoCAD Civil 3D 2019 v.13.0.613.0 (academic license) of Autodesk, Inc., San Rafael USA

(https://www.autodesk.pl).

Figure 2 demonstrates the proposed workflow of this study for the accuracy evaluation of data
collection based on low-altitude images. This scheme is an application of the original methodology for
complex photogrammetric data collection using Pix4Dmapper as the main software for processing.

The signalized ground control points and natural ground points were measured on images using
the center-weighted method (centroid operator) by means of Matching, the original software [59]
with mean subpixel accuracy sx’y’ = 0.15 pixel. On the images, where points could not be measured
automatically, the edge filter detection using IrfanView application was applied, and in some cases, the
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measurement was performed manually. Each ground control point (GCP) was identified on average in
38 images.
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Figure 2. The workflow of measurement and processing proposed for unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) surveys.

At the first stage of computation in Pix4Dmapper, the combined BBA with camera self-calibration,
including 218 ground points (5 signalized GCPs and 213 ChPs in three interest areas, Figure 1) were
carried out with an automatic calculation of interior (standard designation: c, x’0, y’0, K1, K2, K3, P1, P2)
and exterior (X0, Y0, Z0, ω, ϕ, κ) orientation parameters [64]. In the adjustment, the approximated
initial camera positions in the WGS84 coordinate system (*.LOG file) were used, and the output
coordinate system was PL-2000 zone 6 (EPSG: 2177).
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Due to the limited possibilities of changing settings in Pix4Dmapper, it is not discussed in
this paper. The individual settings could be checked in reports from computations, which are in
supplementary information files (Appendix 1–6).

The Pix4Dmapper calculates the global projection error for points measured on images without
signalizing blunders. To avoid manual inspection of 218 points (each one separately) on mean 38 images
in Pix4Dmapper, the RealityCapture software with its fast signalization of blunders was used. This step
allows the identification of 4 faulty points numbering on images and their correcting.

To find the optimal solution of the BBA, 44 computing variants were executed in Pix4Dmapper
with various numbers and configuration of GCPs and ChPs. In research, it was assumed that for each
variant a new project was set up. This approach led to computing each input dataset independently.
The 6 selected configuration variants of GCPs (no. 100 ÷ 103—artificially signalized, no. 201 ÷ 211—
natural signalized points), optimal in terms of the number and adjustment accuracy, are presented
below in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Configuration of ground control points (GCPs) and check points (ChPs) on the test object
Stryków in the 6 BBA variants: (a) Variant 1 which contains 8 GCPs (4 signalized) and 210 ChPs;
(b) Variant 2 which includes 10 GCPs and 208 ChPs; (c) Variant 3 consists of 10 GCPs (4 signalized) and
208 ChPs; (d) Variant 4 defined as 8 GCPs and 210 ChPs; (e) Variant 5 which is the extension of (d) by
2 GCPs between industrial buildings; (f) Variant 6 (it is characterized by 11 GCPs and 207 ChPs) which
is the extension of (e) by 1 GCP at the right side of industrial building and close to it.
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To prepare the accuracy assessment methodology, i.e., statistical test parameters, number and
distribution of ground points, the guidelines described in [65] were used. As a statistical parameter
the RMSE values are described, which are interpreted as a “square root of the average of the set of
squared differences between dataset coordinate values and coordinate values from an independent
source of higher accuracy for identical points”. In this paper the 95% confidence level was not applied
for accuracy assessment, because used values of RMSE are lower.

In the photogrammetry, various statistical tests are applied for accuracy evaluation. The statistical
tests like Student’s t-distribution and Fisher-Snedecor’s F-distribution are used to verify the significance
of camera interior orientation parameters computed by the bundle block adjustment with self-calibration
or simultaneous (on-the-job) calibration [66]. The Cochran test is used to check the error significance of
the 3D coordinates estimation (homogeneity of many standard deviations of independent samples).
The blunder detection in the reference dataset, e.g., GCPs coordinates is possible using statistical
tests, the Student t-test (used to assess the presence of bias) and chi-square test (used to determine
whether random errors are adequate) [15,67]. In our study, for the measurement of GCPs and ChPs,
we have used the Polish Active Geodetic Network ASG EUPOS, which is regularly tested and the
correctness of its precision was proved before. According to commonly known adjustment computation
principles [68] using statistical tests like Student t-test or chi-square was no justified in our case study.

To define reference values of limiting errors for planar-elevation measurements of well-defined
terrain details, the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data [44] and Polish [43]
technical requirements were taken into account. The first document recommends the horizontal
accuracy class RMSEx and RMSEy for orthoimagery purposes, and the vertical accuracy class RMSEZ

for digital elevation data. The second regulation describes the point position errors in the cartesian
and elevation coordinate systems. Polish technical requirements were adopted in the paper as more
rigorous. To analyze the accuracy of photogrammetric products in this study, the horizontal accuracy
RMSE(X) and RMSE(Y) and vertical accuracy RMSE(Z) respectively to 0.10 m and 0.05 m were used.

The results of the BBA in Pix4Dmapper were analyzed in terms of GCPs and ChPs number,
RMSE(XYZ) on GCPs and RMSE(XYZ) on ChPs. Based on the accuracy assessment of the BBA for
further works, variant 6 (Figure 3f) was chosen as optimal. The use of one GCP (210) in section b
(Figure 1) and two GCPs (206, 207) in section a (Figure 1) was caused by significant matching errors
on roof surfaces and in their immediate surroundings, and as a consequence, the significant errors
of photogrammetrically calculated ChPs coordinates. Since it is possible to obtain different results
in different “black-box” applications [10,11,69], for an independent verification of the results, variant
6 was computed in the PhotoScan application. It is a well-known suite and uses other computation
algorithms for photogrammetric product generation.

The next aspect was the evaluation of the impact of less forward and side overlap, and reduction of
image number on the significant decrease of the BBA accuracy. Based on the BBA optimal variant, the
computations were carried out in two options: with and without approximated UAV GNSS coordinates
of images’ projection center (position accuracy of several meters). The forward overlap p% = 65% was
obtained by removing every second photo in each strip. The side overlap q% = 65% and q% = 45%
were received by removing from the initial image block every second, and every second and third
strips, respectively.

Advanced images processing in Pix4Dmapper included the generation of dense point clouds, the
DSM and finally a georeferenced orthomosaic in GeoTIFF format.

The 1118 height points and dense point cloud generated in Pix4Dmapper were imported to the
CloudCompare application [63] for comparison of Z component using the least squares planar fitting
of 3D points [40]. For fitting the mathematical model on the nearest point and its 4 neighbors the
function (Equation (5)) was applied, which assumes that the sum of squared errors between the Zi and
the plane values Axi + Byi + C is minimized.

E(A, B, C) =
∑m

i=1
[(Axi + Byi + C) −Zi]

2 (5)
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As a result, the vertical distance from the compared point cloud to the computed DSM is
determined. The assessment of vertical distances distribution was analyzed.

For the orthorectification in Pix4Dmapper, the same GSD size of the orthomosaic and acquired
images (GSDortho = GSD = 4.6 cm) was assumed. The received georeferenced orthomosaic and XY
coordinates of 11 GCPs and 289 ChPs (incl. 207 ChPs from the BBA) were imported to AutoCAD Civil 3D.
The 2D data were compared, and the values and directions of deviation vectors were determined.

3. Results

The data processing in all of the used software was carried out on a workstation with the processor
Intel® Core™ i9-7940X, 128 GB RAM DDR4-3200 MHz memory, MSI 1080 Ti graphic card and Samsung
960 Pro SSD hard drive.

3.1. Blur Detection on the Images

At the first step, Laplacian operator (Equation (1)) shows 196 images that were tagged as
potentially blurred. The Fourier Transform (Equations (2)–(4)) indicated that 124 images could be
blurred. The manual inspection was performed, to check if the blur occurred on the images. It was
found that the images pointed out by algorithms included the roofs of industrial buildings, which were
characterized by the same color and amorphous texture. There were no images that contain motion
and optical blur, so all of the images were allowed for further computation.

3.2. Bundle Block Adjustment and Camera Self-Calibration

For our tests, the in-flight self-calibration, which describes the real acquisition condition and gives
more accurate camera calibration [34], was used. The results of the 6 BBA solutions with reports of the
camera standard parameter calibration are included in supplementary information files (Appendix 1–6).
The main difference obtained in the 6 BBA variants were the values of reprojection error, which are
understood as the distance between the marked and the reprojected point on one image. Due to
very similar results (max. differences in variants 1 ÷ 6 are ∆c = 1.3 pix, ∆x’0 = 0.3 pix, ∆y’0 = 0.2 pix,
∆K1 = 0.000, ∆K2 = 0.001, ∆K3 = 0.000, ∆P1 = 0.000, ∆P2 = 0.000) of interior orientation parameters
calculated in Pix4Dmapper suite, which does not allow the interference in computation process, and
because camera self-calibration is well described in the literature [13,25,26], the parameters are not
discussed here.

Table 1 presents only the results of the final 6 BBA solutions (218 GCPs and ChPs in various
combinations) obtained in the Pix4Dmapper suite. The maximum differences between root mean square
errors on GCPs obtained in 6 variants of the BBA in horizontal and vertical planes are respectively
to RMSE(X) = 0.002 m, RMSE(Y) = 0.007 m, RMSE(Z) = 0.013 m. In the case of ChPs, the RMSE are
following RMSE(X) = 0.003 m, RMSE(Y) = 0.001 m and RMSE(Z) = 0.013 m.

Table 1. Result of 6 variants of bundle block adjustment in Pix4Dmapper.

Parameters V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6

No. of GCPs 8 10 10 8 10 11
No. of ChPs 210 208 208 210 208 207

RMSE(X) on GCPs [m] 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.009 0.010 0.010
RMSE(Y) on GCPs [m] 0.016 0.022 0.018 0.023 0.023 0.022
RMSE(Z) on GCPs [m] 0.022 0.035 0.030 0.025 0.032 0.033
RMSE(X) on ChPs [m] 0.025 0.024 0.025 0.022 0.022 0.023
RMSE(Y) on ChPs [m] 0.025 0.026 0.025 0.026 0.026 0.026
RMSE(Z) on ChPs [m] 0.048 0.037 0.040 0.049 0.037 0.036
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The distribution of deviations ∆X, ∆Y, ∆Z (differences between coordinates measured using GNSS
and obtained in the BBA) on ChPs for 6 variants are presented in Figure 4.

Table 2 includes the analysis of ∆Z deviations in each computation BBA variants in more detail.
In the analysis, the 5 intervals of the ∆Z deviations were assumed. The ∆Z thresholds are the result of
the current Polish survey technical regulations, where the N∆Z is the number of absolute deviations
values [∆Z] for defined intervals.
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Table 2. Analysis of N∆Z in the ∆Z deviation intervals obtained from the BBA.

Parameters N∆Z V1 N∆Z V2 N∆Z V3 N∆Z V4 N∆Z V5 N∆Z V6

No. of ChPs 210 208 208 210 208 207
[∆Z] ≤ 0.05 m 163 185 176 164 182 187
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0.08 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.10 m 5 3 4 4 3 2
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The localization of the points (GCPs, ChPs), which belong to defined ∆Z intervals, is shown in
Figure 5.
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Upon the analysis of particular histograms (Figure 4) and the values of [∆Z] deviation (Table 2)
can be concluded that the most advantageous distribution of absolute values deviation, especially for
[∆Z] values occurred in variant 6. Furthermore, this variant poses the least percentage (9.7%) of [∆Z]
values higher than 0.05 m. The use of one GCP (210) in section b (Figure 1) and two GCPs (206, 207)
in section a (Figure 1) enhanced the accuracy of Z coordinate determination. The differences of [∆Z]
deviation between variants 4 and 6 in individual sections a, b, c are, respectively, to 0.024 m, 0.008 m,
0.002 m.

To check the correctness and reliability of the optimal variant results (V6), the BBA was performed
in an additional research and computation tool PhotoScan. This approach allows us to do an
independent verification of digital processing results and to receive some additional information about
applications’ reliability and functionalities. Appendix ?? contains the report of computations.
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Table 3 contains the comparison of variant 6 of the BBA results obtained in Pix4Dmapper and
PhotoScan. The RMSE differences received on GCPs are respectively to RMSE(XGCP) = 0.009 m,
RMSE(YGCP) = 0.005 m and on ChPs amount to RMSE(XChP) = 0.002 m, RMSE(YChP) = 0.002 m,
RMSE(ZChP) = 0.004 m.

Table 4 presents the comparison of variant 6 of the BBA results with an extended analysis of the
∆Z deviations on ChPs. The main difference between the obtained outcomes is the number N∆Z of
[∆Z] deviations in the range of 0.05 ÷ 0.08 m to the detriment of the PhotoScan. The ChPs localization
determined in the PhotoScan with the information about the [∆Z] value is displayed in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows the histogram of ∆Z deviations on ChPs computed by the PhotoScan software.

Table 3. Results of the variant 6 of the BBA in Pix4Dmapper and PhotoScan.

Parameters V6—Pix4Dmapper V6—PhotoScan

No. of GCPs 11 11
No. of ChPs 207 207

RMSE(X) on GCPs [m] 0.010 0.019
RMSE(Y) on GCPs [m] 0.022 0.027
RMSE(Z) on GCPs [m] 0.033 0.033
RMSE(X) on ChPs [m] 0.023 0.025
RMSE(Y) on ChPs [m] 0.026 0.024
RMSE(Z) on ChPs [m] 0.036 0.040

Table 4. Analysis of N∆Z (variant 6) calculated in the BBA in Pix4Dmapper and PhotoScan.

Parameters N∆Z V6—Pix4Dmapper N∆Z V6—PhotoScan

No. of ChPs 207 207
[∆Z] ≤ 0.05 m 187 169

0.050 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.08 m 14 28
0.080 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.10 m 2 4

[∆Z] > 0.10 m 4 4
[%] of [∆Z] > 0.05 m 9.7% 17.4%
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The difference between number N∆Z of [∆Z] deviations above threshold 0.05 m is 16 (ca. 8%). It is
a consequence of a deviations number (6—Pix4Dmapper and 17—PhotoScan), which belongs in the
0.05 ÷ 0.06 m range. Therefore, the solutions in both applications are comparable.

In the authors’ opinion, the differences in values and in the number N∆Z of [∆Z] deviations which
are higher than 0.05 m are probably caused by another stochastic (weight) model used in computation
algorithms in both types of software, e.g., for tie points measured automatically.
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3.3. Influence of Image Overlap and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) Exterior Orientation

The assessment of the influence of image overlap value and the use of UAV GNSS external
orientation in the bundle adjustment was carried out in multi-variant (7 new variants) computation
using the optimal BBA variant 6 as reference. The results of the reference and additional solutions with
reports of the camera standard parameter calibration are included in supplementary information files
(Appendix 6, 8–14). Table 5 contains the calculation results for four variants (V6p%-q%) of image overlap,
respectively to p% = q% = 85% (V685-85), p% = 85% and q% = 45% (V685-45), p% = q% = 65% (V665-65),
p% = 65% and q% = 45% (V665-45) with additional observations of exterior orientation parameters
included in the adjustment. Table 6 presents the same adjustment variants, but with observations of
projection centers coordinates excluded in the adjustment.

Table 5. Results of the BBA with different image overlap and exterior orientation parameters of
unmanned aerial vehicle position from Global Navigation Satellite Systems receiver (UAV GNSS)
included in the adjustment.

Parameters V685-85 incl.
UAV GNSS

V685-45 incl.
UAV GNSS

V665-65 incl.
UAV GNSS

V665-45 incl.
UAV GNSS

No. of images 858 293 205 138
No. of GCPs 11 11 11 11
No. of ChPs 207 207 207 207

RMSE(X) on GCPs [m] 0.010 0.016 0.010 0.012
RMSE(Y) on GCPs [m] 0.022 0.022 0.019 0.014
RMSE(Z) on GCPs [m] 0.033 0.028 0.020 0.024
RMSE(X) on ChPs [m] 0.023 0.029 0.024 0.037
RMSE(Y) on ChPs [m] 0.026 0.031 0.029 0.034
RMSE(Z) on ChPs [m] 0.036 0.048 0.046 0.055

[∆Z] ≤ 0.05 m 187 155 159 134
0.050 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.08 m 14 33 31 49
0.080 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.10 m 2 10 9 10

[∆Z] > 0.10 m 4 9 8 14
[%] of [∆Z] > 0.05 m 9.7 25.1 23.2 35.3

In the case (V665-45) of minimal forward p% = 65% and side q% = 45% overlap (ca. 6.2-fold reduction
of image number) the RMSE(ZChP) is a little bit over the critical value 0.05 m and the percentage of
points with the absolute deviations values [∆Z] > 0.05 m rise 3.5-fold. In two other variants (V685-65

and V665-65), the absolute deviations values [∆Z] are lower than 0.05 m. The percentage of points with
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the absolute deviations values [∆Z] > 0.05 m rise 2.5-fold. The exclusion of approximated coordinates
of projection centers in the BBA process is not causing significant changes in obtained accuracy.

Table 6. Results of the BBA with different image overlap and exterior orientation parameters excluded
in the adjustment.

Parameters V685-85 excl.
UAV GNSS

V685-45 excl.
UAV GNSS

V665-65 excl.
UAV GNSS

V665-45 excl.
UAV GNSS

No. of images 858 293 205 138
No. of GCPs 11 11 11 11
No. of ChPs 207 207 207 207

RMSE(X) on GCPs [m] 0.010 0.015 0.010 0.012
RMSE(Y) on GCPs [m] 0.022 0.022 0.019 0.016
RMSE(Z) on GCPs [m] 0.029 0.027 0.019 0.023
RMSE(X) on ChPs [m] 0.023 0.029 0.024 0.038
RMSE(Y) on ChPs [m] 0.026 0.031 0.029 0.035
RMSE(Z) on ChPs [m] 0.036 0.047 0.047 0.056

[∆Z] ≤ 0.05 m 182 156 154 133
0.050 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.08 m 18 32 32 42
0.080 < [∆Z] ≤ 0.10 m 2 10 13 18

[∆Z] > 0.10 m 5 9 8 14
[%] of [∆Z] > 0.05 m 12.1 24.6 25.6 35.7

In regard to variant V685-85 (incl. UAV GNSS) the max. differences of interior orientation
parameters calculated for 3 variants of the BBA with UAV GNSS data and reduced overlap are the
following: ∆c = −7.3 pix, ∆x’0 = 1.3 pix, ∆y’0 = 3.0 pix, ∆K1 = 0.000, ∆K2 = 0.000, ∆K3 = 0.001,
∆P1 = 0.001, ∆P2 = 0.000. Max. differences of parameters between variant V685-85 (excl. UAV GNSS)
and 3 variants of the BBA without UAV GNSS data and reduced overlap are respectively: ∆c = 9.3 pix,
∆x’0 = 1.4 pix, ∆y’0 = 3.0 pix, ∆K1 = 0.000, ∆K2 = 0.000, ∆K3 = 0.000, ∆P1 = 0.001, ∆P2 = 0.000.

The value differences of parameters calculated between relevant variants with and without UAV
GNSS data are very similar except for variant V665-45 (p% = 65% and q% = 45% overlap), respectively:
∆c = 3.3 pix, ∆x’0 = 0.1 pix, ∆y’0 = 2.4 pix, ∆K1 = 0.000, ∆K2 = 0.000, ∆K3 = 0.001, ∆P1 = 0.001,
∆P2 = 0.000. The standard deviation of determined parameters are in range sc ∈ <0.5; 0.8> pix, sx’o =

sy’o ∈ <0.07; 0.14> pix.

3.4. Comparison of Photogrammetric-Generated Digital Surface Model (DSM) and GNSS Point Cloud

Due to the requirements of height accuracy (RMSE(Z) ≤ 0.05 m), the generated DSM in
Pix4Dmapper (variant 6) was compared to the point cloud obtained using GNSS. The determination of
DSM undulation is realized by Equation (5) and is presented in Figure 8.
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For most of the 1418 points (300 ChPs and 1118 height ground ChPs), the values of the vertical
distance VD (height differences) belong to 0 ÷ 0.05 m range. Only for some random points, the
estimated vertical distances are higher than 0.05 m. The vertical distances outliers comprise 4.3% (61)
of the total number of points (1418). This fact confirms that DSM is correctly generated even in the area
with the discontinuity of the terrain surface (scarps and terrain slope).

3.5. Comparison of the Orthomosaic and GNSS Data

The photogrammetric planar data collection was performed using orthomosaic. The outcome
GeoTIFF ortomosaic (Figure 1) of Pix4Dmapper is 37058 × 15284 pixels (855 MB). To verify if the
georeferenced orthomosaic comply with the mapping requirement (RMSE(XY) ≤ 0.10 m) of the point
position in the cartesian coordinate system, the 2D reference coordinates of 11 GCPs, 207 ChPs and
82 supplementary ChPs measured by the GNNS method were applied. The 82 additional ChPs were
the densification of the ChPs set and allowed an independent accuracy verification of the orthomosaic.

The photogrammetric 2D data collection (object vectorization) on the georeferenced orthomosaic
can be treated as detailed land surveys. On the basis of the manual measurement on the GeoTIFF
raster in AutoCAD Civil 3D, the deviation vectors DGNSS-BBA and DGNSS-OM were defined (GNSS—
coordinates from GNSS measurement, BBA—coordinates computed in the bundle block adjustment,
OM—coordinates from orthomosaic measurement). The a priori accuracy of manual pixel coordinates
measurement was set at the level of 0.33 pixel size, which corresponds to 0.015 m in the terrain. Table 7
describes the accuracy evaluation of georeferenced orthomosaic. The length distributions of deviation
vectors D in the plane are presented in Figure 9.

The measurement on the orthomosaic founds that 61 (20.3%) vectors exceed the threshold value
of 0.10 m, where the calculated measurement accuracy for 300 ChPs was RMS(DGNSS-OM) = 0.082 m.
In comparison with the reference data (2D coordinates) obtained from the BBA, the number of length
vectors outliers increases up to 20-fold. The analysis of the histograms confirms that trend.

To check if the constant shift on the generated orthomosaic exists, the directions of deviation
vectors were studied. The vectors’ directions were assigned to 4 quarters of the coordinate system.
Table 8 contains the results of the verification.

Table 7. Length analysis of deviation vectors D.

Parameters V6—Pix4Dmapper

No. of vectors DGNSS-BBA > 0.10 m (218 ChPs) 3
No. of vectors DGNSS-OM > 0.10 m (218 ChPs) 50
No. of vectors DGNSS-OM > 0.10 m (82 ChPs) 11

No. of vectors DGNSS-OM > 0.10 m (300 ChPs) 61
[%] of vectors DGNSS-BBA > 0.10 m (218 ChPs) 1.4
[%] of vectors DGNSS-OM > 0.10 m (218 ChPs) 22.9
[%] of vectors DGNSS-OM > 0.10 m (82 ChPs) 13.4
[%] of vectors DGNSS-OM > 0.10 m (300 ChPs) 20.3

RMS(DGNSS-BBA) (218 ChPs) [m] 0.034
RMS(DGNSS-OM) (218 ChPs) [m] 0.084
RMS(DGNSS-OM) (82 ChPs) [m] 0.076
RMS(DGNSS-OM) (300 ChPs) [m] 0.082

Figure 10 presents the localization of ChPs with the information about vectors’ length and
directions, where each direction is marked with the following colors: N–E: green, N–W: red, S–W: blue,
S–E: purple.
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Table 8. Analysis of direction of deviation vectors D.

Vector Direction ↗ ↖ ↙ ↘
No. of vectors DGNSS-BBA (218 ChPs) 69 53 54 42
No. of vectors DGNSS-OM (218 ChPs) 6 195 15 2
No. of vectors DGNSS-OM (82 ChPs) 3 67 10 2
No. of vectors DGNSS-OM (300 ChPs) 9 262 25 4

The analysis of the analytical BBA data presented a similar direction distribution of the vectors
DGNSS-BBA. On this distribution, the systematic errors are not found. However, directions distribution
of vectors DGNSS-OM measured on georeferenced orthomosaic has a systematic shift in the N–W (↖)
direction. The analysis of vectors (DGNSS-BBA and DGNSS-OM) localization in both cases shows that the
similarity of distributions does not exist. The values of deviation vectors on the orthomosaic were
affected by the orthorectification process. In the authors’ opinion, the direction of shadow projection
and different lighting conditions on image sequences in flight strips may influence on the length and
the direction of error vectors.
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3.6. Inspection of the Existing Digital Maps

The orthomosaic generated from UAV images is a relatively low-cost and quickly obtained
photogrammetric product. Its actual photographic content allows the easy and fast visual detection
of outdated information (Figure 11) and incompleteness (Figure 12) of existing vector digital maps,
which are the result of geodetic detailed field surveys.
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4. Discussion

For accuracy analysis, the current Polish technical standards for the land surveys (planar-elevation
measurements of well-defined terrain details) in order to undertake large-scale mapping, included in
the Regulation of the Minister of the Interior and Administration in Poland, No. 263 of 9 November
2011 [43], were used as the reference. They precisely describe the accuracy of field geodetic surveys
of the ground details, which are uniquely identifiable, retaining the long-term invariability of shape
and position. The measurements should achieve the point position in the cartesian coordinate system
with error mXY ≤ 0.10 m and point height position in the elevation system with error mZ ≤ 0.05
m. The geodetic control network points used as a reference for dedicated field surveys are treated
as errorless.

The planimetric mapping (land survey) is performed on the assumption that the accuracy
(error mXY) of a point location of terrain details relative to the nearest horizontal geodetic control
network is not less than:

• 0.10 m: Ist survey group, i.e., survey marks of the control network, boundary points, building
objects, and construction equipment, including elements of the utilities network, directly available
for measurement;

• 0.30 m: IInd survey group, i.e., buildings and earth devices in the form of embankments,
excavations, dikes, dams, ditches, canals and artificial water reservoirs; invisible parts of buildings
and construction equipment, including objects of covered infrastructural networks; land use
objects, in particular: parks, green areas, lawns, playgrounds and rest, squares, single trees as well
sport fields;

• 0.50 m: IIIrd survey group, i.e., land use contours and soil outcrops for the needs of the land soil
classification; watercourses and water reservoirs with natural boundaries; section boundary in the
forests and national parks.

The geodetic height measurement of terrain elements is performed on the assumption that the
accuracy of point height (error mZ) in relation to the nearest height (vertical) geodetic control network
is not less than:

• 0.02 m: for underground pipes and sewage devices;
• 0.05 m: for building objects and construction equipment as well as height spots marked in the field;
• 0.10 m: for terrain structures and flexible lines or electromagnetically measured underground

objects of the infrastructural network; and non-marked height spots of characteristic points of the
ground elevation.
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The specification of terrain detail types and their planar-elevation survey accuracy contained in the
regulation [43] mentioned above in principle applies to the direct geodetic survey and does not strictly
concern the photogrammetric measurement. Due to the lack of the technical guidelines for practical
usage of UAVs images in geodesy, the listed max. errors for surveys of well-defined over ground
points were adopted in tests for the accuracy assessment of 2D and 3D photogrammetric measurement.

In this paper, we have compared conventional survey quality considerations with a
photogrammetric approach to evaluate the accuracy of UAV imagery data collection. Our case study
was performed according to Federal Geographic Data Committee mapping accuracy standards [65].
For testing purposes, features with known horizontal position (high degree of accuracy) and position
with respect to the geodetic datum were used. Also, the independent source of higher accuracy was
acquired separately from data used in the aerotriangulation solution. According to [65], check points
were distributed more densely in the area of interest and more sparsely in that of little or no interest.

In the study, the set of images used for processing was radiometric proper; they did not contain
motion and optical blur. The process of the complex photogrammetric data collection was performed
in Pix4Dmapper software in three stages. The first computation stage was the bundle block adjustment.
Empirical tests have shown the need to apply 11 GCPs (variant 6 of the BBA) in the configuration
(Figure 3f) related to the buildings localization. The use of 3 additional GCPs was necessary to minimize
the reprojection errors on the stage of the BBA and to eliminate the influence of amorphous surfaces
on the image matching. The interior orientation parameters computed in self-calibration depend
significantly on the configuration of the image block (image number, block and strip geometry, forward
and side overlap, drift, shift), GCPs (point signalize type, shape, size, color, number, distribution,
resolution, accuracy) and UAV GNSS accuracy. The accuracy of camera calibration parameters
determined using BBA affects the accuracy and reliability of estimated 3D ground point coordinates.
The simultaneous self-calibration method most accurately corresponds to the real conditions of
images acquisition and computation, and provides the optimal functional model of the solution by
bundle method.

The 3D ground coordinates of all the pass points (natural signalized terrain details) estimated using
the BBA can be the background for a 3D vector digital map production. The external accuracy measure,
i.e., the RSME on 207 ground ChPs (XYZ) were respectively to RMSE(X) = 0.023 m, RMSE(Y) = 0.026 m
and RMSE(Z) = 0.036 m. In respect of theoretical inhomogeneous horizontal and vertical accuracy
of the estimated coordinates in the bundle adjustment, the ∆Z deviations were analyzed. It turned
out that ca 90% of ∆Z deviations on 207 ChPs were to ∆Z ≤ 0.05 m and only ca. 2% to ∆Z > 0.10 m.
Barry and Coakley [39] used in their study 10 GCPs and 45 ChPs on the small field area (0.3250 ha).
They acquired 95% reliably within 0.041 mm horizontally and 0.068 m vertically with the 1.17 cm size
of GSD. Benassi et al. [70] in their tests used eBee RPAS with direct georeferencing on the test field
(20 ha) with 12 GCPs, 14 ChPs. They declare standard deviations of planar camera positions between
0.01 ÷ 0.02 m and 0.03 ÷ 0.05 m in vertical direction, and acquired average horizontal RMSE on ChPs
of 0.022 m and 0.055 m in elevation. In our opinion, the small sample of ChPs, their localization far
from high objects and no independent points render them inadequate to do the accuracy assessment of
RTK RPAS measurements. Besides with fewer GCPs used as a control, error magnitudes on control
and check points diverged, which was confirmed by James et al. [41].

Another study aspect relative to the initial dataset was the assessment of the impact of less overlap
and, as a consequence, a reduction of the images number in the bundle adjustment. We found that the
optimal variant in terms of accuracy and computing time using standard grade workstation is that
with reduced photos overlap at the level of p% = q% = 65% (ca. 4-fold decrease of image number).
However, the optimal configuration of the GCPs is a condition for reducing the photos number, which
is confirmed by the comparison of BBA results for variants V1 and V4 (Table 1), and V665-65 (Table 5).
Tests shown that for block of nadir images with decreased overlap to p% = q% = 65%, it is possible to
achieve the horizontal and vertical accuracy of ground objects at the level of RMSE(XChP,YChP) = 0.5
GSD and RMSE(ZChP) = 1 GSD (0.046 m), but in this case the number N∆Z of [∆Z] deviations higher
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than 0.05 m increases ca. 2.5-fold. As expected due to the low position accuracy (horizontal 5 m and
vertical 10 m) of the GNSS single-frequency receiver (C/A, L1) located on the Trimble® UX5 UAS
platform, the inclusion of approximated coordinates of projection centers in the bundle adjustment
in all tested variants did not affect on the computation results. For the BBA results evaluation, the
number and distribution of ChPs, which are treated as tie points in computation should be taken into
consideration. Mostafa in his research [71] state that changing the forward and side overlap from
p% = q% = 80% to p% = 80% and q% = 40% resulted in the same accuracy within the measurement
noise. The investigations were conducted with GSD = 0.008 m and GSD = 0.016 m. Furthermore, it was
indicated [71] that ground object positioning accuracy is about 2 ÷ 3 GSD value, and height accuracy is
about 4 ÷ 5 GSD value.

The DSM which was generated in the second processing stage has been validated by 1418 GNSS
height check points in CloudCompare application. The approach was realized successfully before [53].
The ca. 96% of the height differences are related to ∆Z≤ 0.05 m and only ca. 4% are outliers ∆Z > 0.05 m.
Oniga et al. [55] compared results with terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) data and obtained a standard
deviation equal to 0.098 m. Wierzbicki and Nienaltowski [42] created the triangulated irregular network
(TIN) model based on points measured using the GNSS RTK technique, and they achieved a standard
deviation of 0.090 m for height differences. To avoid the interpolation of the irregular shape of the
ground, our study contains height differences only for points measured in the field.

Finally, the manual measurement of the well-defined points on the GeoTIFF orthomosaic
(GSDortho = 4.6 cm) was carried out in AutoCAD Civil 3D. The photogrammetric 2D data collection
(pointwise object vectorization) on the georeferenced orthomosaic can be treated as detailed land
surveys. To take into account the limiting error (mL = 2 m0) of the GeoTIFF manual measurement,
it could be considered that ca. 90% of deviation vectors D on the set of 300 ChPs fulfill the planar
accuracy requirements RMSE(XY) ≤ 0.10 m. According to the authors’ knowledge, this procedure
has not been used before. For describing the accuracy of orthomosaics, researchers used the BBA
results [36,72]. Hung et al. [12] and James et al. [41] analyzed the directions and length of deviations
vectors for GCPs and ChPs from the BBA. In our study, we also checked them on the orthomosaic,
which showed that the constant shift occurs despite the random distribution of vectors from the BBA.

It is worth noting that in a complex process of orthomosaic generation, error propagation occurs.
The final geometric accuracy and radiometric quality of orthomosaic is influenced by the many
factors caused by, e.g., target marking (GCPs) and coordinate measurement errors, incorrect stochastic
(weighted) model in the BBA, image-matching errors, estimated parameters errors of interior and
exterior orientation, insufficient correction of image distortions, densified point cloud noise, final
density and quality of DSM, applied orthorectification and digital interpolation method during the
resampling, radiometric correction of respective orthoimages, quality of mosaicking.

Analyzing the real, not ideal conditions of the input dataset, it can be assumed that the following
factors could have a significant impact on the accuracy of the final results: a relatively large size of GSD,
a small number and incorrect artificial signalization of GCPs, inappropriate orientation of the strips
relative to the shape of the photo block, and difficult conditions of dense matching as a consequence of
the amorphous texture of the industrial object surface.

The positive experimental results of the presented study encourage the authors to continue
research on the accuracy evaluation of photogrammetric products based on UAV imagery. Therefore,
further work will be carried out on a topographically diverse test field, a representative for the
general case of study, and the negative factors will be eliminated, which decreases the accuracy of the
UAVs survey.

5. Conclusions

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for image-based surveys is becoming increasingly
widespread across the geosciences and in industries such as engineering and surveying. However,
the increasing availability of such data has not been paralleled by an equivalent increase in research
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about the data quality. The aim of the study is to maximize the accuracy and reliability of UAV survey
results, whilst optimizing the input dataset and digital-processing requirements.

The presented study evaluates the accuracy of photogrammetric 2D and 3D data collection
based on processed medium resolution images acquired from Trimble®UX5 UAS production flight
mission, in the case of a small investment area with a focus on the influence of ground control points
configuration. The study site is representative for other areas with similar characteristic and location
of terrain objects.

The initial dataset was characterized by a block of 858 digital images with 16 megapixel resolution,
4.6 cm ground sample distance, 5 artificially signalized ground control points. For the verification
of the results, the 295 ground check points and 1118 height check points were measured applying
the GNSS using the real-time network method with the mean sigma (NEH) respectively to 0.012 m,
0.008 m, 0.020 m.

The photogrammetric data collection for well-defined points was carried out using the
Pix4Dmapper suite in three processing stages: in the bundle block adjustment, on the generated digital
surface model and the georeferenced orthomosaic. Furthermore, the bundle block adjustment was
performed using RealityCapure and PhotoScan packages. In addition, the extended accuracy analyses
were achieved on the digital surface model using CloudCompare application and on the orthomosaic
supported by AutoCAD Civil 3D.

The main original research contributions of this paper are the following:

• Creating a new methodology for complex accuracy assessment of computing pipeline of particular
photogrammetric products;

• Proving high accuracy and significant statistical reliability of photogrammetric 2D and 3D data
collection based on UAV medium spatial resolution imagery with lower than 5 cm ground
sample distance;

• Stating the absolute need for a multi-variant bundle block adjustment and error assessment to
search for optimal ground control points configuration for further advanced digital processing
chain, which allows minimizing image-matching errors caused by the amorphous texture;

• Proving the high horizontal and vertical accuracy (root mean square error less than or equal to
0.10 m and 0.05 m) for well-defined terrain points of photogrammetric products based on UAV
imagery, which fulfills Polish and US technical requirements;

• Finding the optimal photos overlap in terms of accuracy and computing time;
• Proving the lack of influence of low-accuracy image georeferences on the bundle block

adjustment results;
• Confirming the appropriateness of UAV imagery and dedicated photogrammetric software

packages for 2D and 3D data collection in vector, raster and hybrid form in order to undertake
large-scale basic, thematic and inventory mapping;

• Proving the possibilities of replacing direct geodetic field measurements by the UAVs
photogrammetric measurements with the accuracy for large-scale mapping;

• Verifying the usefulness of UAV imagery and their products for regular updates existing digital
base maps and geodetic database.

The accuracy of the achieved products shows the full practical utility of a digital compact
system camera for geodata collection. High accuracy could be obtained only under the conditions of
multi-variant image processing and extended error analysis, according to the proposed workflow. In the
case of a smaller ground sample distance, the accuracy of data collection will be significantly higher.

When the Pix4Dmapper package is applied for the bundle-block adjustment, additional software
should be used in the post processing to find the image coordinates measurement blunders and to
verify primary adjustment results. For the accuracy assessment of the georeferenced orthomosaic,
we propose to analyze the distribution and length of deviation vectors.
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The more frequent application of UAV imagery in geodesy and geomatics is, unfortunately, limited
by the lack of dedicated national technical regulations and guidelines.

Further study will be carried out on the specially designed test field characterized by a high
number of artificially signalized and evenly distributed ground control and check points which have
been measured with high accuracy using static GNSS method and precise leveling. In addition, the
research area should have a block of nadir and oblique images with a small ground sample distance
(1 ÷ 2 cm level), acquired with a medium or large-format digital camera with high-resolution and a
digital surface model based on dense point clouds obtained from airborne laser scanning, which will be
used as a reference. A new test field will allow for testing the quality and accuracy of standard products
(bundle-block adjustment, digital surface model, georeferenced orthomosaic) and other products
derived from UAV imagery that were not the subject of the described study, i.e., true orthophoto maps,
3D object reconstruction, and 3D city models in the two-level of detail (LOD3 and LOD4).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/19/23/5229/s1.
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